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Identity of Informant

Reliability;

bate:

HY 20XQ-S-* (Conceal and
paraphrase)

Uho has furnished reliable
information in the past

8/18/59

contacted HIH. BARI and asked if HERB (probably HBEBEEE AESHEKER)
had spoken to him about ”my irJSc

1

? PHIL said m» but that HERB
gave him a letter from $011 (ilfiBRILD}, Also that HERB is leaving
tomorrow and will be back next week.

FRAHK said he wanted to come up Saturday or Sunday and
talk to hhl* as. its desperate* HSXL diocouraged him from coming
up, telling him he (PHIL) will be busy Saturday and doesn’ t Irnou

if there :lu anythins that he himself can do. PEEL said he would
talk to 1SRB and have him call PB/fiK or would call ERiilliC himself*
FRAide’s telephone number is BAldein 3-0963*

2- Philadelphia (Info) (RH)
(1» 65-lCUS} ($GiI HABRIEb)

sZ-i&si York (103-80532) (HERBERT jIPSHEKER) (415)
J^jfovr Yor.; (100-36579) (PHIL IBRI) (415)
"1- Hew Yora (100-

lYlhcma
(5)
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m 100-1696

eaaH' .eoidBunlea^ citing the exaap1« of .jStSf MW, '

She told fMW'Qml&h* didn’t dislike BKOreN personally, but
3«at . the way ; he worked. She said - that JACK 'GHTtM ..had told .

;

her that 3AM BROlIH was cultivating «•*€? mashers like SIB STEIN
by playing poker and drinking with tliem and then roportlog back
to the Qf . on their nativities,

.
She also > told KATHY that if

^

HY LUHSK's wife wasn't in town obe. wouldn't sOad hairing W \

'

stay with lier aMle KATHY la gone* Jhssaid atte doesn't
know whether she wants IIVIM POTASH to

' stay with her m he
-

'

is "kind or deaa'
1

. ilhabeeh spent the evening 'working on
her paaphlet:, •"

r



TO : SAC, NEW YORK

PROM : SAC, BUFFALO ( 100-1*$,79469)

SUBJECT: CP, USA
NY DISTRICT
BUFFALO DIVISION
ORGANIZATION
IS - C

DATE: AUG 12 1959
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CP, USA, ORGANIZATION)
PAMPHLETS AND PUBLICATIONS

)

MILTON ROSEN)
BEN DAVIS)
BILL ALBERTSBN)
GEORGE MORRIS)
UNSUB, aka Minnie)
UNSUB, aka Marvin)
COMINFIL STEEL)
JESUS COLON

)

NEGRO QUESTION)
STRATEGY IF INDUSTRY)
HARRIET ROEEN)

I I (phonetic) b6

<2gtEL«BAg3r:)> b7c

ROBERT THOMPSON)
WILLIAM Z. FOSTER)
EMANUEL BLUM)
JAMES JACKSON)
CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT)
TOM NELSON (phonetic)
ANTHONY KRCHMAREK

)

MIKE DAVIDOW)
BETTY GANNETT)
UNSUB, aka Husband of BETTY GANNETT)
JIM TORMEY)
EVELYN WEINER)
UNSUB, aka Millie)
FACTIONALISM) /
UNSUB, aka Sylvia) /Fj T
UNSUB, aka Harry (phonetic) __
FARMER MATTERS)
POLITICAL ACTIVITIES)

on next page
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Copies Continued
2 - Chicago (EM)

(1-100- CP, USA., ORGANIZATION)
(1 - 100- CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT)

2 - Cleveland (RM)
(1 - 100- CP, USA, ORGANIZATION)
{1 - 100- ANTHONY

-

KRCEMAREK)
? - Los Angeles (RM)

(2 - 100- CP, USA, ORGANIZATION)
(1 - 100- IRVING GOFF)
(1 - 100- SOPHIE GOFF)
(1 - 100- PETTIS PERRY)
(1 - 100- UNSUB, aka Jimmy (phonetic)
(1 - 100- PAMPHLETS AND PUBLICATIONS)

.4.1 - Buffalo
(1 - 100-10454, MORTIMER SCHEER)-
(1 - 100-11963, AMY TIESLER)
(1 - 100-4379-86, PAMPHLETS AND PUBLICATIONS)
(1 - 100-11933, MILTON ROSEN)
(1 - 100-15270, BILL ALBERTSON)
(1 - 100-8822, FRANCES CLUNE)
(1 - 100-4379-63, FUNDS)
(1 - 100-4052, COMINFH, STEEL)
(1 - 100-12311, HARRIET' ROSEN)
(1 - 100-11900, MIRQSLAW ZELMAN )

(1 - 100-12948 J |

(1 - 100-3934, ROSE TOURALCHUK)
(1 - 100-2080, JOHN TOURALCHUK)
(1 - 100-4379-104 . COUNTER TNTET.TiTPENCE

^

(1 - 100-11899, b6

(1 - 100-12887,1
|

b7c

(1 - 100-1168, MIKE CLUNE)
(1 - 100-14320, MINNA BARKOW)
(1 - 100-11638, DAN BARKOW)
(1 - 100-11812,
(1 - 100-13743,
(1 - 100-7708, HATTIE LUMPKIN)
(1 - 100-4379-89, STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY)
(1 - 100-11862, ED WOLKENSTEIN)
(1 - 100-4379-75, NEGRO QUESTION)
(1 - 100-16691, WORKERS WORLD PARTY)

Copies concluded on next page
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Copies Concluded
41 - Buffalo

(1 - 100-11903, IRVING GOFF)
(1 - 100-12315, SOPHIE GOPP)
(1 - 100-11441, ANTHONY KRCHMAREK)
(1 - 100-14856 ,

(1 - 100-12070 ,

(1 - 100-15906 ,

(1 - 100-15296 ,

(1 - 100-1377,
(1 - 100-10222, FLORENCE NOTO)
(1 - 100-10173, BILL BENNETT)
(1 - 100-10348, SID INGERMAN)
(1 - 100-10462, SID TOROFF)
(1 - 100-10646, ALFRED DEBOBEN)
(1 - 100-4379-72, POLITICAL ACTIVITIES)
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On July 28, 195>9> according to BU 205-S-"-, who has
furni shed ^ reliable information in the past, MORTIMER SCHEER,
known to informant as Upstate New York CP Coordinator and
Organizer of Erie County CP, conferred with AM TIESLER, a
member of the Erie County, MY, CP Board.

SCHEER opened the conversation by inquiring of
TIESLER if she had received her papers (

uThe Worker”) this
week. ^TIESLER replied that she had receded one paper but
had written (apparently to "The Worker” headquarters) and had
told them to discontinue the other bundles. She said that
she had just cleaned out a trunk and that the books and Party
stuff are all in order. She then asked SCHEER about a recent
trip to New York City.

SCHEER told TIESLER that he left Buffalo at 6:00
Thursday morning (7/23/59, according to BU 2J|l-S-i!-) , that he
traveled by plane, and, on arrival, met MILTY (MILTON ROSEN).
The following conversation then took place:

SCHEER: ”He (ROSEN) got a permit for an outdoor meeting
Thursday, that very day, 12:00. Then DAVIS had
promised to speak on the street corner with him
because he couldn 1 t get anybody else. Then BILL
ALBERTSON told him BEN DAVIS couldn »t make it
because he had ... National Committee meeting,,
working up these draft programs, draft resolutions
he got me. GEORGE MORRIS wouldn*t speak because
he does not like to speak at street corner meetings.
He only wants to speak in a hall.

TIESLER: "What’s the matter with the guy? What*'s the matter
with the street in good weather?

SCHEER: "MILT said I need a speaker. It will shateie them up
with Buffalo helping me. .*>£* he ... someplace in
the Bronx.

-4-

TIESLER : "That’s MINNIE.
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SCHEER: U
S©' the other guy in his division, MARVIN , the
four of us start out. We took about 65 workers
with us and we.

•

.38th St*. &. BthAve* F±rs& w© put-, on
the ^phonograph and pasted 4 or 5 copies on the
truck. MILT talked on the peace question and on
the steel strike. We sold out the papers and had
to take the papers off the truck,”

(At this point, TIESLER interrupted to tell SCHEER
that she saw FRANNY (CLUNE) the previous evening and that
CLUNE had given her #25 *00 which he had obtained from other
people. She said that FRANNY had pledged #20.00 but, as she
had collected #>25*00, she would not pay anything on her pledge
at this time.)

SCHEER then returned to a discussion about the
outdoor meeting, stating that the meeting was held In a
section made up of Negro, some whites, mixed male and
female, and some Puerto Ricans.

TIESLER asked why COLON (ph) did not appear and
speak to the group in Spanish, whereupon SCHEER told her
that the individual canft speak but once or twice a week
because of a bad throat.

SCHEER said that there were a number of comrades
there who helped them sell papers. SCHEER mentioned that a
cop even told MILTY that he had a good meeting. He commented
that BEN DAVIS gave a good talk and that he felt the meeting
was very good. He said they planned to have street meetings
frequently. He told TIESLER that, after the meeting, he went
to the office and then had lunch with MILT and learned that
he is pretty discouraged. He commented, "Itts mostly the
leadership.”

The conversation continued as follows*

TIESLER: "They got no pep. They got no goal. I think it's
an outrage.
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SCHEER: "So he (ROSEN) has not seen the exhibit yet (Russian
exhibit). HARRIET * s (ROSEN) been very sick. She
had virus pneumonia. The kids have been sick and
they have had a lousy summer. She wouldntt go to
the hospital* but they spent about $50.00 in drugs.
He hasn*t found a place yet."

(SCHEER then told of having viewed the Russian exhibit
He said he asked one of the Russians at the exhibit if he had a
chance to get around the United States very much, and the indi-
vidual answered that they are confined to a 25 mile limit, but
that thirty years ago he was in Buffalo and saw Niagara Palls.
SCHEER said that on Friday he was busy with the National ^rade
Union Commission on the steel strike.)

TIESLER: "What is this disgraceful thing they sent out with
*The Worker?* We are not going to draft a steel
flyer because we don l t know what is going to happen
in the steel strike.

-

SCHEER:

TIESLER

"We*re going to put out a Party leaflet

"Did you see MARTY (ZEIMAN)?

SCHEER: "No.

TIESLER: "Did you hear about this letter that is going about?

SCHEER: "Yes. Before I left. I I got one
Wednesday. She called me up and I got the copy b

of it and showed it to MILT (ROSEN).

TIESLER: "TOURALCHUKS (JOHN and ROSE) got one, too.

SCHEER: "I*d like a list of everybody who got one. Did
you read it?
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TIESLER:

SCHEER:

TIESLER:

SCHEER:

TIESLER:

SCHEER:

TIESLER:

SCHEER:

TIESLER:

''Yeah., I was over at
(

(ZEEMAN) brought it there
when MARTY

[ MARTY (ZEEMAN), JOHN and
ROSE (TOTJRALCHUK), MIKE and FRANNY ( OLUNE) . MTNNA
and ... (Possibly DAN BARKOW), JOE I ~~l

all received them. You didnH get one, did you?

b6
b7C

"No.

"I didntt get one. The last time stuff like that
came out was about five years ago.

"Yes, I remember.

"HATTIE (LUMPKIN) ...

"Well, tell me, was there any sense in the meeting?

"Oh, yeah. Some of these people have changed their
whole position* We had a four or five hour meeting
on the steel strike and reports were presented from
different areas as to what is happening and what
the sentiment of the workers is. In many places
there is a lot of confusion about the issue such as
there was here in Buffalo among the workers. We
came out for a program and I told them what we were
doing here in Buffalo. There is going to be a very
good pamphlet put out on speed-up.

"It seems to me that we have got to take this
opportunity to.... The steel workers that strike
is not enough. There ts got to be something' more.
We*ve got to fight the bosses on a political plane,
which is what they are doing to us.

-7-
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SCHEER: "This pamphlet isn*t an over-all pamphlet on the'
Party program. What this brings out is the whole
class struggle in the steel mills. You get an over-
all picture, when you read it. The program deals
with three or four things^ one is the question of
the 3?i#t to strike, shorter work week, more or less
economical program.

,

"Eiere is another slinger out on the steel strike
itself—a four page folder,, This points out that
the strike is not a routine thing. It re-introduces
the thirty hour week, etc. Workers could be forced
to go back to work.

TIESLER: "That is the time the steel workers should join the
Communist Party, Itts the place to begin.

SCHEER: "There were about six or seven proposals that they
came through with. We are supposed to get some
National leaders to come to the steel areas. I
raised that. Could have a street meeting in Lacka-
wanna (NY)..

[_
|(ph) said he*d come up. be

In April, quite a change took place, according to b7c
MILTY (ROSEN). In April there were a few people
who were fighting for the Party to do something ,$n
the Steel Section.

"Now they are all agreed that the Party has to come
out. Like in Chicago ... first leaflet, and like
that. In Ohio, they*ve been putting out stuff, so
now there is a question the Party hasn*t done enough."

SCHEER told TIESLER that he spoke more than anybody
else at the National Committee meeting. He said that he also
spoke on the draft resolution aimed for the convention coming
up in December, the Negro Resolution, and pre-convention dis-
cussion. He said that he obtained one mimeograph copy and
mentioned that there were only a few mimeograph copies available.
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SCHEER then commented that, when they passed out
mimeographed copies, no one had a chance to read them, so
there was quite a bit of criticism expressed during the meet-
ing of the way it was handled.

TISELER said that they should have had the mimeo-
graphing done long before the meeting and inquired as to when
the material had been drawn up.. 'SCHEER replied, "at a National
Executive Committee meeting a week before.”

TIESLER was aghast at the way the matter was handled.
SCHEER : then mentioned: that: there ate . over IOC: members on the'
National' Committee*-.

TIESLER inquired as to who was responsible for it,
and SCHEER said "PHIL BART. He took BOB THOMPSON’S place."

SCHEER then went on to state that he felt there were
some pretty good discussions on the steel strike to the effect
that in the middle of a strike the main thing can’t be politi-
cal action, as the main thing should be trying to find out how
to get the strike over with.

SCHEER said they also felt they should hit a*, what
the company-’s intentions are in the strike, the all out attack
on the workers, and that there should be mass demonstrations,
mass meetings, action by other unions, etc'. SCHEER said that
he feels the main attitude should: be -to help the worker, but
that he did not get that Idea from EDDIE’S (WLKENSTEIN)
report at the Board meeting.

TIESLER then referred to the "National Guardian”
article, pointing out that there is a decline in the number
of registered Negro voters.

SCHEER told TIESLER that there were other reports
at the meeting, one being the political report calling for a
democratic front to get out of the isolated position. He
said that a lot of people were dissatisfied, particularly on
the idea that the main danger was revisionism.
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Itfhen it came to a point, people wanted it separated
"from Section 5," POSTER wrote a letter to the Rational Committee
agreeing with the main line of the Party, but he pointed out ...

every section where it was weak. TIESLER inquired as to why
they didn’t let him write it, whereupon SCHEER said "Oh, he’s
too busy. He dictated the letter." He remarked that MARRY
BLUM (ph) made a motion to endorse POSTER’S remarks to be
included in the draft program, as there were motions from the
floor to have all criticisms included.

SCHEER then mentioned that the draft program, has to

be re-written and, when TIESLER inquired as to who was going
to re-write it, SCHEER told her that a committee which has
been set up by the Rational Executive Committee would handle
the matter, but stated that he does not know who they are.

SCHEER said that only a few people voted against
Section j?, as they felt the main danger wasn’t revisionism,
but sectarianism. He mentioned that there was a great deal
more discussed but, as he did not have his notes with him,
he could not give TIESLER a full report. He mentioned that
he would make a report at a Board meeting.

SCHEER then told TIESLER that MILTY (ROSER) spoke
on the steel question and pointed out that ROSER doesn’t think
much of the meetings, as people get up and speak on matters
not from their own experiences. He said that on the Regro
question there was some sharp reaction. He said that JAMES
JACKSON wasn’t even there and mentioned that somebody else
was on vacation,

TIESLER inquired as to which Regro people are taking
the lead in discussions to which SCHEER replied "CLAUDE LIGHT-
FOOT, BER DAVIS, and TOM NELSON" (ph). TIESLER inquired as
to the identity of TOM NELSON (ph), whereupon SCHEER mentioned
the city Philadelphia.
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SCHEER mentioned that he (.SCHEER ) spoke on the Negro
question and remarked that in Illinois a movement has been
started to get 3*000)300 signatures to present to the Democratic
Convention to oust the Dixiecrats. SCHEER said that he spoke
on building Negro-white unity in the trade unions, on seniority,
upgrading, etc. He raised the question of the struggle against
white chauvenism, pointing out that in 1949 he thought that
there were some things wrong but now there is no struggle at
all against white chauvenism. He said tb'.t he pointed out
that the Trotskyites have stepped into the case in Buffalo in
the left leadership in. the Negro community and that they felt
there should be new forms of organization, as in Buffalo,
Trotskyites are a real danger.

At this point, SCHEER remarked that, on the following
Friday/ he would give a report on the National Committee meet-
ing (apparently at an Erie County, New York, CP Board meeting).

TIESLER then inquired as to what discussion was had
regarding "The Worker" and she was told by SCHEER that there
was no discussion concerning "The Worker."

SCHEER then commented as follows:

"I*ra not a voting member of the National Committee.
MILT told me to come, but, when MILT told BILL ALBERTSON that
he had invited me to attend the National Committee meeting,
BILL became angry and told him that he had no right to invite
me.

"MILTON explained, I was invited to come to a special
steel meeting so 3te just invited me to stay for the National
Committee meeting. BILL then told MILT to go upstairs and
check with others concerning the matter.

"I went to the meeting anyway and wound up checking
other people in at the meeting and I then got up and spoke
three times at the National Committee meeting."
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SCHEER said that he spoke on the Chinese pamphlet,
"How to be a Communist." He mentioned there was a tape recorder
at the meeting and that he. thought the tape was to be turned
over to POSTER (WILLIAM Z. FOSTER).

SCHEER then mentioned that MILTY and he received an
invitation to visit California. He mentioned that IRV GOFF
is now the Labor Secretary for the California organization.
He said that, in discussing this with MILTY, MILTY almost
"blew his top" and said that IRV GOPP never worked in the
shop except for two days.

TIESLER and SCHEER agreed that they thought IRV GOPP
was a pretty good guy. TIESLER recalled that for a long tima
shh tried to get IRV to bring MILT to a Committee meeting
unsuccessfully, so finally she invited MILT to a meeting and,
during the meeting, IRV was very critical of MILT.

SCHEER mentioned that GOPP is very active in California
and is still working in insurance. He said that MILT and he
sen<t a note to IRV through some woman.

SCHEER commented that MILT is a person who has some
good ideas but also has some bad attitudes.. He said that MILT
iimtt&£ed some of the speakers, particularly CARL WINTER.

TIESLER inquired if KRCHMAREK (ANTHONY) was there,
however, SCHEER did not reply. TIESLER commented about the
fact that KRCHMAREK is a wonderful guy and wondered why MILT
does not tie up with people of his type.

SCHEER told her that there are a lot of good people
in New York and that the Industrial Division in New York is
completely in favor of what MILT is trying to fight for.
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TIESLER inquired as to the identity of these individuals
whereupon SCHEER stated "all these section leaders ... and MIKE
DAVIDOW and BETTY ... those three people."

TIESLER replied, "I used to have a private ... and
BETTY GANNETT ... well she and her husband .

”

SCHEER commented, “Well, you know her husband may
be Brooklyn* s organizer."

When TIESLER indicated that she was amazed at this,
SCHEER stated, "Do you know whose fault it is? Guess. MILTY's.
Do you know why... JIM TORMEY." To this, TIESLER commented,
"Oh. He’s one of the most awful guys in the Party."

SCHEER stated that EVELYN WEINER is one who thinks
along the lines of BEN DAVIS. SCHEER then indicated that
BETTY GANNETT and JIM TORMEY would go out with BEN DAVIS.

TIESLER recalled that, when she first heard of JIM
TORMEY, he was sent out to Nassau County, as there was trouble
there. She said that he is nothing but a plain liar and that
she is sure he will ruin the Brooklyn Party.

TIESLER then inquired of SCHEER as to what happened
to a guy named JIMMY (ph) , and SCHEER replied that he is in
California. TIESLER considered him perfect for -thA organizing:

.

job in Brooklyn. She also commented that PETTIS PERRY would
be very good in Brooklyn.

SCHEER then mentioned the fact that Los Angeles
had a very nice brochure on schools, smog, etc., and stated
that he brought one back with him and thought maybe they
could prepare something like that to use in Buffalo.

In discussing his trip to New York, SCHEER said he
had to eat all of his meals out, as his sister has a personal
problem. He said that he stayed a&ithe Y and lost his return
ticket to Buffalo. He mentioned that MILTY took SCHEER, MILLIE,
and a guy from Washington to the Seafair Restaurant.
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TIESLER inquired as to how MILTY {ROSEN.) is. .making out

financially and SCHEER replied that he is having a terrible

time financially.

SCHEER told TIESLER that BILL ALBERTSON seemed very

unfriendly toward SCHEER and, when he mentioned it to MILT,

MILT remarked that he hardly ever talks to him anymore.

TIESLER inquired concerning ono SYLVIA and was told

by SCHEER that SYLVIA is still there and that she would get

up and leave if she did not think there would be some changes.

SCHEER mentioned that a guy from California referred

to the idea of the farm question in the resolution being with-

out a class approach, as if farmers were all one class.

TIESLER mentioned that HARRY (ph) had a very good

article on the farm question. SCHEER told her that he was
there and that he is on the National Committee but that he

did not speak.

SCHEER then told TIESLER that he is working on

two articles for "The Worker," one concerning a recent

occasion when he was picked up by the police (Lackawanna,

New York), and the other article concerns the proposed

ho spi tal s tr ike in Buffalo

.

TIESLER told SCHEER that she went to the bank and

took out S&45.62 from the special steel fund and closed out

the account. SCHEER inquired if it was a special account and

TIESLER replied ‘Yes, that was Party money." "Whenever we

have special ... of Party money, I always put it in there so

it wouldn’t get mixed up with my money." She said that the

account was in her' name and not in MILTY’s name and suggested

that SCHEER might want to open a special account with the

£45.62 in his own name.
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SCHEER recalled that a "Searchlight” meeting had
been set for Wednesday night and that IRV (COHEN) and I

I
had complained that they were not notified.

TIESLER inquired of SCHEER as to whether he has
written some article and was told by SCHEER that he has not

* J -L l_ . t » , . - V
-written the article but will

told TIESLER that
and had left a message
SCHEER said that

for L

jjry to do so
had called

soon. SCHEER

] to see him Wednesday.
seemed to be very disturbed.

SCHEER mentioned that
him and had mentioned that his
another C'l ,500.00 and mentioned
write another letter.

| |
had contacted

attorney, MC DONOUGH, wants
that he, SCHEER, had to

TIESLER told SCHEER that somebody had to check
over ^ the records regarding the I fbail money. TIESLER
mentioned that she thought

|
had a record of all money

received. She mentioned a poor old guy who had given
£5,000.00, £1,000.00 as a contribution, and £4,000.00 as
a loan, but that he is now sick. She la ter id en ti fi ad the
individual as BILL BENNETT. She said that I I wife
kept track of all money she received but that everyone who
turned money in to her was supposed to keep a breakdown
as to their own section.

SCHEER told her that SID (MERMAN) claims that he
gave £700.00 toward the bail fund and that (SIDNEY

-

) TUROFF
gave (v650.00. TIESLER recalled that she gave £400.00 and
stated that she also turned In some money from ... DBBOBEN.

SCHEER then told TIESLER that
out of town, as their house has been so Id

are moving
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LOS ANGELES:

LEADS

in this letter.

AT LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA

Will identify Unsub, aka Jimmy (PH), mentioned

NEW YORK:

AT NEW YORK CITY- NEW YORK

Will identify the following individuals men<
tioned in instant communication:

Unsub, aka Minnie
Unsub, aka Marvin
r i fEBi

“
c

Unsub, aka Millie
Unsub, husband of BETTY GANNETT
Unsub, aka Sylvia
Unsub, aka Harry (PH)
TOM NELSON (PH)

—16—
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(check appropriate blocks)

CZZtby telephone 1 I by mail Lj£j orally |_J recording device I 1 written by Informant -

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent:

Date

Dictated to

Date of Report

7/30/59
Date(s) of activity

Transcribed

Authenticated
by Informant .

Brief description of activity or material

bo
b7C
b7D

wishes to .-tola the CP.

Remarks; Extreme Care should bo exercised in any use of the
following information in view Of the fact this information was
furnished by PHIL BAHT of the National Office of the Op, USA
privately to the informant and at the present time the informant
is the only person in New Jersey aware of this information. He
Stated that if time and agenda permit, someone from the NJCP may
get in touch with I I

There is no indication that I I wrote to the National
Office of the CP,, USA. It is noted the possibility exists that
she attends a university or college in New fork City wherein CP
members also attend ahel with whom she is in contact.

' % * New York (Se^j^tered Hail>-
100*

~

(PHIL BART)

2 » Tfownyfe
|

b7D

VEMtJMPw h \ - / f

Block Stamp

T/-3
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m 100*

la July, 1939

July 30, 1850

Fail Bart, of the*** ! I I wm wmww*- WUB
National Office ox the Coaauaist Party, l®A, advised they ^

hud raeoivdd iaforsaatiou »t the national Office vbiob is to
to the lev Jersey district of the Cmm&lat Party,

,b 7 C

b7D

ifflft tteftA tfela 1m
,
iimt oat*

earoov, iBoaeo ta i«in fra* /v»—»«**«* wti*
; Be stated eh© is

' .'/ *»
individual.

vas available cooceruiag this
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• #

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3284)

SAC-'* NEW YORK (100-56579)

PHILIP BART aka
IS-C* SMITH ACT, 1940
Weekly Summary - 8/10-8/16/59
CINAL

On 8/IO/59, NY 1750-S* advised that the subject
and his wife CONNIE had held a disucssion In their apartment
regarding the condition of ABNER GREEN (Secretary of the
American Committee for the Protection of the Foreign Born)

.

BART said that "he is finished" and that even if he should
live, he would never be an active man. He said that the
operation on GREEN found that he had a mushroom shaped
tumor and that they did not know hour deep the roots were
toward the brain. He said that they were not able to
remove the entire tumor and that If he does recover, he
will have to have another operation in six months.

Later in the evening, CONNIE BART called PEARL-
(LAWS) and made a date for a week from Tuesday (8/18/59)
for a meeting to be held In the BART apartment of a
committee of four which has been established by the Kings
County CP to give a report on reorganizing the Brooklyn
CP organization.

The source also advised that the subject told
his wife that ALEX BITTLEMAN had accepted an invitation
by the NEC to appear at their mooting the following day
(8/11/59), He commented that ho did not think BITTLEMAN
would accept and now that he has, BART hoped that he
would not get mixed up in any type of a mess as a result
of it

,

2-Bureau (100-3284) (RM)
^Now York (IOO-56579)

r>
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BAHT then told his wife he had received a
letter from CHARLENE (MITCHELL) from California, and
that she had said that JIM JACKSON was there a week
ago. He commented that JACKSON’S conduct is criminal
and that he has now been gone six or seven weeks , He
said that no organisation can operate along these lines.
He commented CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT had called from Chicago
the previous week asking for JACKSON and that he, BART,
had been unable to tell him where he was. Ho said
that he did not know what the result of this whole
matter would be,

NY 1749-S* advised on 8/10/59. that the
subject had contacted TOM NABRIED in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. Subject told NABRIED that he would
"be dosm there Wednesday” and that he expected to
see NABRIED and some others.

On 8/11/59, NY 1750-S* advised that the
subject and his wife had discussed the NEC meeting
which had taken place that day at CP Headquarters and at
which ALEX BITTLEMAN had appeared, BART said that
BITTLEMAN wanted the CP to help him publish a book
which he was writing but he won’t allow anyone to
have a copy of it for review, He said that BITTLEMAN
was originally in touch with BOB THOMPSON and since
THOMPSON’S leaving, he has been in touch with the
subject and they have exchanged three or four letters
regarding the book. BART continued that the NEC
decided that they would not discuss BITTLEMAN '

s

Ideas at the meeting but only the reasons why ho
did not wish to show his manuscript to anyone. When
BITTLEMAN was asked about this, he told the NEC that
he knew In advance that they disagreed with what he
had to say so consequently there was no reason for
them to read his manuscript. Ho said the CP has no
"lino” today and that his book is an attempt to give
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one to those who are Interested. He told thorn that he
had presented his hook to the Liberty Book Club but
that they had returned it with the notation that it
was not Witten in a popular style and was of a political
nature and consequently would not sell. He told them
that he felt that the question of "line" in the Party

is an open one and that consequently the Party should
help publish the book,

BART said that 60S HALL was very sharp with
BITTLEMAN and that it Is very difficult to be hard
on someone who has given his life to the CP. Ho said
that BITTLEMAN has been in tho Movement for 55 years;
in Russia, in the United States and internationally.
BART said that you Just cannot "dump" a person like
this but that his attitude is going to force him out.
He said that HALL criticized all the arguing about
what the book says and stated that they should go
over it and maybe some good will come out of it. BART
said that he told BITTLEIIAN that all ho was accomplishing
was the setting up of a factionelist situation for
the coming Convention* Ho said that IRVING POTASH
compared BITTLEMAN to JOHNNY GATES.

BART continued that the result of tho mooting
was that a committee comprised of GUS HALL, Jill JACKSON
and HY LUMER would read the manuscript and then would
discuss it* He said that the boot they could get
out of BITTLEMAN was that they would be allowed to
review the manuscript at BITTLEMAN' s residence for
as long a period as they want.- BART said that HALL
told BITTLEMAN that what happens to him in relation
to the CP will be BITTLEMAN*s own doing and not any-
one* a fault but his own. BITTLEMAN said that in
relation to the comparison of him to JOHN GATES that
the trouble with GATES was that he never gave anything
to tho "Movement'* but that he was giving the Party
something - a platform to bo used in the future.
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The subject commented that BITTLEMAN had
also sent letters about his book to ’’The Worker",
the "Jewish Frcihelt” and the ’’Jewish Life.”

BART then related that GUS HALL has spoken
before a meeting of the NYS CP Board the previous day
and that he was very pleased with its result. Ho
said that HALL told him that no opposition had boon
expressed to the resolutions which he presented. He
also told the subject that everyone attended the meeting
but a fpw people, BART said, however, that he know
that there were quite a few people missing, including , ,

MIKE BAVIDOW,
| | and MILT (ROSEN)

.
£°

c

On 8/12/59, NY 2010-S" advised that a to,
BLUMENTHAL from the television station WNEW, NYC,
was in contact with the subject and told him that Mr.
WELDON, who was in charge of production, wanted to
interview an American Communist relative to Premier
KRUSHCHEV'S contemplated visit to the US. She said
that ho wanted this interview to bo one on a series
of interviews for a program to bo presented on Sunday
night. Subject told her that he did not know what
Mr, WELDON would possibly want in connection with
this visit and Mrs, BLUMENTHAL replied that they wore
interested in the relationship between the CP in the
United States and that in Russia, Subject said that
the CP USA had no more relationship with the Russian
CP than WNEW has. He told her that the only official
position they have insofar as the visit is concerned
is that it will Improve relations between the two
countries and is in the interest of world peace,

NY 1750-S* advised on 8/13/59. that the
subject and his wife had discussed his trip to
Philadelphia the previous evening. He said that JOE
ROBERTS had been at the meeting and there had been
a number of hecklers there along with one young fellow

- il
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who appeared to be the Instigator, He said there were
several non-Farty people there who were interested in
listening. He said the meeting took place at a steel
worker's home in Levittown, Pennsylvania, and that moot
of the people in attendance were from Philadelphia. He
said he did not get to speak at the meeting until about
10:00 p«m, and was still going at 1:00 a.m. He said
that he spoke about the collection of dues and the
fact that if they do not pay them they will have no
organisation. He said that many of the persons there
felt that the Party was dying and were reluctant to
contribute to a fund drive because of it. He said
alot of people spoke and that there were quite a
few young people and two of them were especially good.
He said some of the people wore relatives of GEORGE
liATS and that apparently he occasionaly goes down
there and holds discussions with them. He said that
before the meeting ended, a woman made a proposal
that they take up a collection to pay for his trip
to Philadelphia,

Subject commented that he enjoyed the
evening although it had some unpleasant moments and
that he has made appointments to go back at least
once or twice and that he will try to attend the
meeting that is scheduled for September, He then
commented that the steel workers in the area who
were on strike are experiencing some very great hard-
ships at the present time.

He then mentioned that HY LUMER and JACK
STACHEh were going to be on vacation the following
week and that BEN DAVIS and GENE DENNIS were already
on their vacation.
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On 8/14/59, NY 1750-S* advised that JAMES
TORME£ Kings County CP Organiser, had visited the
subject and his wife for dinner prior to TORM^and
CONNIE BART going to a meeting* During the visit,
there was a long discussion regarding persons who
have left the CP and what is the best way to try to
get them back* Numerous names were mentioned. Including
DOROTHY ROSE BLUMBERG, who apparently had recently
visited CP National Headquarters and also her husband
’’Doc” BLUMBERG, whom BART described as "dying to talk
to somebody." The group agreed that the BLUMBERGS
were fine people and that attempts should be made to
approach them and bring them back.

The discussion then turned to HENRY WINSTON,
and GIB GREEN and they concluded that HENRY WINSTON was
,one of the best persons the Party ever produced and
that he must be very disillusioned in jail at the
Party ‘s present size and its split, They also classified
GIL GREEN "despite some of his mistakes" in the same
category as WINSTON,

A discussion was then held about the Klng3
County CP Organization and its Influence in the Jewish
Movement and CONNIE BART mentioned ANN FRIEDLANDER
and CLARA LICHT as being very familiar with this
group and as having excellent contacts in various
organizations within the Jewish population.
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INFORMANTS (cont *6)

Identity of Soares

¥Y f- P

NY 69i|-S#

NY.T-3
NY 2002-3*

NY T~l|

NY 1697-3*
'

>’Y T-5
C® 5824-3*

' NY T-6
NY 2359-3*

;

NY T-7

NY T-9
NY 1750-3*

NY T-~l 0

NY T-ll
NY 2358-3*

Date of Activity and/9r ;

Description of Information

b7D Mar 25,
i A 2 *
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'

4; NY 2617-S*;'-.' ^

;
: ,p / ^

r

V '., ...
’ '

;

; :.

'

p. ,P,;/ . .
.,

Careful consideration has been riven to the sources
concealed in the report and^«sr>b°l3 have been utilized only
in those instances wt^ere the identity of the ; sources must be
concealed, vr.^v^ V' PV.' ^ ^
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chayacter S^iith Act* I9J4O appears orr the original' Bureau
copy of this report,. New lor.k 1 s the office of origin,
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1.1 |

Subject's name Is included in the Security Index.
.

2.

j

x
|

The data appearing on the Security Index card are
x current.

3.

| |

Changes on the Security Index card are necessary
and Form FD-122 has been submitted to the Bureau.

4-. I |

A suitable photograph
[ x I

is
[ 1

is not available.

5.

r~rj Careful consideration has been given to each source
concealed and T symbols were utilized only in those
instances where the identities of the sources must
be concealed.

6.

| |
Subject is employed in a key facility and ________
is charged with security responsibility. Interested
agencies are

.

7-^ “:
tr?ea

r
Sci)

° laS8ifled *™
the information attributed to T-2 end T-5 tends to
reveal the identity of a confidential Informant of
continuing value, the unauthorized disclosure of whom
would compromise the future effectiveness thereof.

8.

1

Subject was not reinterviewed because (state reason)

a reinterview of the subject .may endanger coverage
of the subject's activities presently furnished byM 1637-S*,' NY 1749-S®, and NY I750-S*, all highly
Confidential and Anonymous Techniques,

Q. l I
This case no longer meets the Security Index criteria
and a letter has been directed to the Bureau recom-
mending cancellation of the Security Index card.

10.

1

x I
This case has been re-evaluated in the light of the
Security Index criteria and it continues to fall
within such criteria because (state reason)

Subject is National Organizational Secretary of the
CP, USA,

ll.rp Subject's SI card [gjH Is
| 1

is not tabbed Detcom.
l x, I

His activities
|

do
| |

do not warrant Detcom tabbing

- C -

COVER PACE
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy to:

Report of:

Date:

File Number:

8/18/59

Title;

PHILIP BART

Office;

Hew York, tew
.

York

lufile 100-32^

Character:

rmmmt secioty • c

Synopsis; .

: Subject resides with his wife at 2415 Newkirk Avenue,
Apartment ho, ;9rooklyn, !IY, and is employed as national
Organisational Secretary of the 'Communist Party, USA,

23 Vest 26fch Street, New York, Sew York* Subject is a

, member of the Constitutional Committee for the l?th
National Convention of the CP, USA, H® made CP business
trips to Philadelphia, Penn#, and Sew Jersey in, May, If59

i

to Boston, Maas, In June, 1159, end to Chicago, Illinois
in duly,' 1959* 5A^T*» attendance at various CP meetings
Including those of the National Executive Committee, and
National Convention set forth* Subject refused to be
Interviewed by FBI Agents in' February, 1959*

I&TAILSt

X* BACKCfKUIP QATA

residence
; V\/

SY T»1 furnished informs felon on duly 8, 1959, that
the subject was residing with hie wife CONNIE, in Apartment

4$, 2415 Newkirk Avenue, Brooklyn, New York.

II* AFFILIATION WXfB YHE COMMUNIST PARfY MOVEMENT
:

CfflMjnlat Party (CP), - USA has’ been dealgnated by felwi
:

;
v

'

Attorney General of the United States pursuant to Executive
Order 10450.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of any kind. It is the property of the FBI, and Is a loan to your agency/

if and/or its confenfs are not to be distributed outside your agency, ie—74625-1 gpo
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..' MI T-3 advised on May .l% : 1^9* t^at' .thia
;

aui)3ect

.Me* .

llst«d <m the payroll" of::th#' Cf # a*3A,
-

fopvthf ;i c^’-
ending :

' May 1 ( May 6,Key l£r : dubJeet ,
vis pis© "listed as 'l-K

raeflivini :iagaa;
;
totaiiia|;;::io5*QO' paa uaak. .;

; -i 7^^ y
vi

MI T^h fi^ished lnfopBtatton o]aiprll :l t l9^t that.
’’

the "subject we# a ffioaber of the eonatlttitional Coawitfc** HI'?
for the l?th- SatloBfel Convention of the <§8.1'.

r -..

.

7 • ,:,/
-_

- MY -f*$ advised on. ‘Aprll £k, 19$9, the

t

; theiubject . ?l

had been- in Pittadhne* at meetings of the Mational m@cuV .1:1

Jiva^ofeilttee.: |MEC)
, held on A? ril 23 and *V CFKa- ,

i;i;

ti-dnal fleadhpart«ra|i;;.MaH- York
;
6i$jy,

;

- ;:
. f..' :

;;

V
r/^:f;

SY 'T*6 adviaed on^May-lb, 1959* ' that the subject - 1

.

.iMed;-'' .Wt^t;«NE^iu^ek»' *t « meeting of: theMSC, held m <;.'' ;g
;

that date af CP national- Headq’y»rfcers
i|
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- • teo^'Xdr..- , «r,|i pioAcfet-
-

p
'thef can be attracted to

; the
Party again.,. He "Stated that once the CP begins to open-

'

' mindadthenthey can begin to open actlon. --/-';
.;g :

//

; \
'

‘

-

’

' ^ T-6 advised 6n May 26, 1959* that the subject
:

1

- had attended a Meeting ortho' KKC,held at CP National
'

headquarters; on thatdate. The source-, advised that .

I AHT presented a report on the pre sent constitutionof
'

.
the CP , USA, and stated that /It is Areflection on . the' • -

:

. Ideological struggle which took place at the lhtfeSatlonal
Convention,

.. He ./said .. that - because -'Of /this*' .the . constifeu- / .

tlon contains revisionist influence, BAHT continued that
,/ the. Constitutional Committee of which he'wes a member*

;

and; for whom hewas delivering the report* had' considered
two courses of action; for., their report! one*diBearding

: the present: conetitution and . forming ® new one; .two*
'

:

amending and' changing the constitution, partieularlj' those
tactions;; ednhectsd with orpfihiaatienal/principles* .'Mhiohv>/:

l^ede../ti^;/-w©rjfc; of'- tha CP, USA, /.;//.. ./:.'/

-.'.,: BART said that they felt that 'it; .is advlsale to
v , **«P »©»* sectIonso? tl»;pres^t':aaa^ittttibtt/-iiA./- /'

' slimihat* and change - others,: He : $a id
. in this approach,

'
-

'

the -first thing to - be, considered la; the principle -of
/'

. .
oriianization* / he; -said -that which- has croved correct for
all Communist Parties throughout the world, Is democrat ic

ggcentralisra, 7;-/: /v/. .-

.
.-;//.. -. v.

- Continuing, BAl/T atated 'wfcen drawing up a new consti-
tution, that i.t _wlll h« necessary for th* Perty to keep in

-' ®tnd that The En«»y"will scrutinise tte.iawoonstitution,
he said the. -Party must, not/ ignore what "The Enemy"will be

..-."looking -for,//;-./. 1 •/
:

;h-
. / / ;.

-. BABT's report: wee approved -by the SBC With a recom-
mendation that a new draft constitution bedrawn up,to fee’
presented';.,witbin two. weeks- to ;- all . members of the ’NSC,

"
'}.

.

.

BY T*& advised; on June 16, 23, and 30, that the

V*~ !n attendance/ on ttooa© dates; at' meetiMS :

'

'

' the R&C*wiich weregheld .at CP. -fatlonei . ieadquartars,'’
'

B.ew - xork .City*. .;. .

. ~ 3 -
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Attendance ah Meeting of thr National

'"V ftY T-5 advised on. Aprll26,1959, that thesub-
ject was in attendaneeat a two day wasting of thhHa*
tiohal Committee of the CP', USA, hold' on AprU25~26,
1959 at Adelphi Hall, ?ijPlfthAvenue,Srew

'

Aetlvlkios inJlmiWJt ^

HY T-? advlaed on Hay 20, 1959, that theaubjeet
bad bean in attendance on Hay 21, 1959 at a .meeting of
the Hew Jersey State CP Board. '/',

HY f-,fi advised -.on May-' 25, 1559, tfaatth* subject :

; C
_wt s in Ph ladelpMa.Pennsylvanlaon May 23,

: 1559, - on--'

'

CP business. 'g, "
--

,

- HY T*.9 *4vised on Jtine 15, 1959, that PHILIP BART
stated ha had Just returned from a two day trip of the
New England District of the CP, USA, BART related that -

he had attended a CP District Board Meeting, and a number
of other CP meetings during his trip,

:

/He . said- thathe
had. found the situation in

' the Wew. rh'ijlsnd CP about as
1

-expected, -
: and commented ' that tome excellent work was-' feeing

.ddne thfU’e,/ but that there use still mteh to be done. Vg -

/

.

HY f»5 advised that on July 6,1959, that the sub-
jecfcwaa in Chicago, Illinois,; for week on CP business.' r

The source related that - .HART was
,
engaged in meeting with /

various CP officials and groups,,/ and .that' he intended to
travel to Milwaukee, Wisconsin, on other 'CP business, but

-.had been- forced to eaneel’his -tk'-l'jpi
: /v-

:

, ,
Miscellaneous Meetings Attended, by the Subject ;

.

.

HY T-7 advised on April 29, 1959, that the subject
had attended a meeting of the Civil Rights Committee ot -

the
: CP, USA, held at Cr National Headquarters, April 27, ; /

/

' :- NY T-2-. advised, cm May 19, '1959, that the subject had
been in attendance at a meeting of the Penance Committee of
the CP , DBA, held on Hay 18, logo.
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Hot; York# ’Ja? York
August 18 , 1959

Ro: Ihllip Fart
Internal security - C

All informants mentioned, In the report of Special
A

: ;ont Harold >'« Quinn dated, end oration td ijj above# have
furnlahed reliable '» nformation 5 n the pnat*

itsia document contains neither rocowienda-
tiono nor conclusions of any kind, It la
feho preporfey of the FBI, and Jo a loan feo

your Cooneys it rad/or ifea con ten to arc
not feo ho distributed outside your nycncy*

k - Bureau (100-3281j.) (RM)

0 - New York (100-£6579)
/

HPQsjmw, »"
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SAC, PHILADELPHIA 8/20/59

SAC, NEW YORK (100-95895)

THOMAS NABRIED
IS-Cj ISA-50

Identity of Informant: NY 17^9-S* (.Conceal and
paraphrase

)

Reliability: Who has furnished reliable
information in the past

Date: 8/10/59

NY 1749-S* has reported that on 8/10/59 > (PHIL BART)
contacted TOM NABRIED and said he expected to hear from TOM.
TOM said he gave the message to HY (LUMER)j that he told HY
that he would meet you "out there" Wednesday (8/12/59) . PHIL
said he saw HY but did not get the message. He asked TOM how
many of bhe steel leaflets he wanted. TOM told him he ordered
2 ,000 .

For information.

^Philadelphia (info) (HM)
1-Jlew York (100-56579) (PHILIP BART)
rtfew York (100-95895)

HPQ:gms
(3)
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64 #
Office Memorandum • united states government

TO SAC., NEW YORK (100-56579) DATE: 8/20/59

PROM : SA HAROLD P. QUINN

SUBJECT: PHIL BART
IS-C

Identity of Informant: NY 1749-S* (Conceal and
paraphrase)

Reliability: Who has furnished reliable
information in the past

Date: 8/10/59

NY 1749-S* advised that on 8/10/59, PHIL (BART)
contacted (ELLA MEYERSCOUGH) and asked for TOM (MEYERSCOUGH)

.

ELLA said he was not home. PHIL said to tell TOM that he
will not be able to see him until the end of the week.

1- New York (100-91237) (ELLA MEYERSCOUGH)^*-*)
1- New York (100-14096) (TOM MEYERSCOUGH) (azffi)

f New York (100-56579)

{



NY-112
OFFICE MEMORANDUM . UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

.TO: SAC, NEW YORK (3.00-56579) (422)

FROM: SA
|

SUBJECT: PHIL BART
: SM - C

b6
b7C

DATE;
4UG 1 4 1959

The above captioned subject was observed entering
and/or leaving 23 West 26th St,, New York, New York.

NY 1726-S*. who has furnished reliable information
in the past, advised on 4/21/57 that effective 4/15/57 the
National and New York State offices of the Communist Party
would occupy the premises at 23 West 26th Street, New York,
New York.

NY 694-S* on 6/5/58 advised that the editorial
staff of "The Worker" was to be moved into the building at
23 West 26th Street on 6/7 , 8/58 .

NY 2002-S* on 6/20/58 verified the occupancy of
the basement and first floor areas of building by the
office staff of "The Worker", an East Coast weekly Communist
newspaper.

DATE

7/27/59

7/29/59

7/30/59

OBSERVED BY SAS

WILLIAM J. BARRON

WILLIAM J. BARRON

b6
h7C

7/31/59
1

8/3/59 WILLIAM J. BARRON

A log covering the above surveillances,
maintained in NY file 100-4931-Sub 0.
FJTVkgms .

^(!) v,J

_is_bfiing
SEARCHED j_INDEXE{i__.

SER!ALIZEI^SL4:FIL£l/i^j
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

.TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

SAC, NEW YORK (100-56579) (422)

SA

PHIL BART
SM - C

DATE : AUG 1 4 1959

The above captioned subject was observed entering
and/or leaving 23 West 26th St,, New York, New York.

NY 1726-S*, who has furnished reliable information
in the past, advised on 4/21/57 that effective 4/15/57 the
National and New York State offices of the Communist Party
would occupy the premises at 23 West 26th Street, New York,
New York.

NY 694-S* on 6/5/58 advised that the editorial
staff of "The Worker" was to be moved into the building at
23 West 26th Street on 6/7 , 8/58 .

NY 2002-S* on 6/23/58 verified the occupancy of
the basement and first floor areas of building by the
office staff of "The Worker", an East Coast weekly Communist
newspaper.

DATE OBSERVED BY SAS

S/ V59 WILLIAM J. BARRON

8/5/59 WILLIAM J. BARRON

8/6/59 WILLIAM J. BARRON

/ /59

/ /59

A log covering the above surveillances is being ^
maintained in NY file 100-4931-5ub 0. Jjtl

I?^:gms
SEARCHED yi/i

SERIAL!

U



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office NLemovandufn • united states government

TO SAC DATE: 7/16/59

FROM : SA JOHN C. SEATON

SUBJECT: JJHIL BART
SM-C

On 7/15/59, SAs JOHN T. 0 ’ SHAUGHNESSY and JOHN C. SEATON
observed the subject, PHIL BART, enter Reeds cafeteria, l8Ij. 5th Ave.,NYC,
at 8:55AM. At 9:25AM, an UNSTJB entered the cafeteria, and after greeting
BART he seated himself at BART’S table where they became engaged in
conversation. At 11 • 26AM both men departed from the cafeteria but separated
at the corner of 5th Ave. and 23rd st. : BART walked north, and the
unsub took the southbound BMT Subway Train changing at liirth St. for the
southbound Lexington Ave. train. The UNSTJB continued on this train until
he reached church at which point he got off and proceeded on foot. At
12»32pm , the Unsub was observed entering the apartment house at 250
East 38th St., Brooklyn, NY.

The following is a physical description of the UNSUB:
Race
Sex
Age
Height
Weight
Build
Hair
Complexion
Peculiarities
Dress

White
Male
55 yrs.
5«5” -6"

135 - IJ+O lbs.
Medium
Grey, receding slightly
S allot*
Wore horn rim glasses, smoked pipe
Wore blue business suit with white
shirt and tie

It is to be noted that the apartment directory at 250 e 3®th
St., Brooklyn, listed one P. FRANKFELD alng with the name SHATTNER.

D/vu Bjzo y S. Q Q< s a- fpUjhfz rj

!/L uJk.'tk ®tu

co:
1
1 100'

.''I 100-
(PHIL BART)
(UNSUB, White, Male, 55 yrs., grey hair, who met
with PHIL BART on 7/15/59)

/m.

SEAttCiiED

SERIALIZE

...,irJ0£<ED..».?r

JUL 1 51359
|,Ut — NCW YOtW



OP THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION SINCE ITS 'VERY NATURE TENDS TO
IDENTIFY A SENSITIVE AND HIGHLY PLACED INFORMANT.

On 8/19/59 NY 2360-3* advised that on above date*
PHIL BART at CP Headquarters, NYC, mentioned to GUS HALL
that MIKE GOLD wrote a column and "panned the hell out of
him (?).»/*

HALL retorted that MIKE GOLD has no prestige or
following aryplace including the West, coast. "I" have heard
so many remarks that people are tired of his snide remarks *

He oat for years in France doing, nothing and now he talks about
the retired radicals.

The informant was. unable to furnish any additional
information regarding the above and it is set out for
informational purposes only*

1- San Francisco (100-32024) (info) (RM)
1- New York (100-84994) (GUS HALL) (415)

£0New York (100-56579) (PHIL BART) (415)
1- New York (100-14207)

HC0:gmsw

SEARCHED INDEXED--—. ...

SERIAUZE^dLrflLED.j^MCl

' AIT- 2 11959~
W-FBH—NEMt-WRK w/M



OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

FROM

SAC (100-31723)

SA MARION B. HUMMEL

DATE: 8/24/59

SUBJECT: CPUSA - ORGANIZATION
IS - C

,,O^Naw York (REGISTERED MAIL)
' ~ - 100-56579 (PHIL BART)

1 * 100- (AL BLUMBERG)
1 - 100- (BLAKE CHARNEY)
1 - 100- (SID STEIN)
1 - 100- (MARTHA STONE)
1 - 100- (CPUSA - FACTIONALISM)

- Philadelphia
1 - 100-31723
1 - 100-22157
1 - 100-22778
1 - 100-6421

PHIL BART

100-6421 (WILLIAM BROCKMON)
100-36147 (ALFRED BRODSKY)
100-2427 (DAVID DAVIS )

100-20479 | I

100-28841 (FRANCES GABOW)
100-34688 (JOHN HOT,TON ^

100-35071
100-3658
100-28842
100-25033
65-1686 (THOMAS NABRIED)
100-40203 (DCRIS OUTLAW)
100-7431 (VINCE PIERI

)

100-38020 (JOSEPH ROBERTS)
100-5280 (SOL ROTENBERG)
100-23266 (MINNIE RUBIN )

1 OO-ZlOililQ

100-5822 (BENJAMIN WEISS)
100-35905 (NOLA WHARTON)

y
/ft —

<(DdA.

100-5822 (BENJAMIN WEISS)
100-35905 (NOLA WHARTON)
100-34519 (ANN ZUCKER)
100-20310 (JACK ZUCKER)

(copies continued page 2)

MBH: ARD
(42) I

Searchedy
Serialized

Indexed
Filed

’

^August 24, 1959
FBI, PHILADELPHIA
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PH 100-31723

(Copies Continued)

43435 (CPUSA - ATTEMPTS TO INFILTRATE MASS ORGANIZATIONS)

33150 (CPUSA - FACTIONALISM)
32208 (CPUSA - MEMBERSHIP)
30941 (CPUSA - POLITICAL ACTIVITIES)

33148 (CPUSA - RELIGION)
-9973 (NAACP)
-1502-I0O7 (2nd CD, CPEPD)
-1502-1955 (4th CD, CPEPD)
-1502-710 (5th CD, CPEPD)
-1502-2000 (6th CD, CPEPD)
-1502-6156 (BUCKS COUNTY SECTION, CPEPD)

On 8/7/59. I I
who has furnished reliable

information in tka part, furrWa SA MRICK B OTMlELi

a written statement. This statement is located a.n|

mail

If the following information is _ disseminated outside

the Bureau, extreme caution must be used in order not o

compromise the informant.^ They were meeting to talk

about mass work and Party activity

.

\ \ enlightened! I on the mass work going on in her

area. She explained about the political action developing

nn an independent level in her area. | ^-l sV *

would be in on the ground floor of any camplj^n_^evelop ng

in the area. PH was very pleased and told) J he

felt she was carrying on a tremendous 00b m S. • west;.

Hup <?aid however, he was concerned about who could take

ovlr S%he Srty Olui If she were askefl fro take another

position in the Party. I I
told him|

l

or

— 2 —



PH lOOr.31723

LJ'

| |
would be capable of carrying on a terrific

job in the club. He was glad to hear about this.

"He then asked her to dig up all the infomation possible
on the NAACP Convention. He asked to also get in touch
with anyone she knew that was going to the Baptist
Ministers ' Convention and get them to raise the question
of peace. I agreed to do this.

"Then the question of the right danger was discussed.
I I the following qoute

:

'I feel that the danger in the Right group is not their
attempt to capture the party, because if they did, I
feel guys such as SID STEIN and CHARNEY BLAKE would have
stayed in the party. I feel that the Right will try to
disintergrate the party and then set up some sort of
organization.

'

'You see this Right group, composed SID STEIN, MARTHA
STONE, AL BLUMBERG, BLAKE CHARNEY and others_ met in
N.Y. over six months ago and couldn't decide upon a
policy and therefore adjourned agreeing to meet in six
months. So far I’ve heard nothing about another meeting.

'

'Here in this district, I I

whose leave of absence was up in June, will not return
to the party. ' unqoute

|
said or rather asked how strong an influence did

the right group have in the Party membership in this
area.

|

~~]

'Well in the Germantown area, we have three clubs. One
was led by SOL ROTTENBERG. In it he has such people
as,_ AL BRODSKY, JACK and ANN ZITOKBR. MTNNTE and another
couple, because BILLY and|

I
left the party.

This club will proably swing to the Right. SOL says
he's tired of playing nurse maid.

'

'In Oxford Circle the group there is bitter agst.|_
DAVIS and ROBERTS. Upper Bucks is pro-Party. The
club in Lower Bucks may be influenced by ROBERTS.

'

b 6

b7C
b7D

- 3 -
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|
has asked that PHIL BART and I attend the next

club meeting which we will do. This is about the extent
'df their influence. I don’t expect them to attend our
district convention. ' unqoute

"He then told l] I I was not wanted in any
club in the Germantown area and she still does her work
in the 4th C.D.

I I asked if I I was still in the party.
He said I I had left. He told her

| |

I Ihad returned to activity and had accepted a ,1ob
a.a nuea Secretary in the 4th C.D. He said I I

I I was still out of the party. He feels that JACK
ZUCKER will eventually leave the party. He also feels
guys like ROBERTS and BEN WEISS will remain, thinking
that the party will die under his leadership and he
will be able to take over again.

I | feeIs that the party is beginning to move nationally
and as a result it will have its effects here.

| |

is very confident and feels under his leadership the
district is head in the correct direction. He feels
the district convention will be small but will be a good
one .

"

- 4 -



OFFICE MEMORANDUM .
* UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

SAC, CHICAGO DATE: 8/24/5

9

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (I00~3064l)

SUBJECT: CP,USA - ORGANIZATION
IS-C

CARE MUST BE UTILIZED IN HANDLING AND REPORTING
THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION SINCE ITS VERY NATURE TENDS TO
IDENTIFY A SENSITIVE "AMD HIGHLY PLACED INFORMANTT

On 7/22 and 7/23/59, an enlarged :NEC meeting
of the GP , USA was held in CP headquarters, NYC. Among
those present were EUGENE DENNIS, BURT NELSON, CLAUDE
LIGHTFOOT, IRVING POTASH, JACK STACHEL, BENJAMIN J. DAVIS, JR.,

Chicago (RM)
(1- 100- CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT)
Detroit (Info) (RM)
(1- 100-13420) (CARL WINTER)
Seattle (Info) (RM)
(1- 100-127) (BURT NELSON)
New York (100-80640) (CP,USA-Negro Question) (415)
New York (100-89590) (CP,USA-Strategy in Industry) (415)
New York (IOO-80638)

(CP,USA~Membership) (415)
New York ( 97-189) ("The Worker")

New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
Nevj York
New York

1- New York (100-16021)
1- New York (l00-8064l)

100-52959) (CHARLES LOMAN) (422)
IOO-I8065 ) (JACK STACHEL) (415).) (415)
100-8057) (EUGENE DENNIS) (415)
100-56579) (PHIL BART) (415) ' ;

100-91330 ) I ~l (415)
100-1696) (ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN) (415)
IOO-IO5078 ) (HY LUMER) (415)
100-48033) (IRVING POTASH) (415)
100-23825) (BENJAMIN J. DAVIS, JR.)
100-9385) (WILLIAM Z. FOSTER) (415)
100-84994'

DAVIS, JR.) (416)

GUS HALL) (415)

’iiRNOLD JOHNSON) (415)
>15) W

JAC:gms
(25)

/fa
SEARCHED— INDEED
SERIALIZED.^^n.fD.,^

AUCi 24 1959
~



NY 100-80641

LUMER, CARL WINTER, ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYN1L.

BART. WTT.T.TAM ALBERTSON, ARNOLD JOHNSON and|
PHIL

All of the above individuals were observed by
Special Agents of the FBI entering CP headquarters
presumably to attend this meeting^ I

was observed on the first day onl^ and WILLIAM ALBERTSON
on the second day only.

b6
b7C

The Bureau was furnished a summary of proceedings
at this meeting by teOetapes 7/22,23 and 24/59. This letter
is being submitted to fully disseminate the information
to individual case files.

Proceedings as reported by NY 2359-S* follow:

On 7/22/59 EUGENE DENNIS opened the meeting and
acted as chairman. He announced the agenda as (l) the

Negro Question (2) Proposed Amendments to the CP constitution

(3) Report from Sub-Committee on Draft Resolution and

(4; a series of proposals for NEC to place before NC
such as the date and place for the next convention,

ARNOLD JOHNSON then read a letter by WILLIAM Z.

POSTER addressed to the NEC concerning changes which FOSTER
desired to be made in the draft resolution as proposed by

EUGENE DENNIS. FOSTER suggested certain changes to deal with
DENNIS’ resolution. Concerning CP leadership, FOSTER
suggested that at the coming convention a three man
secretariat should be elected, composed of BEN DAVIS, Jr.,

EUGENE DENNIS and GUS HALL.

Following the reading of FOSTER’S letter, BEN
DAVIS, Jri stated that he would favor a complete reworking

of DENNIS’ document if time would permit. DAVIS criticized

certain "inadequacies" of DEMIS’ document, specifically
stating that the document does not stress present
conditions concerning the Negro people, the labor movement,

and events In Latin America. He said the document failed
to stress that the gains made under American capitalism



NY 100-80641

have been achieved at the expense of the degradation of
American youth* the insecurity of the American people,
and the general moral decay of American society. DAVIS
said that he wanted it made clear that American capitalism
is "too rotten" to be reformed;

BURT NELSON stated that he had some general
reservations concerning DENNIS* document which he hoped
to see resolved. He said that attention should be given
to the sharpening up of the growing struggle between labor
and monopoly.’ He said that during the past year labor has
been bought off by prosperity and that the labor vs. monopoly
struggle will not be won without a real hatti q . An Individual
believed by informant to be

| | stated that
he was generally in favor of the resolution;

CLAUDE LIGHTEOOT commented that he was in favor
of the resolution, but added that they should place more
emphasis on individual action;

CARL WINTER said that he was not in favor of the
resolution expressing the thought that this resolution
would cause the coming convention to "annihilate" the previous
convention, adding that one convention should correct another
but not downgrade it.

HY LUMER commented that he was in favor of the
resolution, but agreed in part with WINTER that we must
deal with past weaknesses in the Party.

ARNOLD JOHNSON stated that the Party must put
forth more specific formulations on the war danger with
the spotlight on Berlin, He said the Party must speak out
against some of GEORGE MEANEY’s statements which deal more
often with foreign policy rather than economic issues;
stated that the Negro people must be treated as a force which
plays a specific role on the American scene.

ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN said that she does not
like the resolution adding that it was ambiguous, part report and
part resolution. She said the American people as a whole
need a clear understanding of the nature of the CP; said the
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language in the resolution is full of "party cliches",
not likely to be understood.

PHIL BART stated he favored some changes "here
'and thei-e" in DENNIS' draft resolution

IRVING POTASH commented that he agreed with
LIGHTFOOT that the whole resolution requires a positive
approach in dealing with the new problems that have arisen.
He said the role of labor leaders should be sharper and
that more should be said concerning the steel strike by
convention time; He thought BILL (FOSTER) covered the
united front question very well and was also in agreement
with BEN (DAVIS) and CLUADE (LIGHTFOOT) that the Negro question
must be made a central question.

JACK STACHEL said he agreed with the "main mass
line of the document," but that the Party is not clear as
to what kind of a document it wants; said the choice lies
between a "manifesto" for the people and a resolution with
conclusions. STACHEL said he favored a resolution which
the Party could stand on.

JACK STACHEL stated that after a lapse of many
years, attention is being given to problems of party
organization such as the holding of club meetings regularly,
collection of dues, distribution of literature, mass education,
problems of the mited front and how to emphasize and
develop the Party's vanguard role; STACHEL stated that
the Party's membership today Is small and the membership
in the big shops and basic industries have suffered grave
losses, the age level of the Party membership is very high
with losses proportionately greatest among the younger
members; He said the decline of Negro membership at a time
when there is oppression of the Negro has been alarming;

BEN DAVIS, Jr, proposed a special section (in
the resolution) on the Negro liberation movement. Referring
to the French CP, DAVIS said, "The French Party has a
strategic role and that strategic role is that everything
lies in the direction of getting rid of the powerful

- 4 -
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dictatorship of DE GAULLE." Informant advised that DAVIS
then referred to "our" strategic role, but due to the use
of the blackboard this information was not available to
the informnat

;

A general discussion followed re recommended
changes in draft resolution.

BEN DAVIS said Negro question should be treated as
separate resolution because Negro movement marks the first
powerful Negro national liberation movement in America
since Civil War

.

CLAUDE LIGKTFOOT stated he sees no difficulty-
in accepting the draft resolution and incorporating
acceptable changes.

DAVIS said he would not vote for just a main line
document i He agreed general main line was correct but that
"the line is one thing and the document still another thing".

DENNIS argued agreement must be reached on
main line before proceeding to act on any amendments,
additions, etc; DENNIS proposed draft resolution be
discussed and its main political line approved; DENNIS
said the approved draft resolution should be taken to the
National Committee. Further suggested NEC explain to
National Committee why it \vas unable to have second draft,
embodying criticisms and suggestions voiced before NEC.
He stated NEC should indicate nature of changes proposed
and he noted that National Committee would have its own
additional proposals.

Following brief recess, meeting reconvened and
considered proposed changes in Communist constitution
and its preamble,

DAVIS stated wording of preamble should be
changed from "American Negroes" to 'American Negro Citizens"

*•* 5 ~
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to emphasize the Negroes* status as "citizens"; DAVIS
also called for separation of terms, "Fascism and
Communism" in preamble;

CARL WINTER proposed only such changes be made
in constitution as are absolutely necessary for the
next stage in the advancement of the Party and changes be
only in such form as may be popularly understood and
defended; WINTER feels only a few amendments to constitution
should be made rather than a new draft constitution. He
said there are some changes he would like to see in
constitution, but feels it would be too difficult to explain
changes in popular mass way, WINTER referred to page 5
of present constitution and sentence dealing with independence
and equality of various communist parties of world* He
said he disliked sentence and liked history of sentence even
less but feels changing it would not be a grammatical
change but a political act inasmuch as a major charge against
the Party concerns its relationship with other parties
(CPS of other countries), WINTER warned against "playing
into the hands of the enemy" by making such a change in
the Constitution, He said Party has a job to do to make
Marxism-Leninism understood in its proper sense among
American workers and to rid it of distorted meaning given it,
and to bring forward scientific socialism as developed by
MARX, ENGELS, and LENIN, WINTER stated writing Marxism-
Leninism into constitution some years and deleting it
other years enabled enemy to seize upon this to conjure
up art absolutely fantastic theory of some kind of new
direction of the Party, WINTER referred to people outside
the Party now fighting Party such as MEYER (FRANK S, MEYER,
who testified before HCUA)* He pointed out such enemies
of Party could utilize changes in constitution;

HY LUMER referred to HCUA hearing in
Washington, D.C. on 7/21/59; He said core of the hearing
was that Comrade JAMES JACKSON returned here (from Russia)
with a series of directives and then whatever happens
after that is a result of these directives; LUMER stated
what is done on the constitution must be considered in
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light of these developments and interpretation that
will be placed on every word. He said they must go easy
in proposing a lot of changes.

BEN DAVIS spoke in favor of including the
preamble of constitution and encouraging discussion by
the members

;

The motion to refer all' amendments, articles
and sections to the constitution committee was passed;
Informant was unable to determine exact vote. A second
motion to set up a committee of three who will prepare a
draft of the preamble was apparently passed but informant
was unable to furnish any additional information re this
motion;

On 7/23/59, NY 2359-S* advised that on this date
the enlarged NEC meeting continued at CP headquarters, NYC.

DENNIS proposed first order of business be
presentation of couple of motions on draft political
resolutions; DENNIS read motion he prepared showing NEC
generally approved main line of draft resolutions for
seventeenth convention and iifill submit it to National
Committee for its consideration. He included a few changes
on role of Negro people, struggle for peace, and certain
aspects of Party work.

NELSON read short resolution xtfhich emphasized
inherent danger of monopoly-capitalism. A general discussion
followed but DENNIS insisted on "expediting" and called
for motion to accept essence of NELSON’S motion with
appropriate editorial changes; In calling for vote on
DENNIS’ resolution there was considerable discussion on
whether count of pros and cons for resolution should be
reported to National Committee. LIGHTFOOT called for vote
on resolution and for elimination of tally of individual
preferences. DENNIS called for vote and DENNIS' resolution
was carried.

- 7 -
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DENNIS proposed as next order of business,

Ne°ro question. He indicated JAMES JACKSON was still on

vacation A discussion followed ; DENNIS stated stiuggle

of Negro people should be intertwined with anti-monopo y

struggle. WINTER stated it should be related to

fundamental alliance with all forces

+

LIGHTFOOT mentioned three things that should be

incorporated in resolution: one, the strength.
°£ -

socialism and the colonial liberation movement has forced

recognition of the Negro question as the number one

<ir>msstic auestion. Two, the role of CP,USA and its

contribution to the current world situation has
ibution

He proposed the resolution be sharpened up on contribution

CP USA has made to National Negro Liberation Movement. Thre ,

there must be a basic political realignment of Negro people

within framework of socialism. He said this document

should give "strategic direction" to Negro movement as to

S it fan achieve its goal. He noted NAACP is not saving

such direction.

DAVIS utilized added security of blackboard
^

.

and informant was unable to determine full context of nis

remarks. DAVIS feels resolution does not evaluate^fully

_

the situation. He said Party should place before Jf^ed
working class" a firm position on struggle for Negi.o freedom.

davts remarked there are three fundamental questions that

?hoSd ?r?Slefted in resolution: one, the fact the Negro

people’s movement is trying to teach democratic channels .

Two, Party policy on question of self-determination should

be stronger. Three, Party must show it is a fighting

instrument.

LUMER said he felt resolution could be improved.

JOHNSON felt section on South should be enlarged.

He stated "our" discussions should relate to problems in

areas where there is activity on Negro question

i

BART stated he felt Party should adhere to concept

of liberation for Negro people.
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ALBERTSON felt resolution should include estimate
of leadership of Negro people’s movement. He said Negro
comrades would not accept resolution as it stands;

POTASH stated leadership and changes in Negro
people's movement should be dealt with.

JACK STACHEL and CLAUDE LIGHTPOOT alternated
in reading the draft resolution on party organization.
This document is summarized as follows: The 17th Party
convention will have to give attention to a number of
theoretic and political questions; the CP today is dedicated
to a better life for the workers. Regarding isolation
of the Party, this situation will not clear up by "wishful
thinking" but only through hard work; the ruling class is
attempting to take all legal rights from the Party, to
intimidate people away from the Party and to tell slanderous
lies about the Party. It was stated that the Party must
overcome this by working with labor and by being identified
with the people. All struggles will be effective only
when the Party establishes a strong base in the working class
the Negro people are playing a major role in shaping the
future of our country, and the Party has to be in the
forefront of the struggle in social, economic and political
fields. Regarding youth, it was stated that it is
important that the Party continue its work in the youth
field so that when these youths become adults many of them
will find their place in the CP. Regarding problems of
circulation of Party literature, civil rights, etc., this
to be taken up in the clubs; every shop club will have an
education section and every Party club, shop or neighborhood,
should have a program of work. The Party must increase its
membership and develop a national approach to this question.
In order to guarantee membership there must be a full-time
organizer and- the Party must develop political understanding
of the membership and build responsibility on a basis of
democratic centralism. It was stated that the Party must
increase the circulation of the Party press, set up new
clubs and thus bring in new members. The building of "The
Worker" has to become a normal day to day task in the Party.

- 9 -
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Informant advised that a general discussion
followed the reading of the draft resolution.

EUGENE DENNIS commented that the NEC has decided
to inform the National Committee of the proposals concerning
the resolution on organization.

HY LUMBER commented that JACK STACHEL did not
propose the final definitive draft resolution on Party
organization, hut read a proposed form which could serve
as the basis for the draft resolution. LUMER said the
draft resolution itself would be ready by September.

MICKEY LIMA commented that the problem was how
to characterize the Partys* main experiences of the past
few years and incorporate them into this document,

DENNIS then suggested that the committee working
on the resolution be authorized to poll opinions.

IRVING POTASH stated that the resolution should
be prepared as a "document" not as an "article" and it then
should be sent to the members of the National Committee. He
added that the opinions and proposals of National Committee
members could then be embodied into a resolution by the NEC.

DENNIS introduced the next topic for discussion as
the report of the sub-committee on arrangements for the
convention dealing specifically with the matter of determining
how delegates from the various districts would be selected to
attend the convention,

PHIL BART then presented "formulas" under
consideration for proportioning delegates but he utilized
the added security of the blackboard in so doing and this
information was not available to the informant; BART said
that the sub-committee has suggested that only those members
with dues paid fayara the first ten :..onths of the year should
be eligible for selection as delegates to the convention.

10 -
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CARL WINTER opposed the date of- October 1st
as the ten month limit, stating that dues, and collections
often run behind their due date so he figured December 1st
as the cut off date.

Following BART’s proposals general discussion took
place; A motion was passed to present to the National
Committee a resolution which would be presented to the
state convention to the effect that the state conventions
would hold off on the election of National Committee members
until after the National Convention has determined the
procedure to be followed in changing the method of election.

Next a discussion was held regarding CHARLIE
LOMAN. • BEN DAVIS stated that he did not feel the National
Committee should act concerning LOMAN unless it also "reviewed
a number of other forces in the Party". He said the New
York State Committee should handle the LOMAN matter and
that the National Committee should take whatever action is
recommended by the state,

MICKEY LIMA stated that the only action the
National Committee could take in view of LOMAN' s activities
and evidence against him was to recommend his removal from the
National Committee. No decision was reached as to how the
LOMAN matter would be handled.

EUGENE DENNIS made a motion that the NEC recommend
to all state committees that they prepare resolutions on the
political situation in their respective states. He commented
that this was not done at the 1957 convention and it
hampered discussion. This motion was passed. Meeting
adjourned.
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8/17-23/59)

On 3/17/59, NY 175Q-S* advised that the subject and
his wife had discussed in their apartment a dispute which was
presently taking place in Chicago regarding CP leadership.
Subject advised that the main contenders in the argument were
CLAUDE LXGETFOOT and SAN KUSHNER. He said that LIGETEOOT is
presently the "head nan'* in Chicago and that KUSHNER wants to
replace him, He said that the real trouble lies in the fact that
LIGHTFQ07 shuns leadership and responsibility and that the Chicago
organisation needs Just that* Subject’s wife commented that she
had thought the same thing about LIGETFOOT and that all he really
needs is a good Organizational Secretary to help him out, J«ICRRIS

CHILDS is mentioned as being involved in this dispute. PHIL
commented that CONNIE was right in that LIGHTFQQT could use
a good erg. see., and pointed out that that is what was done on
the Nest Coast and it turned the trie!:. He said, however, a
new org. see. would not help LXGETE00I in his fight with
KUSHNER.

The subject later mentioned that NORRIS CHILDS had
told him that JXII JACKSON had sent him a telegram saying that ho
was coming to Chicago and intended to stay with CHILDS* BART
said that JACKSON said he was bringing his whole family and
that CHILDS did not know what to do as his wife is very ill.
He commented that CHILDS knew whore JACKSON was for the
last two months, but no one else did, not even DENNIS or
GUS HAIL. Ho said that NORRIS told him that JACKSON now
Wants to write a pamphlet and ho does not see how ho can
do it with the convention coming up and JACKSON being responsible
for one of the main resolutions*

2 - Bureau (100-3284) (Ml)
^ (100-56579)
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BARE Dai<2 that ho did not; know what was wrong with
JACKSON and that he hao no organisational reap; nsifoillty

.

he said that he io a very ahlc person who has a very
oisaggorated opinion of himself.

CTo subject later told his wife that he had
arranged for BEOT GANNECT to moot with MORRIS CHILDS
for an hour on that day for lunch# He commented that
GANNEH is very difficult to talk to because she
is too self-centered , Ho said that if all her ideas
are not accepted* she thinks that everyone is against
her and that if she cannot shine she is lost.

BATH? continued saying that when GANNECT goes
to a meeting whore there are four or five people
and it is only for an hour* she wants to talk for
45 minutes. Ho said that this is not a discussion but
a monopoly. Eho conversation then turned to WILLIAM
Z« POSiER and the fact that he also can monopolise a
conversation. BARS said that when GTJS HALL rent to
see POSTER for two hours ho cane back and said that he
had only been able to talk for 15 minutes.

On 8/17/59# NY 1749-8* advised that the subject
had contacted ELI2ABECT GTJRLEY PLYNN and they spoke about
a pamphlet she is preparing for the 40th anniversary of
the CPHSA, PLYNN then said that she had spoken with
EDNA lmmoil the previous day and EDNA had told her
that HENRY tUKSCTN« very grateful for the new
efforts they were malting on behalf of his release.
PLOT said that EDNA had said that HENRI did not want to
try for parole again and seemed to feel that they should
concentrate on amnesty, PLUM commented that they had
better got together on this as BOB THOMPSON wants one
way and GIL GREEN another* and WINSTON a third way.
She said that there trill have to be seme coordination on
the whole effort.

The discussion continued and PLYNN said that
WINSTON had told JOHN ABT when he was down to visit him
that ho did not lilt© the idea of the person they had gotten
for parole advisor (NORMAN CTOI3&3)*

***
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They both then agreed that they could not see WINSTON’S /
on NORMAN and that although ho has been lambasted by the Party

*

he has always given them a break,

FIiYIttf then commented that she was "laying off" food
and drink for a while because she has to bring her weight
down as she has to wear her fall clothes.

On 8/18/59* NY 1750-S* advised that the subject
and his wife discussed JACKALING and CONNIE commented that

the ELXHG-S were really having a rough time of it.
She commented that someone in the family is very ill
and that she would send a card to them in the hospital.

The subject then told his wife that FRANK FISHER*
from Philadelphia* had called him twice during the week to
make an appointment to get together, BART commented that
apparently FISHER is having a very difficult time with his
wife.

NY 1749-S^ furnished information on 8/18/59*
that EDNA WINSTON had contacted the subject and told him
that she had arranged to get someone to drive her on Saturday
to Briohl*s Farm, The subject told her that ho had also
made arrangements with the person who is presently driving
Bill* FOSTER’S car to drive her up, WINSTON then agreed
to cancel her arrangements since the subject had made a previous
commitment for her. They then arranged that she would be picked
up on Saturday at 10s 00 AM* at her apartment In the Worker* s

Colony*

NY I750-S* advised on 8/19/59* that the subject and
his wife* CONNIE, discussed the fact that they were both
going out that evening to separate CP meetings,

NY 1749-S* advised on 8/20/59* that the subject had
contacted his wife and told her that he was at that time in
Harlem and that he would bo attending a meeting there until
approximately lOsOO PM,

NY 3.750-S* advised on 8/21/59* that the subject and
his trifo had been visited that evening by J3X1 TORMEY,
Kings County CP organizer. During the evening* the subject

•* 3 **
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told TORRE? that he had been talking to Bill, ALBERTSON about a
very good meeting they had during the week and that they had
estimated It had been attended by between 125 to 150 people*
Ho also told then that HlUmi PATIERSOH’S wife, LOUISE,
had been In an accident the previous weekend and that she
had broken her arm.

00BHSE BART asked TORRE? if he would be able to attend
a meeting the following (Tuesday night (8/25/59) In her apartment*
She said that PEARL LAWS and MW RUBEL were also expected,
TOBT-JE? consented that he did not feel he would be able to
as he was supposed to attend a meeting at HARR? ORCHER'S
who is a Section Organiser*

Luring the evening, CORUXE and TORRE? also discussed
various people in the Kings County CP and TOEI3EY spoke
admiringly of AGUES (WILLIS) , who he described as a
very remarkable person and who had raised two children
all by herself* He sold that &££££ who could not be more
than 35 years old, is a member of the UE and had obtained
all her education from the union* COHHIE commented that
AGUES had more on the ball than many others in the organization.

Later in the evenings the BARTS and TOJSSE? discussed
recontacting former CP members and persons, who had dropped out
of the CP, in order to bring them back* A number of persons
were mentioned in connection with this program* At one point
COURSE BARS asked TORRE? how the Kings County CP Bund Drive
was progressing and he said that 4G&S of the #15,000 had been
raised*

'

On 8/22/59, H? 1750-S<> advised that the subject and his
wife were discussing CP meetings and the subject told his
wife that the Brooklyn CP organisation should wait until
after the nest National Committee meeting before having a
County Convention, in order to see what is decided* He told
her that the district convention should be in Gammy and
the section convention in February*

Subject then discussed funds in connection tilth the
coining Rational Convention of the CP and commented that evory
member who Is not a member at large should pay 075*00 to defray
the c2K>cnao3 of those attending the convention. Ho said that he
was also going to suggest that this should also apply to the
Hew York delegates. Ho commented that during the last convention,
the Party was caught shorthanded financially \facn all these people
came and they wore not able to reimburse them*

4 -
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6/29/59

picked up
| I of "The Worker"

at the New York Central Railroad Station at Niles

,

Michigan 9 a little after 3 P.M. I

~| was scheduled
to speak at a meeting tn hp hg»1H at tha rfls^Hflnra nf

aurmg xne evening ot I I Conversation set,
forth below occurred both before and after the
meeting.

dckina him

which was over a little after midnl
retunned I I an
sat around talking until about 4 A.M

after

J Aft<
1 © I

pr the m<

night s

eting

The discussion between |

concerned many subjects such as "The Worker, " the sub
drive in Indiana and elsewhere s and the workings of
the Communist Party in Indiana. I lwent into
considerable detail withl I on nartv nrnani?at^ftn

,

to l ^_J
J

,

I and the
I I that the

I had about 100 members and that the

were just now starting some activity. The two inrilvif
discussed

I 1 was now out of the
Communist Party. I I described the past history
of the CP in Indiana, mentioning the activities of
SUCh individuals as l "l and Phil Bart.

|
commented that Phil Bart was now taking over

some of the duties of l I who had
recently surrendered and was now in prison.

i 1

I expressed interest as to whether
I I

was coming to the next convention of the CPUSA,

/+o - S



i

which
|
— I would be held in December of 1959

the CP off?^
rSS

5
ed

i
n
+
t
5
e ®imeo9raph machine at

Yo?k
C
Citv

f
hS3° an

6
|,^

ted
r
that the Worker in NewjorK uity had all kinds of request for literature hn+that since they could not afford to p£int the

’

literature, they had to turn down the requests

.

WlcfThe^ad^Tmen^r^- u ^
I examples of CP literature

•
d ffla®eographed, as well as literature which

that he'^I?9
fh£

e
?M

0“erClaUy
' and C~i indicated

~2^E^thatf
m ^ lltegatOPA -

\
" Tr^pnrtoH to

i^*?_
U
.
h
_
Ber

}
d

.
dPrin9 the early 1950»s B had been

C °mS
d^2!A£™dJ ob organizationally speaking, 1

stJ+Ac SU***
11

*
c ®loni2 ®rs throughout the UnitedStates had just about thinned out.

in r>a+Tsn 3 1 — ?
b
?
bed that the Communist Party

the°Ford inrf?
relatively inactive. He stated that

active.
1 C 1 had °° branch of the CP that was

Hnostly concerning
I of the CP in

end and elsewhere in
a favorable report on

- 2 -



OiSXCMR; Wt (100-3-69) S/14/59

SAC, CHICAGO (100-33741)

cc&mmxsT party ~hm
OEGAIXIAflC®
OTEIHIL SEOTiny - c

CG 5824-3*, oo August 10, 1959, made available to SA
JOHN E. KSAYINS

:

a mimeographed letter dated August 0, 1959,
addressed 'To All Members of the N.I.C.’*, and signed by PHIL
BAHT, The following is the complete test of this letter;

'The ttext full meeting of the N.E.C. will
.

b© held Friday and Saturday, September 18th and
loth# It will: open on ITlday at 10^
are giving you adequate time so that you can make

\ all arrangements for the meeting*

3 - Bureau ’ (HHG1STHEB9) :

2 - Hew York (HBGISTBiSD)
(1 - 100-80041) (CP-tJSA, Organisation)

• s.4A-:« 100-56579) (PHIL ’BAIT)
2 - Chicago

(I « A/134-46)

jffi/k«
: m -

v- :;c :

:'v , vv .-
;

:v'.;
.



OFFICE MEMORANDUM * * UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

to : director, rbi (100-3-81 )
* dates 8/ ///59

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (100-33729)

SUBJECT: COMMUNIST PARTY - USA
international RELATIONS
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

QG 5824-S*, on August 7 , 1959, mads available' to SA
JOHN E. KEATING, for photostating, a typewritten letter, dated
July 22, 1955; however, it is believed the date should be July
22, 1959, This letter was written by MAE WILLIAMSON, wife of
JOHN WILLIAMSON, of 3 Niederwald Road, London, England, and
was mailed to. JACK and SUE KLING, 4307 North Troy, Chicago,
Illinois*

One photostat copy of this letter is enclosed herewith
to the Bureau and to the New York Division. The Chicago copy is

located in Chicago file 100-33729-1A62

,

4 - Bureau (Enpl. 1) (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100-11687) (JOHN WILLIAMSQN)
(1 - 100- ) (MAE WILLIAMSON)

-4> New York (Enpl. 1) (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100-86624) (CP-USA, International Relations)

Ufi-si 100-56579) (PHIL BART)
(1 - 100-23774) (JOHN WILLIAMSON)
(1 - 100- ) (MAE WILLIAMSON)

9 - Chicago
(1 - A/134-46)
(1 - 100-18961) (CP-RSA, Illinois District, International

Relations)
(1 - 100-3470) (MORRIS CHILDS)
(1 _ 100-3306) (SYLVIA CHILDS)
(l - . 100-27232) (DANNY GREEN)
(1 - 100-33320)1 1
(1 - 100-3R13) (JACK KLING)
(1 - 100-16859) CSRE KLING)

I

S^JEK/k
\ (17)

ws

l

t



CO 1Q0-33729

Tine persons referred to as "CHILDS " in paragraph #1
are MORRIS and SYLVIA CHILD?, of Chicago. "DANNY I I

who
spent some davs with the WILLIAMSONS is DANNY GREEN, son of GIL b6
GREEN, and I I b?c

In paragraphs #2 and #4, MAE WILLIAMSON indicates that
she is still planning a trip to the United States before May,
I960.

"BOB and NEIL", mentioned in paragraph #3, are the
sons Of JOHN and MAE WILLIAMSON. It is noted that in paragraph
#3, MAE WILLIAMSON indicates that JOHN WILLIAMSON is District
Secretary and a member of the National Committee of the Communist
Party Of G»0at Britain,

In paragraph #4, MAE WILLIAMSON refers to the fact
JACK KLING is now a hairdresser, "PHIL", referred to by

WILLIAMSON in the last paragraph, is PHIL BART.
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Dtmrm,; ?3i aoo-3-69) 8/19/59

SAC, CHICAGO (100-33741)

COMMUNIST PART? - USA
OEQAIIZATIOI
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

CO 5824-S*, on August 10, 1939, made available to SA
JOHN A. KEATING, for photostating, a mimeographed letter dated
August 6, 1959, addressed "To All Districts', and signed "Phil
Bart, National Organisational Sec ! y' f

. This letter states that
a letter of explanation and copies of a referendum were being
enclosed for all clubs. The enclosure is a letter dated August
7, 1939, and is addressed "To All Clubs'", and signed "Phil Bart,
National Organizational Sec'jr", The enclosure contains the
referendum on deleting that portion of the Constitution which
provides that Districts can elect some members of the National
Committee and authorizing that a substitute provision be adopted
at the next National Convention.

One copy of each of these items is enclosed herewith
to the Bureau and to the New York Division. The Chicagocopies
aro located in Chicago file 100-33741-133 (101)

.

3 - Bureau (Ends. 2) (REGISTERED) .

2 - New York (Ends. 2) (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100-30641) (CP-USA, Organization)
(1 - 100-56579) (PHIL BART)

2 - Chicago
(X - A/134-46)

.JBK/kvs
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM . UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69) DATE: 8/20/59

FROM : SAC, NY (100-80641)

SUBJECT: CPUSA - ORGANIZATION
IS-C

CARE MUST BE UTILIZED IN THE HANDLING AND
REPORTING OF THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION SINCE ITS VERY
NATURE TENDS TO IDENTIFY A SENSITIVE AND HIGHLY PLACED
INFORMANT.

7 - Bureau ( 100-3-69) (RM)

!

1 - 100-3-89) (CPUSA - STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY)
1- 100-3-72) (CPUSA - POLITICAL ACTIVITIES)
1- 100-3-75) (CPUSA - NEGRO QUESTION)
1- 100-3-68) (CPUSA - MEMBERSHIP

)

1- 100-62018 )(COMINFIL UNITED STEEL WORKERS)

2

- Baltimore (INF0)(RM)
(1- 100-12076) (GEORGE MEYERS)

2 - Buffalo (INFOHRM)
(1- 100- ) (MORTIMER SCHEER)

2 - Boston (INFOHRM)
(1- 100-775) (HOMER BATES CHASE)

7 - Chicago (INFO
)
(RM)

I

I- 100-24729) (EMANUEL BLUM)
1- 100-2748) ( SAM KUSHNER)
1- 100-18457) (RALPH TURNER)
1- 100-12459 ) (FLO HALL)
1- 100- )( JAMES WEST)
1- 61-867) (CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT)

3

- Cleveland (lNFO)(RM)
(1- 65-721) (ANTON KRCHMAREK)
(l- 100-421 )(GUS HALL)

4

- Detroit (INFOHRM)
(1- 100-8482) (TOM DENNIS)
(l- 100-945 )(nat GANLEY)
(l- 100-13420) (CARL WINTER)

COPIES CONTINUED NEXT PAGE
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NY 100-80641

COPIES CONTINUED

6 - Los Angeles (INF0)(RM)

S

I- 100-44tM(DOROTHY HEALEY)
1- 100-52578) (CHARLENE MITCHELL)
1- 100-4663) (BEN DOBBS)
1- 100- )

(JOHN HELLMAN)
1- 100- ) (PETTIS PERRY)

2 - Milwaukee (INF0)(RM)
(1- 100- ) (ALAN SHAW)

2 - Minneapolis (INFO)(RM)
(1- 100- H CLARENCE SHARP)

2 - Newark (INFO) (RM)
(1- 100-1949) (PAT TOOHEY)

2 - Philadelphia (INFO)(RM)
(1- 65-1686) (TOM NABRIED)

2 - Pittsburgh (INFO) (EM)
(1- 100- ) ( COMINFIL UNITED STEEL WORKERS)

2 - Richmond (INF0)(RM)
(1- 100-5638) (MARY SOLOMON KALB)

3 - San Francisco (INFO)(RM)
(1- 65-1242) (MICKEY LIMA)
(1- -100- )(AL RICHMOND)

2 - Seattle (INF0)(RM)
( 1- 100-127 ) (BUSL‘2? NELSON)

. , ,
_

.

1 - NY ( 100-89590 )( CPUSA - STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY) (4l5)

1 - NY ( 100-79717 )(CPUSA - POLITICAL ACTIVITIES) (415)

1 - NY (100-80640) (CPUSA - NEGRO QUESTION) (415)
1 - NY (100-80638 (CPUSA - MEMBERSHIP) (415) w..
1 - NY (IOO-2758I) (COMINFIL UNITED STATES WORKERS )(4l3)

1 - NY IOO-I29629 ) (WILLIAM ALBERTSON) (4l6)

100-56579 )
( PHIL BART ) (415)

100-

25623 ) (ERIC BERT
). (422

)

101-

559) (JESUS COLON) (415)
100-23825 ) (BENJAMIN J. DAVIS) (4l6)

100-8057 ) (EUGENE DENNIS ) (415)
100-26776 ) ( CHARLES DIRBA ) ( 415

) x , , x

100-1696) (ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN)(4l5)

COPIES CONTINUED NEXT PAGE
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COPIES CONTINUED

1

100-9365) (WILLIAM Z. POSTER) (415)
100-13483) (BETTY GANNETT) (416)
100-13473) (SIMON GERSON) (415)
100-100351 } ( SYLVIA HALL) (415

)

100-84994 )
(GUS HALL) (415

)

100-16021) (ARNOLD JOHNSON) (415)
100-105078) (HY LUMER)(4l5)
100-79025) (MILDRED m ADORY)(4l5)
100-47211) (STEVE NELSON) (412)
100-84275} (WILLIAM PATTERSON) (415)
100-48033

)
( IRVING POTASH) ( 415

}

100-58535 ) ( CONSTANTINE RADZIE ) (4l6

)

100-118174) (MILT ROSEN) (416)
100-111666) (JACK SHULMAN)(415)
100-18065) (JACK STACHEL)(4l5)
100-21421 )(ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG) (415)
100-260l8T(LOUIS WEINSTOCK) ( 415

)

100-19679} (ISIDORE W0PSY)(415)
IOC-83317} (HOSEA HUDSON) (415)
100-13203 ) ( GEORGE MORRIS ) (423

)



NY ioo-8o64l

On 7/25/59, and 7/26/59, the following Individuals
were observed by Special Agents of the FBI entering Adelphi Hall,

74 5th Avenue, New York City, presumably to attend the meeting
of the National Committee (NC), Communist Party (CP), USA.,

being held on those dates:

WILLIAM ALBERTSON
PHIL BART
ERIC BERT (1st day only)
EMANUEL BLUM
HOMER BATES CHASE (2nd day only)
JESUS COLON
BENJAMIN J. DAVIS, JR.
EUGENE DENNIS
BEN DOBBS
TOM DENNIS
CHARLES DIRBA
ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN
NAT GANLEY (2nd day only)
BETTY GANNETT
SIMON GERSON
FLO HALL
GUS HALL
SYLVIA HALL (1st day only)
DOROTHY HEALEY
JOHN HELLMAN
ARNOLD JOHNSON
HOSEA HUDSON (2nd day only)mm KALB |2hd ‘day only)
ANTON KRCHMAREK
SAM KUSHNER
CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT
MICKEY LIMA
HY LUMER
MILDRED MC ADORY
GEORGE MEYERS
CHARLENE MITCHELL
GEORGE MORRIS (2nd day only)
BURT NELSON
STEVE NELSON (1st day only)

- G -
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WILLIAM PATTERSON
PETTIS PERRY
IRVING POTASH
CONSTANTINE RADZIE (1st day only)
AL RICHMOND
MILT ROSEN (1st day only)
MORTIMER SCHEER (1st day only)
CLARENCE SHARP
ALAN SHAW
JACK SHULMAN
JACK STACHEL
PAT TOOHEY
ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG
RALPH TURNER
LOUIS WEINSTOCK
JAMES WEST (1st day only)
CARL WINTER
ISIDORE WOFSEY

It is noted that a number of the above individuals
were observed on only one of the two days.

I I who was present at the meeting, b?D
advised that he observed the following individuals present
at the meeting on both 7/25/59 and 7/26/59*

ERIC BERT
HOMER BATES CHASE
NAT GANLEY
HOSEA HUDSON
MARY KALB
GEORGE MORRIS
CONSTANTINE RADZIE
MORTIMER SCHEER
JAMES WEST

D -
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The following are the highlights and most
important statements made at this meeting as reported by-

NY 2656-S* on 7/25 and 7/26/59.
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FIRST DAYS SESSION
July 25 j 1959

At the first day's session of the NC meeting

held on July 25, 1959 TOM DENNIS was elected Chairman.

BEN DOBBS was elected Secretary for the meeting and

PHIL BART was designated to bring in the recommendations

of the NEC.

BART announced the agenda as follows?

1. Discussion of the steel strike.

2. Discussion of the draft political resolution.

3. Political questions.
5. Discussion of the draft constitution t

5 . Resolution on Party consolidation.
6 . Discussion of preparations for the national

convention.

BART also announced the agenda for the following

day's session. He said that on July 26, 1959 discussion

would be concerned with the negro question and the draft

constitution

.

Remarks of ANTON KRCHMAREK

The steel strike has evidently been selected

as a testing ground for some of the more direct policies

that the ruling class in this country is attempting to

carry out .Thi's is the culmination of the preparations that

have been made over the past dozen or so years . The

Taft Hartley Act, the activities of the Me Clellan

Committee and similar factors - all of these were in

preparation for the time when they would be ready to move

in. The ruling class evidently feels It is not

necessary to make further concessions to the working

class. In the past years easy concessions have been

- 1 -
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gotten by organized labor . I think the international

situation has something to do with it - the feeling that

war is something they can't carry through at the

present time, and the time has come to settle accounts

with the workers at home. I think they want to show

who's boss in this capitalist country.

They have undertaken very careful preparations

all down the line. The ideological offensive has been

stepped up and has brought bettor results than

anticipated. The unions are on the defensive. MC DONALD

went in with the usual line about expecting the usual

procedure and then come out with some gains. This has

not happened. The Union is on the defensive. That is

the situation now. In our area there have been some

important developments along that line. First oi ail,

there is a feeling that it will be a long strike - at

least two or three months. It is also our feeling that

the workers have not felt it yet. In Ohio there has

been some 15 or 20 million dollars paid out on

supplementary unemployment benefits, there has been

vacation pay, etc. As a result, the impact has rot

yet been fe It

.

yn Cleveland, Youngstown authorities are

preparing for a big push on relief. The district ms
set up welfare committees to handle all relief cases.

Picketing has been organized the way it has not beenin

a long time in our district. The situation is not the

same In other districts I understand. Nobody is exempt

from picketing. People appear when they are supposed

to. One other thing in our area which is important Is

the refusal of the union to provide maintenance crews.

This has happened in some areas in other states but not

very much. With the exception of the J. and L. in

Cleveland, none of the mills are provided with

maintenance crews. I understand that in Pittsburgh,

the companies have to take out an injunction to allow

supervisory people to enter

.

2
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In Lorraine, where the supervisory personnel
was doing maintenance, within a half hour, 250 pickets
were on the line and blocked the entry of the foremen
into the mill. This continued until 'an agreement was
made that foremen would not do maintenance work.

One of the main factors is the lack of understanding
about what the strike is for. Union leadership has
not taken steps to inform the workers what is the
issue. One of the issues is the arrogant manner in

which the company placed the 8 point demand for placing
into their hands controls which would give management
the say so over seniority, speed ups, work groups,
work relation, etc. This created a new situation as far

as the morale of the steel worker is concerned. It has
given them a fighting issue - defending the gains that
they have/over the past 25 years. On this they vow
they will never retreat. There is a new kind of militancy.
There is a lot of unity and experience as a result
of last year's struggle on the right to work laws.
This is bound to leave its impact. The unions were
negative in their attitude on the right to work fight
but as it got under way, a tremendous spirit developed.

The big problem is to make the entire working
class conscious of jts responsibilities, not Just to help
the steel worker, but that their welfare Is also at

stake. If capital is successful, they will do it right
down the line. They said so. This is what we have to
impress on the whole working class. Without that,

the fight cannot be won. The united labor organization
formed for the right to work campaign, has been revived.

A question came up about moving some slag by the
Teamsters Union and immediately pickets rushed down
there and it was worked out very harmoniously.. I
think we have to develop solidarity on a true local
level. There are no obstacles to this. "We find that
the Party name is welcome in ....." When we distributed
leaflets In one area, people came up and said "Why
don't you get something out on the steel strike?".
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They said, "We are going to he on strike In two weeks,
why don't you get something out on that?" I think
that "The Worker" is beginning to play the kind of job
our paper should play in a struggle of this kind, and
I think it is going to enable us to bring "The Worker"
to the people and to build circulation.

I think that the Party has an opportunity now
to enter into struggle and I feel that in Ohio, at least,
we - are beginning to enter into the struggle. I feel
that the Party from the top to the bottom is beginning
to play a role directly influencing the course of these
developments. I know it has had an influence on our
organization especially on the steel areas. Before
we had trouble getting a meeting, now we meet, put out
a leaflet and distribute it. I think our whole Party has
to become involved with this. What is involved is that it
requires that the whole working class become involved

in the steel strike. This is the challenge to the
working class. It is one that will be felt for a long
time not only in the economy but also in the political
and election fields. Things are building slowly,
problems are beginning to appear for us and the workers.
They want help. In the education of the workers as
to the why of the strike, they are lost. They dont
know how to tackle the job and they are trying to find
a way. They are hungry for help. We should help
the locals to carry through the things they want done
now. They realize what the danger is and what can be
done.

We are also carrying the message to the negro
community - what it involves to the negro workers because
of the work relation and automation as its greatest
Impact upon the negro workers. I think. Comrades,
we have to put our Party on a real fighting basis. I
think that the whole Party should become involved in
one way or another. There is no reason that even in
non-steel area, action cannot be taken by the labor
unions - action and support, maybe even relief. There

- 4 •
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is no strike fund in the steel union. Therefore,

there is the question of financial support, food,

clothing, etc. I think we should see this as a job

for our Party.

Remarks of individua l believed to be EMANUEL BLUM

I would like to report on the Gary area.

As far as steel workers in Gary are concerned, generally,

they go fishing, they fix up the house, they go home.

This has been the pattern. Union leadership also has

been in a situation for some 25 years, that instead

of asking for our cooperation ' A history of this

sort does not allow for real preparation in the

struggle that is shaping up. It does not prepare

the labor leaders for the sharp close struggle that is

needed today. The fact is that it does not prepare

the worker either . Workers and company realize that

this is a different situation where the company is

trying to write a new type of contract. What is

the basis for this attempt at a new contract and what is

different? It seems to us that the developments of the

means of production is carrying its effect on the

contractual relations and -What the companies now feel

that they need written into the contract, in the past

four years automation has grown to an extent that

the increase In production is so great that it speeds

up production in the 'automated ! and non-automated

departments and forces everybody to work faster

.

In steel mills they have adopted a whole

system for cutting the workers' production. This is

not something the companies plan to do now, this Is

something they have been doing all along to companies

who won't sign a contract that will guarantee that the

increase of work necessitated by the new development

of the means of production in the steel industry will

be written into the law of the steel mills. So there

is. no turning back. They are forced to take this

position. That is why It is going to be a very serious

struggle - different from the previous ones.
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In the Oak Grove Mills, hundreds of
thousands used to roll steel plates. These mills
were replaced by new rolling mills. These roll
single sheets of steel with only a handful of
production and maintenance workers .Companies have
been able to abolish a whole department with hundreds
of workers whose job it was to inspect the rolled
plate. No longer held up by the human element, the
steel comes through much faster and forces the rest
of the workers to work more and faster right down
the line. Here again automation lays off workers
in one department but speeds up and gets more
production out of others

.

. While many of the workers do not know what
the issues are, they know certain things that they
want. They do want a shorter work week. They
themselves feel that the shorter work week is needed
and they feel that the union won't fight for it.

One of the big tasks * today is to bring forward
a program of demands and arouse the men. The union
sent its leadership around to the meetings to arouse
the men. "The union's leadership by itself hasn't
got the strength, courage or background to "

It is necessary especially for the Party to help.
What we need is a program to meet' the- challenge
of automation. There should be work rules to defend
the worker and the job.

Some 25 to 30 per cent of the- steel workers
in Gary and probably in the rest of the country are
negroes and they have been hurt most by the speed up
policies of the companies. We can appeal to the negro
not only on a class basis but on a national basis.

As far as the Party is concerned we have the
job of joining forces with the union to help guarantee
a real organization of the people.

- 6 -
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On 9/30/59, NY .694-3 advised SA ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON
that on said date there was a meeting of the CP National Finance
Committee at the Labor Research Library., Present were LEM HARRIS,
JACK CHILDS, and ISADORE WGFSY, who acted as chairman.

WOFSY stated that at no time in the CP's history were
funds as low as they are now. As regards the CP Reserve Fund,
he said the only cash now available is $3 , 000. 00 for which JACK
CHILDS is depository, $2*000.00 for which ARTHUR STEIN is depository
and $1,000.00 for which ISIDORE GIBBY NEEDLEMAN is depository.

To date, during the. current year, according to Wofsy,
the Reserve Fund has contributed $90,000.00 to the CP National Offic?

Forty thousand of this amount had been given to the Reserve Fund
by EUGENE DENNIS, who had indicated to WOFSY that this money was
derived from "a special enterprise on the West Coast," (Actually,
this money was derived from a source mentioned in the case
entitled "SOLO; IS-C".)

WOFSY said he had called to EUGENE DENNIS’ attention
"the precarious financial situation" of the CP Reserve Fund,
and that DENNIS’ comment was that the NY State CP likewise
is "down to nothing" financially. PHIL BAST, to whom WOFSY also
mentioned this matter, stated that "very little in dues is coming
in from the districts." According to WOFSY, no money at all has
been received from Camp Wingdale.

12th-13th Street Corporation

WOFSY reported that CHARLES KELNER, former manager of
the building at 35 East 12th Street, has agreed to settle his
claims to the said building for $25*000.00. He will receive
four payments per year and should be fully paid within 3 or 4
years

.

He has been replaced as manager of the building b;

]
well-known to LEM HARRIS, with whom

b6
b7C

h§__H&s_associated for years in the Party's farm research program.
will be paid about $4,000.00 per year to manage the buildin
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At the present moment, WOFSY reported, plans to sell the
building have been abandoned, but should the critical financial
situation continue, WOFSY would again recommend selling the
building.

Investigation of KEENER' s books by DAVID FREEDMAN,
the CP's attorney, reflected "certain discrepancies" - possibly
embezzlement on the part of KEENER. Upon completion of the
investigation, which is still continuing, KEENER will be con-
fronted with the findings for the purpose of possibly compelling
him to accept a lower amount Of "blackmail money."

EEM HARRIS- - rr - i * r »

LEM HARRIS stated that his contemplated trip to the West
Coast and Mexico City to contact potential and former donors to
the Reserve Fund Is being delayed by circumstances beyond his
contrd. He is prepared to go momentarily, but cannot leave until
he receives from West Coast authorities a "reciprocal insurance
license." HARRIS,while on the West Coast, hopes to sell some
insurance besides contacting donors. At the present time he
plans to go first to San Francisco, then to Los Angeles, and
finally to Mexico City. He was evasive with respect to his
proposed date of departure and method of travel. He mentioned
that he hoped to get "a cross-continental tourist airline ticket."
He further stated that, once having arrived on the West Coast,
he thereafter would make no reservations for further travel, and
would utilize "no show tickets." (According to NY 69^-S, a "no
show ticket" is a ticket bought at an airport, and available
by reason of a lastrminute cancellation.)

While on the West Coast, HARRIS will consult with CP
functionary GUS HALL, who presumably is in a position to advise
HARRIS regarding the best method of approaching donors on the Coast,
In order to be certain of contacting GUS HALL, HARRIS said he
would obtain from the CP National Office a copy of HALL's itinerary.
In San Francisco, HARRIS will contact ALBERT ( "MICKIE" ) LIMA, but
as yet he does not know whom he will contact In Los Angeles.
In Mexico City he will contact FRED FIELD.
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Remarks of SAM KUSHNER

prom yesterday’s discussion it was clear
that there is a greater amount of rank and file
participation especially in Buffalo, Gary and the

Ohio Valley and Cleveland than there is in the South

Chicago area, which haa for the past fifteen years,

been considered one of the more backward areas. In

a real sense, the locals there are demonstrative
locals - at least they were. The strike is conducted
on that basis. For example, in the south Chicago
mill a big US steel mill - there, out of more than
ten thousand strikers, it is estimated by our

Comrades that no more than two hundred people are
actively participating in the strike thus far.

This is outside of the first night demonstration when

1400 people walked to the gate to shut the joint
down. Although the strike is ten days old, there
are a number of gates that are padlocked and have

a sign but there are no pickets. This is a conscious-
agreement between the Local 65 leadership and the

company. The agreement Is that these gates will
remain locked. ’Don't worry about it, keep your
pickets in the trailers and the poker game is much
more interesting than spending your time on the line"

.

I should agree but it is not the class struggle,
it Is not the strike. As a result of the unpreparedness
of the local leadership In this situation, these was
not a struggle within local Executive Board who thought

that there would be a strike 24 hours before the strike

began. This was not necessarily the sentiment of the

worker in the shop but this was the view of the local

leadership. They though; it would be postponed. Therein

lies the problem.

The very nature of the strike has not

impressed itself on the secondary leadership In this

area. Even In the limited number of pickets, the

negro workers are playing the dominant role. The
leadership is white. Thirty to forty per cent of the

membership is negro but the pickets lines are seventy
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per cent and up* made up of negroes. The union leadership

has made only routine preparations for relief.

Now I think we should have no illusions and our

Comrades in steel have none that the community service

program and the relief in the counties will fill

the needs of the workers after the second week of the

strike

.

Our Comrades in steel are urging that the

Party in Illinois begin the collection of food to

aid particularly Spanish speaking and negro workers

who will be in need very soon.

During the first six months the Midland
Steel Company increased its profit over last year by
about 110 per cent, while increasing its sales by only

27 per cent. Some of the smaller companies increased

their profits by 1000 per cent over last year, while

increasing sales by only small fractions. Some
Comrades have worried about the fact that the steel

strike has become extravagant. I think that I would

be concerned that the steel workers are not only on

the defensive but are not willingly on the defensive.

Steel corporations are working on the 8 point program

to change every bit of the mills . Now everybody knows

about Section 2B which will eliminate all the past

agreements of past records . There are soma thratgs that

remain dangerous, for example, where you have steel

corporations who have the right to summarily discharge

anyone for making a wildcat strike. The companies are

mad because the workers are taking the legal route to

fight this, in South Chicago there are thousands of

people going in and cut of the US steel plant -

supervisory help. The supervisory help ax*e attending
classes and the foremen have informed their
workers who are still working in south Chicago that the

main subject in the classes is how to cut throats when

the strike is over, regardless of what the settlement is.

- 8 -
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No matter how it ends, the foremen must inform the

steel workers that the steel mills will he different
when the strike is over. The companies will have to

go hack and carry on the offensive in the mill against
the steel workers, regardless of what they are forced

to settle for in negotiations.

Our first Party leaflet in the Illinois
district is out today. I hope to have copies before the

NEC is over. The leaflet is address to the community
as a whole and is entitled, !l Your special Steel
Strike' 1

. We feel that it is necessary to begin to

win public opinion. We feel that we must address our

attention primarily to the steel workers for carrying
on all the strike activity which will bring the

issue more clearly toihe worker. We feel that it Is

of most importance that the steel strike has a danger
sign to the railroad workers, the packing house
workers and others In our city who, like the steel
workers, have to get l8|j- cents.

The situation at this moment in South
Chicago is not a good one. I think that more steel
workers appreciate the problems today then they
did a week ago and that there is the potential of
mushrooming sentiment for the strike, thus making
an important contribution.

Remarks of individual believed to be GEORGE MEYERS

I would just like to say that I believe the

three previous speakers covered the situation well,
for what is happening in this present steel strike and
the same thing goes as much as the Baltimore area is
concerned. There are 50,000 workers on strike, one-
half of whom are negro. I want to underline one thing,
and that is the question of the need and the ability
to strengthen and build negro - white unity in this
kind of a situation, it Is absolutely imperative to
the winning of the strike, and the prevention of a

serious deficit.

- 9 -
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I would like to inform the NC of a

couple of things that happened in Baltimore to
show the intensity of the tense situation as far as
the strike is concerned. As previous speakers
have said, most people are expecting a long drawn out

strike. Many people think that that is the way in

which the company is going to conduct itself, but

I think we are going to find that it goes a lot

beyond that. There are a number of ads in the paper,
there is one example. As sonn as the strike started
in Baltimore, there were those who attacked the
white leaders of the unions as being "negro lovers"

.

We know that this was not just an accident, that 17
men would get together to conduct this kind of a

campaign. In addition to that, there have been five
different instances where white union leaders on a lower
echelon have been in fist fights. All kinds of
charges are being made against negro workers* opposition
to the use of union funds for relief, etc. I would
like to remind the NC that in 1943 there was
promoted in the shipyards of Baltimore, organization
against negroes and Jews. They were' ’beaten violently
and many workers bad to be taken off the jobs when
hit by tools, nuts and bolts and every other .-thing.

This is the same company where it was necessary to
threaten the use of the Coast Guard. It’s using the
same tactics today and we can expect more of it. I
have pointed/vnis fight fn order to build negro - white
unity.

Remarks of individual believed to be MORTIMER SCHEER

There are 25,000 steel workers on strike in
Buffalo. These workers also have become confused about
the main issues of the strike. No two workers told
me the same .thing. Most of them- were in favor of the
strike because they didn't see any alternative. Although
it was indicated to them that there would' be a short
work week they indicated that they didn * t care ' much
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about It. It was not an issue that impressed them.
Why do the workers feel this way? They have gone
through plenty over the years since the last
contract. A lot of work has been eliminated from
their jobs and speed up is terrific . To them the
question of job security is one of the main issues.

The workers do not clearly know what is
involved because the leadership has not gone out of
its way to mobilize them and to indicate to them
what the main issues of the strike are. The
main thing that the union has done is to talk to the
press and to see that MC DONALD'S picture is in it,
and to promote propaganda on inflation. Now in
our area, we put up a pretty good campaign to get
the "JOHNNYs" back in the steel mill. We have been
getting out material before the steel plants for
the last four months. I have just now started to do
pieces of material at work. They take it, they read it,
they put it in their pockets and they want to read
tomorrow what we have to say. Last Friday they were
picked up by cops. The workers milled around the
car and they took us to headquarters for about
fifteen or twenty minutes. Throughout this time I
continued to give out material and the workers took
it and read it. In addition, we are using 'The worker"
in the communities and we have been showing a
continuing increase in its sale.

From building this mass propaganda and
also from working with steel workers in the communities
we are getting the workers to discuss all of the
various questions as a last proposal. I think that
the Party leadership should assist in building
Party vigilance among the steel workers.

11
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forces for the defeat of the steel
corporations and big business generally in the
offensive but with potential power is still
to be set in motion. This is the main task today
for the trade union movement and our Party must exert
every effort and'- expend the 'Utmost initiative and
resourcefulness to help accomplish this task.

In my opinion. Comrades, the Party should
do everything in our- power to help make clear the
plans of big business with relation to Ihe labor
movement. We should point out that EISENHOWER is
taking action in the steel situation. He is not
only taking action but he is being very active.
We should show that he is doing everything he can,
under the circumstances, to help the steel corporations.
Everything should be done to expose the so called
five year pld fact finding role of Secretary MITCHELL.
Everything should be done to stimulate a nation wide
rise for solidarity and support. Move for greater
unity must be made between negro and white workers.
We should' urge, in every way possible, that the
steel unions approach the unions that are next
in line, railroad > rubber and other unions, in order
to bring about a greater unity for solidarity at this
time.

We must also signalize the need for
immediate action to build up a relief fund. At this
time there is not yet a general demand upon the
workers or a need for relief, but such a/aHst
be built up now and not wait until there is a time
for actual need.

Our Party must also criticize the weaknesses
and mistakes being committed by union leaders.
There have &een Instances where union leaders have
played into the hands of EISENHOWER and the steel
corporations. We must check every club and establish

- 13 -
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Remarks of IRVING POTASH

Comrades, there is evidence that the

mass of steel workers today are in a fighting mood.

What is going to happen later, if the present
confusion exists, is another matter . We should not

underestimate the situation. You will recall that

at the NC, last April, we brought out the fact that

the government is playing a direct role in the
steel strike. We indicated in that report that the

leaders in the rest of the labor movement were
showing evidence of being aware of that kind of situation
and have not taken any action in accordance with
their positions

.

Some of us think that we must follow
the same old pattern that we conducted after the
war and it was the same old acts that both sides
were betting on. Because of such'

- views and because of
a lackadaisical business and usual attitide, the
Party did not follow and seriously recognize this
situation last April and did- not really act on the
proposals that were made at that time. The objectives
are" to stop wage increases everywhere throughout
the country and to vtet'tle down the power of unions

.

We have anti-labor legislation designed to roll
back the union gains. The objective is to weaken
the political potential of the trade union movement
before they can kick.

Will President EISENHOWER invoke the Taft -

Hartley Law? X am not a prophet and it depends on
the factors I enumerated before. One thing however,
is certain and that is we must do everything in our
power today to arouse the entire labor movement to
that danger and to the need of action now, to
prevent the use of the Taft - Hartley Act. The potential
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a system Immediately of assigning certain tasks
with regard to the development of the solidarity
movement. At club meetings the role of the Individual
Party member should be reviewed to determine what he
is doing and what are his accomplishments. "The
Worker" will have to serve in a greater role at this

time. Every effort must be made in getting our
finances in order, that "The Worker" can be sent to

people in the vital steel areas. There should be
coordination between "The Worker" and the natbnal

minority press.

The Party should issue a statement
immediately on the steel situation along the lines
we indicated, X also propose that at the end of this

meeting a press release be issued on the action of

this NC with regard to the steel strike. We should
stimulate action on the part of liberals, intellectuals,
professionals, churches, organizational citizens
committees, etc., and should stimulate among the
steel unions and the labor movement in general,
political steps to get action.

At this time the Party has an extraordinary
opportunity to come forward and move constructively
in the labor movement’. It is an opportunity to
advance the interests of the steel workers and the
labor movement generally.

Comrades, this is not an informational
report, that is just to be filed away or forgotten. I
propose that the NC should act on these proposals
at this meeting.
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Remarks of BEN DAVIS

DAVIS thought that there should be brought
forth at this time In a very "crystal form", the Idea
of a negro labor commission similar to the Jewish
labor commission to fight for the equality of
the negro worker in the trade unions. DAVIS alluded
to the statement previously made that the negroes
are in the forefront of the picketing In the steel
strike and / sdid that an attempt should be made
to put the real emphasis on the negro question.

Remarks of CARL WINTER

CARL WINTER cautioned that the Party
program on the steel strike must be implemented in

such a way as not to encounter a rebuff from the
unions. He suggested that the report of IRVING POTASH
be referred to the resident NEC for editing in order
to prevent such a rebuff.

A motion was passed that POTASH'S report be
‘adopted and referred to the NEC for editing.

Remarks of HY LUMER

Comrade GENE is very 111. We urged him
to go home. I am not prepared to make the Introduction that
GENE would probably have made. (LUMER was delegated
to present the draft resolution which was originally
presented by GENE DENNIS). I would like to present
the resolution with the following remarks. What you
have before you is the draft of the resolution prepared
by a draft committee which was headed by GENE DENNIS.
The draft, as you see, was handed to the NEC and
was prepared this way because there was insufficient time
for it to be edited, it is not presented as an
omnibus resolution like the last convention, but rather
It Is a resolution to present the main political lines
of the Party. The NEC adopted the following motion
which we wish to present i?o the NC. The NEC approves
and submits to the NC for discussion and consideration.
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It endorses the policy of organizing in united
working class action and it agrees with the approach
outlined and emphasis placed on the sections relating
to the working class and the resolution to build and
strengthen our Party, At the same time the NEC
believes that the draft resolution needs to be
considerably improved in form and style. In addition,

the NEC proposes that the national significance and the

vital role of the powerful negro labor movement
should have been placed more sharply in the resolution.
It believes that the there is a necessity of
developing further, certain aspects in the struggle for
peace. The NEC is also of the opinion that there is a

necessity to indicate more concretely in the resolution
the negative and positive of the Party's work in the
past period.

First 'a word or two on some aspects of

the motion. In particular, the sentiment was
expressed in the NEC meeting that the resolution
needs considerable rewriting, that as it now stands,

it is in heavy, uninspired language and does not
have the kind of ringing appeal it should have.
It is proposed, therefore, that such a job of clarity
should be done. Now on the question of peace, I want
to add to what was in the motion, that the NEC also
adopted a proposed amendment by Comrade BURT NELSON.

I don't have it here, but it stated that the
resolution presents in a much more positive form the
potentialities that exist for the future and to place
the struggle for peace in relation to these political
potentialities. The NEC agreed in general, that
criticism and self criticism of the Party's work should
be dealt with at some length in a separate resolution
which is being prepared on Party organization, so,

with these few words Comrades, we present the resolution
with the proposals and amendments and changes In It.

We propose that a sub-committee be set up for the
drafting of the resolution, preparation of it for
publication and it be regarded as a draft resolution
for pre-convent ion discussion.

- 16 -
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Following LUMER's presentation of the draft

Resolution there was considerable discussion and objections

niacle to th.0 6ff6ct that tha DENNIS Rasolution datad

July 6, 1959, had not been mailed to NC members. One of

those in attendance described this as an example of Bureaucracy

in the Party.

HY LUMER then read a letter from WILLIAM Z. FOSTER

regarding the draft Resolution.

FOSTER, in his letter, indicated that he felt

that it was an improvement over the 16th Convention but

that the war danger should be more clearly defined and the

responsibility of the war danger should be pinned on the

EISENHOWER administration by name. In his letter, FOSTER

said that DENNIS handled the war danger as if it were

merely a spontaneous evil instead of a prepared plan of

the monopolists.

Remarks of BEN DAVIS

Comrades, I participated in the NEC on Wednesday

and Thursday. The NC can make up its own mind on how

important this Resolution is. However, this Resolution

could be improved and strengthened. Speaking of the

question involving the "main line", I can say that I was

influenced by the "Negro Resolution." However, I do

believe that the main objective of the Resolution is

correct and I believe the "main line" is correct when it

insists that the Party can no longer have self-determination.

While the Negro question does point in the right direction,

it does nothing to "move" the Party. This Resolution has

very many undeveloped areas. However, I also feel that

all the fault lies in not having a generally correct

direction in the Resolution.

We must have a Resolution that "moves." The

Resolution of the Party talks of the Party line and I

generally agree with this line. We must remember that

we have a definite relationship between our Party and

Soviet Russia. We must show decay and decadence with

- IT -
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this society. Me people are suffering in this present
society. This Resolution is not as down-to-earth as it

should he. For example, several articles have appeared
in the 11 Amsterdam News" showing where little children have
been bitten by rats. Now this is a fabulous occurrence in
this wealthy country. It is amazing that American people
know less than Soviet people. Me must, therefore, attempt
to find answers to these problems. These questions must
be answered. Me must find ways to present them. Peace
is the most important objective.

Remarks of STEVE NELSON

This Resolution does not offer a way out of our
problems. It appears- that this Resolution could have been
written before the last Convention. The first section fails
to face questions we should deal with on the matter of arms
and the atomic race. Me should deal with what is going to
aid the world. Also, this Resolution does not discuss the
proper evaluation of this movement.

I think that we should also consider a discussion
of the labor movement. In the section of the Resolution
pertaining to the anti-monopoly coalition, I want to know
exactly what this means. The term "anti-monopoly coalition"
should be fully explained. Me must get concrete answers
on this question or we will be isolated. Marxism cannot
be transplanted as someone trying today. The last section
of the Resolution regarding the Convention and the errors
of the last Convention should be discussed. It must be
remembered that these things have not been solved because
certain people who attended the last Convention are no
longer in the Party. Labor, farmers and Negroes are
faced with a new experience. Capitalism is willing to
go to all lengths to exploit the people of this and other
countries. They are militarizing the country and they
are reaching out over the world. They will even go to
war to insure record profits.

- 18 -
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Labor, in 1959, is fighting for its very life.

Labor. Negroes and farmers must merge for future peace

and insurance of domestic needs. We must build on the

strength of the l6th Convention and not dwell entirely

upon the weaknesses of it. We must remember t criticism

that does not build and strengthen is not constructive.

Remarks of TOM DENNIS

I have not read the Resolution; however, we

must soberly look at things. The Party
.^
r^a2

n
|he

extreme to the other. One thing I do think is that tne

plrty shouM study dialectics. We should pay more attention

to dialectics in our opinions and discussions.

of superficiality and of self-criticism should be dealt

with especially if we are to have admass movement. We

must look into our methods of thinking and reasoning.

I have been in the Party quite a few years and

believe X know from past experience that some of us

need a line of-'.thinking which others can use if we are

to have a future rebuilding of our Party. So many of

us need training in the dialectic reasoning. Many ot

our Party members must be able to meet and solve problems

in a Marxist-Leninist manner.

Remarks of JACK STACHEL

We. must remember that we are a Party based on

Marxist-Leninist theory and are coneerned with ourre

J

on_

ship with other Communist Parties. X. feql that from this

Convention a much better resolution s will be evolved just

as from the last Convention better Resolutions evolved.

Many important motions were made at the NEC from both

BURT NELSON and comrade DAVE.

Our Party has weathered many hardships . We must

remember that our Party has suffered tremendous losses.

Our membership is the lowest it has been m history*

- 19 -
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must concentrate on basic questions. Our Party is a Party
of action and struggle no matter how small and none of us
are doing nothing. We must be prepared for socialism. There
is a lot of lack. of faith in the Party and the Party must
reunite itself.

Remarks of PETTIS PERRY

PERRY said that, he would confine his talk to
section three of the Resolution, that being the section
starting on page six. He said that he thought it was
necessary that this section deal with the scope of the
anti-MG CARTHY movement and its effect on the whole fight
for civil liberties, PERRY continued that he felt the
Resolution should contain a far more rounded treatment in
the defense of the Party. He pointed out that there are

two comrades still in prison and "another political comrade

-

Claude Lightfoot" facing five years with all the consequences
that this would mean to "our Party."

PERRY mentioned that no one could tell what the

outcome would be with reference to the Me Carran Act or
the Communist Control Act. He felt that this was not
pointed out sharply and that it should be made clear that
the defense of the Party is imperative. Without specifying
a particular section but apparently referring to section
two, PERRY commented that he thought the section "is far

inadequate" and will only disarm the Party and place it

into a state of complacency insofar as its defense is

concerned generally.

PERRY said "I think in the past we tended too

much to sought of minimize these attacks on our Party and

the Party looked upon it as being incidental to the
struggle on the part of the reactionaries against civil
liberties." He asked that this section be entirely re-

written and strengthened with a call to battle of "our

membership", and progressive forces and for the defense
of civil liberties including the defense of "our Party. •'
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Remarks of GEORGE MEYERS

Comrades, I am going to be different on this thing.

I read this reportand to tell you the truth, comrades, I was
exhilarated, but not particularly by all the phrases through-
out the report. The approach to the working class that is in

there in and out of the entire document is what exhilarated
me because I was convinced on the basis of that that we were

going to be able to go further again with the Party and that

is in there, comrades, in there, all the way through it.

It has not always been thus in the Party. I am certain that

here we assert ourselves as a vanguard to play a vanguard
role as the leaders of the working class in this country.
That is a big assertion, and I think on the basis of that,

you know, on the point JACK made, "the correct line will
corrects lot of things."

I think we have made great strides in overcoming
our isolation. Whenever our leaflets go into the mills
among the workers they say "this is pretty good stuff."

We are on the right path. We have a long way
to go but we do not have to be a long time getting there.

Remarks of CARL WINTER

This Resolution pretty well reflects where we are
today. It shows how far we have been able to get and what
some of our problems remain to be if we are to advance our
Party organization. Now it is true it was difficult to get
this discussion started. Many comrades felt uninspired and
without the necessary enthusiastic stimulus being provided
by the Resolution. What I think what is more important
than that that when the comrades did speak and there has
developed a request to speak there has been presented no
"counterline" to this Resolution.
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Now I would add as I have in writing when I had

the opportunity to see the draft in advance , a number of

suggestions that are very important to the Resolution.

X am sure other comrades will avail themselves of the

opportunity before the final draft is prepared by the

subcommittee assigned to that job to write additional

proposals for changes

.

If we had some basic diversion on the question

of the fundamental line of our Party it would certainly

have come up by now in this discussion. All seem to be

in pretty close agreement on the general objectives repre-

sented by this draft and the only suggestions have been for

an improvement or strengthening of some sections . Although

the opportunity has been here for the past few hours, there

has been no presentation of a contrary line to the line

which this draft represents. I think that is extremely

important for us because we are going to be representatives

in the eyes of the membership for any draft that is presented

for pre -Convention discussion.

* Perhaps: in the ranks of the membership, there

may be a flood of criticism and more aggravated expressions

of the inadequacies of the draft. I think we should be

prepared to stand before the Party members as a united NC

and say "Comrades, we want all this criticism, we want all

these suggestions, we want an improved Resolution before

the Convention ..."

We believe you have a sound general political

direction as indicated here and we want to help to

convince the Party membership of all the improvements and

strengthening that can be made and should be made with the

view of making this general line still more effective. Now

one other thing X would like to say about this draft with

all its weaknesses and inadequacies, let us remember that

it is a mirror not only of our own internal Party situation

as it is but also a mirror of how far we have gone or how

short a distance we have gone since the l6th Convention in

strengthening our Party in the labor movement, in democratic

political forces and other mass movements.
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This is a mirror for us. Now, of course, if we
do not want a mirror, if we just want a proclamation of
noble intentions, we could write that too. We could get
many members of the NC to lock themselves up for the rest
of the hours in a room and produce a ringing glorious song.
We need something to create a feeling in the ranks of the
Party that we have moved forward since the l6th Convention
unifying ourselves and understanding where we..are at and
understanding where we are trying to get.

If we approach the draft Resolution on the point
of view that it shows the situation in the Party today, then
I think we will not be making idle' demands but will feel
that we have a firmer foundation from which to make further
progress in the coming Convention. We will appreciate
the fact that actually this is to be a working instrument
for the Convention. This is a working instrument to come
out of the 17th Convention in better shape than we came
out of the 16th.

I would urge very strongly that we seek the way
to present a draft Resolution that no one says is perfect
but which is the best we can produce in the present stage
in the advance of our Party,

Remarks of MICKEY LIMA

The Resolution paragraph on page 17 on the section
dealing with internal Party problems remain largely unsolved,
therefore, the chief task before the Party is still to over-
come its isolation in the labor -movement . I think this
placing of this as -the .major task facing the Party is correct
and I think it is important to place same in the Resolution
and it’s true to say that this was also placed as the chief
task before the 16th Convention.

The Resolution does not aptly analyse the
developments in our country. As CARL has stated, the
reason this Resolution does not do that is because our
Party today is not in the position to do this adequately
and this is the reality of the situation.

- 23 -
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During BEN'S discussion I was reminded of a pre-
vious NC meeting we had where we had a report by the New
York comrades on the result:of ..the' New York election. I

was asked questions when I returned home after attending
the meeting and hearing the report. I was asked about the

New York elections and I could not answer the questions.

I could not because the report of New York elections to this

body also did not answer the questions and I can only assume

that the reason for this was because the New York District
was not in a positon to give an analysis of what happened

in that election that would have made -any • sense in terms

of beingable to explain why you had certain mass developments

in some sections of the country and what seemed- •
• •?.

to be a contradictory development • here, in New York. I

was reminded of this, because I think the problems posed

by this Resolution and opposed by some of the discussion
here placed on the districts very important responsibilities

in terms of helping to shape up the final Resolution. I

think we have to be real realistic about where we stand

in the Party today. We have. to understand how we are

going to be gin to tackle this question in a serious way

in the pre-Convention discussion and if we do that we

can make a very important contribution to help move our

Party forward and help strengthen the unity of the Party.

I think we are beginning to have experiences here and there

that are going to make it possible to make that kind of a

contribution.

Take some of the recent developments in the

whole fifeld of the fight for civil rights as it is being

developed in certain parts of the country. There are re-

newed attacks being made against the Party, against the

labor movement and against the bill of rights of our country.

Reactions are developing in various parts of the country

against us. This whole countermovement is on an entirely

new level and it is of new components that were never present

in the fight. for civil rights in this country. It ties

in the crisis in education and the developing peace movement.

In other words, these issues are beginning to emerge in new

ways. New connections are developing and I know in some parts
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of this country - the comrades in Southern California, for

example, and from what I heard from Illinois, Ohio and other

districts, it is having some very rich experiences in terms

of what is developing here. This is true in some of the

developments in the labor movement. I know the developments

are not uniform, they are scattered and they are not unified

in the sense that all of our Party is having equal experience.

If our Party can begin to utilize and draw up the experiences

that are beginning to develop, we can begin to put s°me

flesh on the framework of our coalition policy and of the

anti-monopoly coalition and begin to spell out in • funda-

mental detail the role of our Party as it relates to the

mass developments that are shaping up in our country today.

I just want to say in conclusion a word of caution

that we do not simply treat ourselves in a way that is

going to be a negative approach. We must face up to the

realities as to where our Party actually stands today.

Remarks of WILLIAM PATTERSON

Comrades, as the other comrades have said, in my

opinion, the Resolution contains both in its positive and
^

negative aspects, a line which is possible to rally an anti-

monopoly front and to gain the support of the Negro forces

which we have lost. I think our Resolution begins extremely

negatively. I think there was something of this in the

remark HY LUMER made when he spoke about the negative

approach. To tell the American people that they face

profound threats to their livlihoods, civil liberties and

above all, their right to live, is correct, but since the

16th Convention of our Party, there have been fundamental

changes. There have been changes in the East which, while

they do not remove the danger of war, offer tremendous

possibilities for the realization of fundamental peace.

I think our Resolution has to begin with the

American people having to face the possibility of securing

a lasting peace and of realizing for the first time in the

history of our country, full equality for the Negro people.
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In the section dealing with the political and
economic situation of our country, mention is made of the
main features of the situation in the United States as
heing the instability of the economy, the burden imposed
by the cold war, the intensive dave of big business for
super profit, the more militant mood and the rising struggle
of the people and the newest offensive of reaction. I
think we put the negative first, rather than the positive
and I do not think you will rally the masses to struggle
to’ go forward and place before them in the initial stages
the negative aspects. The main features of the present
situation in the United States on the part of labor at
the present time and the Negro people is a tremendous
struggle

.

The legislative and executive branches of the
government are moving away from constitutional form of
government wherever possible under the guise of local
action to destroy the whole value of constitutional
government of the United States. I think that this has
to be placed in a Resolution of this kind. \

Remarks of ARNOLD JOHNSON '

Supporting the Resolution as I do, does not mean
that I believe everything that is in it. I think the
Resolution is a tremendous success although some things
dc not stand out as I think they should. I think that
it is the agreement in the NEC that there be a preamble
in the beginning of the Resolution, that somehow pulls
the thing together. It seems to me that the Resolution
needs to serve to strengthen the troubles that are now
taking place during the period of the discussion of this
Resolution, the struggles of the working class and the
mass movements of the people. It has to serve that
immediate purpose. It is not just the Resolution or
the discussion around it which serves the purpose of
saying at the Convention you must perfect something.
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That may be the process, but it must somehow help affect th

lives of the country now. That is a hard thing to do but I

-think it has the elements in it to do that. It also has to

help to strengthen our Party relationship to those problems.

Beyond that, the Resolution itself should help oo solve

our problems in the right places. It should serve also

to strengthen our Party.

It seems to me that the approach to the
.

discussion, therefore, of the Resoiution and how to improve

it should be directed somewhere along that line
;

S

sense I welcome comrade FOSTER'S letter. I think that

not only in calling for certain sharpening for certain

intangibles, it has certain points. You know that some

of us can start to sharpen in such a way that you can

take a blunt stesL instrument and make a sharp steel spike

and may be able to nail something dowiwith it, or you can

sharpen it even more and make a knife and use it for

serious cutting or you can sharpen it some more and make

a needle or you can sharpen it some more and make it
.

disappear, (laughter). So in the process of sharpening

vou destroy some very sound advice on sharpening so

I think that this is the sense of the letter from comrade

FOSTER. Partly, I think to that discussion in the

Resolution, we do not always have to make a case and

establish a bond. We are not like lawyers -in a court

room who are trying to pass something by massing the

evidence on their side to the elimination of . necessary

items which only really prove their point.

We are being called upon as Communists it seems

to me in our communities and mass organizations and unions

to contribute something new in the struggle for peace.

The theme then "what is the role of the working class and

what is the role of our Party." Now we do not have to

draft a Resolution but a Resolution opens up the possibility

of doing our duty.
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We need a great deal of original thinking. The
same applies to the struggle that we have in front of us
right now, that,. is, how to defeat this anti-labor legislation
in Congress. The key bill that has to be defeated, considering
all other bills and all other things on the immediate agenda
in the United States Congress, is the anti-labor bill.

Remarks of LOUIS WEINSTOCK

WEINSTOCK commented that the Resolution was so
long that after awhile he forgot what he was reading. He
said that he fully appreciated the fact that the Resolution
is being discussed as a beginning and that this is not the
final document.

According to WEINSTOCK, in looking over the
Resolution, he did not get the feeling that the comrades
are beginning to get something and that reading such a
Resolution at a meeting would probably provoke considerable
discussion. WEINSTOCK was particularly critical of the
economic section of the Resolution, noting that there are
millions of people earning less than $2,000.00 a year,
millions of people living in slums, hundreds of thousands
of people living in houses infested with rats, and that
these things must be said if you want to build a Party
in the future. He commented that he felt that the
economic section of the Resolution should be such that
"we can take something out of this Resolution and take
it to the shop and say to the worker that the Party is
prepared for the Convention.,.." WEINSTOCK felt that
the language of the Resolution could be simplified in
order to make it more attractive to the membership. He
pointed out that this Resolution would not only be dis-
cussed with people in the Party, but also with people who
dropped 1 out of the Party and "whom we want to bring
back into the Party."
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Second Days Session
July 26, 1959

WILLIAM ALBERTSON was selected as Chairman of the

Second Day’s Session and he identified five speakers on the

draft political Resolution.

CONSTANTINE RADZIE was the first speaker. RADZIE
made no specific comment on the draft Resolution, but expressed
the hope that the 17th Convention would bring about the return
of democratic centralism.

Remarks of EMANUEL BLUM

Comrades, I agree withthose many comrades who
criticized the style of writing of this Resolution. It
has many difficult words, not just French words. The
average worker Will have trouble. We want people to
hear what we have to say. We need a message and n'ot a
document. Naturally, nobody has presented a counter
Resolution because this document does tell us what the
real situation in the world is today, what the plans of
the bosses of the monopolists are, what the role of the
government is and what the working class and its allies
do to keep back the plans of the big banks and corporations.
It tells us that these forces are still plotting war, and
still resisting the cause of peaceful co-existence. It
tells us that American capitalism is still headed for
crisis and greater and greater exploitation of production
of the common people.

It also gives the prospective of the workers
and their allies - a prospective of class and peoples'
struggle in the forging of a democratic plan to resist
all this, including a prospectus for the i960 elections
in line with all of this and as someone said, the program
of the Party is to develop further prospective of a confident
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anti-monopoly program and charts farther the next stage in

the transition to socialism* I cannot agree as one comrade

put it here that our main task is to popularize a program

for a "co-existent world." That* it seems to me* would

take up a position of converting our Party into a sort

of educational society whose main prospective would be

the propagation of such a program of a co-existent world.

Well - we have a prospective of a class struggle* of peoples

struggle for peaceful • co-existence. Now this general

line as I say is a correct one. There is nothing wrong

with it in this general sense* but a lot depends on the

details of the main line. A railroad can go in the_

correct direction but if some of the rails are missing

or if some of the tracks are twisted, there may be some

unfortunate difficulties on the road. X think that this

is what we are trying to word in this discussion.

I think that the criticism by comrade POSTER

and by comrade STEVE NELSON are correct and the main

line needs a correction.

I would like to say in conclusion to use a

figure of speech, that which one comrade used* that

the mirror is like the vanguard and the mirror is large

enough* it needs considerable readjustment* and needs

much wiping and polishing to make matters look correct.

Our Communist mirror* of course* is pretty dim. Our

Communist mirror has to reflect double what the situation

is and also what it is going to be. I think our discussion

,

if incorporated in the Resolution* will <!o a great deal

of help.
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Remarks of GUS HALL

The problem of rebuilding the Party is
the process of remolding and re-evaluating the Party.
This Resolution, in a general way, reflects this
process of remolding, and reflects the stage we are
in during the process of the present day conflict. 3
think this draft Resolution reflects the general tone
and thinking of the Party leadership during the present
time. I also think that we should note the fact that we
can have that type of discussion which we have had
here yesterday and today reflecting that we have made
big steps from past periods in our Party. I think we should
note and hail it as a real achievement for the Party that
we have moved into this discussion. X think, however,
that the Resolution can be improved and what resolution
can't be. That’s true of every resolution. I think it
needs improvement in style and form. Generally, I want
to say that ray criticism of this Resolution would go on
one central fact and that is the weakness flows from the
method of work and the method of writing this Resolution.

I think that a resolution such as this should
follow a very deep and basic discussion of a number of very
fundamental questions, first by the National Executive
Committee for the top leaders of the Party. The x'esolution

should be written after such a basic discussion. Then I

think it would have depth on a number of very fundamental
questions, certainly more depth than it has now. I don’t
think this is a criticism of individuals’ efforts, but
of the method that is used. I think that weakness of
the method is also evident at this meeting of the
NatioraL Committee. I think wq-, must honestly and self-
critically state that we are not getting the best out
of this meeting, I think a meeting like this should have
been prepared differently. We have foreseen it so that
the comrades wDUld have had a chance to think about these
problems, read the Resolution, study It, absorb it, and
then we could have drawn the best out of a collective
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fcody of this size. I think we are having a good
discussion, hut it has the character of superficiality
about it which will not profit anybody. I think
frankly we must not repeat the way we are discusssing
this Resolution at this National Committee meeting.

Well now as to the Resolution, I think the
weakness of the Resolution is that it does not breathe
life. I think it has too much of the character of a
1959 fall catalog of events and problems. It lists all
these problems and catalogs there, but that isn’t quite
enough. Let me give some examples of what type of
problem we could go into deeper if we had a better
approach to it. Let's take the general question of "our
America in the present day world." I think we must ask
ourselves "is there something new our Party must reflect
in the sense of America's position in the world
scene". Well I think there is.

HALL concluded his speech by suggesting that
the Resolution be rewritten after further discussion.

Remarks of MORTIMER SCHEER

SCHEER said that he believed that the style
and form of the Resolution is notqiite adequate and
he agreed with those comrades who. had spoken critically
of it. He said that he felt that the Resolution was
intended not only for the leadership of the Party, but
for workers after the convention, and that the style
should therefore be different. SCHEER also noted that the
Resolution does notiinclude methods for organizing foreign
born workers. He felt that "The Worker" should be used
to influence such people.
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Remarks of JESUS COLON

A

I read, the Resolution through and
I liked it. I am, going to vote for it-. This

Resolution requires study together with our fine

members in the County, sections and clubs. I

believe and I say correctly, that this draft

Resolution should have been given to the full
membership of the (maximum? )

Committee . I will go

further and say that this draft Resolution should
have been given not only tp all the members of the

Committee to be signed, but to at least 15 to

20 people who are expert in the matter of form and
style

.

Continuing his discussion, COLON said

that the Socialist Party of Cuba is 100$ with CASTRO

and the revolution. He claimed that the Cuban Party is

the party that is growing at a higher rate than any

other party in the Americas . He said that they are

spreading socialism to the people. In conclusion,

COLON suggested that the Resolution be strengthened

and deepened so that in the 17th Convention, the Party

will do something on the question of a good program

that will appeal to the people of the United States.

Remarks of HY LUMER

In acting on this Resolution, I think

we need to bear in mind that what we are preparing

here is a draft of a Resolution for discussion and

not a final Resolution,, for adoption. This is being

submitted for free discussion. In my opinion, the

draft, with suitable amendments editing, and necessary

improvements in form and style, will meet this

purpose . It will give us an adequate basis on -whi-^h

to develop -fehe discussion. Of course, this does

not say that the Resolution does not have its weak-

nesses. I think we should accept some criticism

as to the handling and preparation. An effort should

-
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have been made to get a draft out somewhat earlier to

give some chance for an early study of it. Ithink there

is some merit in the criticism GUS made in the method

of preparation. At the same time, we should recognize

that the discussion which took place on the Resolution
can be developed in such a way as to make up for some

of the shortcomings, help for a deeper understanding
of the questions involved, and help in the preparation of

the first draft Resolution.

Although there have been differences
expressed concerning this Resolution, the fact is that

no contrary line has be©n proposed# and it seems to

me that this indicates that this group provided us
with a Resolution that can generally be agreed upon
basically. X believe that our Party is going through a

process of ideological strengtnening, the discussion here

shows this process . The convention should mark an important

step in that direction, and I think the Resolution and

discussion on it can contribute to that process.

The Resolution, it is true, needs considerable

improvement in regard to its popular appeal. I think

in making the various essential changes in the Resolution,

we should keep in mind that this is a Resolution and

not a mass agitational pamphlet or leaflet . X think

we must also bear in mind when we make these changes,

that this is a Resolution, and not a report. We cannot

incorporate in a resolution all the details and analysis

that would go into a report. With these things in mind,

I think we have the basis for doing, what is necessary

and using the Resolution as a basis for what is later to

be published.

I should like therefore to conclude by
presenting again the motion for action. The motion
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which I read yesterday. If you want me to read It
again, all right. (LUMER apparently now reading) The
NEC approves the main line of the Draft Political
Resolution for the 17th National Convention and submits
it for discussion and consideration. It concurs in the
general estimate of the international situation, and the
political situation within the country. It endorses the
policy and tactics projected for organizing the united
working class action, and a broad documentation for
peace, civil rights, and economic security, and to check and
defeat the offensive of the reaction generally, and in the
i960 elections particularly. We agreed to the approach
outline and the emphasis placed on stimulating and
influencing decisive sections of the working class to
come forward as an independent class force for
the need of building and strengthening our Party, and
enhancing Its indispensable contributions. At the same
time the NEC believes that the draft Resolution needs to
be considerably improved in form and style. In addition, the
NEC proposes that the national significance and vital role
of the powerful Negro labor movement should be placed
more sharply in the Resolution. We believe it necessary
to develop further, certain aspects of the struggle for
peace . The NEC is also of the opinion that either in the draft

,

Resolution on party organization, or Section 5 or 6 of the
Resolution, it is necessary to indicate more concretely, both
the negative and the positive aspects of the Party's $ork.
We present this motion to the National Committee for its
action, and I would like to present as a second motion, that
the NEC be authorized to set up a committee to edit and
make necessary changes in the Resolution £ased on the
discussion in the NEC, and the discussion which has taken place
here.

Discussion of LUMER' s Motion

Following LUMER 's presentation of the
aformention motion, there was considerable heated discussion
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during -which some of those present indicated that the
manner in which the motion was made left them
uncertain as to exactly what they were voting for. An
individual believed by the informant to be TOM DENNIS,
said that he thought they were getting into a hassle about
something that wasn't necessary. He pointed out that most
of those present had only received the Resolution for the
first time on the preceding day and hadn't had a
chance to really study it. He noted, however, that it
was only being adopted as a draft for discussion, and "we
should have at least confidence and modesty in the
membership and in ourselves and confidence in the
membership to realize that there will be a number of
important changes and improvements " DENNIS urged that
a vote be made in favor of the motions nade by LUMER

.

JACK STACHEL proposed that all mail submitted,
as well as the letter from WILLIAM Z. POSTER, be considered.
This was approved, however, ' the vote was not known to
the informant

.

EMANUEL BLUM proposed thdt the NC endorse the
POSTER letter and include the same in the main line of
the Res&ution. The vote was six in favor, 25 against and
four abstentions.

Following a vote on BLUM's proposal, a
vote was taken on the motions previously made by
HY .LUMER. The motions were approved, however, the
informant was unable to ascertain -

J

the vote. . LUMER indicated that
a new draft could . expected, probably to appear in the
September issue of "Political Affairs", but that
mimeographed mail would be prepared earlier.

Remarks of CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT

I am not introducing the Resolution on the
Negro question that was presented from the discussion
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which was held at the NEC, based on this Resolution.
We were handicapped at the NEC in the discussion on
this Resolution due to the absence of Comrade JIM
JACKSON, who was not able to be present so the NEC
found it very difficult to handle thi's matter in the
absence of the comrade. The NEC did discuss the
matter and made very substantial recommendations for
changes in the present draft. I w>uld like to point
out that we have to make a number of determinations
in respect to the results. The results should clarify
the position of the Party in the ranks of the Party, in
regard to policy and position on major political
questions. Everything we produce should be such that
we can give to the masses in order to make them see
more clearly the role of our Party in respect to the
struggles which are unfolding at the present. So
our Resolution combines both aspects bf this question.
The Resolution on the Negro question which .will be

2?if
es

?
n^e^ before this convention, already comes to us against

the backdrop of a discussion which was held at the NEC on
theoretical. aspects of the Negro question. Thought
was to combine bdh the theoretical and the practical
task> at the present moment in which struggles are
being waged in the country for Negro rights. The
NEC, in discussing this, brought forth the following
points :

&

.
That the Resolution should contain ananalysis of the Negro Liberation Movement today, aswell as the current struggle. In. reading the

Resolution, you will undoubtedly find that there areof that in it, but it was the feeling of the^soussion that this was inadequately dealt
. Xc needs to be deepened, strengthened andsnarpenea.

4-/-^ -k • .o
section on self-determination isteo brief and nedds further elaboration.
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3. The Resolution should deal more fully
with the relationship of the Negro Movement with the
struggle of the working class and let develop further the
concept of the Negro Labor Alliance with certain new
features emerging in this alliance between the Negro
people and the labor movement. In this connection, it
was also pointed out that our Party in thiB Resolution
of the Negro question, should hot only just speak to the
Negro Liberation Movement, but should also speak to
the labor movement in terms of its responsibilities, and
further enhancing the Negro Labor Alliance.-

4. The section on the Communist Party should
be strengthened by an action of the contributions of the
Party, for Negro freedom. It is felt that we should bring
forward very clearly the role our Party is playing in the
current struggle for Negro liberation.

The Resolution needs to deal more fully with
the land question. The status of the dixiecrat is
not placed sharply enough in the struggle today while
absentee ownership on the part of Wall Street and the
big corporations and the land plantations of the South,
is emphasized, the role of the dixiecrat is slightly minimized
and doesn't stand out in forceful terms. I also think that
there should be a full discussion on the relationship
of the Negro Freedom Movement to the new political
realignments which are developing in this country. At the
present time there is dissatisfaction with both the
Democratic and Republican Parties as evidenced by
a whole series of developments in a recent period, but
there is no clear approach to the question of building a
new political realignment in the country. It is this
context that we proposed to place the question that there
can be no substantial changes in the present status of
Negroes without a basic political realignment. It is not
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"achieveable" in the Democratic Party as it Is
constituted and cafcainly not in the Republican Party.
That brings up the question of intrbducing this
concept without necessarily calling for a new party
today or tomorrow, but every step taken alohg certain
lines will be leading toward that objective.

It was felt that" the Resolution should deal
more explicitly with the issue of the South and the
significance for the entire action of establishing full
democracy in the South. Another thing, we should give
an answer to the question: Can the Negro people achieve
full freedom under capitalism?

t
Comrades, most of these questions are dealt

With in the present Resolution. Many felt that they were
dealt with inadequately and some new questions were added
which were not originally in the Resdution. Nonetheless
it is my proposal, and I speak for myself because I think
I speak the sentiment of the-NEQ, that we should not hold
up the work of the National Committee and the
preparations for the convention pending the report of
Comrade JIM for what Inadequacies there might be as a
consequence of his absence today at this meeting, I
want, therefore, to propose that this Resolution be
adopted in a general term and be presented to the Party as
a basis of discussion, together with the amendments along
the lines that I have indicated here.

Remarks of AL RICHMOND

I want to make one brief point. I think
the overall Resolution is very good, but the point I
do want to develop because it hasn’t been developed
beyond this Resolution, reflects something we do too
often in changing a course where we saw for the purpose
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of reference almost brings out the character. On the
first page of the Resolution, there is this sentence, “The
chief oppression of the Negro people and the sole
beneficiary of their oppression, is the class of
monopolists ... .capitalist commands the economic and
political life of our structure". I understand what the
comrade ms trying to do - it is not the sole beneficiary.
The plantation system has diminished in importance ''though
there are a good many planters down South who I suspect" are
the beneficiaries of JIM CROW. As a matter of fact, a good
many capitalhts who benefit from the system and
that's what helps perpetuate it. I think it is correct
to put the working class first - God knows the sharecroppers
are just as exploited, but more importantly is the class of
the Negro working class at this time.

What the Resolution is trying to do, I
wholeheartedly agree with, but I think these things should
be correct.

Remarks of HOMER BATES CHASE

Comrades, I think that in regard to sharpening
up the quesijfon of the main enemy of the Negro people, the
question of the international exploitation of the Negro
Liberation Movement, this document is a substantially
Improved overthe lab one. I'd like to mention a couple of
experiences we have had in the New England district in
attempting to discuss the last Resolution we passed on
the Negro question. Very frankly comrades, it was greeted
with very little enthusiasm in ranks of our Party which has
been decimated as a result of the l6th Convention.
Our Negro membership is almost decimated, and we find the
comrades do not accept all/mysterious doubts on the question
of the Negro Liberation Movement. They are all around them
a strong national trend in the fight for Negro rights. In
developing nationalism in the Negro Boston colored town.
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they felt that this contradicts the draft Resolution.
I think we should concede the question of our past
evaluations. I think that when I was working in
Georgia, that the Negro people were not a nation
essentially. I did not feel then and I particularly
do not feel now, the question of nationhood could be
dismissed as lightly as it seems to be in your (Resolution?)

.

What happened in the expansion of reconstruction was that

the Negro peoples domain was also smashed. But with
every rise in the Negro Liberation Movement, there are

tendencies in the direction of a vaulting Negro nation.

This should lead us to consider that the question of

self-determination to the Negro people is a dead issue.

.

For example, most of the Negro people have their homes in the

South. Are we going to say that in future time, with the

CP having a great deal more influence in the running of

this country, that we won’t establish legislation which

will enable them to return to govern their homeland. I

don't think we want to go that far. I don’t think we

want to dismiss this question so lightly.

Our Party las a big role to play and only a

strong CP with a substantial Negro nembership oan play

a leading role in this country.

Remarks of WILLIAM PATTERSON

It seems to me that one great value of the

Resolution is that it answers the question that Comrade

CHASE raises. There is a growing nationalism in the

Negro Liberation Movement, but as the Resolution shows,

it is an Americanism as well. It is the nationalism of

an Amerioan who is in an oppressed, depressed, and

exploited position. LIGHTPOOT in his opening remarks,

brought forth the question of the right of self-determination.

There is no contradiction in this nationalism of the Negro

people, and adherence toward inclusion by phases of American

life which is the essence of the Negro struggle at this
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moment, r think the remarks by CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT can
be further strengthened as we deal with this Resolution,
but I think there are a couple of other points which
must be stressed still further or going a little further
which must be introduced into the Resolution.

Comrade CLAUDE rightfully said that our
Party did not cease to continue to the development of

the struggle of the Negro people in American life

after the 1940' s. This was true even when terror was
raging against our Party. He mentioned points of

.

contribution, and he holds that these contributions
strengthen the irfernational support

.

There are two planes of struggle which appear
at this time, a particular full struggle on the lower
level in particular when its the South where you get

no satisfaction. That struggle must be raised to a

national plane. It must be raised from the standpoint

of deprivation of constitutional rights for the

incident in the locality constitutes a major acceptance,

a violation of the constitutional rights of the Negro, and

this has to be brought forth because the Federal
Government has acquiesced to this from the very^

beginning. We have a new situation, comrades, in which
the American Negro struggle can still further strengthen

the liberation struggle of the colonial people of the

Negro, and advdn.ce the infectous struggle of all

peoples seeking freedom to a greater degree aid a greater
depth. That comrades is the approach to this question.

The third plane is the United Nations because their
position and, their attitude toward the Negro people .as a
whole, and the individual victim of oppression is in

violation of the charter of the United Nations. When
it is brought in this way, comrades, it strengthens the
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position of Africans in the United Nations, and
of other forces in the United Nations which are
participating in the fight for peace and colonial
liberation. The United Nations is dominated by
American imperialism. As a matter of fact, to raise the
question this way now, would strengthen all the Latin
American struggle where there has been American imperialism
heretofore . America has had a bloc on some 33 nations
in the United Nations which voted as one. Now when we
raise this question of the violation of 3ts universal
charter, a charter of the United Nations, and the
Universal Delcarailon of Human Rights, we place before
those who are in the Cuban revolutionary struggle, and
a number of other Latin - American countries, a weapon
with which they themselves can struggle and help split
this bloc and threat upon civilization.

Now I come comrades to what tone has been
for a long time, one of the most important features of

the struggle for Negro rights in the Party. We argue
and sometimes vulgarize - we cry that the Negro question
is the Achilles HesL of American imperialism, but we
don*t ask them what is Achilles heel. The achilles heel
is the vulnerable spot and if this is a vulnerable
spot where we can break or make a very big impact on
American imperialism, then it is my opinion that we have
got to bring it forward in a resolution in such a way
that not only the Negro masses see and understand it,
but those who also are losing by- virtue of a
continuation of racism in America.

1 think comrades that you would have to
start this Resolution differently just as criticism of
the other Resolution went. The tremendous potential of
this Resolution for the realization of not only a
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higher level of democracy in our country* but for
beginning to end the attack upon constitutional government,
the continuation of which is part of the peoples
tradition, that we have got to show that this fight is
the attack on constitutional foams of government.
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Remarks of MORTIMER SCHEER

I had a few questions - First on the question of
Dixiecrats in our strategy on the whole concept of the
Democratic Party. My feeling is that the main Flyer has to
be directed at the Dixiecrats as regards to their strangle
hold over the Negro people’s movement and the role that
they play in Congress. . The most vulnerable part of the
Democratic Party is the Dixieerat and I think it is possible,
in the area that I come from, Buffalo, to build up the
movement in the community and through the progressive and
democratic forces in the Democratic Party to go to the
Democratic Convention of i960 and build up a movement to
oust the Dixiecrats, It would put on the spot a guy in an
area like (PETER) CROTTY who runs the Democratic Party -

put him on the spot whether he likes it or not. He will
be forced, if sufficient movement is built, to come forward
to oust the Dixiecrats.

I think that should be one of our main means or
aims of focus. The second thing in regard to building
Negro-white unity in the labor movement is that it has to
be built on the class issues that affect both Negro and
white workers. It is through the class issues that we can
make it clear to the white workers how they can get away
with dictating the contract, in discriminating against Negro
workers. So on the question of class issues within the
labor unit, I think there is the starting point for building
Negro-whit© unity but in addition to that, we have to start
laying the phases that were of special use such as FEPC etc.

My experience in the shop with the Negro workers is that
the Negro workers are among the most advanced against which
red baiting is effective. Negro workers are most receptive
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to Party literature.

I think It is their aim to bring our Party position
to the workers. I think also that we could help build the
Party in our area. There are questions that stand in the
way. One .is the question of the struggle against white
chauvinism. In the course of this struggle against white
chauvinism in the rights of the Party, both positive and
negative things developed. Years ago we made a special
effort to guarantee Negro-white unity. Today we don’t have
that kind of a special struggle. It shows we. are sliding
back* Secondly, another obstacle is the question of finding
force of struggle within the Negro community. We must
correctly emphasize getting into the main stream - the
NAACP.

Because there is a vacuum In the left leadership,
the Trotskyites have stepped into the vacuum and organized
an alliance in doing such things as trying to get Grant’s
(department store?) to hire a Negro employee. This shows
there is a void of left leadership within the Negro community.

The problem can’t be solved through resolutions
and statements. In the final analysis, it has to be done
through struggles against people •rathas ihsn. Just going to
accept thought.

Remarks of CHARLENE MITCHELL

I thought that the resolution which was adopted
by the National Committee would be rewritten and that would
be the basis of that resolution which we discussed today.
I think that the other document ..had a little more fight in
it than this one.
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At a Negro Commission Meeting in Los Angeles
where comrade JACKSON was present the comrade said Just

about what is said here. Comrade JACKSON said that the

Negroes are not greatly interested in your saying that

the gain of the Negro is the gain of the white workers.

I do not believe that white chauvinism is mentioned at

all in his resolution. When X was called before the

"Un-American Committee" they asked me about this white
chauvinism that existed in my party and they quoted me

something that had taken place at a district council meeting

of ours. I had accused a couple of comrades of being
chauvinistic. My answer was that "nothing could be as

the white supremacy that exists in the South and all around

us." So they said I was willing to talk about white supremacy

in other places but not in the CP.

I feel that we have to put something in this

document to mention that there is such a thing in the Party

as white chauvinism.

Remarks 'of TOM DENNIS

Comrades I agree with the general outline of the

resolutions. I think that the resolutions placed before us

the immediate perspective of work in the field of Negro rights,

however, I also feel that the resolutions suffer to a certain

extent. The resolutions should cover the level of the current

struggle of the Negro people in the United States dealing

especially with the struggle in the field of the education,

integration school movement ,/and ’'the right to vote.
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I don’t know whether we grasp the significance in the
movement of education. I think it is partugf the general
struggle for enlightenment and the wiping^ of illiteracy
not only in the United States but throughout the world.

I think the resolutions move in the right direction
as far as interpolation is concerned.

Remarks of Unknown Woman

I am a lot happier about the resolutions and I whole-
heartedly support every one of them. However, I must take issue
with comrade CLAUDE (LIGHTFOOT) in the matter of the Negro issue
in the South. Every comrade should think to himself, what is
my responsibility to the South? So what is to be included in the
resolution. I would like to speak on the question of labor and
what should be included in the resolution, the unity of Negro to
white people and the evaluation of what is holding back this
unity. I spoke td a worker in Henderson, North Carolina last
Sunday and he indicated that a .company where there is a strike
in progress needed acts of violence in order that the National
Guard would be maintained there. If the governor were responsible
to a Negro electorate then the entire situation in Henderson would
be a whole lot different.

I also want to agree with CHARLENE on the question of
white chauvinism in our Party. I think sit ths..-present time the
Party for one thing is recognizing the errors that we have
made and I think that these are the things that have caused
those people who were Communists and have dropped out.
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Remarks of PETTIS PERRY

PERRY disagreed with the resolution in its entirety
stating that he thought it was inadequate. He pointed out ‘.that

chauvinism exists in labor today and it is the task of the CP
to fight for the organization of a Negro labor alliance.

Remarks of BEN DAVIS

The resolution is obviously insufficient and inadequate
in View of the discussion by the comrades and in view of the
discussion which we had in the NEC not only - once bdt .ifrfalce ; Now
in the proposal put forth by CLAUDE and the many discussions and
contributions which have been made by the comrades in the
discussions, there seems to be an adequate basis on which to
draft this resolution in accordance with the general direction.
Secondly, this resolution in my opinion reflects again the lack
of adequate Thirdly, I must say that judging from the fact
the National Committee did put out a resolution - the original
one which was put out and decided upon by the National Committee
the previous meeting - we should have at this committee meeting
some sort of an idea of what was the thinking about the resolution.
In that way, we would listen a little more closely to our comrades,

many of whom agree on the general direction of the resolution
but had many reservations about the argument of factual
material and other questions which were raised in the main resolu-

tion.
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I can remember contributions by GUS (HALL) before

he went to prison and by other white comrades in the Party

on the Negro question but our white comrades must .
place

this question very sharply because this question is a test

of whether or not we have a fighting Party in America. The

leaders of our Party, most of whom are white, must be bold

enough to get up before the Party membership and give a

report on the Negro question, because there will be no

other way to drgmatize the shift of the center of gravity

to the responsibility of the labor movement and the development

of the Negro-white alliance.

The question of being a Communist today is not just

a question of having a certain line to fight for a certain

goal, and a certain role, and a certain perspective of Socialism

but the right of a person to be a dignified human being.

Remarks of MILDRED MC ADORY

Comrades I did not mean to prolong the meeting. I

was one of the comrades who abstained before on the resolution.

I read this. I haven't had time to prepare a digest because

I read it last night but I just want to say I feel that we

need a resolution because, like LOUIS WEINSTOCK yesterday, I

am thinking about what this resolution will do. I feel that

we need a resolution that is going to stimulate and get

a real discussion in a positive way. I think that the comrades

are going to start to read and they will get to page three and

many of them are ’.going to put it down because it won't do what

we need to stimulate the fight and the struggle £o bring back
many of our members.
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The Federal Government is part of the society whose
role it is to oppress the Negro people from the highest
official, which is EISENHOWER, alL the way down to the
smallest little official in the smallest little town in the
deep south. That is their role and aim and that is what they
do, I think we have to say this so people can understand
it. I think that ftea&r Job and rdh is to keep the Negro masses
in line because all these people profit by the oppression of
the Negro people and there is no such thing as reality
being the sole beneficiary of the oppression of the Negro
people.

Although the Negroes have made some gains they
have been small when compared with the gains of other people.
Facts of this type should be included in the resolution.

Remarks of CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT

I thin& that the resolution coupled with the discussion
of the NEC and the many fine contributions made by the comrades
in this discussion as well as the discussion which we are going
to have in the Party generally will give us a very fine
resolution. I do not want to take the time here to respond to
the many questions which were presented here in the discussion.
I want to puu a certain emphasis on an aspect of thispre-convention
discussion both in regard to the main political resolution as
well as this resolution. If our pre-occupation is going to be
merely the question of producing a letter-perfect resolution,
than it is my judgement that following the 17th Convention, we
will not be too much better equipped than we are now. As one
theologian to another, however, the good book says "What does
it profit a man to gain the world and lose his soUL." what will
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it profit our Party to write a letter-perfect document and
then we go home self-satisfied. Our document must be a guide
to action and our action must not be something that will wait
until we have handed out the so-called perfect documents. In
fact, the documents will be perfected much better to the
extent that we proceed right now to cull out of those documents
some of the key and vital propositions and begin to unfold
mass work and activity.

I think that the 17th National Convention has to
have some themes that underline everything that we do or say.

This must be a convention that wrestles with the problem of

how to break the Party's isolation from the main stream of

the masses. That is the center of all dominating propositions.
This convention in my Judgement must be a convention that takes
into mind that which exists as of nowand see how we can proceed
to where we want to go.

In regard to this resolution. on. the Negro- question,
channels. .are being, opened .n£> .foirtis to work with that did not
exist two years ago. I want to say that in Illinois, we have
made some progress in the Negro community. Progress which I

modestly feel will not only be beneficial to Illinois but will
be beneficial jbothe country as a whole once the fullfillment
of what we have been planning and working on comes to see the

light of day. I agree 100 per cent with what BEN said about
the role of white comrades and in this connection this progress
that has been made would have been impossible without the
contributions, help and assistance of JIM WEST of Illinois;
SAM KUSHNER and comrade (EUGENE) DENNIS from the (Center?) who
has gone, into the district, met with the people and helped to
hammer out a prospective which I think will be improved on
pretty soon.
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I want to propose that we adopt the general direction
cg'the resolution which we have before us here and the proposed
amendments that came out of the NEC discussion and the many
fine amendments that have been made here in the course of the
discussion and send this resolution out to the Party as a basis
for discussion.

Vote on LIGHTFOOT * s Proposal

ALBERTSON called for a vote on the motion made by LIGHTFOC
and it was approved wjfcfeb’ .only one opposed and one abstention.

Remarks of HY LUMER

I just want to tell you that we are issuing a four page

folder on the 30 hour week. We expect that the cost of the folder
will be $8.50 per 1,000. A number of men have seen the text of it.

I would like if possible, to get orders from as many districts whilf

you. are here. It is at the printers. So that is the first point.
Secondly, with regard to the mimeographing of the resolution, let
me Know how many copies you will need foryour districts so we
willknow how many to prepare.

Remarks of WILLIAM ALBERTSON

The next point on our order of business in connection
with general convention preparations is the question of Party
consolidation.
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Remarks of HY LUMER

We want, to propose the preparation of a resolution

on this question along the following lines: 1. The status
ofthe Party which would include not only a picture of where
the Party stands hut what !has happened to it, 2. The party’s

role in the present political situation, 3* The question
of building mass ties. 4. Organizational problems of the
Party. 5. 'Ideological problems and tasks of the Party.

This is not intended to give you the idea of what
the actual content will be but rather what the resolution is
intended to cover and included in this will be the question
of criticism and self-criticism. It is proposed that the NEC
be authorized to set up a committee for the drafting of a
resolution of general character to be submitted at a later.:,

date in September as part of the material for preconvention
discussion.

Vote on LUMER 1 s Proposal

ALBERTSON called for a vote on LUMER’ s proposal and asked
for a show of hands. Following this, he stated that the proposal
had been unanimously carried.

Remarks of PHIL BART

First in connection with the date and place of the
convention, I have a number of recommendations of cities where
to hold the convention. We, (the convention committee), propose
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that the National Committee direct the NEC to issue a call to

a convention. This convention should he held at the Theresa

Hotel, New York City, on Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday,

December 10, 11, 12 and 13, 1959., I would just like to say

onevord on the date. There has been considerable discussion
and exchange of opinion as to whsfciterto hold the convention
earlier - that is around Thanksgiving. It was the feeling of

a number of comrades from the West Coast and the Midwest that

holding it at that time would be inadequate for the preparations.

It would hardly give the necessary time in accordance with the

constitution for the pre-convention discussion. It is therefore

recommended that it be held December 10 through the 13th, 1959,
and I make that a motion.

Remarks of WILLIAM ALBERTSON

You have heard this motion. What is ypur pleasure?

ALBERTSON than noted that the motion had been seconded and
called for a vote , There was no qgpo&itfcloja aftd the motion was
unanimously carried.

Remarks of PHIL BART

In accordance with the Constitution, Article 5,

Section 2, the basis for representation for the convention
is to be by the National Committee. Now we had a number
of discussions on this question. We had recommendations
from comrades in San Francisco, Seattle, Illinois and New

York, and a number of suggestions were made out of which
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a formula was reached* now titled as a Chicago Formula, because

it happened to have been proposed by a number of comrades

there. The main aim of the call, the proposition of the

delegation to be taken into consideration from the districts,

especially districts in the Midwest to assure adequate
representation in line with the size, had to be considered.

We were also guided by the recommendation of two years ago.

We propose as follows: That election of delegates shall be

be on the following basis. 1. For the first 300 members in a

a district, based on average d.ues,- the district shall be

entitled to three delegates for each 100 for a total of 9.

2. That for the next 200 1-b shall be entitled to 2 for every

100 for a total of 4, and for each additional 75 major
fraction thereof each district shall have one delegate. Every

functioning district organization of the Party under 100 shall

be entitled to one delegate. Where the Party organization has

been practically destroyed, such areas shall be entitled to send

fraternal delegates. That each district shall be entitled

to its full vote of this delegation where the full delegation

can not attend the convention and that district shell send alternate

people equal to 25 per cent of their delegations.

It is estimated that we will have in the neighborhood

of 100 to 125 delegates.

Remarks of an Unknown Male

One question. A district under 100 has one delegate

and a district with 300 gets three delegates per 100. Suppose

a district has 75 jnembers. Why should it not have two delegates?
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Remarks of WILLIAM ALBERTSON

Want to make an amendment?

Remarks of Unknown Male, Mentioned Above

Yes. Two for 50 to 100 and one for less than 50.

Remarks of WILLIAM ALBERTSON

The Committee agrees with the amendment,so to the original
motion has now been added the following:;. That for districts with
less than 50, there will be one delegate. Brom 50 to 100, will
be 2 delegates, and than we start with the original idea for the
first 300, 3 for 100. All in favor will signify by raising their
hands. Down. Opposed, if any? In abstention? New York was in
favor of this but permitted it to be called the Chicago plan.

Remarks of PHIL BART

On determining the average dues, it is proposed that
the average dues shall be determined on the basis of 10 months
from January to October, 1959. In determining the average
which shall include £11 dues paid through November 30, 1959.
That means that all dues coming 3n to the end of November will
be counted in the average over a 10 month period.
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Remarks of Unknown Male

I'd like clarification by what is meant by all dues

paid to November 30 inasmuch as some people pay dues in advance

for months to follow,.. Would they be included? Or are we

stipulating that while the dues may come in unM&~Movember 30 ,

the only part that will count is that which was paid for any

one of the first 10 months.

Remarks of PHIL BART

We can hardly record month by month for each district.

That is very difficult. I would say that on the average, xt wxll

make very very little difference. As a matter of fact, we counted

from 1Q5Q 1058, 1957 and 1956, dues and se. on and it averages

out over the years. Now I’m sure that over this 10 month period,

taking into consideration this extra month, there may be a few

area’s payments for a whole year - it won’t effect the delegations

very much.

Discussion on proposed Amendment

There was considerable discussion concerning the

proposed amendment on the matter of dues payments during which

WILLIAM ALBERTSON strongly opposed the amendment pointing out

that the main desire was to get delegates to the convention

and it was financially decided that the matter of special

-

assessment for the convention should be referred to the NEC

for action.
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Remarks of PHIL BART

BART made the motion that "whereas the 17th National
Convention will consider proposals for the method to elect
NC Members it is resolved that the NC recommend to state
conventions that they take no action under Article 5, Section
5* until the National Converfion has determined the procedure
for such an election."

Remarks of CARL WINTER

It is obvious that there is a^ very ‘real problem here
and net all features of the problem have been explored. However
there is one other aspect that I think you should give careful
thought to and that is the matter of not doing anything that will
possibly enable anyone outside of our movement with alternative
purposes to in any way make it appear that our Constitution is not
the operative law of the Party. I think we had some experience
with efforts of our enemies to misrepresent the nature and
purposes of our Constitution and I don’t know how to meet this
but I think it is very important that we do meet it. For all
the reasons that have been given, it is apparent that some
change must be made in Article 5* Section 5 , but what this
change is and how it is made is of less importance as of this
moment than that no question can exist after this convention
but what the convention and the committee that is elected
were the results of strict adherence to the Constitutional rules
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of the Party. Failure to guarantee that puts in danger the
quality of the Constitution as a whole in the event that it
is legally challenged at some future date as our past Constitutions
have "been. Therefore* perhaps the thing to do is to seek some

legal advice about meeting the practical requirements and yet
guaranteeing that we have proceeded in accordance with the
Constitution. It may include a referendum distasteful as that

is. Perhaps we can get folks to find some other methods but

I would urge comrades, very seriously, to avoid anything that

looks like the Constitution is treated as a matter of convenience
.

.

This Constitution at a time when we are fighting for the Constitute

al rights of our Party and for the observance of the Constitutional

rights of the American people must be held in very careful regard

in our Party crisis.

Remarks of EUGENE DENNIS

I would propose that PHIL’S motion which I believe is

politically necessary should be adopted with the basis that^

the National Committees make a referendum of the State Committees

in accordance with the - article of the Constitution.

Remarks of MICKEY LIMA

I would agree with GENE's proposal. In the disqussion

in the NEC, while the problem that has been raised by both •

DOROTHY (HEALEY) and CARL is apparent, I think that to leave

this meeting and proceed to- the District Conventions with the

idea that the District Conventions are going to elect NC members

based on this formula, the number of members and the procedure that
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was established at the last convention* is going to create more
problems and has potentially within it the possibility of greater
difficulties, legal and public and otherwise* than if we adopt
some procedure especially the procedure emphasized in the proposal
by GENE. Eecause* beside the obvious fact that this question
is going to be debated within the framework of other questions
relative to the question of Democratic centralism as it is presently

in the Constitution and as it will be considered in terms of

what changes will be proposed, the other reason for it is the

size of the NO. ^
Now we are stuck with something more actively within

the Constitutional provision and I think the NC otight to be 'clear

about it because tt the time that formula was adopted it was also
understood that this convention Would not be able to change the

size of the NC that will function from this convention to the

fiS&sit one. Now I think we have to try to fight that. We have
a situation in the party, ’ Inhere the Party, I don’t^kriow in terms

of what percentage it is today as compared to that time, at that
time many people felt the Committee we elected was too large and
unwieldy, is going to be eptinely .out of proportion now.

Therefore unless we can get agreement, and it seems
to me that if we adopt this proposal of GENE'S and raise it
in the State Committees, have a referendum based on votes of

the State Committees, that is not in violation of the Constitution
and will have been properly submitted to the Party. This way
we are not going to get ourselves in the complications that’s going
to fee involved if we proceed to elect at the conventions.
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Remarks of IRVING POTASH

POTASH felt that the original proposal was a straight
forward honest approach and indicated that he didn't see the
need for any amendment.

Remarks of JOHN HELLMAN

HELLMAN said that he was in agreement with CARL
WINTER and disagreed with IRVING POTASH. He said that he would
much rather see a referendum than t.O^act in a way that was
in disobedience of the Constitution.

Vote on Motion and Amendment

Prior to taking a vote ALBERTSON announced that he
wotld attempt to clarify the motion and the amendment. He restated
tp »©t§Q^.as originally stated by BART but in reading the
amendment it appeared that as a result of discussion the matter
was to. be submitted to a referendum of the membership rather than
as originally proposed, a referendum of the State Committees.
ALBERTSON read the amendment as follows: "The amendment is that
this resolve shall be submitted to the membership by referendum
to be determined by a particular date that has not been settled
yet certainly by a date well in advance of the State Conventions.
That is the motion and the amendment."

The motion as amended was carried.
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WILLIAM ALBERTSON read a motion that each State draft

a resolution as pertaining to the particular problem of that

State. The motion was carried.

Remarks of EUGENE DENNIS

EUGENE DENNIS in the concluding speech stated that

the 17th Convention will take place fcnddr different conditions

in that the CP is now unified, the Negro movement is strong

and even though the CP is small, it is influential and. has

much to do on various issues. DENNIS noted that during 195o,

only 100 new members were brought into the CP. He urged that

an additional 100 be brought in between the 40th anniversary

and the date of the holding of the 17th Convention.

Before the meeting was adjourned DENNIS again

^

emphasized the necessity for the CP to take steps to bring

into existence a Marxist Socialist youth Organization which

can meet in September.
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DIRECT*, FBI (100-3-102) 8/21/59

SAC, HEW YORK (100-128881) (415)

CP, USA, FUNDS (RESERVE FUND)
IS - C

On 8/20/59, NY 694-S* advised SA ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON
chat on the previous day he had conferred with PHIL BART, CP,
USA, Organisational Secretary, and ISADORE W0FSY, member of the
CP, ISA, Reserve fund Committee. Ihe subject of diacuasion waa
the 38 East 12th Street Building.

According to BART and WOFSY, CHARLES KELNER, manager
of the building, has abandoned his intention to purchase the
building, and is now demanding $25,000.00 from the proceeds of
the salt thereof. From a strictly legal standpoint, KEENER
is in a position to substantiate his claims to the building,
tit also is in a position to damage the Party considerably if
he should decide to publicise his claims to the building. Although
the Party feeia it is being blackmailed by KEUIER,' it is felt
wise to sell the building and pay him the $25,000.00 he demands.

By action of the other stockholders in the building,
kELNEk has been removed from the board of directors, and has
been replaced by the attorney DAVID FREEDMAN. FREEDMAN has been
directed by the CP to take immediate steps to sell the building.

Utmost caution must be exercised with respect to
dissemination of information herein inasmuch as such information,
by its nature, tends to Identify NY 694-S*, s valuable informant,
as the source thereof.

Bureau (100-3-102) (R*0

NY 134-91 (£nv) (415)
NY 100-84424

NY 100-53757

NY 100-198/9

NY 100-70303
MY 100-38579

NY 100-123881

(CHARLES KELNER) (424)
(DAVID FREEDMAN) (424)

(ISADORI WOFSY) (415)

(12th-Uth St. Corp.)(41)
(PHIL BARX) (415)

(415) 4V i.L.v
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM * * UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO ; DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-60) DATE: 8/24/59

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (100=33741)

SUBJECT; COMMUNIST PARTY - USA
ORGANIZATION
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

f

* . /
'

PARE SHOULD BE USED INLHANDLING AND JflffiftBRTINQ THE FOL-
LOWING INFORMATION IN ORDER TO PROTECT THE IDENTITY OF A HIGHLY
PLACED INFORMANT. '

,

<§S!.5824=S*, on August 21, 1959, orally furnished to

SA JOHN E„ KEATING the information on the following pages. This

oral information was reduced to writing on August 24, .1959;

2 — Bureau (REGISTERED)
. 1 - Cleveland (100=421) (GUS HALL) (REGISTERED)
/'TO1 - New York (REGISTERED)

(1 - 100=81752) (CP-=USA, Brief)
(1 - 100=80641) (CP^USA, Organization)
(1 - 100=81338) (GP-USA, Security Measures)
(1 - 100=128814) (CP=USA, New York District, Organization)

(1 = 100=129629) (WILLIAM ALBERTSON)
100=56579) (PHIL BART)

(1 = 100=23825) (BENJAMIN DAVIS) <

(1 - 100=8057) (EUGENE DENNIS)
(1 = 100=9365) (WILLIAM Z. FOSTER)
(1 - 100=13483) (BETTY GANNETT)

3 = Chicago
(1 = A/134=46)
(1 = 100=3470) (MORRIS CHILDS)

rrff'JEK/kws
Tj (16)



August 21, 1959

COMMENTS ON THE CURRENT PICTURE IN THE
NATIONAL OFFICE OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY

?

USA, BY PHIL BART
b ji—wnn-rnr i

1 ninTn i inrOT-iriw>wi r-;"iini« i i

During the week ©f August 16, 1959, PHIL ‘BART was dis-
cussing the general picture in the National Office of the Commu-
nist Party - USA as he sees it in his position as the National
Organization Secretary.

Future Leadership of the Communist Party — USA

BART stated that there really has been no discussion as
yet in regard to the .future leadership of the Communist Party -

USA. He said that the main topic to be discussed at the September
18-1B, 1959, meeting of the National Executive Committee will be
the future leadership of the Party.

BART commented that WILLIAM Z. FOSTER has sent a letter
to the National Office, in which he proposes a Secretariat con-
sisting of BEN DAVIS, WS HALL, and EUGENE DENNIS. BART stated
that this letter will not be made "public”. According to BART,
GUS halt. has visited FOSTER and has stated that, there seems to be
some friction developing between BEN DAVIS and FOSTER.

BART said that it is his personal opinion that GUS Hp?L
is creating some problems. BART said that he cannot say that
this is being done deliberately by HALL. In fact, he believes
that it may not.be deliberate. Nevertheless, the problems' exist

.

Explaining this line of thought, BART said that HALL utilizes
every opportunity to travel. He has been to Maryland and New
Jersey. He is going 'to the Midwest in September, and' will con— .

tinue on to visit the West coast once again. In the1

- Midwest, he'

will visit every city where he will be able to address a meeting,
such as Chicago, Minneapolis, Milwaukee, St*. Louis, TGary,. etc.

He has been back to Cleveland on severag? occasions.
•j

1 ’
•

According to BART, EUGENE DENNIS had planned to make a
trip to the Midwest and t© Seattle, Washington, about the same
time that hall will make his trip. Since HALL has already
obtained assignments for speeches, BART doubts that DENNIS will
be able to go! through with his plans now. BART said that even
in New York, HALL has addressed the New York District Committee
and is scheduled to address a functionaries meeting in New York.



BART stated that while HALL said that he rejects the
blandishments of leadership which FOSTER held out to him, he
believes that it is necessary to find out what HALL'S intentions
are- BART said that HALL, by his actions, is placing himself in
a position where he might endanger the position of DENNIS.

Continuing, BART said that he has had some discussions
with hat.t, and will talk with him more frankly in the near future.
BART said that in his prior talks with HALL, -GUS HAIL has denied
that he will challenge the leadership of DENNIS. >

-Next, BART stated that he blames DENNIS and his method
of work for this developing situation. For example, DENNIS
always keeps things close to his vest. DENNIS is also very
passive and retiring. He tries to avoid public appearances. He
keeps certain problems in his pocket instead of discussing them
with BART, HALL, STACHEL, and others in the National Office.
All of this indicates a lack of initiative. As a result, by the
time DENNIS\oloesXsomething , someone else has already acted.

%

BART said that others in the National Office attribute
all sorts of motives to DENNIS' behavior when he does not con-
fide^in them and does not turn over documents to them. By way
of example, BART stated that before DENNIS left on vacation, he
invited GUS ttat.t. to occupy a desk beside him in his penthouse
office in the National Headquarters. Yet, DENNIS and HALL can
spend hours in the same room and DENNIS will not confide in HALL
in regard to some matters and will not turn documents over to
him. Elaborating on this statement, BART said that after DENNIS
went on vacation, they went through his desk and located some
documents which they did not know existed. For example, there
were ^requests for "greetings" from the Communist Party of Peru
and the Communist Party of Bolivia. BART commented that often
"greetings" to other Communist Parties have to be sent by wire
at additional expense because DENNIS retains the requests for
these "greetings", until the last moment.

BART said that he had to fight with the New; York Dis-
trict, particularly with ALBERTSON and GANNETT, in order to get
them to place DENNIS on the program for the celebration of the
40th Anniversary of the founding of the Communist Party - USA.

BART admitted that his future fate in the leadership
of the Communist Party - USA is linked up with DENNIS. Re said
that when DENNIS returns from his vacation after Labor Day, he
will acquaint him with this state of affairs. He will tell DENNIS

c= 2 »



that if DENNIS does not make some changes , his position in the
leadership will be in danger o BART commented that the rank-and-
filers will not understand DENNIS ° motives and will try to push
him aside* . BART commented that he would ask MORRIS CHILDS to
speak to both DENNIS and to HALL about these matters.

Possible Changes in the Main Political
Resolution for the. 17th National Convention

BART stated that since the meeting of the National Com-
mittee in July* 1959, they have had some discussions in the
'National Office in regard to the main political resolution for
the 17th National Convention. As a result of these discussions,
they believe that it may be necessary to make some changes.
They may have to concretize some things and generalize -other
things, particularly in regard to the anti-monopoly coalition.
They ask themselves, Who can be the spearhead to unite the anti*”

monopoly coalition? Cam the Communist Party act as such a spear-
head? They agreed that at this stage the Communist Party - USA
cannot act in this capacity.

BART stated that in their discussions they studied the
situation in Italy, particularly in Sicily. Through this study,
they see in Italy many groups working for similar aims. These
groups are in separate movements ; yet, they are moving in para-
llel directions.

The situation in the United States is
- similar to that

in Italy. Eor example, there is, no united peaee movement in the
United States. However, there are movements for peace in the
United States. Cto the other hand, if the Communist Party- USA
tried to unite these movements at the present time, it would pro-
bably break them up. Take the labor movement in the United States.
It is not united; .however, the entire labor movement is fighting
on the legislative front and on the strike fr»nt * Who can unite
the labor movement in the United States? Certainly, the Communist
Party - USA could mot. Yet, so long as the peace movements, the
labor movement, and the Communist Party - USA are fighting and
are moving in the same -directions, they are , accomplishing some-
thing.

Therefore, Marxists in the United States must re-
evaluate the objective situation and particularly the class .rela-
tionships in the United States. They must give some new meaning
to the anti-mohopoly coalition so that it will not be misinterpreted
to mean that you have one united whole. In fact, the term

3



"coalition" may be incorrect, since the word "coalition" pre-
suposes an organization.,

BART also said that perhaps the term "democratic front"
is hot in keeping with the actual situation in the United States.
However, there may be the essence of a democratic front in all
of these separate movements. $ventually, these movements may
get together. In the meantime, all of these movements are pro*r

ceeding in the same direction.

According to BART, sometime in September, 1959, one of
the leading people, possibly GUS HALL, will write some thoughts
for the Communist Party - USA. They will serve as a sort of
addendum to the main political resolution. This addendum will
express the idea that the Communist Party - USA is trying to
become more flexible so that its outlook will be based on the
actual facts in the United States.

The Communist Party - USA Constitution

BART stated that the National Office has withdrawn
from circulation the draft of the proposed new Constitution for
the Communist Party ~ USA. A draft Constitution will hot be
introduced to the 17th National Convention. The National Office
will tell the Party that the Convention has the authority to
amend anything, including the Constitution. Therefore* the Con-
vention will amend the Constitution and in this way the Party
will de-emphasize the idea of a new Constitution. The leadership
was motivated chiefly by fear of.'Government action in the adupfion
of this procedure.

According to BART, the leadership reasons that the
press, as well as the Government, could utilize the idea of a new:

Constitution in order to show that the Party is once gigain 'taking
orders from abroad. The re-institution of democratic centralism
Would be used as proof of this. According to BART, democratic
centralism can be re-introduced in the present Constitution by
the insertion of clauses here and there. By this method, a large
portion of the present Constitution will remain as is. Thus, the
Party will not face the danger of press comments and possible
Government action.
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COMMENTS OF CG 5824-S*
I

i

! In regard t@ the future leadership of the Communist
''

!
Party - USA, there is n® question hut that DENNIS will have to
change some of his methods in order to retain the leading posi-

j
tion in the Party* However* n@ @ne has a serious political

’ argument to
t

use against DENNIS.

I Due t® a set of ©iroumstanoes, GUS HALL was not involved

j
in prior serious struggles in the Party and thereby has avoided

i creating enemies. However , as he becomes involved in the current

|
discussions , he will necessarily gradually alienate some people*

I

Therefore, he will be urged to move a little slower. While DENNIS
is slow to act, he thinks out eaoh problem well. On the other

! ,
hand, HALL sometimes moves too quickly-. DENNIS still has the

; Support of many in the leadership. Therefore, it is possible
> that fTAT.r. will be Convinced t® beat a retreat and thereby DENNIS
i may emerge from the 17th National Convention as the leader of the
! Communist Party ~ USA.
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SUBJECT: COMMUNIST PARTY - USA
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GG 5824-S*,, on August 21, 1959, orally furnished to
SA JOHN E. KEATING the information on the following pages* This
oral information was reduced to writing on August 24, 1959:

2 - Bureau (REGISTERED)
1 - Boston (100-775) (HOMER BATES CHASE) (REGISTERED)
1 = LOS Angeles (100-4663) (BEN DOBBS) (REGISTERED)
9?- New York (REGISTERED)

(1 - 100-87211) (CP-USA, Factionalism)
(1 - 100-80640) (CP-USA, Negro Question)
(1 - 100-80641) (CP-USA, Organization)
(1 - 100-97167) ("Political Affairs")
\4&r- 100-56579) (PHIL BART)
(1 - 100-805?) (EUGENE DENNIS)
(1 - 100-9365) (WILLIAM Z„ FOSTER)
(1 - 100-13483) (BETTY GANNETT)
(1 - 100-105078) (HYMAN LUMER)

3 - Chicago
(1 - A/134-46)
(1 - 100-24729) (EMANUEL BLUM)
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August 21 , 1959

Comments of PHIL BART on the National
Committee Meeting held in July, 1959

On Tuesday, August 18, 1959, PHIL BART, National Organ-
ization Secretary of the Communist Party — USA, stated that BEN
DOBBS had kept brief minutes of the July, 1959, meeting of the
National Committee of the Communist Party - USA.

BART stated that DOBBS” notes showed the following
National Committee vote on the motion of EMANUEL BLUM to incor-
porate a letter from WILLIAM Z. FOSTER into the main political
resolution for the 17th National Convention of the Communist.

Party - USA:

6 in favor
25 against
4 abstentions

DOBBS' notes showed the following vote for a motion to
withdraw BLUM’s motion and expunge it from the reeord:

26 in favor
2 against
1 abstention
1 not voting

After this vote, the following was the vote on the main

line of the main political resolution:

31 in favor
1 against
3 abstentions

BART stated that he was of the opinion that most of those

abstaining are supporters of the Right-wing viewpoint. He said

that the. one vote against may have been cast by HOMER CHASE.

The vote on the Negro resolution was as follows:

30 in favor
' 1 opposed

According to BART, the one vote against the Negro reso-

lution was cast by HOMER CHASE. CHASE said he voted against the



Negro resolution because it did not contain a demand for self-
determination in the Black Belt*

BART stated that prior to the National Committee meet-
ing, there was quite an argument which resulted from an attempt

to persuade EUGENE DENNIS to make some introductory remarks as

the main political resolution was presented to the National Com-

mittee. Finally, DENNIS more or less agreed to make such remarks;

however, he then became ill. So, at the last minute, HY LtJMER

prepared some introductory remarks.

BART said that DENNIS did make some concluding remarks
at the National Committee meeting and, for the first time in a

long time, DENNIS evoked some applause. BART said that DENNIS

*

remarks were apropos and satisfied those in attendance at the
National Committee meeting. According to BART, • it was then
agreed that DENNIS' remarks would be published in the September,

1959, issue of "Political Affairs", along with the main political
resolution and the resolution on the Negro question. However

,

DENNIS said that he wanted to make some corrections in the out-
line he had prepared. Then DENNIS proceeded to turn his outline
over to BETTY GANNETT so that she could make the corrections in

it. At first, GANNETT protested but did make the corrections
and returned the corrected document to DENNIS so that he could
give it to "Political Affairs".

On August 18, 1959, BART could not locate the DENNIS
document either in the National Office of the Communist Party -

USA or in the office of the printer for "Political Affairs".

BART commented that DENNIS may have taken it with him on his

vacation so that he could either make additional corrections or

to withhold it from publication.

BART further commented that he thought that 3SENNTS

made an error in giving the document to GANNETT to correct, since

she has been bragging about it to such an extent that one would

think that she had written the original outline.

- 2 -



OFFICE. MEMORANDUM ** UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69) DATE: 8/«*y/59

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (100-33741)

SUBJECT: COMMUNIST PARTY - USA
Organization
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

CARE SHOULD BE USED IN HANDLING AND REPORTING THE FOL-
LOWING INFORMATION IN ORDER TO PROTECT THE IDENTITY OF A HIGHLY
PLACED INFORMANT . ;

\ I

CG 5824-S*, on August 21, 1959, orally furnished io
SA JOHN E. KEATING the information on the following page. This
oral information was reduced to writing on August 24, 1959:

2 - Bureau (REGISTERED)
8> New York (REGISTERED)

(1
(1 -
(1 -
(1 -

Mar*-
(i -
(i -
(i -

100-80641) (CP-USA, Organization)
100-128821) (CP-USA, New York District, Factionalism)
100-128814) (CP-USA, New York District, Organization)
100-129629) (WILLIAM ALBERTSON)
100-56579) (PHIL BART)
100-50094) | |

100-23825) (BENJAMIN DAVIS)
100- ) (MILT ROSEN)

Chicago
(1 — A/134—46)

b6
b7C

JEK/kws
(12)
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August 21,t 1959

; PHIL BART, National Organization Secretary of the Com-
> munist Party - USA, stated on August 18, 1959, that the National

Office is still having trouble with the New York District. BART

;
said that several weeks ago the National Executive Committee was
supposed to examine the New Y©rk District, dSht that it did not

1 receive the proper response from the leadership of the New York
1 District. BEN DAVIS used the argument that the National Execu-

tive Committee should first examine some Right-wing Districts,
t

such as the California District, The National Executive Committee
told DAVIS that it would examine other Districts ,

$

including
California and Illinois.

BART also stated that he had learned that recently
there has been friction between BILL ALBERTSON and BEN DAVIS.

On August 18, 1959, BETTY GANNETT also stated that she
had heard that BILL ALBERTSON and BEN DAVIS have had some serious

, arguments. GANNETT said that she finds working in the leader-
; ^ ship of the New York District very difficult. She said that one

i« n<!>n-fvnnted with generalities ©n the part of BEN DAVIS and be

i
For example, in a given situation they will ask, b?c

S
What can the ijomimanist Party do? Their answer will be that the

; Communist Party can do very little. According to GANNETT, they
;

should ask, What can the workers do, and not, "lhat can the Com-
i munist Party do?

GANNETT also stated that MILT ROSEN is lined up with
; the supporters of BEN DAVIS. She also commented that she did

'not agree with the decision of the New York District to sponsor
a ""peace week”.

i

j

f

<
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM * * UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3=81) DATE: 8/<^d^/59

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (100-33729)

SUBJECT: COMMUNIST PARTY - USA
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

CG 5824-S*, on August 21, 1959, orally furnished to SA
JOHN E„ KEATING the information on the following pages. This
oral information was reduced to writing on August 25, 1959;

Two extra copies of this communication are being fur-
nished to the Bureau in the event the Bureau may desire to
transmit copies to the Legal Attaches at Mexico City, Mexico,
and Ottawa, Canada.

Bureau (REGISTERED)
(1 - 65-62041) (SASH)

New York (REGISTERED)
(1 - 65-16441) (SASH)
(1 - 100-74560) (CP-USA, Funds)
(1 - 100=86624) (CP-USA, International Relations)
(1 - 100-54651) (CP-USA, National Groups Commission)
(1 - 100-80641) (CP-USA, Organization)
(1 - 100-89590) (CP-USA, Strategy in Industry)
(1 - 100-128817) (CP-USA, New York District, Membership)
(1 - 100- ) (Communist Party of Canada)
(1 - 100-129629) (WILLIAM ALBERTSON)
41— 100-56579) (PHIL BART) .

(1 « 100-15140) (TIM BUCK) /0 0
(1 - 100-64061) (JACK CHILDS) .

(1 - 100-81495) (HARRY HAYWOOD) c

(1 - 100-16785) (JAMES JACKSON) ,

/& o

a

See- "ii" page for additional copAei ' yO.



CG 100=33729

New York copies
,
(continued)

(1 - 100- ‘

) \ ~l
(1 - 100-48033) (IRVING POTASH)
(1 - 100 0 (ph)

(1 - . 100-21421) (ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG)
Q - 100-9595) (WILLIAM WEINSTONE!)
(1 - 105-6808) d I

i

(1 - 100^ ) ( I I

b6
b7C

9 - Chicago
<1 A/134-46)
(1 - 65-3888) (SASH)
(1. - .100-18961) (CP-USA, Illinois District, International

1 'Relations) i

(1 - 100-1345) (HARRY CANTER)
(1 - 100-3470) (MORRIS QHILDS)
(1 - 100-25l5) (ELMER JOHNSON)
(1 - 100-8751) (IMOGENE JOHNSON)
(1 - 100-18457) (RALPH TURNER)

JEK/kws
(35)

- ii -



August 21 , 1959

Discussion in New York City Between PHIL BART,
MORRIS CHILDS, and IRVING POTASH in Regard to '

Messages from the Communist Party - USA to the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union

During the first part of the week of August 16, 1959,
there was a discussion in New York City between PHIL BART,
National Organization Secretary of the Communist Party - USA;
IRVING POTASH, Trade Union Secretary of the Communist Party - USA,
and MORRIS CHILDS, Member of the Fpreign Affairs Committee of the
Communist Party >— USA. The purpose of this discussion was to
formulate messages to be carried by CHILDS to TIM BUCK, Head of
the Labor Progressive Party (the Communist Party of Canada)

,

with the request that BUCK transmit these messages to the Commu-
nist Party of the Soviet Union.

Unofficial Trade Union Delegations

POTASH asked CHILDS if any information had been received
on the possibility ‘ of sending unofficial vtrade union delegations
from the.United States to Russia. CHILDS replied that a message
had been received from the Communist Party of the Soviet Union
to the effect that it was all right to go ahead with plans for
such delegations, provided that all expenses' Of the delegates
will be paid from the United States to Moscow* It will also be
necessary to send information in advance concerning the number
in each delegation, the names and backgrounds of those in each
delegation, and the proposed dates for their trip.

POTASH stated that he would see ALEX KALKIN, member of

the InternationalLadies Garment Workers. Union, Jai New York City,

in regard to an unofficial trade union delegation. POTASH stated
that KALKIN originally wanted to go to Moscow during the time
that the United States had its exhibit there. Nevertheless, it

might be possible to haye such a delegation in Moscow by Novem-
ber 7, 1959, for the annual celebration.

CHILDS also told POTASH and BART that a group from
Chicago, which included RALPH TURNER, member of the National Com-
mittee of the Communist Party ’- USA; ELMER JOHNSON, member of
the District Committee of the Communist Party of Illinois; and
IMOGENE JOHNSON and HARRY CANTER, members of the Communist Party
of Illinois, had left Chicago for a trip to Poland without receiv-
ing permission from the Communist Party of Illinois.

/ -Ash ^7£s'7f



It was agreed that the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union should be told in a message addressed "To Whom It May Con-
cern" that the Communist Party - USA does not assume, responsi-
bility for this group which is going to Poland. BART and POTASH
wondered how the Communist Party - USA might contact the Socialist
countries to inform them that they should not encourage such
delegations without the knowledge of the Communist Party - USA.
No decision was reached on how this might be accomplished.

Ukrainian Delegation Going to Russia

BART and POTASH stated that a I | is

leaving from the United States for the Soviet Union sometime in
September

f 1959. A member of this I . . I (Ph)

,

I of a Ukrainian weekly newspaper. | |
has been a mem-

ber of the Communist Party for 31 years . The only member of the
I who will | I

from the Commu-
nist Party - USfl~1 I CHILDS was asked to inform the Com-
munist Party of the Soviet Union that I I is the only member
of the l I who the Communist Party - USA will endorse and
for whom it will assume responsibility.

BART and POTASH stated that a Ukrainian delegation
from Canada is also going to the Soviet Union. The Canadian
delegation is led by PETER KRACHAK (ph) . Some of the Canadian
Ukrainians planned to leave Canada for Europe on the Polish liner
Batory. According to BART and POTASH, the Ukrainians in both the
United States and Canada, but particularly those in Canada, have
as many complaints against the Russians as the Jews have. The
Ukrainians are complaining that the Ukrainian language is being
made a secondary language in the Ukraine. Further, there are
not enough Ukrainian cultural activities in the Soviet Ukraine.
Also, that the Ukrainians in Russia are denied cultural oppor-
tunities. Further, that when Ukrainians from North America
travel to the Soviet Ukraine, they want to visit the villages
but the Russians will only permit them to visit the cities.

HARRY HAYWOOD

BART and POTASH stated that HARRY HAYWOOD is currently
residing at the following address

:

San Pedro de los Pinos
Calle 17 No. 122
Mexico, D. F.

b6
b7C
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In a letter addressed to the Communist Party - USA,
HAYWOOD complained that while JAMES JACKSON was in Mexico, he
slandered HAYWOOD and said that HAYWOpD is not a member of the
Communist Party - USA. In this letter, HAYWOOD claimed that he
has been paying dues to a Waterfront Club in the New York Dis-
trict and that tjbis club has, been accepting his dues.

At this point, WILLIAM ALBERTSON was asked to join in
this phase of the discussion. ALBERTSON verified that a state-
ment was issued by the New York District and was endorsed by the
National Executive Committee at the time the Provisional Committee
to Re-Constitute the Communist Party - USA held its first con-
ference. In this statement, the names of JOSEPH DOUGHER and
ARMANDO ROMAN were set out. The statement points out that if
anyone in the Communist Party - USA associates with these indi-
viduals or with the "vanguard group", they' will automatically
read themselves out of the Communist Party - USA. HARRY HAYWOOD
not only associated with these individuals, but was At one time
an officer in the "vanguard group". Therefore, he is no longer
a member of the Communist Party - USA.

BART and POTASH requested that this information be
given by MORRIS tiHILDS to TIM .BUCK, and that BUCK be requested
to transmit it not only to the Communist Party of the Soviet 1

Union, but also to the Communist Party of Mexico.
i

WILLIAM WEINSTONE

BART and POTASH Requested that- the Communist Party of
the Soviet Unian be asked for information concerning WILLIAM
WEINSTONE, and that WEINSTONE be instructed that he should return
to the United States from Russia as soon as possible.

Messages from the Communist Party -

USA to TIM BUCK

BART and POTASH stated that TIM BUCK is supposed to
send a taped speech to the Communist Party - USA ,so that this
speech may be used at the celebration of the 40th Anniversary of
the Communist Party - USA in New York City. They requested
CHILDS to remind BUCK to tape this speech and also to send his
.photograph to the Communist Party - USA so that it can be used
for publicity purposes.

BART and POTASH also requested that CHILDS attempt to
have JUAN MARINELLO, President of the Partida Sdcialista Popular,

^ 3 *=•



the Communist Party of Cuba, tape a speech for use at the cele-
bration of the 40th Anniversary of the Communist Party - USA.
CHILDS suggested that the National Office of the Communist
Party - USA commuhicate directly with MARINELLO in this regard,

BART and POTASH also requested that CHILDS determine
if BUCK has any information concerning a possible Western Hemi-
sphere or Latin American Conference of Communist Parties,

BART and POTASH also requested that TIM BUCK be noti-
fied that the Communist Party - USA will *^feend a couple of
delegates to the Convention of the Labor Progressive Party,
which is scheduled to start on .October 9, 1959. The Communist
Party- USA cannot say at this time whether or not these dele-
gates will be able to make a ’’public*' appearance.

Meeting Between MORRIS CHILDS and TIM
BUCK in Toronto,. Canada

During the late evening hours of August 18, 1959, and
on the afternoon of August 19, 1959, the above messages from the
Communist.. Party — USA for the Communist Party of the Soviet Union
were delivered to TIM BUCK in Toronto, Canada.

BUCK stated that on August 22, 1959, he planned to see
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union Secretary for the .Russian

Embassy in Ottawa, Canada. BUCK said that this Secretary is
scheduled to return to the Soviet Union soon for a one-month
vacation. BUCK stated that he would present all of these mes-
sages to this Secretary.

CHILDS also gave BUCK a copy of the drafts of the main
political resolution and the resolution on the Negro question
for the 17th National Convention of the Communist Party - USA.
These will also be transmitted to the pommunist Party of the
Soviet Union, CHILDS also briefed BUCK on the July, 1959, meet-
ing of the National Committee of the Communist Party - USA, and
this included the vote on the main political resolution and the
vote on the motion by EMANUEL BLUM to incorporate WILLIAM Z,

FOSTER'S better into the main political resolution. CHILDS also,

briefed BUCK on some of the inner problems in the leadership of
the Communist Party - USA. BUCK said /that he would also trans-
mit this information to the Communist Party of the Soviet Union.



Request, for Additional Funds for the
Communist Party — USA from the Commu-
nist Party of the Soviet Union

CHILDS told BUCK that the Communist Party of the Soviet

Union had made certain financial commitments to the Communist
Party - USA, but that these had not been completely fulfilled.

Thus, plans of the Communist Party - USA to publish a magazine
on Negro affairs and possibly to resume publication of the ’’Daily

Worker” are just dreams unless these funds are received. Further,

the current financial drive in the Communist Party — USA is not

going well. CHILDS asked BUCK how this problem might be diplo-
matically presented to the Communist Party of the Soviet Union.

BUCK stated that he would tell the Communist Party of

the Soviet Union Secretary for the Russian Embassy, at Ottawa that

he has met with a leading personage from the Communist Party -

USA and learned that the Communist Party - USA has some serious '

financial problems. BUCK said that he would not present this
problem as a complaint. At this point, BUCK commented that

MIKHAIL SUSLOV, Member of the Presidium, and BORIS PONOMAREV,
Head of the International Department of the Central Committee of

the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, are very careful and

will not take any chances which might in any way mess up the
exchange of visits between SIKITA KHRUSHCHEV and DWIGHT EISENHOWER.

BUCK*s Complaints Concerning the Russians

BpCK stated that it is very difficult to get the Rus-

sians to live up to their promises. He commented that the Com-

munist Party - USA has so far been very fortunate in this respect.

By way of example, BUCK stated that when they made
plans to start printing copies of the "World Marxist Review” in

Canada, ROMONSOV (ph), of the "World Marxist Review" in Prague,

Czechoslovakia, told the Labor Progressive Party to go ahead
with the printing plans and commitments. He said that a budget
had .been authorized and that the Labor Progressive Party would
obtain the necessary funds. Yet, only last week ANNE BULLER, who
is in charge of Progress Books, appeared before the Labor Pro-
gressive Party Secretariat and said that the next issue of the
"World Marxist Review" would not be printed. She exhibited the
accounting books to the Secretariat. They showed that only $85
had been received from the Russians and that thousands of dollars
were owed to the printer. BUCK stated that the Labor Progressive
Party paid some of the bill and told the printer to go ahead with



the next issue. Still, they have not received any funds from
the Russians for the printing of the ’’World Marxist Review”.
BUCK stated that in the handling and transmitting of funds , the
Russians are *fcoo careful

.

On the other hand* when the Russians are eager to
obtain some information, they talk to everyone, including
unauthorized people. BUCK also stated that' the Russians give
credit to unauthorized book dealers and then hold the V,,. ^authorized
agencies responsible when the bills cannot be collected from the
unauthorized book dealers.

Continuing with his complaints against the Russians,.
BUCK stated that until recently they were not allowed to send any
delegations from Canada, to White Russia or Belorussia. They
finally agreed orally to' permit a delegation of five, but the
Labor Progressive Party insisted on a delegation of eight. At
last, the Russians agreed to a delegation of eight but when the
official invitation was received, it called for a delegation of
sixteen. So, the Labor Progressive-Party sent a delegation bf
sixteen to. Belorussia. When the delegation arrived in Belo=
russia, all of the delegates requested that they be permitted to
visit the villages. Thd Russians permitted all but one of the
delegation to visit the villages. BUCK commented that this
arbitrary decision created a heck of a situation and the decision
had been made by a local Party, organization in Belorussia.

Returning once again to literature and book distribu-
tion, BUCK stated that the Russians are too anxious to make a
sale. They will, ship books to anyone who will buy them and! then
they hold the authorized distributing agency responsible. They
will not even e'onsult with the authorized agency before making
such a shipment. This creates many difficulties.

In conclusion, BUCK stated that it is necessary to
have patience in dealing with the Russians. Further, decisions
which are not made at the very top level of leadership in the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union are often subsequently
ignored.

t

,

BUCK’S Comments in Regard to a Latin
American Conference of Communist Parties

I
' "

BUCK stated that he has received no information concern-
ing a Conference of Latin American Communist Parties. He said
that he thinks that some Latin American Communist leaders do not



want such a conference# BUCK said that he would request informa-
tion from the Communist , Party of the Soviet Union in thin regard,
but if %he Russians show a reluctance in answering this request,
it can be assumed that there are no iinmediate' plans for. sUch a
conference#

BUCK started that PRANK and BETTY PARKS are currently
in Canada oh vacation® They have no information about a Latin
American Conference. They said that the Mexican Communists are
complaining because there has been no such conference# The
BARKSes expressed the opinion that the worsening of the United
States - Cuban relationships and the fact that the Communist
Party is virtually illegal in Argentina may have had something •

to do with delaying the proposed Conference of Latin American
Communist Parties#

According to BUCK, the PARKSes have in their possession
a document from the Communist Party of Argentina# This document
deals with the situation in Latin America. BUCK said that he
will have this document translated and promised to send a copy
of the translation to CHILDS.

Miscellaneous

BUCK stated that the Labor Progressive Party received
an invitation to send three delegates to the celebration of the
10th Anniversary of People's China# BUCK stated that he did not
know as yet who the Labor Progressive Party delegates to China
would be#

BUCK said that the Labor Progressive Party has as yet
not received an invitation to send delegates to Moscow for the
42nd Anniversary celebration on November 7, 1959#

BUCK said that he planned to make three separate trips
of approximately one week duration prior to October 9, 1959.

CHILDS also delivered to BUCK a sealed letter which
IRVING POTASH had given' to JACK CHILDS. BUCK was to deliver this
letter to BILL KASHTAN. It is believed that this letter contained
information concerning .the International Union of Mine, Mill and
Smelter' Workers and other trade union matters in the United States.

CHILDS also delivered to BUCK for transmittal to Russia
a message from ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG, which has been describe^
elsewhere#

7



presence.

TIM BUCK stated that he had learned that in the future
all delegations going to Russia will be handled by In-Tourist
while in Russia.

- 8 -
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NY-11

2

TO;

PROM:

SUBJECT

:

OFFICE MEMORANDUM . UNITED STATES

SAC, NEW YORK (100- 565791 (422)

SA b6
b7C

PHIL BART
SM - C

GOVERNMENT

DATE:
A(JG 2 5 1959

Tlis above captioned subject was observed entering

and/or leaving 23 West 26th St., New York, New York.

NY 1726-*, who has furnished reliable information

in the past, advised on 4/21/57 that effective 4/15/57 the

National and New York State offices of the Communist Party

would occupy the premises at 23 West 26th Street, New York,

New York.

jjY 694-S* on 6/5/58 advised that the editorial

staff of "The Worker" was to be moved into the building at

23 West 26th Street on 6/7 , 8/58 .

NY 2002-S* on 6/20/58 verified the occupancy of

the basement and first floor areas of building by the

office staff of "The Worker", an East Coast weekly Communist

newspaper.

DATE OBSERVED BY SAS

8/17/59

8/18/59

8/19/59

8/20/59

/ /59

'1

A log covering the above surveillances is being

maintained in NY file 100-4931-Sub 0.

FJM-.gms

(D a. .)



OFFICE

A

MEMORANDUM * * UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69) DATES 8/<#jf/59

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (100-33741)

SUBJECT: COMMUNIST PARTY - USA
ORGANIZATION
INTERNAL SECURITY r C

UTMOST CARE MUST BE USED IN HANDLING AND. .R^QRTJBS&JSBS
INFORMATION IN ORDER TO FULLY PROTECT THE .IDENTffBLJ2E

A HIGHLY PLACED INFORMANT^

CG 5824—S*, on August 21, 1959, orally furnished to
SA. JOHN E. KEATING the information on the following pages. This
oral information was reduced to writing on August 24, 1959:

2 - Bureau (REGISTERED)
1 - Cleveland (100-421) (GUS HALL) (REGISTERED)
13 L New York (REGISTERED)

(1. - 100-87211) (CP-USA, Factionalism)
(1 - 100-74560) (CP-USA, Funds)
(1 - 100-128861) (CP-USA, Funds) (Reserve Funds)

(1 - 100-80641) (CP-USA, Organization)
(1 - 100-81675) (CP-USA, Pamphlets and Publications)
(1 - 100- ) (Liberty Book Club)

U(*r~'-T 100-56579) (PHIL BART)
(1 - 100-20128) (ALEXANDER BITTELMAN)
(1 - 100-17923) (JOHN GATES)
(1 - 100-16785) (JAMES JACKSON)
(1 - 100-105078) (HYMAN LUMER)
(1 - 100- ) (CARL MARZANI)
(1 - 100-19679) (ISADORE WOFSY)

2 - .Chicago
(1 - A/134-46)



August 21, 1959

Information Concerning a Book Written
by ALEXANDER BlTTELMAN -

.

On August 18, 1959 , PHIL BART, National Organization
Secretary of the Communist party - USA, stated that the Communist
Party - USA is having a lot of trouble with ALEXANDER BlTTELMAN.
BART stated that BlTTELMAN wrote a book and sent it to CARL
MARZANI at the Liberty Book Club, and asked the Liberty Book Club
to publish it. BlTTELMAN also mailed letters to f,The Worker”,
"Morning Freiheit ", and "Jewish Currents". In these letters,
BlTTELMAN announces that he has written a book, gives a brief
account of the contents of the book, and states that he is not
receiving any compensation from the publication of the book. He
asked that the ietters be published in the periodicals to which
he mailed them. These letters have not been published.

BART said that BlTTELMAN has been called into the
National Office for discussions and was called to a meeting of
the resident National Executive Committee, The resident National
Executive Committee asked him to turn over the manuscript to the
National Executive Committee. He said that he would not do this.
They argued that they coulcfrvnot understand why he would give the
manuscript to a non-Party person and yet would not give it to
the Party. They also argued that he was behaving like JOHN GATES.

BlTTELMAN stated that his book contains a program for
the Communist Party - USA, whereas the book written by JOHN
GATES did not contain a program for the Communist Party.
BlTTELMAN also argued that the Communist Party - USA has an
organization but really there is no Communist Party in the United
States. He said. In this book I have some ideas which would help
the Communist Party. You condemn me before you have read the
book. If I gave the book to you, then you would take some things
out of context and chop the book up,

BART stated that BlTTELMAN left the meeting stating
that he would not turn over the manuscript to the National Execu-
tive Committee. BART commented that the resident National Execu-
tive Committee treated BlTTELMAN politely, but that it had just
about given up on BlTTELMAN.

BART also stated that BlTTELMAN gets $50 a month from
the Communist Party - USA, and also ISADORE WOFSY gives BlTTELMAN
money from time to time, and that the Communist Party will put
a stop to this.

i



Next, BART stated that the resident National Executive
Committee made a decision that BITTELMAN tuts to turn over the
manuscript to a committee of three, which consists of HY LUMER,
JIM JAC35SON, and GUS HALL.

According to BART* he had just received a letter from
BITTELMAN in which BITTEfcMAN said that he is ready to turn over
the manuscript to BART provided that BART would come to
BITTELMAN’ s residence to get it. BART said that he planned to
send someone to obtain the manuscript from BITTELMAN.



COMMENTS OF CQ 5824-S*

It will b© recalled ttet for a long time, ALEXANDER
BITTELMAN’ was considered the' outstanding theoretician .in the
Communist Party = USA 0



NY-112
OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO;

FROM:

SUBJECT:

SAC, NEW YORK (100- 56579) (422)

SA
b6
b7C

DATE: AUG 2 5 1959

PHIL BART
SM - C

The above captioned subject was observed entering

and/or leaving 23 West 26th St., New York, New York.

NY 1726-*, who has furnished reliable information

in the past, advised pn 4/21/57 that effective 4/15/57 the

National and New York State offices of the Communist Party

would occupy the premises at 23 West 26th Street, New York,

New York.

NY 694-S* on 6/5/58 advised that the- editorial

staff of "The Worker" was to be moved into the building at

23 West 26th Street on 6/7 , 8/58 .

NY 2002-S* on 6/20/58 verified the occupancy of

the basement and first floor areas of building by the

office staff of "The Worker", an East Coast vreekly Communist

newspaper

.

DATE OBSERVED BY SAS

8 /Lo /59 WILLIAM J. BARRON

8 /Ll /59

8 i2 /59

8/13/59

8 Z.4 /59

WILLIAM J. BARRON

WILLIAM J. BARRON

b6
b7C

maintained
FJM:gms

A log covering the above
in NY file 100-4931-Sub

surveillances is b
0 .

'

( 1 ) 6fpr

1^-

ffh±
SEARCHED

SERIALIZED

AUG 2 5 1959
FBFr^liEW^ORK



SAC, NEW YORK (100-2T3) 8/25/59

3a
|

'

'

'

'

I
•
-

•

DORETTA TABMON
$M - .0

.

-
,

'

Identity of Informant;

Reliability:

NY 2471-3* (Conceal and
paraphrase)

Who has furnished reliable
information in the past

Bate: 8/20/59

NY 2471-S* has reported that on 8/20/59, VIRGINIA
GARDNER contacted DORETTA (TARKON ) and asked her to pick UP
something, for her (VIROINIA) at CARL BRODSKY’S omee*799
(Broadway), DQEBTTA and VIRGINIA made reference to a meeting
they had attended last night, DORETTA said that “he” (believed
to be (His hall at CP meeting on 8/19/59) had been going around
talking to people who are out (of the party) and to California
he met With DOROTHY HEALEY. VIRGINIA said DOROTHY HEALEYls
still to (the Party) . DORETTA said she wanted to know to
what respects !

he" (last night's speaker) dlffered froo the
people who left the Party.

DORETTA said she agreed with the general evaluation
of the internal situation to the Farty as given by "him" but
does not agree with the letter of WILLIAM 2. (POSTER), DOKBTTA
said she has been hearing people talk about “change" in the party
since 1923 but she wants them now to spell out shit they mean
by "change :I

to the Party. DORETTA said she la not referring
to GATES, CLARK, or 3TARQBIN but to the other people who left

^

the party and she wants to know how the Party differs with
these people, DORETTA also said, "we were ripped to pieces
on this issue to 1^". She said CONNIE and PHIL (BART) talked
to her and said "Now thlngs are the way we want then" (in the
Papty) . DORETTA said she gets angry when anyone calls her (DORETTA)
XGATES, CLARK Or 3TAR0BIN.



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENTOffice Memorandum .

TO :

EROM s

SUBJECT:

SAC, HEW YORK (100-56579)

SA HAROLD P. QUINN (#415)

PHILLIP BART
IS-C

DATE:
8/26/59

On 7/23/59# NY 1750-S furnished information
regarding a conversation which took place In the
apartment at 2415 Newkirk Avenue, Brooklyn, NY. The
source advised that the subject spoke to his wife,
CONNIE, regarding several National CP Functionaries
who he criticized as beingS^fresent on the West Coast
and who have to come back to the National Committee
Meeting to be held soon and are then returning back to
the coast on their vacations. BART criticized the fact
that these trips would have to be paid for by the Party.
He mentioned JAMES JACKSON as one of these persons and
said that JACKSON has "his own little empire which
can not be tumbled".

Source said that BART stated that he was
going to bring this matter into the open because
it has nothing to do as far as Party organization
is concerned and that it must stop. He then mentioned
a proposed trip by GENE DENNIS to the Mid West for
five weeks. He said that this trip also has nothing
to do vrith Party organization and he is going to tell
that to DENNIS.

BART then mentioned to his wife that HY
LUMER had taken a trip on the organization.

1 - New York
1 - New York
1 - New York
1 - New York
1 - New York
1 - New York

HPQtphg
(6)

1

100-12959) (CONNIE BART) (415)
IOO-I6785 ) (JAMES JACKSON) (415)
100-8057) (GENE DEMIS) (415)
100-105078) (HY LUMER) (415)
100-82430 | (IRVING HERMAN)
IOO-56579) •



later in the evening, the .subject received a

phone call and made an appointment with' the person to

meet him on Thursday at 1 j 30 p^. at Reeds Cafeteria,

at 5th .Avenue .suid 23rd Street , NYC.
.

It is noted ..that'a surveillance by SA STEPHEN

FEDUNIAK and JOM SEATON revealed that the above time

the subject met vith IRVING HERMAN and they both -

proceeded to a park in the adjacent area where they

sat on a bench- and held a long conversation.

- .2



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENTOFFICE MEMORANDUM .

TO: SAC, LOS ANGELES DATE: 8/26/59

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-80641)

SUBJECT: CP,USA - ORGANIZATION
IS-C

CARE MUST BE USED IN HANDLING AND REPORTING THE
FOLLOWING INFORMATION SINCE ITS VERY NATURE TENDS TO IDENTIFY
A SENSITIVE AND HIGHLY PLACED INFORMANT .

The f o.l.l owing was furnished to who Bureau by
airtels 7/23/59 and 7/29/59. This letter is submitted to
fully disseminate the information to individual case files.

NY 2359-S* has reported on 7/28/59 3 that on that
date the weekly meeting of the NEC was held In the third floor

X
5- Los Angeles (RM,)'

) x

(1- 100-4486) (DOROTHY HEALEY)
(l- 100-4663) (BEN DOBBS)
(1- 100- PETTIS PERRY)

2- San Francisco (Info) (RM)
(1- 65-1242) (MICKEY LIMA)

1- New York (100-80640) (CP,USA-Negro Question) (415)
1- New York (109-7629) (Cominfil NAACP ) (413)
£& New York (100-56579) (PHIL BART) (415)
I- New York (100-23825) (BEN DAVIS) (4l6)
1- New York ( 100-8057) (EUGENE DENNIS ) (415)
1- New York (100-84994) (GUS HALL) (415)
1- New York (IOO-I602I) (ARNOLD JOHNSON) (415)
1- New York (100-48033) (IRVING POTASH’) ( 415 )

1- New York (100-91330) I I (415) b6

1- New York (IOO-I8O65) (JACK STACHEL) (415 J

b7 '~

1- New York (100-16785) (JAMES JACKSON) (415)
1- New York (100-105078) (HY LUMER) (4l5)
1- New York (100-84275) (WILLIAM L. PATTERSON) (415)
1- New York (100-8064l) (415)



NY 100-30641

board room at the National Office of the CPUSA, NYC, This
meeting began at 10:30 AM and was chaired by EUGENE DENNIS,

The informant identified as attending this
meeting

:

^1
EF3!h BAK!

DOROTHY BEALE

Y

JACK fTAOHEL
BEN DO}2B£
PETTIS PERRY

WILLIAM L. PATTERSON
Gtfo RAIL b 6

MICKEY I,IMA b?c

JIv/jM POTASH
ARNOLD JOHNSON
BEN DAVIS

DENNIS announced that the meeting’s agenda would
include discussion of the NAACP convention* Southern
California, and the draft document (apparently draft of main
political resolution)

i

The first speaker was PETTIS PERRY who critieized
the NAACP Convention for not pointing out the unfinished task
before the Negro Liberation Movements He said a number of
southern states are defying a Supreme Couiit desegregation
decision and although legal battles have been won JIM CROW
still prevails in the S.outhi

He claimed there was less redos iting at the
convention than beretofor but a statement was made at
the convention that the fight against JIM CROW should be on
a par with the fight against Communism in unions,

PERRY accused ROY WILKINS of redbaiting for
having compared Dixiecrais with Bolsheviks, He noted
a number of good resolutions had been presented at the
convention.; one against the McCarran Act and one on
migratory workers *

PERRY said with reference to left progressive
forces in NAACP, the Party must examine these weaknesses
and take some fundamental organizational steps.

He related that the CP had at first supported
ROBERT WILLIAMS (relieved of his North Carolina post in



NY 100-80641

NAACP for approval of violence) in his fight against the
national leadership. PERRY noted, however, that WILLIAMS
had arrived at the convention on July 23, with a document
circulated by Trotskyites and the CP withdrew;

PERRY noted too that a resolution bearing
on the A bomb was not introduced;

| |
observed that the militancy b6

of the NAACP convention was restricted by petty bourgeois b7c

leadership and anti-Communism.

WILLIAM L, PATTERSON asserted NAACP convention
did not meet its responsibility and ideologically took a
step backward; PATTERSON said "We have argued in the Party
that the strength of a Negro in the struggle in America exceeds
his numerical strength in the population," this being noted
with reference to the NAACP as a mass organization which he
said has tremendous potential for influence among the Negro
people;

An unidentified male said the NAACP is the
heart of the Negro Liberation Movement today and that
movement he said cannot be left to the Negro Commission
of the CP and the NEC must take a hand; This unmale
said a lot of things are happening to the forces around
the NAACP and disclosed that a series of unofficial
discussions are taking place with JACKIE ROBINSON and
HARRY BELAFONTE to see what might be done to rally the
Negro people;

The meeting resumed at 1:43 PM, following
a luncheon recess.

An individual believed to be DOROTHY HEALEY
reported on activity in Southern California referring
to the Negro Liberation Movement, the political situation,
and problems of Party organization; The informant was
unable to furnish pertinent details of her remarks;



NY 100-80641

CtUS HALL followed DOROTHY HEALEY as a speaker
and stated that It is important that the CP develop proper
relations with the left* He said it is a question of
developing a proper tactical approach; He observed that the
comrades on the West Coast are beginning to move and are
working on a higher plane. HALL commented that the CP should
take pride in the work done in Southern California;

MICKEY LIMA said that the CP in Los Angeles is

still a substantial organization and has made important
progress in the legislative and civil rights field. He
said that how the role of the CP is "reflected down below"
is the key question in California. LIMA noted that the
break down of Democratic Centralism in Southern California
is a key problem which must be solved at the National
Convention. He said the California leadership has had
years of experience in mass organization work;

An individual believed to be IRVING POTASH pointed
out that there is need for the CP to develop work in the

youth field to a greater extent than it has.

ARNOLD JOHNSON observed that Southern California
is an important district and cannot be ignored. He said
further that the political situation will make Los Angeles
more important in the coming period.

BEN DAVIS, with reference to Southern California,
said it is important to fight for the line of the CP.

EUGENE DENNIS discussed the question of editing
the resolution on the Negro question and the draft of the

main political resolution. He said these have to be
edited and in the hands of the printer by August IQ. 1959.
He suggested that should JAMES JACKSON be absent , ^

|
With reference

to the draft of the political resolution, he said HALL,

HY LUMER, and POTASH could work on it. He then said that
upon completion of editorial work, the' NEC could
collectively review both documents;

The meeting adjourned at 6;35 PM.

b6
b7C

- 4 -



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office JS/lemorandum UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : DATE:
SAC,, NEW YORK (IOO-56579) 8/26/59

from :

SA HAROLD P. QUINN (#415)

SUBJECT:

PHILLIP BART
IS-C

On 7/26/59 ) NY 1750-S* furnished information
regarding a conversation which took place in the
apartment at 2415 Newkirk Avenue, Brooklyn, NY. The
source advised that the subject had contacted GENE
DENNIS early that morning and told him that the meeting
of the National Committee of the CP, USA was scheduled
to continue that day and to start at 9:30 a.m.

.

He' asked DENNIS if he xvas going to attend. Subject
also told DENNIS that he heard from MORRIS (CHILDS)
and that he would not be able to make it but he would
try to be there next week.

The source advised that the subject later
spoke with his wife, CONNIE, mentioned talking to DENNIS
and DENNIS said he was going to attend the meeting that
day. CONNIE asked if DENNIS still were the same type
of person and BART said that he is "still to aloof. 1 '

His wife mentioned that he would probably call SELMA
(WEISS) and maybe they could get together that afternoon.

Source advised that later in the day CONNIE
mentioned that she and WEISS and PRANCES WILLIAMS
had gone to the Botanical Gardens for the afternoon.
She said that she thought WILLIAMS had been rather
cool to her. The subject commented that is Just
WILLIAMS manner and she is like that all the time.

1 - New York
1 - New York
1 - New York
1 - New York
1 - New York
1 - New York

100-12959) (CONNIE BART) (415)
100-8057) (GENE DENNIS) (415
100-
100-84944
100-47632
100-56579

SELMA. WEISS) (422)
GUS HALL) (415)
PRANCES WILLIAMS)



MC, C; ICAOO ( 100-17769) 8/26/59

SAC, M& YOFK ( 100-7^560 )

CP, USA - FUNDS .

On 8/U/59, NY 2002-S*, who hea furnished reliable
infonsetion In the past, made available to the HYO, a
photograpr-.le copy of a dues report dated 8A<V^9» free
the Illinois, CP. This dues report, which covered collections
ntde in July, 1959, contain the fol lowing data*

Denoainatlons Nuatoer of Dues
fayaents

dross Dues

$ .15 1[•Jrseeployed and
Students), :

,
8 . $-1.20

[Housewives and
up to $50.00)

$2
'

J^OCic: v

. 1.09 \'$51- 90 weekly) 5
; 5$ 5$ .00

2.00
| $91 * 120 weekly:

1 30 60,00
'.5..OO i owe $120 weekly;

) 5 290.00
3.00

, l.. 3*00
230 6

-~m~ ;

.

15.00
"IPor*'

less 50% 222.10
due to National oftleelWjli

3 - Chicago (m)
(2 ~ 1Q0-17769) (CP, USA -
(1 - 100- ) Imhzi enolestein)

2 - Indlanapolia (rh)
ji - 100*8236) (CP, mft - FUNDS)

v v ( 1 - 100-
) [gffANUEL BLUM)

d/ ~ We* York (IOO-50579) (PHIL
l -Nett York (100-74560) (415)

AJSilhb ,

(7)



1

NY 10Q-7 J6&0

Initiations* 1 at $50 $ ,50
Southern solidarity Assessments (2) 2,00

Total Due to National Office ^S4.60
Less Deductions 40.00
Total Enclosed flSTOT

In explanation of the $40.00 deductions mentioned
above, the following notation appeared on the dues report

1

Paid to 8.B. Indiana.** stapled to the dues report was the
following receipt!

^
"Received from Illinois District $40.00 froa national

dues for travel to NC meeting.
M.Blun"

A personal bank money order for $184,60 drawn on
tl» Amalgamated frust and savings Bank, '111 South Dearborn
St., Chicago, accompanied above dues report.

fhe money order (#42505)# dated 8/12)^9, was wade
payable to PHIL BAHT and was signed by FRITZI ENOLESTEIN,
36 ¥. Randolph St., cbleigo.

If above infortaation is to be used in reports
disseminated outside the Bureau, it should bo appropriately
paraphrased to protect the identity of NY 2002-S*

.

- 2 -



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum • united states government

TO :

SAC, NEW YORK (100-56579)
DATE: q / /

8/26/59

FROM :

SA HAROLD P. QUINN (#415

)

SUBJECT:
PHILLIP BART
IS-C

On 8/1/59 > NY 1750-S* furnished information
regarding a conversation which, took place in the
apartment at 2415 Newkirk Avenue, Brooklyn, NY. The
source advised the BARTS had held a party in their
apartment on the evening of the above date to celebrate
the birthday of CONNIE BART, BETTY GANNETT and
ELIZABETH FLYNN. Apparently the preparations and
cooking for the party was done by the subject and JIM
TORMEY and in addition to the above persons HY LUMER
and KATHY FLYNN were also in attendance.

During most of the party, the conversation
was unaudible, but the subject was heard to mention
that GUS HALL, who had been invited to the party,
could not attend because Brooklyn was outside the
district to which his travel was restricted.

During the party, KATHY FLYNN also mentioned
that WILLIAM WEINSTONE had written a letter to GENE
DENNIS from Russia in which he said he did not want
to come back to the US. She said that DENNIS had written
back and said that "he had better come back".

1 - New
1 - New
1 - New
1 - New
1 - New
1 - New
1 - New
1 - New
1 - New

¥\ f9f
phg

j

York (100-12959) (CONNIE BART) (415)
York (100-15946) (JIM TORMEY) (422)
York (100-13483) (BETTY GANNETT) (416)
York (100-105078) (HI LUMER) (415)
York (100-68111)

.

(KATHY FLYNN) (424)
York (100-1696) (ELIZABETH FLYNN)
York (100-84844) (GUS HALL) (415)
York (100-9595) (WILLIAM WEINSTONE) (4l6)
York (100-56579)



3/26/59SAC, CHICAGO

SAC, NEW YORK (100- )

MORRIS CHILDS
XS-C

On 7/29/59# NY 1750-S* furnished information
regarding a conversation which took place in the apartment

of PHILLIP and CONNIE BART, 2415 Newkirk Ave., Brooklyn,

NY.

Source advised that PHILLIP BART's wife, CONNIE,

had inquired about the condition of BETTY GANNETT. PHILLIP
said that GANNETT had been examined by a doctor and it

would appear now that she may not need an operation,
however, he commented that "she looks like hell and
acts worse."

Source advised that PHILLIP and CONNIE
later discussed a party which they were having in
their apartment on Saturday, August 1, 1959, which
would be to celebrate her birthday along with that of
BETTY GANNETT and ELIZABETH FLYNN. She commented that
she would leave the apartment on Saturday at noon so

that he could make all the preparations.

During a conversation a discussion was had
regarding various personalities at CP Headquarters
and CONNIE commented that she had been speaking to

JEAN SMITH who had told her that she is very depressed.

2 - Chicago
1 - New York (100-1295!
1 - New York (100-5657
1 - New York (100-1348
1 - New York (100- :

1 - New York (100-7696
1 - New York (100-8057
1 - New York (100-

HPQsphg
(9)

9) (CONNIE BAHT) (415)

I) (PHILLIP BAHT) (415)

1) mm GANNETT) {4lt>)

) (JEAN SMIBl)(4l6)

)
(ELIZABETH FLYNN) (415)

) (GENE DENNIS) (415) /f
c
>i fiC ri £ ' ^*T ^

• " AUG
F3l . Nfw YhSiL.



NY 100-

Later in the evening PHILLIP BAHT made a phone
call to Chicago telephone number VI 6-2935. During this
conversation he spoke to MORRIS (CHILDS) and they
conversed regarding some material that was sent to
CHILDS , BART told him that the rest of the material
would be out by August 10, and that the main reason
he called was that GENE DENNIS had said that CHILDS
should not worry about the resolution that DENNIS is
working on. BART said that DENNIS was leaving that
weekend and he did not need the resolution until
some time in September. He said that whenever CHILDS
feels like coming to NY, PHILLIP will be there to
discuss things with him, however, there is no need
to rush as there is plenty of time before the convention

After the telephone conversation, the subject
mentioned to his wife that he had called CHILDS and
that CHILDS' wife was in;a comfortable room at the
hospital.

- 2 -



NY - 113

OFFICE MEMORANDUM . UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : BhO-, DOS M&EDES (100*52578) DATE: G/2o/59

FROM : Bi\ JOSEPH ?, UATE.13

SUBJECT: UEAHBSNS M1TCISDD
36S-0

On 8/14/59 2002-S* j a source who has
furnished reliable 'information in the past, made available
photographs of material located at CP National Headquarters,

23 West 26th Street, New York City, Included in this

material, a copy of which is attached hereto, was:

& lottos? datfoa B/r/59 to xm (baht)
feost mimsm tmcmm m& a lotto? cfetea &/x$/m
addrcoooci to charlene (imemm) &onm&'tws!)*

( ;g ) Forwarded for your information and
appropriate action,

( ) No copy of this memorandum is being
retained other than the copy directed as above.



Jfr
^wvwsst #rd mm
LosAogelee 16, Calif*

'ugust 7 , 1959

;>;jjfear Phil*

.

'

Alihou^t it may be too late to look bacl^on the Rational Committee .

meeting op to reconsider ny thinking on same, there is one point,

* howeverj that I feel must bear some reconsideration, and I would like

to, if I may,ask that the Rational Txecutive Committee giv* it sene

further thought.

. To- paraphrase the decision that I refer to - ?het!*tional Committee

agrees to hold the Rational Convention or. Pccenter 10-1 ? * t the

HOTFL THEHFSA in New York City.

'

’ When I got to Chicago X discussed parts of the mating with P'rl Durh

.

“ end he felt th*t we had made - mistake in -having the Co-m-rvtion set f

* - the Hotel Theresa...I 'grend with him nd on further thihkinr 6r.
4 he

I felt that It was serious enough for ns to to sor.r .-'-thinking or. the

question.

I further had an opportunity to see Jit Jackson bri'-fly *hi!° hr wsc

los- <*ngeles he agreed with ay sentiments '-ni nskpd tint when I wrote

- you, to convey his agreement -with me on this cestion.

V The reasons are meny but I will lint fp v:

i
- * 1)

-
*t\a- time when our membership aranr *he >rro faopl* if

*

its low ebb, is it not an Insult to We our Convention ^
v the largest hotel in th* in-ro coTranVy-ih*/ is Wd-pr rt rr

' for many activities and affairs if - hr- >vro wpl~,

2) H a time when our Party is still under greH sit'fek, is this

,>
4

.
the only community th'.t we sm find who will "till ^oo-olsie

. 1 discussed this briefly with the o^hr-r Ration* 1 Corvrlttnr mrri--rc fr

los Angelas and I feel that they w-r* doing some re-thln’ inr or. the

question also.

So, tf you would please re i sethi 3 ' r? in t the ;;.
r ,C. rrsi tot bo* rd

ask if they might possibly look gpr *no*h*r pi *5* *nd 4 o take * ref-r

’vbf the H.C. members (if thH. is necessary} to reek* ? ^

I m sure that Jim' will discuss this with you further upon his arrlv

. pin Hew York.

jjjjitofc let me know what the thinking is,

t" regards to .you and Connie

.

.V
-

m
Comradely,

(SLt,
Charlene Mitchell





* *
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NY - 113

OFFICE MEMORANDUM . UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO

FROM

SUBJECT: mm

On NY 2002-S*, a source who has

furnished reliable information in the past, made available

photographs of material located at CP National Headquarters,

23 West 26th Street, New York City, Included in this

material, a copy' of which is attached hereto, was:

( g,

)

Forwarded for your information and

appropriate action.

( ) No copy of this memorandum is being
retained other than the copy directed as above.

f

I

i
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J
U
ly 31st

Dear Phllt

I addition to the 6 copies of the unamended draft resolution
ve asked for in the other letter, we would like to order 70
copies of the amended,mimeographed main resolution as soon as
it appears, for which ve will pay.

Meanwhile, I hope you will keep <n touch with us in
relation to the liOth anniversary meeting preparations* X am
afaaid that some things may get lost as a result of fallim
between different stools of responsibility.

For one thing, it is important to finrlize speakers
fnr the Chicago meeting. Who *rll be the NEC delegation,

-

will Gene.Gus and Ben cone; who will speak? WJwit is
happening on lining up non-P-rty speakers? Is NX going
ahead on picture blowups? If so, will they make rrrangerents
;to getting them to us, and what w 11 those arrangements be?
Will the tapes be available to us,—will it be necessary to
make copies of the tapes in advance, to ensure our having
them in time enouvh t.; play them to get an idea of timing,
and other planning in exjunction with their presentation,etc.

Also, in relation to the pamphlet on the Party. Will it be
out in September, -when, how much, etc.?

Finally, I hope to find time to sit down and write out
some ideas in relation to the org. matter, on the

basis of the dooument which Jack showed me and which I
discussed briefly with him. If I do, I will send it in
duplicate, one for you, one for Jack.

Best

\



23 Wsst 26 Strut
Nsw Tork, W. y.
August 5» 1969

P*ftr Jimt

This is in reply to your' lsttor .of July 31. We sent you ths

six copies of the unamended draft of thp resolution and will send you
the emended copies as soon, as they are ready* X expect that will be
the latter part of next week*

X am still unable to finalise speakers# although Gus is

definitely a speaker and mill be at your meeting* Tcu can advertise

him* X am also onolosing tho first material put out by Hen York#

nhieh is tickets for the noeting. They are using the some in onlargod

form for their first publicity material*

X have written to Toronto and Havana and as soon as X have a

rtply# I will inform you of that and arrange for you to got ooplos of

the tape* As to, timing# it was sy suggestion that they sen* us ten

minute talks* This means that tho Puban talk will take twice as long

beoauso of the translation*

I am still ohsoldng on the blow-ups and as soon as I have

all the arrangements for the Hew York meeting, I will let you know,

„ We are holding up on that because we are trying to make them the same

sis* as those of the leaders of the Canadian and Cuban parties and we

are awaiting plotures from them*

Tho Eastern Seaboard Conferenoo will be hold at the same time

as yours* It Is being planned for two dayoj Saturday and Sunday, Sept-

ewber 29 and 27* We have not as yet finalised our agenda for this

masting* In our first discussion# we had general agreement that Satur-

f
day be devoted to a report and dlsoussion on ideological questions of

the Party# answering a number of points on consolidating tho Party,

Party building under all oonditlons# functioning of the organisation,

tJEte Parly and mass work and the seoond day devoted conorctely to ex-

periences and methods of reoruiting and building the press* As soon

as we advanoe further in thi3 matter# I will send you copies of our

material* X would also like to got same from you*

With best personal regards,

» Cenradely yours.

Phil Bart
Rational Org* Sooratory

miim lu naxjm l.j ii aiszygma^a



Aug.5th

Dear Fhil:-

In connection withr bhe liOth anniversary, there was one

thing I forget to suggest earlier.

I think some of the national leaders should be asked to

write some feature articles expressly for the language press, to

appear in the first three weeks of September, which would include

in their context the New lork and unicago meetings,-time,place,

programs,admission price,etc*

Two or three such feature items in Freiheit, Vilnis,etc.,

can do us a lot of good.

We are sending out letters in the ver ous languages and

Also placing ad3 in the language press.

Meanwhile, I trust we will soon get:

1- The 75 copies of the emended main resolution,raimeod.
_

2- The stamps or certificates for the t*r -month convention

assestment and any other related materials.

3- The referendum ballots for the clubs.

1*- Announcements for clubs end sections on the pre-

convention discussion bulletin publication dates' and

deadlines.

What is new in relation to the resolution on the liarty?

Is there anything definite on a meeting of org.secs. on

questions of organization?
x

1



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO

ER.OM :

SAC, NEW YORK (100-56579)

SA HAROLD P. QUINN (#415)

DATE:
8/26/59

SUBJECT: PHILLIP BART
IS-C

On 7/20/59, NY 1750-S* furnished information
regarding a conversation which took place in the apartment
of the subject at 2415 Newkirk Avenue, Brooklyn, New York.
The source advised that approximately 6:30 p.m. , JIM
TORMEY visited the BART apartment and he and the subject
engaged in a short conversation. He told BART that
his wife, BETTY GANNETT, needed an operation and that
she has a growth (Thyroid) and that the doctors think
she may also have a hernia above the Thyroid. He said
that she also has polops in the throat and a growth in
her nose.

TORMEY also said that he was not feeling
too well and was taking medication for his regular
disease and also for gall stones which he described
as a recent ailment.

New York
New York
New York
New York

HPQiphg
(4)

100-12959
100-15946
100-13483
100-56579

CONNIE BART) (4l5)
JIM TORMEY) (422)
BETTY GANNETT) (4l6)

/
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STANDARD FORM NO.'64

Office Memorandum UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : SAC, NEW YORK (IOO-56579 )

DATE:
8/26/59

*ROM : SA HAROLD P. QUINN (#4l5)

subject: PHILLIP BART
IS-C

On 7/24/59, NY 1750-S* furnished information
regarding a conversation which took place in the
apartment at 2415 Newkirk Avenue, Brooklyn, NY. The
source advised that the subject and his wife spoke
about an unidentified woman who had just been elected
to the NY State Women’s Commission. The conversation
then eval«S5ed around "women's work in the CP and the
great need for it." PHILLIP and CONNIE then spoke about
a woman whose "part of JEAN's set up." Directly after
this the name of SYLVIA HALL was mentioned.

Later the source advised CONNIE BART ask
the subject if ISADORE WOPSY was still handling
finances for the CP and the subject retorted that
WOPSY "is spending finances."

1 - New York (100-12959) (CONNIE BART) (415)
1 - New York (100-100351) (SYLVIA HALL) (4l5)
1 - New York (100-26603) (CP 3? NY State) (4l6)
1 - New York (IOO-I9679 )

(ISADORE WOPSY) (415)
1 - New York (100-56579)



OFFICE MEMORANDUM * * UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-81)

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (100-33729)

SUBJECT: COMMUNIST PARTY - USA
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

DATE: 8/=U /59

CG 5824-S*, on August 21, 1959, orally furnished to
SA JOHN E. KEATING the information on the following pages. This
oral information was reduced to writing on August 25, 1959.

The New York Division is requested to attempt to
identify "old man HELLER" and forward the copy of this communi-
cation designated for HELLER 8 s file to the appropriate division
in Florida.

2 - Bureau (REGISTERED)
14- New York (REGISTERED)

(1 - 100-81752) (CP-USA, Brief)
(1 - 100-74560) (CP-USA, Esznds)

(1 - 100-86624) (CP-USA, International Relations)
(1 - 100-103949) (Imported Publications and Products)
(1 - 65-7586) (Four Continent Book Store)
(1 - 100-32826) (JAMES ALLEN)

> -(l - 100-56579) (PHIL BART)
(1 - 100-8057) (EUGENE DENNIS)
(1 - 100-9365) (WILLIAM Z. FOSTER)
(1 - 100- ) ( (FNU) HELLER)
(1 - 100-7971) (MARGARET COWL KRUMBEIN)
(1 - 100- , ) ( (FNU) MARKOFF) (ph)

(1 - 100-21421) (ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG).
(1 - 100-9595) (WILLIAM WEINST0NE)

3 - Chicago ,, J
(1 - A/134-46) /U4
(1 - 100-3470) (MORRIS CHILDS)

JEK/kws
(19)

/w_- sc.



August 21, 1959

Remarks of ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG Concerning
his Trip to Russia and -Other Countries

During the first part of the week of August 16, 1959,
ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG was discussing his recent trip to Russia
and other countries.

Eastern Germany

TRACHTENBERG stated that he had visited practically
every Socialist country, including Eastern Germany. He stated
that he was received with much pomp and ceremony in East Germany.
He visited with GERHART EXSLER. He also saw a person referredi.
to as NORDIN (ph) , a Minister in the Eastern German Government.
NORDIN commented that more Americans are needed in Eastern Germany
in order to carry on propaganda directed at the United States.

Russia.

TRACHTENBERG stated that he wanted to go to Sochi, but
the Russians sent him to the Crimea and the Northern part of the
Caucasus Mountains near Podgormy (ph) and Kislovots (ph) . He
stated that he was with a couple of Latin Americans, but he did
not identify them. He said that they were mountain climbing when
he had a heart attack and became partially paralyzed. He lost
the use of one leg and one arm.

He said that when the Central Committee of the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) learned that he had a heart
attack, they sent ALEKSEI GRESHUKHXN, of the International Depart-
ment of the Central Committee of the CPSU, to him. GRECHUKHIN
accompanied him on the train back to Moscow. Instead of visiting
his relatives at Rostov-on-Don, the Russians permitted ALEXANDER
TRACHTENBERG* s relatives to accompany %im on the tra|.n ride back
to Moscow. He was taken to the Kremlin Hospital and the physi-
cians wanted him to remain in the hospital for four months. He
told them that he wanted to get out in order to attend the
Writers Conference in Moscow.. They then shipped him to a sani-
tarium outside Moscow and he remained there for two months. He
stated that he never did get to attend the Writers Conference*
He said that while in the sanitarium, he was visited by ALEKSEI
GRECHUKHIN and NIKOLAI MOSTOVETS, of the International Department
of the Central Committee of the CPSU, and by various persons
engaged in publishing in Russia.



TRACHTENBERG stated that Just before be left Russia,
he met with MOSTOVETS, GRECHOKHIN, and BORIS PONOMAREV, Head of
the International Department of the Central Committee of the
CPSU. He stated that the CPSU wants all documents publishe€1>y
the Communist Party — USA in connection with the 17th National
Convention, ^including the first drafts of all resolutions.

TRACHTENBERG said that he was treated well while he
was in Russia. He said that upon his return to the United States,
he was examined by physicians here. They told him that the Rus-
sians had made an excellent diagnosis of his illness, but that
the treatment they gave him is outmoded in the United States.
TRACHTENBERG still limps as a result of his attack.

BEATRICE VAN SLYKE

TRACHTENBERG stated that he had seen BEATRICE VAN SLYKE,
granddaughter of WILLIAM Z. FOSTER. He stated that ALEKSEI
GRECHOKHIN was with him at the time. Since it was known that
she does not want to see anyone, the following plan was devised.
She is given a pension through the International Red Cross. A
message was given to the person in the Red Cross office who
sees her and gives the pension to her. In this message,
TRACHTENBERG identified himself as an old friend of the family
who was currently in Moscow. He stated in the message that he
would like to 'take her out to dinner and asked if she would accom-
pany him. Her reply to the message was that she would go out to >

dinner with him.

As soon as they received this affirmative reply,
TRACHTENBERG an<T GRECHOKHIN rushed over to her apartment build-
ing and were able to join her in the elevator as she returned
with her package of bottles off alc®h<§2fe which she purchases as
soon as she gets her pension.

TRACHTENBERG stated that he had learned that VAN SLYKE 5 s

apartment is not very clean and orderly. In fact, they have
duplicate keys to her apartment and a cleaning woman goes into
the apartment whenever she leaves it. ’JFurther, he had learned
that she usually kicks out anyone who enters her apartment.
Therefore, when she asked him info her apartment, he told her
that he would wait outside while she dressed. She closed the
door to the apartment and never came out.

TRACHTENBERG stated that if is possible that she spends
all her money for liquor and did not have another dress, and this

2 —



was the reason she did not accompany Mm to dinner. He stated
that he had been told that BEATRICE VAN SLYKE has no use for her
grandfather, WILLIAM Z. FOSTER, or for her parents. She only
speaks well of her grandmother, ESTHER FOSTER, who took care of
her for many years.

TRACHTENBERG said that on the day he returned to the
United States, he went to' see FOSTER. He was surprised to find
EUGENE DENNIS at FOSTER'S residence when he arrived there.

TRACHTENBERG said that he was held for two hours by
Uhited States Customs officials when he returned to the United
States, but that they could not find anything in his possession.

International Publishers

It is known that in the past the late WILLIAM WEINER,
who was in charge of the reserve fund operation of the Communist
Party - USA, could never obtain any details frpm TRACHTENBERG in
regard to the financial set-up of International Publishers in

New York. WEINER -had stated that TRACHTENBERG always used tSfe
|

excuse that this was a Russian enterprise. TRACHTENBERG thereby
inferred that no questions should be asked about it. It is also
known that at one time TRACHTENBERG said that he lost $70,000
when WILLIAM WEINER died. Based on this information, TRACHTEN-
BERG was aSked how he fared in his business dealings in Russia.

He replied that he did a good business and settled many things.
This was the extent of his reply. He was asked if he gave the
Russians a written or an oral report. He «vaded the question.

However, in regard to International Publishers,
TRACHTENBERG stated that "old man HELLER" owned stock in Inter-
national Publishers. HELLER w^s at one time an outstanding mem-
ber of the Communist Party - USA. He lived at Croton-on-Eudson
in New York and currently resides in Florida. He left the Com-
munist Party - USA at the time EARL BROWDER was removed from the
leadership. TRACHTENBERG said that within the last two or three
yeahs, fngT.T.Tre. sold his stock in International Publishers to him.

4

Four Continent Book Store

TRACHTENBERG stated that the Russians wanted to take
the Four Continent Book Store away from MARKOFF (ph) . TRACHTENBERG
said that he defended MARKOFF. TRACHTENBERG complained that the
Russians are so anxious to get literature accounts, that they
make sales without checking the credit rating of the purchasers.

- 3 -



When the purchaser fails t® pay* the Russians charge the bill
to the accounts of their established agencies.

TRACHTENBERG stated that he got nowhere in trying to
straighten this out.*. He stated that when he attempted to dis-
cuss this matter, he learned that the head of the distributing
agency and a couple of his assistants were on their way to the
United States. He raised the problem with someone in the Cen-
tral Committee of ; tfi&@ CPSU ,

1 but was told that the persons who
could help him were travelling to the. United States.

,

TRACHTENBERG complained that the Russians just print
volume after volume without regard to the potential market. As
a result, they have floor after floor loaded with publications
which are not being distributed.

Imported Publications and products

TRACHTENBERG said that he was also unable to get the
Russians to do anything about MARGARET COWL's complaint t&dt
she,^.too, was being held responsible for publications which the
Russians shipped to purchasers who were poor financial risks.

Message TRACHTENBERG Wanted Delivered
to the CPSU

,

TRACHTENBERG said that he was going to ask MORRIS
CHILDS to send a message to Russia for him. When TRACHTENBERG
was asked if he could not 1 personally send a message to the CPSU*
he replied, They left it to me to stay in contact or not. He
also stated that CHILDS might be able to get the message to the
CPSU faster than he could.

I

TRACHTENBERG stated that since he had to return to the
United States by boat, the Russians told him that they would
book passage for him in London from England to the United States.
He stated that the amount involved was over When he
arrived in London, he went to the travel agenby and found that
not,.only had his travel arrangements been made by the> Russians,
but. that they had also paid for his transportation. (He said that
he was embarrassed because of possible legal complications.

The written message from TRACHTENBERG was addressed to
the Foreign Literature Publii&ers in Moscow. In this iessage,
TRACHTENBERG expressed thanks for the way he was received in Rus-
sia. He expressed surprise that his ticket from England to the

— 4 —



United States was paid for* since lie had expected that only
reservations would be made for him in London. Therefore, he
was suggesting that the amount of the fare be deducted from some
accounts due to him for publication in Russia of works of Amer-
ican authors. He also ordered copies of a multiple volume world
history in this message.

TRACHTENBERG said that he would give CHILDS some oral
messages to accompany this written message. Orally, he would
order some copies of the latest revised history of the CPSU.
Further, that the Central Committee of the CPSU should be told
that his written message is just for the record. He does not
mean what he says in the written message. Actually, he should
have been given the money for his return trip and his passage
should not have been paid for. If they are baffled by his written
message, this is the explanation for it.

WILLIAM ~WEINSTONE

TRACHTENBERG was asked if he had seen WILLIAM WEINSTONE
in Russia. He replied that he had seen him in a sanitarium near
Moscow.



• •

COMMENTS OF CG 5824~S*

It is believed that in all probability, ALEXANDER
TRACHTENBERG did not give EUGENE DENNIS any details regarding
his transactions in Russia in regard to International Publishers.
It is further believed that PHIL BART, National Organization Sec-
retary of the Communist Party. - USA, will insist that TRACHTEN-
BERG, because of his advanced age and physical condition, give
the Communist Party - USA details concerning the financial status
and the operations of International Publishers. BART will
undoubtedly discuss this matter with DENNIS. It may become
necessary for the Communist Party - USA to get an order from the
CPSU to TRACHTENBERG instructing him to discuss International
Publishers with the Communist Party - USA.

In the event of the death of ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG,
the most likely successor in International' Publishers is JAMES
ALLEN. *

'

'

'
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM ** UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-81) DATE; 8/ SkC /59

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (100-33729)

SUBJECT: COMMUNIST PARTY - USA !

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

I

CARE SHOULD BE USED IN HANDLING AND REPORTING -THE FPL?
LOVING, INFORMATION IN ORDER TO PROTECT THE IDENTITY OF. A HIGHLY
PLACED INFORMANT. /

CG 5824-S*, on August 21, >1959, orally furnished to
SA JOHN E. KEATING, the information on the following page. This
oral information was reduced to writing on August 25, 1959;

2 - Bureau (REGISTERED)
1 - Cleveland (100-421) (GUS HALL) (REGISTERED)

New York (REGISTERED) ,

*
.

(1 - 100-86624) (CP-USA, International Relations)
>-,(1- - 100—56579) (PHIL BART)
(1 - 100-9369) (TED BASSETT)
(|T- 100-111666) (JACK SHULMAN)
(1 - 100-67234) (RUTH SHULMAN)

2 - Chicago
(1 - A/134-46)

\

JEK/kws
,

!

(io)
1



August 21, 1959

PHI& £ART, National Organization Secretary of the Com-
munist Party - USA, stated on August 18 , 1959 , that JACK and
RUTS SHULMAN were on a trip to Cuba* BART also stated that TED
BASSETT had just returned from Cuba*

’ ’

4 .

According to BART, the resident National Executive
Committee of the Communist Party - usa was scheduled to meet on
Tuesday, August 18, 1959, to hear a report from ted BASSETT;
however, since (JDS HA1&! Was' late in returning to New YorK City
from Cleveland, this meeting was postponed until Wednesday,
August 19, 1959,

i

/~tt> s#-* ~ s, ^ ^7 y — M^



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum • united states government

TO i SAC, NEW YORK (100-56579) DATE; 8/26/59

FROM ; SA HAROLD P. QUINN (#415)

SUBJECT: PHILLIP BART
IS-C

On 8/3/59 j NY 1750-S*' furnished information
regarding a conversation which took place in the
apartment at 2415 Newkirk Avenue * Brooklyn, NY. The
source advised that the subject mentioned to his viife

that he was going out that evening to visit ABNER GREEN
in the hospital. He said that GREEN is to be operated
on Wednesday for a tumor on the brain. CONNIE asked
the subject when they had found this out and he commented
that he did not know

.

The source said that later the subject said
that with everyone on vacation at CP Headquarters he
has been unable to do anything. CONNIE asked if
anyone had heard from JIM JACKSON and he said not
a word.

PHILLIP commented that he did not know what
would happen when JACKSON returned and read his
resolution which is in Its printed form. He said
that JACKSON would probably raise the roof.

1
1
1

New York (100-12959)
New York (10O-I6785]
New York (100-14691)
New York (100-56579)

Q.W WHPQ:phr

(CONNIE BART) (415)
(JAMES JACKSON) (415)
(ABNER GREEN) (4ll)
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : SAC, BALTIMORE DATE: 8/26/$9

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-80641) (415)

SUBJECT: CP, USA - ORGANIZATION
IS - C

On 7/29/59, 1 I advised SA JOHN A. HAAG of
NYO and SA VINCENT E. MURPHY of Newark that a conference was
held at CP,USA Headquarters, NYC, on|

|
The purpose of

this conference was to discuss the current strike in the
steel industry. (Location NY I f

1 - Baltimore
1 - Boston

1 - Butte
4 - Chicago

2 - Cleveland

1 - Detroit
2 - Newark

Philadelphia
San Francisco
Seattle
NY I

NY 100-129629
NY 100-23825
NY 100-16021
NY 100-56579
NY 100-48033
NY 100-105078
NY 100-18065
NY 100-91330
NY 100-87507
NY 100-84275
NY 100-118174
NY 100-80641

1 - NY
1 - NY
1 - NY
1 - NY
1 - NY
1 - NY
1 - NY
1 - NY
jAH:msb
428)

-

(100-12076) (GEORGE MEYERS) (RM)
(100- ) (HOMER CHASE) (RM)

(100-5350 (JOHN HELLMAN) (RM)
(100-12459) (FLO HALL) (RM)
(1-100-24729) (EMMANUEL BLUM)
(1-61-867) (CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT)
(1-100-2748) (SAM ICUSHNER)
(100- ) (GUS HALL) (RM)
(1-65-721) (ANTON KRCHMAREIC)
(100-13420) (CARL WINTER) (RM)

I l(RM)
(1-100- 19491)* (PAT TOOHEY)
(100-95895) (TOM NABRIED) (RM)
(65-1242) (MICKEY LIMA) (RM)
(100-127) (BURT NELSON) (RM)
(INV) (41) b6

(WILLIAM ALBERTSON) (416)
(BEN DAVIS) (416)
(ARNOLD JOHNSON) (415)
(PHIL BARI) (422)
(IRVING POTASH) (415)
(HY LUMER) (415)
(JACK STACKED (415)

(GEORGE MORRIS) (423)
(WILLIAM PATTERSON) (415)
(MILTON ROSEN) (416)
(415)

/cH> s";

/-.US 23 1853 L
T" FBI-

—

;_NEW YORK^^
-
7771?)
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NY 100-80641

Those present were:

WILLIAM ALBERTSON
EMMANUEL BLUM
BEN DAVIS
FLO HALL
GUS HALL
JOHN HELLMAN
ARNOLD JOHNSON

^FfilL BART
CLAUDE LIGHTFOCT
ANTON KRCHMAREK
SAM KUSHNER
MICKEY LIMA
GEORGE MEYERS

BURT NELSON
IRVING POTASH
MILT ROSEN
HY LUMER
JACK STACHEL
PAT TOOHEY
CARL WINTER
HOMER CHASE

GEORGE MORRIS
TOM NABRIED
WILLIAM PATTERSON

•• 2 m
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On Wtat saow d^te, EZJT.^iJSTH contactea BftlC BERT
to toll UId that she would to unable to write tor ooluaai
(in "fto yorker” ) for next weekbeeause ato la too busy
working on a pas^hlet (contorting the history of the CP, tl

3to told 'BEH!? that she would have an article for him for Ik

Day#
/

'

'

- On that m» date* FKXL
who advised hi&that ato had reoaiveda call tvm EIMk bdStt

who had told her that tor husband, HSHRV MBiSfOll, does not
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think SllQ BEK?.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENTOFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO : SAC, NEW YORK (100-128814) DATE? 8/27/59

FROM : SA JOHN G. LANGTRY

SUBJECT: CP, USA NEW YORK DISTRICT
ORGANIZATION
IS-C

Identity of informant NY 2358-S*
Reliability Who has furnished reliable

information in the past.
Date 6/29/59

According to NY 2358-s* on 6/29/59.. a meeting of
the state Board of the CP, USA., NYD, took place on that
date in the second floor Board Room at CP Headquarters,
23 w. 26th St., NYC. BEN DAVIS functioned as nhairman of
this meeting which was attended by MILT ROSEN,

1- New York (100-23825) (BENJAMIN J. DAVIS JR.) (4l6)
1- New York (100-117184) (MILTON ROSEN) (4l6)

(It New York (100-56579) (PHIL BART') (415)
T- New York (100-64187) I I

(425)
1- New York (100-93665) (MIRIAM FRIEDLANDER) (421)
1- New York (100-50094) (DANIEL RUBEL) (422)
1- New York (100-54555) (EVELYN WIENER) (424)
1- New York (100-84275) (WILLIAM PATTERSON) (415)
1- New York (100-129629) (WILLIAM ALBERTSON) (4l6)
1- New York (100-10113) (LENNIE LEVENSON) (414)
1- New York (100-1288l4) (4l6)

JGL: Jrc

(
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NY 100-128814

folMI FRIEDLANDER, DANNY RUBEL, EVEW! WIENER, WILLIAM PATTERSON,
LENNIE LEVENSON, and from the National office of the CP, USA,

,-PHIL BART.

BEN DAVIS stated that the purpose of this meeting
was to continue a discussion on BILL ALBERTSON* s report on
the status of the party organization which had previously
been given by ALBERTSON at the state Board meeting on

6/22/59.

BEN DAVIS stated that In his report, ALBERTSON
mentioned that the growth of party membership had stopped,

DAVIS stated that he disagreed with ALBERTSON on this
statement, h© stated it was his belief that the growth
of party membership had bnly been slowed down and this
had been brought about by the revisionist forces. According
"to DAVIS the party had been unable to find a way to
reestablish itself in a vanguard rol^. Although he
considered ALBERTSON’S report to be very useful he stated
that it did not show how the party could remedy the
situation.

DAVTS stated that a weakness of the party 1 s growth
was brought about by the structure of the party itself.
That where there had previously been 25,000 members in
the party there were now only 2,000 members, however, the
structural organization had remained the same. DAVIS
proposed that there ’

. be a cutdown in the leadership
apparatus of the party and that the county organisation
should be done away with. Re criticized the state
leadership in that they did not know what the "clubs"
were doing and it was his opinion that the "clubs" were
the- center of the party's activities. DAVIS advocated
that the state leadership should be become better acquainted
with the clubs and their organizers and to know more about
their activities.

-2-
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NY 100-128814

DAVIS suggested that there be formed a Greater
NYC wide council whereby the leadership could be in direct
contact with the clubs and that thjpjye could be an inter-
change of ideas with the countje^n a citywide basis, it
was his opinion that citywide civic meetings could be held
four times a year. DAVIS also proposed that the state
leaders of the party would be responsible Tor a Section of
the party or a particular club. By this he stated, a new
relationship would be established between the state
leadership and the membership and each would recognize the
problems of the others.

MILT ROSEN then spoke on the ALBERTSON report
and stated that the present leadership was not close to
the masses. He advocated the closing of the building wherein
are located the state CP offices and he would open eight
to ten offices in "the areas of the masses". This according
to ROSEN would save funds, and bring about closer ties with
the people. ROSEN also agreed with DAVIS to the elimination
of inter party leaders and a stripdown of the organisational
structure of the party and . the development of work in
key industrial areas.

The informant advised that a general discussion
period followed wherein those present discussed the ideas
set forth by DAVIS in regard to the ALBERTSON report. DAVIS
summarized the proceedings of the evening and stated that some
way must be found to reach the membership of the party and to
briqg them into contact with the leadership, h© stated that
these matters should be out of the way prior to any pre-
convention discussions to be held in the near future.

informant advised that no formal action was taken
on the discussion.;

-3-
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM * * UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3=102) DATE? 8/^//59
•"K

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (100=34108)

SUBJECT: COMMUNIST PARTY - USA
FUNDS (RESERVE FUNDS) »

INTERNAL SECURITY = C

IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT THE BUREAU HAS PREVIOUSLY
ADVISED THAT COPIES OF REPORTS ON THE RESERVE FU^S_OFJTH-E_C<M°
MUNIST PARTY - USA HAVE NOT BEEN DISSEMINATML_DUE TO THE EXTREMELY
SENSITIVE NATURE OF THE INFORMATION REPORTED AND OF THE SOURCES
INVOLVED .

‘

Re Chicago letter dated May 17, 1959, containing infor-
mation received from CG 5824=S* concerning a plan of a group of
New York attorneys, headed toy ARTHUR KINOY, to establish a bureau
to organize tours to the Soviet union.

CG 5824=S*, on August 21, 1959, orally furnished to
SA JOHN E. KEATING the information on the following page. This

- oral information was reduced to writing on August 24, 1959:

2 - Bureau (REGISTERED)
5 = New York (REGISTERED)

(1 - 100=128861) (GP-USA, Funds) (Reserve Funds)
(1 - 100=86624) (CP-USA, International Relations)

100=56579) (PHIL BART)
(1 - 100=47632) < | bs

(1 - 100=118562) (ARTHUR KINOY) b7c

2 f- Chicago
(1 = A/134-46)



August 21, 1959

During the week of August IS, 1959, PHIL BART, National
Organization Secretary of the Communist Party - USA, stated that
I I is presently in the Soviet Union and that, while bs
there, she will approach the Russians in regard to the proposed b7c
tourist agency of the KINOY group.

I

!

"
'
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO: SAC, NEW YORK (100-1696) DATE: 8/27/59

FROM: SA DONALD E. HARTNETT

SUBJECT: ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN
IS-Cj ISA-50

On 8/5/59, NY 2379-S*, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, advised ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN
was discussing with her sister, KATHY FLYNN, NIXON’s recent
trip to Russia; She thinks that NIXON* s approach and
control was marvelous and that no one else in the Republican
Party could have "pulled it off" ; ELIZABETH then went on to
tell KATHY that what the CP is lacking are new faces, with a
different approach that would appeal to the masses* She also
mentioned that she has to get started on a pamphlet she
promised she would get out for BETTY (GANNETT) and HY (LUMER)
(Wonders of the Atomic Age); She then complained that
her work with the parole campaigns, various writings, and
meetings have prevented her from doing too much work on her
new book which to her represents an important phase of her
life.

On 8/6/59# NY 2318-S*, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, advised PHIL BART contacted
ELIZABETH to inquire why she was not attending a meeting
going on at CP Headquarters, ELIZABETH replied that she
was not feeling. well and was totally exhausted from working
on her writings

.

1- New
1- New
1- New
1- New
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1- New
1- New
1- New
1- New
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1- New
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York (100-68111)
York (100-80641)
York (IOO-IO5078
York (100-13483)
York (100-56579)
York (100-9137)
York (100-16021)
York (100-8057)
York (100-54965)
York

(
1OO-68063 )

York (lOO-
)

York ( 1OO-I696 )

(KATHY FLYNN) (424)
( CP ,USA-ORGANIZATION ) (415

)

) (HY LUMER) (415)
(BETTY GANNETT) (422)
(PHIL BART) (422)

(MURIEL SYMINGTON) (422)
(ARNOLD JOHNSON) (415)

(EUGENE DENNIS) (415)
(JOHN ABT) (425)
(CLARA BODIAN ) (424)

(JOHN MASSO)
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NY 100-1696

On that same date informant advised MURIEL
SYMINGTON contacted ELIZABETH to advise, that she is
writing a letter to the "New York Post" protesting the hill
which has passed the House of Representatives , which would
give the FBI the power to hold a person incommunicado
after an arrest.

On that same date, NY 2379-S* advised ELIZABETH
told KATHY that she Just could not sit in at another
meeting at CP Headquarters that day. She said "let them
worry about the resolution", but she did not feel bad about
not being able to go over the amnesty petitions with
ARNOLD JOHNSON and HY LUMER. ELIZABETH then said that
the people want a third party, but she does not think they
will accept the CP as such, but might accept some form of a
Socialist Party. She expressed her dissatisfaction with the
way GENE DENNIS is guiding the Party, but thinks that she
will still remain loyal to him; She later told KATHY that
the big argument against the CP has always been that it is
too friendly with Soviet Russia, but that now all the
government people are trying to be more friendly with
Russia than the CP.

x On 8/7/59, NY 2318-S* advised PHIL BART and
ELIZABETH discussed the amnesty petitions and the fact that
J<5hN ABT wants to have them Photostated so he can show them
vo the people who are involved with them. PHIL mentioned
that they had continued their work on the resolution which
is much improved and that it is now in the "lap of the
gods." ELIZABETH told PHIL that she has tried to
rewrite the preamble to- the CP constitution but that it
has been very difficult to- do so; PHIL mentioned that
they have tinie to draw up any changes in the constitution.
PHIL and ELIZABETH also discussed the report being prepared
on the McCARRAN Act and the fact that ELIZABETH will have
to wait until ARNOLD JOHNSON returns from his present
trip before they can get together; ELIZABETH said that
the main thing about the McCARRAN thing is to continue to pay
the lawyers, but that there should be a campaign to raise
funds for such expenses. She asked PHIL whether they still
owed the lawyers, to which PHIL replied that the bill is
growing, but they managed to pay a good part of it this



MEMO
NY 100-1696

week as a result of a contribution which was given to
PHIL in the form of a check made out to him. ELIZABETH
cautioned PHIL not to let PETTIS PERRY talk him into
paying the California deal (Attorney General JOHN McTERNAN
Bill); PHIL indicated that he would not allow this to
happen.

On that same day, NY 2379-S* advised ELIZABETH
told KATHY that since the death of JOHN POSTER DULLES,
American foreign policy has experienced a great change for
the better noting that it is now in the hands of younger
men like NIXON and HERTER. She said that what the Party
needs is to put in the hands of younger men the necessary
leadership and sweep out all the "old fogies"; She said
what is needed are young men with imagination and energy,
who would have a new perspective; She said the Party is at
least 20 years behind the times and that as much as she likes
GENE DENNIS he is a sick man and does not have the energy
and vigorous drive needed to lead the Party. She added
that as long as they are content to be led by "these old
sacred cows" and deny youth its place in the Party, the
Party will lag behind.

On 8/8/59, NY 2318-S* advised ELIZABETH and KATHY
went out for the evening with CLARA BODIAN and her husband,
JOHN MASSO.

Following their return home during-, the early
morning hours of 8/9/59, NY 2379-S* advised ELIZABETH told
KATHY that JOHN (MASSO) is very obnoxious and that she
cannot stand his arguments any more. She said "Can you
imagine calling us a bunch of BENEDICT ARNOLDS? You would
think his parents came over on the Mayflower and he was
JACK ARMSTRONG, the all American boy." ELIZABETH said
she does not know how CLARA can stand JOHN some times:.

During the afternoon of 8/9/59, informant
advised HY LUMER visited the FLYNN apartment, but the
informant was unable to gather the details of the ensuing
conversation; Following his departure, ELIZABETH mentioned
to KATHY that HY did not do her any good at all.

- 3 -
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM * * UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-81) DATE: 8/^#/59

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (100-33729)

SUBJECT: COMMUNIST PARTY - USA
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

Re Chicago teletype dated August 7, 1959 j and re
Chicago airtels dated August 8 and 13, 1959, containing informa-
tion from CG 5824-S* concerning the obtaining of information by
ARNOLD JOHNSON on various cities in the United States for the pur-
pose of briefing NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV prior to his visit to the
United States*

CG 5824-S*, on August 21, 1959, orally furnished to
SA JOHN E. KEATING the information on the following page. This
oral information was reduced to writing on August 24, 1959:

2 - Bureau (REGISTERED)

(2f>- New York (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100-86624) (CP-USA, International Relations)
(1 - 100-74560) (CP-USA, Funds)
(1 - 100- . ) (International Publishers)
(1 - 100-7518) (National Council of American-Soviet Friendship)

(CD- 100-56579) (PHIL BART)
(1 - 100-20128) (ALEXANDER BITTELMAN)
(1 - 100-64061) (JACK CHILDS)
(1 - 100-26776) (CHARLES DIRBA)
(1 - 100-16021) (ARNOLD JOHNSON)
(1 - 100-18056) (JACOB MINDEL)
(1 - 100-95097) (BORIS SKLAR)
(1 - 100-50874) (JESSICA SMITH)
(1 - 100-21421) (ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG)

2 - Chicago



August 21, 1959

During the week of August 16, 1959, PHIL BART, National
Organization Secretary ox the Communist Party - USA, stated that
the request to obtain information on various cities in the
United States which might be visited by NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV was
transmitted fn the following manner:

The Russians made the request of the National Council
of American-Soviet Friendship in New York City. JESSICA SMITH
relayed the request to ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG. TRACHTENBERG
relayed it to PHIL BART. PHIL BART gave the assignment to
ARNOLD JOHNSON. BART stated that he had borrowed $500 from JACK
CHILDS in order to send JOHNSON on a cross-country trip to obtain
the desired information. BART said that TRACHTENBERG is supposed
to get the $500 from the National Council of American-Soviet
Friendship and give it to BART.

BART complained about the financial situation in the
National Office of the Communist Party - USA. He said that the
fund drive is not going well and that the financial situation is
serious. BART commented that he did not know what could be done
in this regard. By way of comment, BART Is obviously Sot aware
of any details in regard to the reserve funds. BART complained
that the National Office is still paying out monthly sums to
individuals on almost a pension basis. In this connection, he
only mentioned ALEXANDER BITTELMAN and JACOB MINDEL.

BART Ulso complained that the Russians asked too many
people to obtain information on cities in the United States in
preparation for the visit of KHRUSHCHEV. BART said that someone
had talked to BORIS SKLAR, so he started gathering information.
Someone had also talked to CHARLIE DIRRA, so DIRBA was around
asking for information. BART said that when the Russians talked
to so many people# they created problems for the Communist Part#
USA.

- 1 *
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m, HEW YORK (1QO-80641)(415)
.
8/28/59

M BIOT RYAM (41) /:

CP, ESA- - 0RBAHI2ATIQH
.

ft^ m V

to S/2f^59* NY 334- , who has furnished Pliable
information in the past (emceai ) , orally advised 3A DAtXD'

RYAN that informant,on the sas© data,had conferred with
JAMES E, JR0I3OM,. JR. :

;

JACKSOH advised HY 694-S* that he did net
coitenpietc any long 'trips; or travel between now and the

'

date of the l?th national Convention* OP, ESA in December,

1959.
;

JACKSON advised the Informant that at the meeting
of the Roaidsnt Board of the KRC, CP, USA, held at 0? National
Headquartaro on S/25/59, that

1

he, JAeitSOil, had roqpened the
'

question of the feasibility of hcl&Uig' the CP national
Convention at the Hotel Theresa in the Harlem area of NYC, : -

JACKSON stated that he advised the Resident Board that he
objects strongly to having the Theresa as' a convention site
because It ineutrally located in a Negro neighborhood where v -

third arc strong raeialtenaioas. J&CKSQN said ha adviced the
Resident Board that if the' CP Coiveation is held at the Hotel
Theresa, antl-Cograimist Negro leaders and others, including the
FBI, will accuse the CP of otteapting to agitate and stir up
trouble aeaeng the Negro population, He said such Negro leader®
as RAHDOL?!! «ill aecuso the C? of a provocation and state the
C? is att^ting to add fuel to the fires of racial tension,
JACKSON said he made a notion that the convention be held
elsewhere.

1 - HY 134-91 (Inv. ) (415)
1 - HY 106-B72U (CP,U3A4Faet!oaaHs®) (415)
1 - MY 100-13735 (JAMES JACK3CK){415)

0> MY 100-55^79 Pm, 1ART)(415I
T- HY 100-23825- BENJAMIN J, BA¥IS)(416);

'

1 - HY 100-00641 (415)



STANDARD FORM NO, 64

Office Memorandum • united states government

ra : SAC, NEW YORK (100-56579) date: Pklfl'l

FROM : SA HAROLD P. QUINN

subject: PHIL BART
IS-C

Identity of Informant: NY 17^9-S* (Conceal and
paraphrase

)

Reliability: Who has furnished reliable
information in the past

Date: 7/27/59

NY 1749-S* advised that on 7/27/59, I

~
contacted PHIL BART and asked to speak with CONNIE (BART)
who was not at home, 1 I asked BART to have CONNIE
call her tomorrow night ( 7/2S/59 ) but BART stated that "I
don’t think she’ll be home tomorrow evening. She’s going out
directly from work, I believe", I H told BART to "Just
leave word that T would like her to get in touch vrith me if she
can" . 1 I left her telephone number as Buckminster
7-6176.

X- New York (100- ) \_
l-'New York (100-56579) (455

HPQ:gms



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office

TO :

FROM :

SUBJECT:

• •
Memorandum • united states government

SAC, NEW YORK (100-56579) date: 9/1/59

SA HAROLD P. QUINN

PHIL BART
IS-C

Identity of Informant: NY 1749-S* (Conceal and
paraphrase)

Reliability: Who has furnished reliable
information in the past *

Date: 8/17/59

NY 1749-S* has reported that on 8/17/59 » PHIL (BART)
contacted EDNA (WINSTON) and asked how she found (HENRY) WINSTON.
EDNA said he was sick but is much better now. She told PHIL
that she got the stuff he sent her. PHIL said they will have
to get together - possibly next week. EDNA said she is going
on vacation the 23rd up to Briel’s. PHIL said that he would
try to get her a ride up with BILL’S (FOSTER) driver that the
regular guy JACK (SHULMAN) is on vacation but will contact
the guy who is replacing him.

1- New York (IOO-78589 ) (EDNA WINSTON) (415)
1- New York (100-111666) (JACK SHULMAN) (415)
1- >New York (100-56579) (415)



Office Memorandum • united states government

to : SAC, MEW YORK (100-56579) date: 9/1/59

from : SA HAROLD P. QUINN

subject: PHIL BART
IS-C

Identity of Informant: NY 1749-S* (Conceal and
paraphrase

)

Reliability: Who has furnished reliable
information in the past

Date : 8/17/59

NY 1749-S* has reported that on 8/17/59* PHIL (BART)
contacted ELIZABETH (GURLEY FLYNN) and told her that they
changed the date from tomorrow to Wednesday (8/19/59)* ELIZABETH
said that ARNOLD (JOHNSON) had already told her. ELIZABETH
said she's working like a Trojan on this pamphlet, that "he"

gave her a deadline for the 26th on the pamphlet. PHIL commented
that ELIZABETH had a "whip"; but both agreed that they don't
know any other way of working it without deadlines • ELIZABETH
said she's having trouble "compressing 11 the pamphlet - it's
very, very interesting and she could write a book on it. ELIZABETH
and PHIL agree that maybe this pamphlet could be the basis for

a book.

ELIZABETH then asked if GENE (DENNIS) was back. PHIL
said that he would not be back until the early part of next month,

around Labor Day. PHIL said GUS (HALL) was going that day and

PHIL expects him back tomorrow.

ELIZABETH said she had a phone call from EDNA (WINSTON)
yesterday and she said that HENRY was very grateful and pleased

1- New
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IOO-27452) (ROBERT THOMPSON) (415)
'100-13472) (GIL GREEN) ... .

100-269) (HENRY WINSTON)
# 4 /M 'SG'7/'

TOO-I602I) (ARNOLD JOHNSON) (415)
100-9365) (WILLIAM Z. FOSTER) (415)
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thad begun to do omething, but ho thought we could
do bc-tcur, that wc can cot better names, not that ho docs not
appreciate what we did. mjZT&ffii said that EDI’u. said he (HENRY)
does not want to ask for parole again and doesn't think much
of making the campaign around parole. ELIZABETH said he seemed
to feel that if vie concentrated on amnesty and really built it
up by Christmas. . . ELIZABETH said we'd better have a discussion
about this - because now BOB (THOMPSON) is going one way, GIL
(GREEN another1 and HENRY l/INSTON is going a third way - and
we 1 11 have to do some coordination here. PHIL agreed. ELIZABETH
said she had it in mind to draw up a master plan she's been
thinking about as soon as she gets this pamphlet out of the way.

PHIL said he spoke to ARNOLD last week about this
thing raised in connection with a uniform (meeting) - a round-
about discussion and, not Just each time under pressure fox4 a
half an hour. PHIL said they did not get very far -with the
discussion because of interruptions , but maybe they'd discuss
it when ELIZABETH is in sometime. ELIZABETH noted that after
Labor Day i t ' 11 be only four months to Christmas and If they're
really going to do something on amnesty they'll have to move.
PHIL said ho still thought they should consider the question of
parole. ELIZABETH said that apparently guys in prison have an
aversion to parole, and that now - when they got turned down
they usually* ask for clemency and apparently they ' d rather
concentrate on that. ELIZABETH said that's the way HENRY VJIN3DN
thinking goes on that and maybe he just didn't like the idea
of the person vie proposed for parole advisor. PHIL said what
difference should that make. ELIZABETH did not know; but said
when she looked over BILL HO'JTSR's ’’History of The Party" and she
read all the denunciations of the poor old guy - NORMAN (THOMAS).

ELIZABETH then spoke to CONNIE (BART) and told her
about hex* assignment to write a pamphlet for the AOth Anniversary
of the Party. ELIZABETH said she's up to the CIO now - could be
a book and she will have to cut. ELIZABETH said she's writing
it for the average worker to show this is what we did - sure
vie made mistakes , but don't forget this is what vie did.

- 2 -



AUG 2 7 1959

SAC, CHICAGO (100-18953)

SAC, IJY (65-2977)

CPOSA - ILLINOIS DISfMCl-OEGMIMIOJT
IS-C

m 2010-S* has reported that on 8/24/59* PHIL BARI
conferred with JBI WEST and 1SL31 was informed by BAHP that
somebody had boon obtained for the Illinois District meeting*
who can sing folk songs and tinker songs#, etc. BARE said that
this person would talc© what WEST had suggested# namely §100.00
plus his fare and was trilling to go to Chicago* LABE added
that this person was to appear on their program on Friday
night*

Apparently this is a reference to the celebration
of the 4Qth anniversary of the CPUSA# scheduled for Friday#
September 25# at Carnegie Hall# JIYC.

BARE identified this person as HILL FARLEY (his
true name is WILBUR S. BROWS), EARY said he Would send
material concerning FARLEY and noted that he has appeared at
various concerts* He was also described as a tenor and of
the white race. BARE said the only thing FARLEY wants* to
know is whether a piano is available# but would supply hxs
own accompanist. He said FARLEY was agreeable to the idea
of singing any program of songs that might be suggested for
the evening and he was said to be a good performer.

4 -

1
1
1

Chicago (100-

(1- 100-
(1- 61-
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M 65-297?

BA® Ewntioned that WEST would not get the fa«r singers
about which he h&a written as they were "hot" and nobody can

get them*

mile. irbbraabion appeared to met with Wf'S approval

but he pointed out that there we room for hi® to consult flakier

and he said he would advise aA® by mall.

To thia mu responded that as aeon as he heard tma
WEST he would forward biographical material that plays dp FAKJtt*

EA® noted that FABLE? la Juat breaking In, but ie not mm

WM thm inquired as to Whether in owe of a favorable

decision MWM should be addressed directly in order to fit trim

into the program*

To this BA® replied that it would be better I® write to

the CP national Offic© aa FABLE? ie not always hame* teat they would

be in touch with him. BA® mentioned that he Wgpetid to set
FABLE? either late timt afternoon or the next day.

.'text, WEST asked whether
(apparently a reference to tapes of
CP leaders to be made by a rsesydtag to
Hall and in Chicago),

were
byM
gatiierlng

BA® said that he had received the tape representing

the Cuban recording, but had not reeeived the olfear* 8s mentioned

at this point that the one Who was to play the Cuban recording was

to come in the following week. BAH? else said that he hid
net as yet received the pictures and had witten again for than and

as soon as they were received they would be made. He ales said be

expected to receive the other tape shortly. (The reference to

pictures apparently is to a planned exMbition of blow-up photographs

at the ebeve~mmtlQmQ meeting).

HIST than renttrtoad -that When the Chicago group win in

New 701%, mm COLON had been asked if he could secure copies of

as many c? nempapers throughout the world as possible In order

that they might be displayed. COLON, he esld, had undertaken

to do that and WEST said he had intended to writ© QQ1M
S

asked baht if it would be possible for Mm to remind
"
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : SAC, BALTIMORE

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-80641) (415)

SUBJECT: CP,USA - ORGANIZATION
IS - C

DATE: 8/31/59

On 7/29/59, I I furnished an oral report to

SAS VINCENT E. MURPHY of Newark and JOHN A. HAAG of NYO con-
cerning the proceedings of the 7/25-26/59 meeting of the
CP,ISA National Committee, (Location NY I l (INV),

This oral report was typed by Typist |__
8/3-4/59 and was authenticated by informant on 8/5/59.

Baltimore
Boston
Buffalo
Butte
Chicagp

2 - Cleveland

3 - Detroit

4 - Los Angeles

1 - Milwaukee
1 - Minneapolis
2 - Newark

2 - Philadelphia
1 - Richmond
2 - San Francisco

1 - Seattle
COPIES CONT'D
1 - NY 100-30641
JAHtmsb

V

(100-12076) (GEORGE MEYERS) (RM)

(100- ) (HOMER CHASE) (RM)

(100-11933) (MILT ROSEN) (RM) (1-100- MORTIMER
(100-5350) (JOHN HELLMAN) (RM) SCHEER)
(100-24729) (EMMANUEL BLUM) (RM)

(1-100-12459) (FLO HALL) (RM)
(1-100-2748) (SAM KUSHNER) (RM)

(1-100-18457) (RALPH TURNER) (RM)

(1-61-867) (CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT) (RM)
(1-100-20289) (JIM WEST) (RM)

(100- ) (GUS HALL) (RM)

(1-65-721) (ANTON KRCHMAREK) (RM)

(100-8482) (TOM DENNIS) (RM)

(1-100-13420) (CARL WINTER) (RM)
(1-100-945) (NAT GANLEY) (RM)

(100-4663) (BEN DOBBS) (RM)

(1-100-52571) (CHARLENE MITCHELL) (RM)

(1-100-4963) (PETTIS PERRY) (RM)

(1-100-4486) (DOROTHY HEALEY) (RM)

(100-11125) (ALAN SHAW) (RM)
(61-29) (CLARENCE SHARP) (RM)

|
(RM) b7D

(1-100-19491) (PAT TOOHEY) (RM)

(65-1686) (TOM NABRIED) (RM) (1-100- FRED
(100-44297) (MARY KALB) (RM)

(65-415) (AL RICHMOND) (RM)
(1-65-1242) (MICKEY LIMA) (RM)
(100-127) (BURT NELSON) (RM)„ .

(415) C

FISHER)

1, i . j
YORlj^j !
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NY 100-80641

COPIES CONT’D

I (inv)(4i)
100-129029 (WILLIAM ALBERTSON) (4l6)
100-25623 (ERIC BERT) (422)

100-

56579 (PHIL BART) (422)

101-

559 (JESUS COLON) (415)
100-23825 (BEN DAVIS) (416)
100-8057 (EUGENE DENNIS) (415)
100-26776 (CHARLIE DIRBA)(425)
100-1696 (ELIZABETH GURLEY B'LYNN)(4l5) b6
100-13483 (BETTY GANNETT) (415) b?c
100-16021 (ARNOLD JOHNSON) (415) b7D

100-13473 (SI GERS0N)(4l5)
100-105078 (HY LUMER)(4l5) '

100-79025 (MILDRED MC AD0RY)(4l5)
100-84275 (william patterson) (415)
100-48033 (IRVING POTASH) (415)
100-18065 (JACK STACHEL)(415)
100-21421 (ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG ) (415

)

100-26018 (LOUIS WEINST0CK)(4l5)
100-19679 (ISADORE WOFSY)(4l5)
100-83317 (HOSEA HUDSON) (415)
100-91330 I I

100-13203 (GEORGE MORRIS) (423)
100-58535 (CONSTANTINE RADZIE) (4l6)

1 - NY 100-7918 (PAUL N0VICK}(4l)



NY 100-80641

The informant stated that the following persons
attended this meeting as noted:

WILLIAM ALBERTSON
EMMANUEL BLUM
ERIC BERT
"PHIL BART
JESUS COLON
BEN DAVIS
EUGENE DENNIS
TOM DENNIS
BEN DOBBS
CHARLES DIRBA
ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN
BETTY GANNETT
FLO HALL
GUS HALL
DOROTHY HEALEY
JOHN HELLMAN
ARNOLD JOHNSON
CLARENCE SHARP
ALAN SHAW
JACK STACHEL
PAT TOOHEY
ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG
RALPH TURNER
LOUIS WEINSTOCK
JIM WEST
CARL WINTER
ISADORE WOFSY

ANTON KRCHMAREK
SAM KUSHNER
SI GERSON
CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT
MICKEY LIMA
HY LUMER
MILDRED MC ADORY
GEORGE MEYERS
CHARLENE MITCHELL
TOM NABRIED
BURT NELSON
STEVE NELSON (1st day only)
WILLIAM PATTERSON
PETTIS PERRY
IRVING POTASH
AL RICHMOND
MILT ROSEN (1st day only)
HOMER CHASE
NAT GANLEY
HOSEA HUDSON (called BILL)

MARY KALB
GEORGE MORRIS
CONSTANTINE RADZIE
FRED FISHER
PAUL NOVICK
MORTIMER SCHEER

In those instances where a subject spoke or otherwise
was notably active at this meeting, a copy of the informants
complete report was disseminated to the subject's case file.

2



TO : SAC, CHICAGO DATE: f/l/59

FROM : SA JOHN A. HAAG (4l)

SUBJECT: CP,USA - ORGANIZATION
IS - C

1 - Chicago (100-3740) (MORRIS CHILDS) (INFO) (RM)
1 - NY I I (lNV)(4l)
1 - NY 100-1696 (ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN) (415

1

1 * NY 100-129822 I I

1 - NY 100-13483 (BETTY GANNETT) (415)
1 - NY 100-54555 (EVELYN WIENER) (424)
1 - NY 100-50094

[ 1
(425)

1 - NY 100-67670 (IDA POSNER) (416)
1 - NY 100-129629 (WILLIAM ALBERTSON) (4l6)
1 - NY 101-559 (JESUS COLON) (415)
1 - NY 100-84275 (WILLIAM PATTERSON) (415)
1 - NY 100-9756 (SADIE VAN VEEN) (424)
1 -r NY 100-21421 (ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG) (415) b6
1 - NY 100-68934 (JEAN SMITHH 422) b7c
1 - NY 100-8033 1(422^ b7D
1 - NY 100-82206 (BILL STANLEY) (425)
1 - ny 100-70281 (JERRY DALY)(4l6)

•^1>>- NY 100-56579 (PHIL BART) (422)
I - ny 100-18065 (JACK STACHEL)(4l5)
1 - NY 100-60640 (HAROLD COLLINS) (4l6)
1 - NY 100-81771 (DOROTHY ROBINSON) (425)
1 - NY 100-91330 I I

1 - NY 100-134953 (SARAH JAFFE) (41)
1 - NY 100-94429 (SAUL GROSS) (424)
1 - NY 100- (MILT LNU, M, blond, balding, fair, no glasses,

5 * 10-11”, 185-200. sloppy dresser, at CP Hdqtrs.
8/11/59 Per l I

1 - NY 100- (FNU LNU, M, dark straight hair, no gray, white
moustache, r>itnmprt at CP Hdqtrs.
8/11/59 per l I

1 - NY 100- (FNU LNU, N, M, about 50, 5> 10-11", very thin,
kinky hair, graying, very black compl., brownish
framed glasses, thick lenses, features very
thick about mouth and chin, pug nose, white



NY 100-80641

l .

Identity of Source:

Description of Info:

Date received:

Received fey:

Original location:

|
who has furnished

reliable info in past (conceal)

Activities at CP, USA headquarters,
NYC, on 8/11/59

b7D J

8/13/59

SA JOHN A. HAAG (written)

A copy of informant’s written report follows:

- la -



NY 100-80641

Aug. 12/59

At C.P. headquarters on Aug_ 11/59 these people were seen.

ELIZABETH G. FLYNN
I

BETTY GANNETT

WM, ALBERTSON
JESUS COLON
WM. PATTERSON
SADIE VAN VEEN
MORRIS CHILDS
TRACHTENBERG

Also the man seen on Aug. 10/59. Dark straight hair- no gray-
White mustache. Dark rimmed glasses.

Negro - age aboue 50. Height 5-10-11. Very thin. Kinky hair,

^

Graying, complexion very black. Brownish framed glasses - thick
lenses- Features very thick about the moth and chin. Pug nose.

White shirt - dark pants - black shoes. Brownish cap.

He sat in the State Offic
into the board room where
were talking. He did not
stairs.

MILT - He has been seen before. Blond - balding. Fair. No
glasses. Height 5-10-H Weight 185-200. Sloppy dresser. No hat.

Tan pants and white shirt. Tie loosened and hanging crooked,
shirt opened half way down. He spent over an hour talking to

EVELYN and I I until HAROLD COLLINS came from the back rooms
and called lum uu a meeting that was going on in the back rooms,

HAROLD COLLINS called him MILT,

complained that the others were not satisfied with her
work. She was almost in tears because BETTY GANNETT had ’Jacked
her up" about some work she had had trouble with. She saTd that

~ 2 -

stav long an<

hour and then he was called

~J EVELYN WEINER and MILT
Fleft the floor useine the

IDA POSNER

BILL STANLEY
JERRY DALY
PHIL BART
JACK STACHEL
HAROLD COLLINS

SARAH JAFFE
SAUL GROSS
MILT ?



NY 100-80641

her that she was not nearly as fast as SYLVIA

.

ha d said something unkind also about |
dress

t.
1

[said that she had just about come to
the conclusion that communists had as many faults as any_one else
did. and she said she did not have to take on SYLVIA'S job as
she“had had to quit her job to do so.

- 3 -



DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3284) 9/3/59

SAC, NY (100-56579)

PHILIP BART
IS-Cj SA-40
(weekly summary
8/24-8/30/59)
CINAL

On 8/24/59, NY 1750-S* advised that the subject’s
wife, CONNIE, in a conversation with the subject, mentioned that
the Kings County CP was planning a surprise birthday party for
WILLIAM PATTERSON which would take place on the same evening as
the ICings County Committee meeting. She also advised that she
expected JIM TORMEY (Kings County CP Organizer) and DANNY RUBEL
(Kings County CP Organizational Secretary) to drop by their
apartment the following evening.

The subject later told his wife that he had been to
see WILLIAM FOSTER and that FOSTER tried to make the visit a
sort of org. conference. He said that FOSTER also tried to
tell him what type of report must be delivered to the National
Convention and that it must indicate that the deterrent to the
Party prior to 1956 was MC CARTHYISM and reactionaryism . FOSTER
said that after 1956, it was possible for the Party to grow but
that this was obstructed by revisionism. BART commented to
his wife that this whole theory was a lot of bunk. He said that
FOSTER claims the Party is being held back by the right wing.

BART continued that FOSTER had not mentioned GENE
DENNIS by name but that he took several digs at him. He
said that he and FOSTER talked about the constitution to be
presented to the 17th National Convention. He told CONNIE
that the Party felt that bringing In a new constitution would
lead to endless argument, so It was decided that the old constitution
would be presented and opened for changes and amendments and that all

of these would be sent to the Constitutional Committee, and that
his (BART’S) document would be one of them. BART said that FOSTER

- Bureau ( 100-3284 )(HH)
1 - NY (100-56579)

HPQsKHI
(3)

f

CZ
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ny 100-56579

keeps harping on the fact that any change in the constitution

is revisionism and that he will not stand for it# He said

that FOSTER insists on not allowing them to my that the CP

is a vanguard organisation# FOSTER insists on saying that

the”CP is the vanguard. BART said that POSTER'S position

is just liIEe”CARL WINTER’S* who was also against any
_

changes. He said that he told POSTER that the whole idea

was his (BART’S) suggestion and that it had been adopted

unanimously. He said that after all* the constitution

is secondary and that the main thing is for the convention

to adopt a line. He said that he told POSTER that they could

beat the revisionists without a single change in the

constitution. He said that if they show up with a new
constitution, there would be a big fight and the main issue

would be overlooked. BART told his wife that POSTER did not

look too well and that his voice does not sound right. He

said that POSTER recently had an accident in which he hurt

his leg and still having quits a bit of trouble wxth xt #

He said that POSTER showed him his right leg and that it is

all shriveled up and thinner than the other. The subject

and his wife both then discussed POSTER’S great will and

determination to carry on.

On 8/25/59, NY 1750-S* advised that JIM TORMEY

had dropped in to the BARTS* apartment to visit the subject

and his wife. During the conversation, CONNIE MRT mentioned

a surprise party that they were having for WILLIAM PATTERSON

on Thursday (8/27/59) and asked if she might be excused from

the Kings County Committee meeting that evening. TORMEY
^

told her that it was all right with him as she knew everything

that was to be discussed. CONNIE BART then mentioned that

she had contacted (ETHEL) EPSTEIN, former Section Organizer

who dropped out of the CP, the previous: evening and that

things looked very good for her coming back into the CP

.

She mentioned that EPSTEIN had given her money for the CP

fund drive.

TORMEY then mentioned that he had recently

spoken to MARY LIGHT, the daughter-in-law of CLARA LICHT,

and that she had been very pleased with his approach.



NY 100-56579

He said that It appears that she was now going to come hack
In and she mentioned a number of others whom she is going to
approach to bring back* He said that in order to rebuild
the membership in Brooklyn there are a lot of things, which
have to be done and one of them is to "organize” scouting
parties to find others like LICHT* who are ready to
listen. He said that the subject had convinced him that
very day* that they must establish a line and go out and
See these people. He said that once these people see that
a line has been set* they will come back or at least will
listen.

The subject and TORMEY later discussed the
condition of ABNER GREEN and the subject commented that
there are more people sick this summer in the CP than
there ever has been in the history of the movement.
He commented that ISADORE WOPSY’S wife had a heart attack
on Sunday early in the morning and had to be taken to the
hospital.

They are then Joined by DANNY RUBEL, who comments
that the CP should move out of their present location as
the building is too business-like and has no social facilities.
He commented that he had heard of two youths who were
interested in the movement and had gone dom to headquarters*
but were scared away by the atmosphere and ended up at the
SWP Headquarters where they have social facilities. He
said that CP Headquarters is a very forbidding looking place.
He added that it would not be a bad idea if they put a
sign at headquarters saying what it was* so that people
could find it* The subject commented that if they ever
did that* the place would be wrecked every weekend.

PHIL BART then tells them that radio station
UNEW is still bothering them looking for a speaker for
their program "Six Letters to KHRUSHCHEV." He said
that after hearing their last program* he is against anyone
speaking. He commented that they have promised 15 minutes of
tape to the speaker but that it is probably a trick and the
tape will be edited. He said they are presently talking to

HY LUMER about the whole thing.



ny 100-56579

On 8/26/59, NY 1749-S-" advised that the subject's
wife had contacted LOUISE PATTERSON, wife of WILLIAM
PATTERSON and spoke to hen about LOUISE* S ana, which she had
broken and which she was still keeping in a cast. They also
conversed at length about arrangements to be made for a
surprise party to be held for her husband on Thursday.

On 8/26/59, NY 1749-3** advised that the subject
contacted his wife and they both spoke about being out
that evening* The subject’s wife advised that she was
going out and attempting to contact a few people, but
would be home the rest of the evening. The subject
commented that he was going to a meeting that evening and
probably would not be home until very late.

On 8/27/59, NY 1750-S* advised that the subject
and his wife had discussed going away that coming weekend
and the subject proposed that they leave Friday evening
after work and return on Sunday*

This source has previously furnished information
that the subject and his wife were planning to spend a
three-day weekend at LeRobinson Inn, at Patterson, New York.

The source also advised that the subject told
his wife that he had met LOUIE WEXNSTQCK, who told him that
he had seen MARY KAUFMAN, and shetold him (WEINSTOCK) all'-

about her trip to Russia, Subject said that apparently
KAUFMAN was very impressed and was very high in the praise
of the factories in Russia, which are in old buildings,
but are completely furnished with new machines and
equipment. He said that KAUFMAN described it. as a
”workers 1 paradise

On 8/28/59, NY 1749-S* advised that WILLIAM
PATTERSON had contacted the subject and they had
discussed the idea of having a special person come, in
and give a lecture on a special field to the meeting
held at National Headquarters, ALPHUS (HUNTON) is
mentioned as one of these persons and the decision
is made by BART that he would approach HUNTON to
find out if he is available to speak.



m 100-56579

JIM TOEtlEy later contacted BART and they
discussed the isurorise birthday party which was held for
WILLIAM PATTERSON^. Apparently JIM JACKSON was responsible
for bringing PATTERSON to the party but somehow missed
him, PATTERSON apparently did not show up for the party
until lit 30 PM and by that time practically everyone had
left*



• ' *

SAC, NEW YORK (100-84275) 9/4/59

SA HAROLD P . QUINN

WILLIAM PATTERSON
IS-C !:

Identity of Informant: NY 1749-S* (Coneealand
.
paraphrase}

Reliability: Who haafumlshed reliable
^ 1^

" Date: 8/28/59

NY 1749-S* has reported that on 8/28/59# (WILLIAM

PATTERSON) contacted PHIL (BART), asked lf he remembered

the sessions they use to have in which they had someone

come in who would talk and lecture on — ; we had several of

them and they stopped. PATTERSON 0 aid he was thinking of

ALPHAEUS (HUNTON) coming and giving them a talk. BART agreed,

but suggested that it be delayed for a week so that more guys

will be back in town. He said he is definitely for it.

1- New York (100-56579 (PHIL BART)
^1- New York (100-84275) (415)

HPQ:gm3



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum • united states government

to : SAC., NEW YORK (100-56579) date: 9/4/59

from : SA HAROLD P. QUINN

SUBJECT: PHIL BART
IS-C

Identity of Informant: NY 1749-S* (Conceal and
paraphrase)

Reliability: Who has furnished reliable
information in the past

Date: 8/3/59

NY 1749-S* has reported that on 8/3/59, PHIL (BART)
contacted FANNY (NOSKIN) at (Sh 3-9614). PHIL said he thinks
he is to be at her house tomorrow night. FANNY said she got
a call that it will be at PHIL’s house next Tuesday . PHIL
says he probably was mryfctaken and it works out for him as he
has something else on for tomorrow night. PHIL said he would
try to reach some others.

Above phone registered to LOUIS NOSKIN, 2280 Burnett
St., Brooklyn, Apt. 5E.



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office

FROM :

SUBJECT:

Memorandum • united states government

SAC, NEW YORK (100-56579) date: 9/4/59

SA HAROLD P. QUINN

PHIL BART
IS-C

Identity of Informant: NY 1749-S* (Conceal and
paraphrase)

Reliability: Who has furnished reliable
information in the past

Date : 8/28/59

NY 1749-S* has reported that on 8/28/59, JIM (TORMEY)
contacted PHIL (BART) and said he had a message that BART called
him last night. BART said that he was trying to locate WILLIAM
PATTERSON. They spoke about the birthday party they had for
PATTERSON and he did not show up there until 11:30 pm. In answer
to BART’s query, JIM said he had a little session last night.
BART said that JIM JACKSON was to get PATTERSON after work but
he missed him. BART said that both Negro and white were there.
BART said that he was calling around and was going to call BETTY
and was thinking of going to Brighton (to locate PATTERSON).

L-. New York (100-15946) (JAMES TORMEY) (422)
/l-^New York (100-56579) (£15)

HPQ:gms i
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8/27/59

# •

SAC (100-4046?)

SA HARRY C. BELY

SI1 - C

On 8/18/59, who has furnished reliable
inforation In the past, orally advised SA HARRY 0. BULK
of the following. This Information was dictated on 8/19/59
into statement form, typed by Stenographer I |

I Ion 8/19/59, and was then read and Initialnd bv tho

b 6

b7C
b7D

inforaan

’'Philadelphia, Pa.
8/18/59

On r

[ eyesight with
gradually going blind and d
pay for an operation.

oerT

was overheard disclosing
is

non nave any money to
indicated he would cue

b7D

for aPHIL BARY and see if ho could male© arrangements
Dr. JULIUS (LNU ) to perform the operation free of charge.
If this Doctor Is unable to help, then l | indicated
that Dr. JULIUS knows someone else who will perform the
operation free of charge.

(1 - ilew York (Ell)

1 - 100-5&579 (PHILIP BART)

o Philadelphia
1 - 100-4046?
1 - 100-22157 (PHILIP BARTl
1 - 100-28841
1 -

1 -
•1686 r1

iicbj j i':jL

(6 )

IHDEYID; LR. JULIUS

b7D

£66 J

/, >

7 ,~1:

' t
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATER. GOVERNMENT

TO: SAC (100-1502-5969) DATE: 8/31/59
FROM: SA JEREMIAH W. DOYLE

SUBJECT: CPEPD - INDUSTRIAL SECTION
IS - C

On 8/14/59, [ ] who has furnished reliable
information in the past, orally furnished the following
information to SAs JEREMIAH W. DOYLE and HARRY C. BELK.
information was dictated into statement fn-rm on 8/19/59,

This

transcribed by Stenographer— -*/
| 1 on 8/19/59 * and

read and initialed hv the informant on B/21/59 . It is maintained

b6
b7C
b7D

in

New York (100-56579 - PHIL BART) (Registered Mail)
29- Philadelphia

. (1 -100-1502-5969,
'} 7 “ PHIL BART) (1 - 100-19266 - HANS BOETTCHER)
1 - 100-40670 - WILLIAM CAMP)

- 100-2427 - DAVID DAVIS)
- 100-31018 - EUGENE DENNIS)

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
’1

1
1
1
'1

1
'1

- 100-25044 - CLARA FISHER)
- 100-1045 - FRANK FISHER)
- IOO-33687 - JOHN GATES)
- 100-5205 - FRANK HILL)
- 100-93 - AL KATZ)
- 100-31147 -r
- 65-1686 - I
- 100-34271 -c
- 100-4957 - PHILIP SABAl
- 100-25081 -
- 100-40449 -
- 100-3581 - ABE SOKOLOV)

'*0

(l - 100-33122 - HErtSHL SANDLER)
' Jf

o
/) !

•

-'V.C ..

1 . - 100-23232 - AL STEELE).
1 - 100-18827 - MICHAEL TYSON)

- 100-33636 - CPUSA - DOMESTIC
ADMINIS. ISSUES)'. .

- 100-30295 - CPUSA - FUNDS) (1 - 100-33150-CfFU^A’--'
- 100-31723 - CPUSA - ORGANIZATION) FACTIONALIS
- 100-1502-6156 - LOWER BUCKS

,
COUNTY SECTION)

(1 - 100-36872 - BROTHERHOOD OF
PAINTERS, DECORATORS

,
&PAPERHANGERS )

(1 - 100-4842 - the unwrap)

JWD/kog ,T
(30) U

X
b6
b7C
b7D

i'SEAR'CHED" li'JDSXED
m

FILEDSERIALIZE
AUGUST"3T~1959

FB1SEHILADELPHIA

J
£v
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PH 100-1502-5969

"Philadelphia. Pa.
8/14/59

"On the evening nf I 1

I Philadelphia. Pa.
me meeting lasted from approximately 8:50 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.
Those present at the meeting in addition tol I

"At t-.hft he>

f
inning
and

|

of the meeting

consequently,
meeting

.

,
1 other members of the

|

Jhad a conflicting CP club meeting and.
were unable to attend the

announced that

The agenda at the meeting consisted of discussions
on the CP fund drive, the reorganization of the CP, and
pre-convention resolutions.

b6
b7C
b7D

"In regard to the fund drlve.r I that
there had been a very poor response in the CPEPD except
for the Industrial Section. He continued that financial
returns to the fund drive from other sections werg

1 r
ral

CP. specifically referred to the,
, vx

Club, which he said had contributed nothing to the fund drive
an<i apparently intended to contribute nothing. According
to r club consists of five members, and evenls clu

J the
[

opposiTs
-1
opposeq_co some or the CPEPD policies, and^

because of this
I I himself intends to turn in at the

most only $10 tn EEE cp drive. [
— p

1 I situation and thaiJ
1 was .very upset over the

Jis afraid that
ailed to give proper leadership to the members of

club. I I did not; i.rlftirM f*ir -hhA -TnH*?

members of the

. l_ I
continued that there are vast differences

,
amon® members of community clubs throughout theCPEPD, and because of this there has been no united response

2



PH 100-1502-5969

to the fund drive. He continued that the only substantial
money received during the fund drive was that turned in
at the CPEPD sponsored banquet in Philadelphia in early
May, 1959# at which EUGENE DENNIS, a national CP functionary,
was the principal, . speaker.

.
that he obtained the

at recent meetings nf t-.hp |

committees P
above information

and the
of the CPEPD of which

At this point
| I for figures to da

concerning the fund drive in the

|

that he did not have any specific figures available.

te

J advised

"In regard to the
|

| stated
that although this section nas reacned its quota in the
fund drive, that the section is still collecting money
for the fund drive.

"The next item for discussion was reconstruction of
the Communist Party,

|

said that there are a number of members of the
wno nave not paid CP dues for over a year.

which]
said that the \

] has been having
of

consiaerabie trouble. I I is a member of this club, and
he said that the membership consists of five ind-f

v

irtual *.
Incliidl np* -P

g
[

1 * - * * " - 1

rjas two of the

Hip consists
] identified T
3 members or

land
_ this club. Including
this identifies four members of the club, but

I

^
_

I,

did not identify the 5th member.
| | said that

only
| |

and himself attend any meetings of the
club and that the other three individuals have not even
been reregistered in the CP for the current year. He said
that the other three members are evasive, refuse to attend
jQlub

|

meetings, and refuse to subscribe to 'The Worker. 1

'or he attempts to contact th«I Iadded that whe
other three by telephone, the wives of these three always
answer the phone and claim their husbands are not home.

b6
b7C
b7D

- 3 -
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PH 100-X502-5969

|
I also mentioned that

| I
and he suspect

| |
of being ‘hooked up with the FBI. * He

continued that the club members 4o not want to meet with
I hnd have specifically refused to attend any
meetings which might be scheduled at

| |
home.

"It was decided that I I would try to
visit these three member of I Tclub individually
and determine what their individual troubles are in regard
to failing to attend club meetings.

I I then said that I I who was a member
| |

then said fcha-fe 1 1 who was a member
of the same club in the I

~1

recently quit the CP entirely. I I continued that
|brought up the subject of I \ resignation from

the CP at a recent! ) meeting. She said
that I Idisaereed with the National Committee, CPUSA, and
with the recent policies of the CP (policies not specified), be

and that
| |

was a supporter of JQHM GATES. 1 1 ^aid b?c

that it was
-
also brought out at the I

b7D

meeting that l Iwas elected to the National Committee,
CPUSA, on a national basis and was not elected as a
representative of the CPEPD.

"The members of the I I

then discussed whether or not representatives of- the
I should contactf I and try to coax him

back into the CP . I I said that he felt any attempt to
influence I

t

1 to return to the CP should be. done by
members of the I I It was finally agreed
by those present at the I I meeting
that if the I I does nothing toward attempting
to persuade | | to return to the CP, then|

|

who are members of the District Committee, as weai as memoers
of the Industrial Section Committee, will personally contact

I ori the matter.

1 should
back into the CP.

| 1

influence I I to retu
members of the I

by those present at the
that if the I

to persuade | | to re

|
I said that

|
1 is having difficulty

with some of its members~ ( unident 1fled ) who have slacked
off on paving CP dues. I I continued that the club
meeting whlch|

\
were attending that same

- 4 -
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"evening was very important since its chief purpose was
to settle differences existing among the club members.

"A discussion was then held concerning
| |

current position in the CPEPD. It has been previously
brought out that I I feels he has to curtail his
activities because of the seriousness of his wife’s
illness . I Isaid that he did not really want to
resign from the I I

I I but because of his wife 1 s illness, he
will have to curtail some of his C? activity. Th
finally agreed by members of the I .— I—

.

I Tthatl Hwould attend"!
|

meetings and I I meetings but
would no longer attend meetings of his CP club and would
be relieved of other CP duties such as regularly checking
up on individual CP members. It was also agreed that
there would be no more CP meetings atl besidenc

e

because of his wife 8 s poor health. It was not clear
whether I T will immediately stop attending meetings
of his CP club or not.

b7D

I 1 then discussed his wife’s physical condition.
He said that he plans to send his wife to the Soviet Union
for treatment by Soviet medical doctors who are far superior
to the doctors In the United States . I I claimed that
he had already made contact In the Soviet Union on this
matter and was awaiting a reply from the Soviet Union.

I gave no details concerning how he made such
contact npr did he Identify any individuals in the Soviet
Union with whom he calimed contact. I 1 said that it
will cost $735 for his wife to fly to the Soviet Union (He
did not say whether this was one way or round trip.), and
he added that he can borrow this money from the same source
from which he borrowed money last year. I I did not
identify this source nor did he indicate how much money he
borrowed last year nor the purpose of last year’s loan.
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I
|
then mentioned the necessity for pre-convention

discussions of various resolutions. It was impossible to
have any detailed- discussion at this meeting because
was the only individual who had a copy of the pre-convention
resolutions and no one else had had an opportunity to read
them.

| |
said that among the resolutions are the

following

:

"if an individual CP member becomes three months
behind in his CP dues* he is no longer in good standing.

b7D

"if an'individual CP member becomes six months
behind in his CP dues, he is out of the Party. '

"None of the individuals present at the Section
Committee meeting: agreed with either of the above resolutions

"Toward the end of the meeting!
lis taking a leave of absence from the CPEPD [

|
in order to concentrate on Jewish

activities because the person who has been handling Jewish
activities had a stroke and is seriously sick, I 1

added that PHIL BAHT Is coming to Philadelphia from New
York to work with the!" I

while! on Jewish activities.

"Sinc^ no longer will attend me

^

CP club, it will be necessary for the CPEPD
Stines of^ his

P “ to decide on a successor for 1 1

of the club.
|

of this club which
although he usuallyis the 1

|
at the neetings

.

"Tt was announced that the next meeting of the

I |
mentioned above, has been previously identified

by the informant as

|

o -
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|

I” r-fffpr»r»ed to Informant’s statement,, Is

believed to be b?D

It Is known that the individual, who was handling
Jewish activities and suffered a stroke, referred to in informant ’

3

statement, is I

In view of I |
poor physical condition,, it

is not believed she is able to make a trip abroad and no lead is

being set out for WO to check passport records at this time..
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OH HARRY C, BSLK

oisbd « bucks cowr m&sxm
ILaJ :

Ga 8/12/59# | |
who has funniqhed reliable

information in the past}- orally advised SiteHARRY C* BEltK
and FQSRBSSf x?« BURGESS of the following Shis infomtion
was diefcatod into statement form on S/23/59* typed by
Stenographer ! Ion 8/13/59# and was then
read and initialed by the inffo^ant on 8/21/59* it is tsain
tained id

‘‘Ehliadsiphia* Femsylvania
August 12^ 1959

tt
CtalI

eentaetodl
telcrihonically

at h'la residenceJ
Bennsylvania* and

mao an appointment to see hiti at his residence on the
mna day*
vislted[

res;
ping the telephone calls |_

at his residence and was overheard to
t33A|i5?

Wntioned that ho would piefc BAR£ up in ^Eranton# w&
Jersey- and talte him to the ftliifr tooting* Be in-
vited l

, ,

I with bars? ht his resi*
£atce onl land to attend later the

\ \
BARS? WOUld

b6
b7C
b7D

SA JAKES
above infomation was telephonieally furnished to

mimz on 8/12/59 by SA HARRY C, BBLK.

jD> mr 'JTOSli (Z0G~56579)(mm4 BAR5?)(REC1SMEB HAlii)
lfi2%phla

IKOO

X
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I •** iCC4502~5l56
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM

: SAC, CLEVELAND

UNITED STATE^GOVERNMENT

DATE: 9/3/59

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-8064l ) (415)

SUBJECT:. CP, USA, ORGANIZATION
IS - C

Identity of source

Description of info

Date received

Received by

Original location

|
who has furnished

reliable info in past (conceal)

Activities at CP, USA, Headquarters
NYC, on 8/12/59

8/19/59 b7D

SAS JOHN A. HAAG, NYO and
SA VINCENT E. MURPHY, Newark

Utmost care must be used in handling and reporting
the following info in order to protect 'the identity of informant.

Information received from informant, as set forth above,
was reduced to writing by SA HAAG on 8/21/59, and authenticated
by informant on 8/26/59.

A copy of informant * s report follows

:

1 - Cleveland (100
Newa:

) (GUS HALL) (info) (RM)

(1 .

1 - NY I 1
1 - NY 100-48033
1 /• NY 100-105078

A/~ NY 100-56579
1 - NY- 100-84994
1 ** NY 100-68934
1 - NY 100-81771
1 - NY 100-8057
1 - NY 100-81675
1 - NY 100-80641

=12.491 ) (PAT TOOHEY) (Info ) (RM)

• (Inv) (41) 1-105-37245 (KHRUVIS)(342)

I

IRVING POTASH) (415)
HY LUMER) (415)
PHIL BART) (422)
GUS HALL) (415)
JEAN SMITH) (422)
DOROTHY ROBINSON) (425)
EUGENE DENNIS) (415)
(CP, USA, Pamphlets and Publications) (415)

*SJAH:mfd
(14)

VO..Y
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8/19/59

At CPUSA Headquarters, N.Y.C. on August 12, 1959, the
following persons were seen:

IRVING POTASH
PAT TOOHEY
HY LUMER

(/PHIL BART

GUS HALL
JEAN SMITH
DOROTHY ROBINSON

POTASH stated that the Party is about to issue 2
leaflets, one on the steel strike and one on the 30-hour week.

LUMER indicated he was preparing a manuscript for
Political Affairs'.

BART mentioned that WHEW is setting up a round table
discussion on the forthcoming KHRUSHCHEV visit. The station called
the Party and asked if the CPUSA would care to participate in the
discussion or issue a statement.

BART said he could not get an answer because the Party
leaders did not want to participate.

BART said that EUGENE DENNIS should do It but has
refused as did HALL and LUMER. Apparently they are afraid of
questions on Tibet and Hungary.

BART asked if he should call the station refusing their
invitation to take part.

HALL suggested that the Party issue a statement to the
effect that the CPUSA has nothing new to say and that statements
by the CPUSA on the KHRUSHCHEV visit and other questions have
been published. This was not finally resolved.

2 -



NY-112
OFFICE MEMORANDUM . UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

SAC, NEW YORK (100- 56579) (415)

DATE : SEP 4 1959

SUBJECT

:

PHIL BART
SM - C

The above captioned subject was observed entering

and/or leaving 23 West 26th St., New York, New York.

NY 1726-*, who has furnished reliable information

in the past, advised on 4/21/57 that effective 4/15/57 the

National and New York State offices of the Communist Par y

would occupy the premises at 23 West. 26th Street, New York,

New York.

NY 694-S* on 6/5/58 advised that the editorial

staff of "The Worker" was to be moved into the building at

23 West 26th Street on 6/7 , 8/58 .

NY 2002-S* on 6/20/58 verified the occupancy of

the basement and first floor areas of building by the
#

office staff of "The Worker", an East Coast xveekly Communist

newspaper

.

DATE

e/2l/59

y 22/59

8/26/59

OBSERVED BY SAS

§/27/59 WILLIAM J. BARRON

^ 3^59

A log covering the above surveillances is being

maintained in NY file 100-4931-Sub 0.

FJM:gms

^ \

"
SEARCHED 1

--32 a"7 f -
SEARCHED

—

1—^.INDEXED

SERIALIZECfm/6lLED^

SEP 4 1959
£gi — NEW YORK
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BIRECTOR, (100-3234) 9/8 /59

SAC, NY (100-56579)

PHILIP BART
IS-C5. SA - 40
(WEEKLY SUMMARY 8/31-9/6/59)
CIMAL

On 8/31/59 , NY 1749-S* advised that JACK
SHULMAN, chauffeur secretary to WILLIAM Z, FOSTER, had
contacted the subject regarding bringing EDNA WINSTON back
from her vacation at BriehTs Farm. He advised BARE that he
was doubtful that he could make the trip to get WINSTON as
the car was in "terrible shape" and had to be inspected. He
said that in addition to this BILL FOSTER was coming back to
New York and that would require a good deal of time. SHULMAN
commented that the only car that he knew of that was in shape
to make the trip was that belonging to BILL ALBERTSON. They
both finally decided that somebody would get WINSTON with
ALBERTSON'S car.

On 8/31/59,; NY 1750-S* advised that the subject
and his wife, CONNIE, discussed a number of matters, among them
the fact that GENE DENNIS had not yet returned from his vacation.
Burins the conversation CONNIE BART told the subject that when
he saw ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN he should mention to her the matter
concerning ALPHEUS (HUNTON).

On 9/1/59, NY 2359-S* advised that the subject had
been in attendance -on that date at a meeting of CP functionaries
which was held in the 3rd floor board room of CF National
Headquarters. The agenda for this meeting was informal and
various topics were discussed including trade unionism,
juvenile delinquency, and the amnesty campaign for WINSTON,
GREEN, and THOMPSON.

On 9/1/59, NY 1750-S* advised that the subject
and his wife had discussed the above described meeting held
on that date at CP Headquarters. The subject was critical of
the meeting and said that it was long .and drawn out. He claimed
that this was caused by a number of participants getting up
and saying nothing.

Bureau (100-3284) (m)
NY (IOC-56579)

MiPQiKMI
(3)
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NY 1749-S* advised on 9/2/59, that the subject
had contacted ISADORE WOFSY and during their conversation had
questioned him as to his wife’s health. WOFSY.'said that his
wife, ROSE, had come home from the hospital and was feeling
much better. The subject and WOFSY then made a date to
meet the following morning at 10:30 AM away from OP Headquarters.

This source advised that later the subject,
contacted LOU MOROSE, Nexf Jersey OP functionary, and asked
him if it would be all right if he and a few others went
over to Jersey on Wednesday as they had heard that there
was going to be a meeting.MOROSE said that this would be
all right and the subject' asked if it were possible for the
meeting to be changed to Thursday as more of them could
then attend. MOROKE told the subject that he would see
what he could do about changing it.

On 9/2/59, NY 1750-S* advised that the subject
and his wife discussed GENE DENNIS and his staying away on
vacation for such a long period. Subject said that in
his opinion DENNIS is very unwise in taking six: weeks vacation
and subjecting himself to criticism when his position is so
weak and he is so unpopular* He said that DENNIS is
giving ammunition to the opposition and if a real fight
opens up against him he will not be able to stand up under
the pressure. He commented that he had heard that day that
DENNIS is leaving on Labor Day for three days in Mew England
and that he will return somewhere around the 14th of the month.

CONNIE BART then mentioned that JIM JACKSON had
actually taken seven weeks vacation. BART commented that
JACKSON is another unpopular person who is jeopardizing
his position by that type of thing. He said that both
JACKSON and DENNIS should have teken three weeks vacation
and taken some more at Christmas*

Subject and his wife then discussed WILLIAM
PATTERSON and GEORGE MORRIS and both agreed that they are
not like DENNIS and JACKSON, since they are very hard
workers.

CONNIE then mentioned the Kings County CP and
commented that DAjNNY RUBEL (Organizational Secretary)
considers the Flatbush Club as the best in the bounty
organization. However, she said that Brooklyn is nowhere
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yet near Manhattan. In the >f insurgent movement. 1
' .She commented

that one of the prime targets of the Kings County CP is the
defeat of Congressman DORN from Brooklyn.

Source advised that later in the discussion*
the subject' s wife commented that the CP is going to have
to use people without stature in posts of leadership.
She commented that these new people can gain stature as
they go along in their jobs.

On 9/4/59 a NY 1750-S* advised that the subject
and his wife during a discussion commented that they both b6
had a date to see I I ANDY I I the following evening. b?c

— 3 ~
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OFFICE ME®kANDUM UNITEI®TATES GOVERNMENT

SAC, NEW YORK (100-80641) DATE: 9/8/£

9

FROM: SA HAROLD P. QUINN (415)

SUBJECT: CP-ORGANIZATION
IS-C

On 8/11/59, NY 1750-S* furnished information regarding
a- discussion which took place in the apartment of PHIL and
CONNIE BART, 24-15 Newkirk Avenue, Brooklyn, New York, Source
advised that PHIL and CONNIE BART discussed the appearance of
ALEX BITTLEMAN before a meeting of the NEC at CP Headquarters
on that date, BART said that BITTLEMAN would like the CP
to have a copy of his book to review.

He said that BITTLEMAN and himself have exchanged three
or four letters about the matter. He said that the NEC advised
that they would not disclose BITTLEMAN’ S ideas at this time,
but only the reasons why he would not show them the manuscript
for the time. He continued that BITTLEMAN, when asked about
this, said that he knew no reason for them to read the manu-
script. He said that BITTLEMAN said he knew what their
attitude was and that they-were blocking her attempt to give the CP
a "line”. He said that he had presented his book to the Liberty
Book Club and that they had returned it with the notation that
it was not written in a popular style* and was of a political
nature

,

1-
1-
1-

1-

1-

1-

1-

1-

1-

1 -

New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York

(100-12959)
(100-56579)
(100-20128)
(100-84944)
(100-27452)
(100-16785)
(100-105078)
(100-48033)
(100-56 )

(100-50094)
(100-118174)
(100-17923)
(100-80641)

(CONNIE BART) (415)
(PHIL BART) (415)
(ALEX BITTLEMAN)- (414)
(GUS HALL) (415)
(ROBERT THOMPSON ) (415)
(JIM JACKSON) (415)
(HY LUMER)
(IRVING POTASH) (415)
^M. DAVIDOW) (416)

^

IMILT ROSEN) (416)
(JOHN GATES) (415)

HPQrbal
f 1 Q >
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BART. coht§nued&*&^^^ very sharp with
B1‘ETE-Eiaw>••an’ct^if ^ s£tmc&' he -m&'Kew-Sm.-sthe

CP farrfMty^rve* years;- in- COT Russia , United States, :*swd

internationaily. He commented that- you just do not jump such a.

person, and force him out. .

He said that HALL told BITTLEMANthat they should take
a look at the book and go over it, and maybe something could
come out of it. BART said that POTASH compared BITTLEMAN
to JOHN GATES. He said that HALL proposed that a committee
of himself, JIM JACKSON and HY LUMER would be formed in
order to read the manuscript, and discuss it. BITTLEMAN
was going to make the manuscript available at his residence.

He advised that BITTLEMAN said that the difference
between he and GATES was that GATES had never given anything
to the movement, but that he wasgiving them'a platform to be used
by the party in the future.,

BART said that BITTLEMAN had also sent letters
requesting help for publishing the book to "The Worker", the
"Jewish Freiheit’ and the "Jewish Life."

BART said that he had spoken to GUS HALL who told
him that he had appeared before the NYS CP Board the previous
day and had been very pleased with the meeting* He said that
HALL told him that the board had not been in opposition to the
resolutions .which he had presented. HALL also said that almost
everyone had attended the meeting and that there were only a

couple people >absent.> BART commented; to his wife' that actually
there .were quite a few absent including M. DAViDOW, ESTHER *

CANTOR and MILT ROSEN . .
'

-2-



Cover Sheet for Informant Report or Ma^ffal

FD-306.(3-’21-58)

MIA 000-1502-6156)
(HG-15380)

DATES

B1CKS COUNTY
ICT OF PENNSYLVANIA
SECTION

Date received Received from (name or symbol number) Received by

8/13/59 I I wte® has fujroisfeed SAs JAMES J. FINLEY, PH, b?D

.reliable iaf® in. the past
[
and PHILIP F» ENLQW, NK

Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks)

CliD in person LZUby telephone 11111 by mail L I orally [HU recording device |
X] written by Informant

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent:

Transcribed

Authenticated
by Informant

Brief description of activity or material

Date of Report

8/13/59

Date(s) of activity

File where original is located if not attached

SEARCHEDL^.yjNDCXED
SERIALI2E^^|.i.FILED„'X,..l
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|
BART

in the Morristown area.

I had dinner together at the
mired concerning the strike situation

I related some of the information

I Unformed BART that in the area previously
there had been two steel clubs in the beginning. He told BART
about the secret member; the losing of membership; and the
difference of ©pinions among the club members. He mentioned
that some of them were still arguing about the 16th Convention.

| who were instrumental in the S6BEL
fight now were in the Levittown* Pa. s area. He stated that they

1
live in the| I of

T mentioned a man by the name of I \ who
who were the main persons responsible

"1 moving into the Levittown ; Pa . ; area

.

h
Conn
Levi
is a relative of
f

calling the FBI concerning the- pamphlet
suggested that tl

; and
BART suggested passing
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leaflets in the area, and objected, stating that
if would cause a Red hunt and Red baiting in this area. If
was decided that at the club meeting BART would make a speech
and. then throw the floor open for a question-answer period.

BART mentioned that the Party is starting a drive
for new membership. He stated that ©US HALL, while on tour in
the West , spoke in California before 20 ex-members -of the Parly .

At the end of the meeting, three of these- ex-members rejoined
the CP.

| |
advised that he had been to California

and. Mexico on his vacation. He stated that they really had
a Party in California.

the club meeting

[

]
and BART were there because no one would contribute

to the fund drives therefore, he thought it was time for the-

members to air their grievances in an open meeting. BART
discussed the National Convention to be held in December in
New York and the 90-day discussion period beforehand. He
stated that there is to be a 2-day meeting in New York in
September on 50Why We Need a Party .” He discussed work in
other areas, Party work in the UAW, march to Washington,
march to Washington, Negro work in the North in regard to th©
coming National Democratic Convention, and pamphlets coming
from the National Office on steel.

bo
b7C
b7D

I
|stated that beeansse of isolatioa and

other causes, the Party had. no direction in this area. -She

stated that people who had left the Party are doing as good
work or better as those still in the Party.

1
I said that th© main reason for the trouble is

bureaucracy , blind leadership, and blind following. She said
that she considered the leaders to be giving direction when
they themselves did not know in what direction to steer or to
go.

| |
that the Party was not appealing to the

laborer in this country j and therefore, it was not effective.
He said that some people had illusions, but the Party was not
respected. I I got angry and exclaimed that that was
not the main reason for coming to the meeting. They were

3
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giving a, wrong impression of what the troubles were. He asked
~| why he did not read the Party paper or literature or

contribute t© the fund drive . 1 I mentioned that he was
99chewed out" for not giving to the drive himself.

I

|
related that the problem of obtaining the

paper had been resolved and that they could pick it up at the
drugstore at Trenton every week at 222 Willow Street. He
asked who would get "The Work

e

y” and "Political Affairs.*9

I Imentioned that he had I I money.

~1 stated that he still would not read the
paper or literature on principle and would not give to the
fund drive.

|
| on the youth march, the youth Socialist

unions in Philadelphia, democratic centralism, and the presence
of a full-time organizer.

I I eritized the Party by saying that the Party
was a party in name only and was not effective and gave little
leadership.

BART stated that he could not answer all of their
questions that night but would try to answer some. He stated
that the reason that there was a need for the Party was that
the CP was stronger than the SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY. The
Party is the vanguard, the ones who have ideas based on a
science* The aim is to destroy the power -of the capitalist
monopoly

.

BART suggested that there should be another meeting
to help solve some of the other questions, but they should
first talk among themselves and see what could be worked out.

attitude of the discussion was that the
change and internal bickering were a waste of time,
that before the meeting! [followed the leadership and
defended the Party whenever he could.

After the meeting BART and

merchants were giving

concerning the steel situation
in the support other uj

to the strikers. BART urged

BART

ho
b7C
b7D

4
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t© get one or two other men in the onion to g© to Philadelphia
t© the Philadelphia Central Labor Onion to ask for support
in resolutions and financial support. He suggested that they
first start locally , then move to Philadelphia , then statewide,
A discussion was held as to whether it would be wise to distribute
CP literature in this area. BAET suggested that 'it possibly
could be handled by someone in Philadelphia. BART stated that
the Convention in September in Hew York is to be held on the
26th and 27th. I 1 is to arrange for transportation for

b71
the members from Philadelphia who will attend

.

The next meeting is scheduled to be held after Labor



FBI

DATE: 9/2/59

Transmit the following in PLAIN TEXT

Via AIRTEL KM
. .

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69)

FROM : SAC, NY (100-80641)

SUBJECT: CPUSA-ORGANIZATION
IS-C
CINAL

CARE MUST EE UTILIZED IN HANDLING AND REPORTING

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION SINCE ITS VERY NATURE TENDS TO

IDENTIFY A SENSITIVE AND HIGHLY PLACED INFORMANT.

( 24 )
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On 9/1/59, NY 2359-S* advised that a meeting of CP

functionaries was held in the third floor board room of
CP Headquarters, on that date. Among those in attendance
were:

BENJAMIN J. DAVIS, JR.

JAMES JACKSON
JACK STACHEL b6

, h7C
^FHIL BART

ARNOLD JOHNSON
WILLIAM ALBERTSON
JESUS COLON
and an individual believed to be BETTY GANNETT

BEN DAVIS was chairman of the meeting;

I I gave a brief report on the
current juvenile delinquency problem In New York City.
In the discussion following her report, JACK STACHEL
stated that the labor movement has to "enter this
picture," and begin to. actively participate in a social
way in an effort to cut down juvenile delinquency.

An individual believed to be BETTY GANNETT
suggested the possibility of a city-wide conference of
labor organizations, Negro peoples’ organizations,
teachers' youth organizations, and other similar bodies
in order to develop a program to cope with the
juvenile delinquency problem.

JAMES JACKSON agreed with the trade union
movement as a definite role to play in solving this
problem.
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WILLIAM ALBERTSON felt that the nature of comic
strips now being published, the use of narcotics, and other
factors of this type are factors influencing the youth
in the wrong direction, ALBERTSON suggested the possibility
of the formation of a labor-youth type organization to

be made up of sons and daughters of American laboring,
people which could also include children of those not in the
laboring field. He was of the opinion that an organization
of this type could set up scheduled activities for youth
and thereby keep them out of trouble.

| |
said that it would be necessary

for the CP to acquire boldness, initiative, and tact in
dealing with young people. BEN J. DAVIS, JR. said that
the CP must emphasize the issues involved in the Juvenile
delinquency problem. He ffelt that the Party should give
thought to the establishment of organizations .with the
status of 11 semi-government" in an effort to eliminate the
hostility of youth toward "authority."

The discussion then centered on the amnesty campaign
on behalf of HENRY WINSTON and GIL GREEN. In connection,
with this campaign, DAVIS suggested that the Harlem Section
of New York City would be a good area for carrying on. this
campaign and could serve as a center for it In obtaining
signatures to petitions, DAVIS then named a Negro woman
comrade in the Harlem area who could coordinate this activity.
The Informant was unable to determine the name of this
woman.

ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN said that a good Job was
being done on the amnesty campaign in Chicago and that New
York has four months to work on it. She concluded "unless
we do something, we are going to fall on our faces. u

b6
b7C

- 3 -
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JESUS COLON then gave a report on Puerto Rico-,

Ih his report he traced the political history of the
island ficora the Span!sh-American War up to the present time

.

He said that the CP in this country should try to have a
•better understanding of the problems of the Puerto Rican
people , both in Puerto Rico and in New York;

WILLIAM ALBERTSON said that consideration should

be given to sending a leading comrade to Puerto Rico for

a two-week period, in order to contact various persons there

and discuss their problems with them.

BEN DAVIS proposed that discussion (on the

Puerto Rican report) be postponed until a later date.

No objection was raised.

Meeting adjourned;

- 4 —



OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

FROM

SAC (100-8261)

SA ROBERT E. BOWE

DATE

SUBJECT; COMINFIL - NAACP
IS - C

| |
who has furnished reliable information in

the past, on July 8, 1059, orally advised SA ROBERT E. BOWE of
a meeting of CP members which occurred -on July 6, 1959, in
Chicago.

This oral information was written ui

report form and subsequently returned to I

approval and signature. The signed original i

.of this information is ^Located in Al

It is to be noted that
|

this report has been determined to be
Field Secretary CP Negro Matters.

1 - Dos Angeles (RM)
1-100- (PETTIS PERRY>'

- New York (RM)
1-100-

<

/®100- "(

1-100-842753
1-100- L
1-100-7629 (

- Chicago
i-a“
1-100-21073 (

1-100-3470 t

1-100-22329 I

in narrative
ffor his

rrative report

'(PHipM):--'
YWILLIAM L. PA1

(COMINFIL - NAACP)
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urns')

,REB:mec
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July 8, 1959
Chicago, Illinois

It was learned on July 8, 1959, that there was a
meeting between PHIL and CONNIE BART, Communist Party (CP)

members from New York, and LESTER DAVIS and MORRIS CHILDS,
members of the CP of Illinois, at the CHILDS* residence, on

July* 6, 1959.

During this meeting there was a discussion on a
document received by LESTER DAYIS which was an open letter
to the "Golden Jubilee” Convention of the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) which had been
described as a letter on unity within the NAACP. •

t
1 '

.

\

•’ BART explained that recently ROY WILKINS, Executive
Secretary of the NAACP, had iaad a full page advertisement in
the "New York Times" appealing for unity Within the NAACP.
The document which DAVIS had received was apparently drawn up
by the CP in New York and the Illinois DistrictvCP was to
attempt to get signatures endorsing this document so that it
could’ be sent to the National Convention ’ of the NAACP
scheduled for July 13-19, 3959 in New York.

• DAYIS had mentioned that he intended to attend the
NAACP National Convention in New York, and BART suggested he
contact BILL PATTERSON when he arrives in Biw York and'

PATTERSON would give him some orientation towards CP Activity
in connection with, the National Convention. BART also recom-
mended -Shat DAVIS contact I I and told him that

| would be available for a meeting at' 10: 00 AM_ in the
loony oi the Henrv Hudson Hotel, on July II, 1959. If for
any reason f ~l or DAVIS coMd not make the meeting at'

10;00 AM, they should then meetf at 10:00 PM on that same date.

BART also told DAVIS to get in touch with PETTIS
PERRY while in New York and added that he (BART) would also
contact him if he were in New York during the Convention.

During the conv@vaa.tion between these four persons,

b6
hi

it was mentioned that
to contact

of Chicago is also to attempt
at either the 10:00 AM cr 10:00 PM meelfeings. ' in

tie Henry Hudson Hotel.

The rest of the discussion between these individuals
consisted only of social conversation.



OFFICE MEMORANDUM . UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

# ' •
« mRECTOR, FBI (100-3-63)

tetes

From : SAC, NEW YORK (100-74560)

Subjects CP, USA-FUNDS
IS-C

On 8/25/59, NY 2002rS*, who has furnished reliable,
information in the past, made available to the NYO data concerning
the current payroll of the CP, USA National Office. The following
persons were on the National Office payroll as of the week ending
8/21/59, and received gross weekly wages as indicated*

EUGENE DENNIS $90.00
PHILIP BART 85.00
GERALD DALY 35.00
WILLIAM Z. FOSTER 90.00
GUS HALL 90.00
JAMES E. JACKSON 90.00
ARNOLD S. JOHNSON 85.00
HY LUMER 90.00

90.00
RUTH SHULMAN 75.00
JACK SHULMAN 90,00
WILLIAM STANLEY 85.00

^-Bureau (100-3-63) (RM)
-Cleveland (100-421) (GUS HALL) (RM)
-New York (100-8057) (EUGENE DENNIS) (415)
-New York (100-70281) (GERALD DALY) (424)
-New York (100-9360) (WILLIAM FOSTER) (415)
-New- York (100-16021) (ARNOLD JOHNSON) (415)
-New York (100-16785) (JAMES JACKSON) (415)
-New York (10Q-105078) (HY LUMER)

'

•New York (100-16785) (JAMES JACKSON) (415)
•New York (lQQ-105078) (HY LUMER) '

•New York (100-68934) I I (422)
New York (100-67234) (RUTH SHULMAN) (425)
New York (100-111666) (JACK SHULMAN) (415)
New York (100-82206) ( WELLIAM STANLEY) (425)
New York (100-84994) (GUS HALL) (415)
New York (100-56579) (PHIL BART) (415)
New York (100-74560) (415)

AJSsmxc
(16)

au- Ĉ J-



W 100-74500'

If 'the; i-S\ ^jQ\ 'be
- userdf iro

b&ts'I.d£ fbe- BUrg-aU;* It •st^ij^.be', ap&fspps&i^tg&y
:pafap.^##S;e;d. to prote’ci the identity ,of $$ 2002:^3**



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DATE:

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-11032)

SUBJECT: MORRIS CHILDS
IS-C

On 8/6/59, NY 1750-S* furnished information regarding
a discussion which took place in the apartment of PHIL and
CONNIE BART, 24-15 Newkirk Avenue, Brooklyn. Source advised
that the BARTS discussed various resolutions that PHIL BART
was working on in connection with the coming National Convention.
CONNIE asked if JIM JACKSON were back from his vacation. He
commented that he was - rot and that no one had heard.from him.
CONNIE asked if something couldrrafc be done about this, and PHIL
said that it would be silly to bring him up on charges. He
said that when he sees his resolution and the way it is to be
changed, he' wills raise a. rumpus.

CONNIE then asked where JACKSON was and PHIL said that
no one knows. He said that actually he has been gone for almost
the entire period that he has been in the office. He said that he

is supposed to be spending some time in the south taking care of
business and he was going on vacation.

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: SAC, CHICAGO (100-3740)

BART then mentioned that they had scheduled an appear-
ance for ALEX BITTLEMAN at the NEC meeting for the following
Tuesday, (8/11/59),.

2-
1-

1-

1-

1-

1-

1-
1-
1-

1-

CHICAGO
NEW YORK
NEW YORK
NEW YORK
NEW YORK
NEW YORK
NEW YORK
NEW YORK
NEW YORK
NEW YORK
NEW YORK

HPQ:bal
( 12 )

! ivL.

(61-867) (RM)
(100-11032) (MORRIS CHILDS)
(100-12959) (CONNIE BART) (415)
(100-16785) (JIM JACKSON) (415)
(100-131666) (CP-SOUTHERN REGION)
(100-20128) (ALEX BITTLEMAN) (414)
(100-1696) (ELIZABETH FLYNN) (415)
100-15946) (JIM TORMEY ) (422)
100-545555) {EVIE WEINER) (416)
100-93665) (MIRIAN FRIEDLANDER) (421)
(100-56579) (PHIL BART) (415)
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NY (100-56579)

the party will listen to him.

CONNIE then asked how ELIZABETH FLYNN was and PHIL

answered that apparently she Is not feeling too well.

CONNIE mentioned that JIM TORMEY was ^getting^aIong^
t^

SSfvSK
t
SoNNI?Si.en?ed

0
tha?' MIRIAN FRIEDLANDER has never

impressed her too much#

Later in the evening BART told his vdfe that MORRIS^

(CHILDS) wife had some tests made and she is d
M erited on

^Yfono^g
5
wee*

Ul
S; aSo^leSed that he had talked to

CLAUDE (LIGHTFCOT) in Chicago on the phone.
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OFFICE MENORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO: SAC, NEW YORK (100-56579) DATE: 9/@/£9

FROM: SA HAROLD P. QUINN (#415)

SUBJECT : PHILIP -BART
"*

IS-C

On 8/14/59, NY 1750-S* furnished information
regarding a conversation which took place in the
apartment at 2415 Newkirk Avenue, Brooklyn, NY. Tie
source advised that JIM TORMEY visited the BARTS for
dinner in their apartment prior to his and CONNIE
BART going to a CP meeting,.

During the visit, the BARTS and TORMEY held
a long discussion about the Brooklyn CP Organization.
TORMEY asked about "ANDY" ONDA and PHILIP said that
he is a good guy, but got tied up in leftism. CONNIE

1 - NY I

1 - NY I

1 - NY l

1 - NY i

1 - NY i

1 - NY i

1 - NY
1 - NY
1 - NY
1 - NY
1 - NY
1 - NY
1 - NY
1 - NY
1 - NY
1 - NY
1 - NY
1 - NY
1 - NY

1/
m

teB
ph*

1

100-12059) (CONNIE BART) (415) ,, „

100-26603 C43) (Kings County CP) (422)
100-15946) (JIM TORMEY) (422)
100-6622) (ANDY ONDA) (422)
100-28609) (HAL SIMON) (422)
100-87211) (CP Factionalism) (415)
100-107266) (BILLIE GREEN) (422)
100-269 )

(HENRY WINSTON) (415

)

100-101065) r
100-131643) L 1

100-67348) (ANN FRIEDLANDER) (422)
100-89039) (CLARA LICHT) (422)
100-65738) (MOLLIE LICHT) (422)
100-9984 ) (ALBERT BLUMBERG) (425)
100-45328) (DOROTHY BLUMBERG) (425)
IOO-I696 ) (ELIZABETH FLYNN) (415)
IOO-IOO5OO) (SAM BARRON) (422) %

100-104507 ) (HARRY BIEDERMAN) (422

)

SEARCHE

I
s£R'W*®

r'i
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COPIES

1 - NY
1 - NY
1 -r NY
1 - NY
1 - NY

CONTINUED

100-84275
100-80537
100-94201
100-26603
100-123187)

fWILLIAM PATTERSON } (415

)

fCP - Nassau) (4147
b6
b7C
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commented that a lot of people have left the CP, but
that the main feature with ANDY and his operation is
that it has been a factional anti-Party operation.
PHILIP’ ' commented that it is exactly what what he
talked about. TORMEY asked if ANDY is still in or out
and the subject answered that he is formerly in the
Party.

BART then mentioned that he had recently
been to a meeting that weekend in Levittown. Pa.,
where the main point on the agenda was the future and
its need for the CP. TORMEY commented that they used
to have a "den" (ph) in Levittown, NY. He also
commented that there is more right wing activity
in the Brooklyn area then any where else. He said
that HAL SIMON is meeting with a group regularly and
that there is another group of 35 who are meeting in
•a forum, although they are not to active they sort
of have the feeling that something is going to happen
and they want to stay together. He said that all of
these people are out of the CP*

The source advised that TORMEY continued
stating that there are more people in the Crown Heights
area out of the Party who are meeting than there are
in the Party. He said that these groups have been
conducting regular meetings. CONNIE BART commented
that BILLIE GREEN is directly connected with this type
of activity.

- 3 -
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They then all discussed HENRY WINSTON and that
he is one of the best persons ever produced by the CP
and that he must be disillusioned in jail by the small
size of the Party and the split in its ranks. He
commented that .-GIXv GREEN was in the same class
dispite some of his mistakes and that he was never
afraid to say things that he thought,

CONNIE then said that she had a discussion
with I

~1 about trying to get some women into
their section, CONNIE mentioned a I ~l

whose a very fine person, TORMEY commented that
they should call all the branch organizers to all
meetings of the County Board as it would only mean
seven extra people and that they should be brought
into all the section organization meetings. He said
that this would only mean two extra from Crown Heights,
two from Bedford, one from Boro Park and one from Brighton
He said that this would guarantee that the stuff would
get right to the club with good presentation. The
subject commented that it was good training for the
people involved.

CONNIE then mentioned I ~l

I

~1 as posisibly being useful in their plans. He
also mentions ANN (FRIEDLANDER) and CLARA LICHT as
being familiar with the Jewish Movement. TORMEY
asked her if she is acquainted with MOLLIE LICHT who
is a sister-in-law of CLARA LICHT and who has children
in high school. He said that he had met her at a
meeting and had been introduced to her by ANN, He
said that she is very concerned with the people the
CP has lost.
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PHILLIP BART then commented that he had, /seen "Doc' 1

BLUMBERG on two occasions and that BLUMBERG is lost
and dying to talk to someone. CONNIE commented that
she would like to see DOROTHY ROSE BLUMBERG back in
the Party as she always liked her. PHILLIP then
advised that DOROTHY BLUMBERG was at CP Headquarters
and embraced " ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN and others.
CONNIE says she thinks she will try to meet DOROTHY
for lunch some day.

PHILLIP then mentioned SAM BARRON and they
all agreed that he has been scheming, for years.
CONNIE describes a CP Club in Brooklyn and then
(not very clear) where BARRON is in the Party is
very provocative. She says no one can figure
out how he stays in the CP.

PHILLIP then mentioned that there is a number of
persons whom he would like to see contacted]
One of them a real young fellow in the neighborhood.
She comments that she will try to see them when she
has time. JIM and CONNIE both agreed that the
meeting they are going to tonight is a very important
one. They commented that the only person opposed
to TORMEY at the State Board Meeting was I I

I I TORMEY says that PAT (WILLIAM PATTERSON)
will i»ai$e some question about recruits tonight.

PHILLIP then states that he would like to

see HARRY (BIEDERMAN ) and his wife (ROSE BIEDERMAN)
both back into the CP as they have some very good
connections, especially she, CONNIE mentions that the
last time she called HARRY, his wife was going to be
operated on a^.while before calling him. PHILLIP
comments that they live on Ocean Avenue.



i •
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TORMEY says that even if he does not come
back in right away, we can get him to work with us

on some things. The subject comments that he would
like to see this because he used to be very close
to HARRY TORMEY said that he will try to see him
some time after Labor pay.

The subject then suggested another person
who should be seen by the name of I

b6

|
He said that his wife is a Brooklyn b7

political figure, an old ALP member, etc. However,
he understood he is very sick. JIM comments that
he did not know | |

but he did no RAY (PH). They
all then discussed the blood illness that this person
has. and stated their sympathy.

At approximately 7:53 the conversation ended
with TORMEY and CONNIE BART leaving to attend a meeting.

» 5 —



OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO: SAC, NEW YORK (100-56579) DATE: 9/8/59

FROM: SA HAROLD P. QUINN (#4l5)

SUBJECT: PHILLIP BART
IS-C

On 7/30/59, NY 1750-S* furnished information
regarding a conversation which took place in the apartment
at 2415 Newkirk Ave. , Brooklyn, NY. The source advised
that the subject told his wife, CONNIE, that he had been
to a funeral that day for JAMES GREEN. CONNIE asked
if JIM FABER was there but the subject's answer was
unaudible^ He said that SI GERSON was there along
with MAX GORDON and his wife. He said a lot of people
from Flatbush were there, but there were not too many
from the Crown Heights Section. He said that BILLY
THOMPSON (Female) had also been missing. CONNIE then
commented that it was a shame that DOXIE WILKERSON
had got mixed up with "those people" (right wing), but
he, of course, agreed with them. The subject then
criticised these people who had left the party and said
that they had no relationship with Marxism and they are
merely a group of promotors. He said they had come
into the movement with one idea' and they had not
met any real contributors, CONNIE comented that MAX
WEISS was a person that could not go along with them
on the dissolution of the CP, PHILLIP disagreed with
CONNIE on this point.
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NY 100-56579

CONNIE then mentioned
|

las being
|

However, tne subject made no
comment. The subject then commented that he had spoken
with IRVING HERMAN recently, possibly at the funeral.
He also mentioned that MORRIS SCHAPPES was also at
the funeral.

Subject then said that I father
had died and that he had been an old timer in the
movement.

He later asked his wife if she was acquainted
with l I and CONNIE commented that his wife is
an "ex". PHILLIP said that l I is still in and
that he wants to contact him. CONNIE commented that
ELSIE RQSENBLUM knows him and could possibly arrange
a meeting.



OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO: SAC, PHILADELPHIA (100- ) DATE:

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-80641)

SUBJECT: CP-ORGANIZATION
IS-C

On 8/13/59, NY 1750-S* furnished information regarding
a discussion which took place in the apartment of PHIL and
CONNIE BART, 24-15 Newkirk Avenue, Brooklyn, New York. The
source advised that the subject and his wife discussed a
meeting which PHIL BART had attended the previous evening
somewhere around Philadelphia, Pa. He mentioned that he
had seen JOE ROBERTS at the meeting, and that there had been
the usual "hecklers". He said that there was one young hoodlum
who was more or less the instigator. However, he said there
were several people there not in the party, but who were inter-
ested in listening*

PHIL mentioned that the meeting was in Levittown, and
that most of the people in attendance- were from Philadelphia,
He said that the PISHSR woman was at the meeting and that she
presently has foyr children* He did not get the opportunity to
speak^

^

until about 10 o’clock, but that when he finally
got finished it was almost 1. Apparantly most of his talk was
about the collection of funds and collecting dues. He said that
if they did not pay dues they would not have an organization.. He
commented that many people feel the movement in America is
dying and that they are wasting their time contributing to the
fund drive.

PHILADELPHIA
PHILADELPHIA
PHILADELPHIA
PHILADELPHIA
PHILADELPHIA
NEWARK'
NEW YORK
NEW YORK
NEW YORK
NEW YORK
NEW YORK
NEW YORK
NEW YORK
NEW YORK
NEW YORK

HPQ:bal
(16)

( 100- )

(100t )

100 ,. )

(100- )

(100- )

(100- )

(100-12959
(100-56579 )

(100-18673)
(100-47211)
(100-105078)
(100-18065)
(100-23825)
(100-8057)
(100-80641)

(RM)
(JOE ROBERTS) (RM)
(TOM NABRIED) (RM)
(RUTH LNU) (RM)
(CHARLEY LNU) (RM)
(CP-ORGANIZATION) (RM)
(CONNIE BART) (415)
(PHIL BART I (415)
(GEORGE WATT) (425

)

(STEVE NELSON) (415)
(HY LUMER)
(JACK STACHEL) (415)
(BEN DAVIS) (416)
(GENE DENNIS) (415)
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He continued that some young fellow who was there and
was heckling, maintained that the CP does not exist, and that
they might as well give their money to the Salvation Army,
He said that ROBERTS spoke and he was very good. He said that
a TOM LNU was also there and a couple of young fellows wEno

were pretty sharp. He said there were some people there who
were relatives of GEORGE WATT, and wanted to know what things
were being done in the party. He commented that WATT apparantly
goes there once in a while for discussions. He said all and
all it was a pleasant evening.

He said that a woman made a motion that they raise
the expense for his trip there. He said he had been the one
who asked BART to go down.

They scheduled a meeting for September, He said his
wife was in .labor ....but we were still in a discussion at 1 a.m.
He said that- -they have a lot of good young people down there.

He commented that RUTH LNU came late after the meeting
was started. He did not know what her husband does. He said
that she proposed to bring JOE ROBERTS or STEVE NELSON and
herself down for a meeting.

Later in the evening PHIL commented that HY LUMER
and JACK STACHEL were going away the following week on vacation,
and that BEN DAVIS and JOE ROBERTS were still away on theirs.



SAC, NEWARK 9/11/59

SAC, NEW YORK (100-124494)

LOU MOROZS
IS-C

Identity of Informant : NY 1749*”S'* (Conceal and
paraphrase)

Reliability: Who has furnished reliable
information in the past

Date: 9/2/59

NY 1749-S'"- has reported that on 9/2/59* PHIL BART
contacted (LON) MOROZE of Newark, N.J. and said that he is
one of the few people in New Jersey that he has been able to
contact. PHIL said that he understands that they are getting
together (in N.J.) Wednesday (9/9/59). MOROZE confirmed that
they are. PHIL asked him to see if it could be changed to
Thursday as "some of us want to be there, you know what it is
about”. He said if they could not change it they ’would come
over on Wednesday, MOROZE said he would see what could be
done and let PHIL know.

For Information*

fewark (info) (RM)
.Jew York (100-56579) (PHIL BART) (415)
New York (100-124494)

HPQ:gms
(3)

SEARCHED

SERlAUZEIW^--fil



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum • united states government

to : SAC, NEW YORK (100-56579) date: 9/11/59

from : SA HAROLD P. QUINN

SUBJECT: PHIL BART
IS-C

Identity of Informant: NY 1749-S* (Conceal and
paraphrase)

Reliability : Who has furnished reliable
information in the past

Date : 8/31/59

NY 1749-S* has reported that on 8/31/59 , (JACK SHULMAN)
contacted (PHIL BART). PHIL said that "she" called him about
Tuesday - because "she" thought that would be the better day
for anybody to come there (possibly EDNA WINSTON at Briel's
Farm) . JACK said he did not like to drive on Labor Day and
Wednesday is out for JACK; may have to go early on Tuesday.
JACK suggested that since FRIEST or FRIEZ (ph) does not have a
job yet, he could borrow BILL ALBERTSON’S car and go up. JACK
said "our" car is in terrible shape now. JACK then asked if it
had to be on Wednesday. PHIL said "well, it’s in connection
with a question of a couple of people, you see". JACK said
he was sorry, but what with moving BILL (FOSTER) and the car
being in such bad shape. JACK said that the only car that is
in good enough shape is ALBERTSON'S. PAUL said he would have
to work out something else then; but it has to be done in the
next couple of days - it's an important thing - somebody's
expecting to see a couple of people, you see.

1- New York
1- New York
1- New York

''1- New York

HPQ:gms
(4) .

(100-111666) (JACK SHULMAN) (415)
(100-9365) (WILLIAM Z. FOSTER) (415)
(IOO-I29629 ) (BILL ALBERTSON) (4l6)
(100-56579) (415)

/<H>



standard form NO. 64

Office Memorandum • united states government

to : SAC, NEW YORK (100-56579) date: 9/H/59

FROM S SA HAROLD P. QUINN

SUBJECT: PHIL BART
IS-C

Identity of Informant: NY 1749-S* (Conceal and
paraphrase)

Reliability: Who has furnished reliable
information in the past

Date: 9/2/59

NY 1749-S* has reported that on 9/2/59 ^ (PHIL

BART) contacted ISADORE (WOFSY) and asked how ROSE (WOFSY)

was. ISADORE said she came home from the hospital and was
feeling better. After some discussion they agreed to meet
at ISADORE’ s place the following day (9/3/59) between 10:30
and 11:00 am. PHIL then said if he did not meet ISADORE there
"I’ll" meet you at the . ISADORE said yes, around noon
time, on my lunch hour "I’ll" walk up.

1- New York (100-19679) (ISADORE WOFSY ) (415)
'ty New York (100-56579) (415)

HPQ:gms
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SAC (100-31723) 9A/59

SA EDWARD A. SMITH

CPUSA - ORGANIZATION
IS - C

(to 8/25/59, I
who has furnished reliable in-

formation in the past, orally advised SA EDWARD A. SMITH of the

following. This information was dictated 8/28/59 into state-
ment form, typed by Steno l I on 8/31/59$ and was
then read and initialed by the informant on 9/1/59. It is main-
tained in

"Philadelphia, Pa.

August 20, 1959

"On August 22, 195Q f l I received a

special delivery letter from PHIL BART in New York
// which indicated that on August 20, 1959 the National

Committee of the CPUSA assigned speakers for the 40th

Anniversary of the CPUSA for all meetings in the

Eastern Section of the U, S. It was requested that
city-wide meetings of all Party people be held early
in September, BART requested that arrangements be

made for a meeting on Saturday and Sunday in which a

number of individuals could be seen In the course of

a day. He advised f Ito consider the possibility
of a meeting in other towns where some members and
readers of the paper could be contacted. I I

was
also instructed to arrange meetings throughout the

month of October and consider following up these meet-
ings with a final meeting that both BART and

|

could attend,"

1 - New York (IOC-56579) (PHIL BART) (REGISTERED MAIL)
4 - Philadelphia

1 - 100-31723



SAC, MEW Y0RK{97-169) 9/10/59

SA
:-b7c

PUBLISHERS NEW PRESS, INC,
IS-G -

:

>: t "
.

NY 2471-S* (Conceal and
paraphrase)

Who has furnished reliable
information in the past

Identity of Informant

Reliability.;

Date:. .
,

NY 2471-S* has reported that on 9/3/59* PHIL (BART)
contacted DOROTHY (ROBINSON) , said he was "down getting a loan*
and wanted to know Who to make it out to, in that (WILLIAM)
PATTERSON was not there, DOROTHY said to sake it out to
"cash", BAlP.said he could not dothat, it hasto be in
someone^s name, DOROTHY then said to make it out to b6

'b 7 C

then spoke to BART. said to
make it put : to cash mid he could cash it at Amalgamated Bank*
BART said he -

could not cash it as he is at First National City
Bank* on Fifth Ave* between l3th andl4th Sts.

BART again spoke to DOROTHY and said supposed h*.

EROtKKBBBfr gave it to her tomorrow morning* You won*t be able
to do anything with itnow anyway. DOROTHY said no, we have
to have it today as the printers are giving "us" a fit. BAIT
said to tell the printer they would have it for him tomorrow
morning, DOROTHY said she did not see whatthetroublewas in
making out the check, BART said she would notbeableto

L* New
1- New
1- Hew
1- New
1- New
1-. New
1- New
1- New
1- New

CQ3*.gms

York
York
York

York

York (100-56579) (PHIL BART) {415)
York (IOO-8I77I

/

(DOROTHY ROBINSON ) (423)
York

“ ‘

1(415 )

b6

b7C(100-135303) .

100-50817) (ROBERT DUNN)
(100-128517) (COMMITTEE FOR A FREE
100-84275) (WILLIAM PATTERSON) (4l5)

(
100-57557) INTERNATIONAL PUBLISHERSCO
IOO-7456O) (CP,USA

“
(9T€169) (415)
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got it cashed and it haa to bo made out to PARSERSON or
someone. DOROTHY then said to make it out to her and she
would c° down and cash it. BART asked if she had an account
there and DOROTHY replied a small one. BART then said they
would not cash your check in that bi& an amount. DOROTHY
3aid they would cash a check made out to ROBERT DUHIJ as that
is who our account is in the nano of. dhe said ho is the
treasurer of the Committee For a Free Press and uwc" are
authorised to cash his cheeks. BART then said okay and told
DOROTHY to come up to 381 4th Ave, to pick up the check. Also
to brin^j a receipt with her marked “Loan for 03300”

.

O



9-4-59

AIRTEL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-29)

FROM: SAC, HEM HAVEN (100-9851)

SUBJECT: CP, USA
CONNECTICUT DISTRICT
IS C (CINAL)

]
by letterOn 9-3-59, NH 369-S* advised that

8-16-59, requested that SID TAYLOR and BOB EKINS advise when
they could meet with him and PHIL BART. Informant advised

that I I suggested the following dates * August 29,

September 12, September 13, all at 1:30 P.M., and August 28,

and September 11 (Friday evenings). NH 369-S* advised that

I I said that if meetings neld on August 29, September 12

or 13 it would he best since they ftmaldnH be pressed for

time*. The informant advised that I I requested an

answer to his letter within the week, "even if you do not

feel you want to meet”.

b6

b7C

It is felt that above meeting nay be devoted to discussion
of organizational problems of CP of Connecticut and, in

view of forthcoming national convention of CP, USA, some

attention may be given to formulating plans for convention of
CP of Connecticut,

New York is requested to advise of any information reflecting
that PHIL BART was in Connecticut on August 28 or August 29,

or any information indicating that BART plans to come to

Connecticut on September 11-13, 1959, or other time.

3-Bureau (KM)
Mew York (RM)
i-New Haven



OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO: SAC, LOS ANGELES (100- ) DATE: S/Sj/59

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100- )

SUBJECT: CHARLENE MITCHELL

On 8/10/59, NY 1750-S* furnished information regarding
a discussion which took place in the apartment of PHIL and
CONNIE BART, 24rl5 Newkirk Avenue, Brooklyn, New York. The
source advised’ that CONNIE BART contacted PEARL LAWS and made
a date for a week from Tuesday (8/18/59) for a meeting to be
held at the BART’S apartment concerning a report recommending
the reorganization of the -Kings County CP.

Later PHIL told CONNIE that ABNER GREEN was "finished'.'
He said that the operation found a mushroom shaped tumor and
that they could not ascertain how deep the roots go into the
brain. He said they could, not remove all Df it and that if he does
recover from the operation he will have to be in bed six months.
He also commented that ALEX BITTLEMAN had accepted the invitation
from the NEC to appear before the following day* s meeting. He
said that GUS HALL would' do most of the talking and that he
(BART) did not want to get himself involved.

'

BART also mentioned that he received a letter that day
from CHARLENE MITCHELL in California, and that she said that
JIM JACKSON had been out there a week ago. He said that it is
criminal / the way JACKSON travels around and that no organ-
ization can operate like that. He said that JACKSON has been
gone six or seven weeks. He said that CLAUDEJLJI0HTFOOT called
last v/aek asking J for. JACKSON.

2- LUb ANGELES (100- , (RM) . ,

1- CHICAGO1 (100-' ) (CLAUDE LlGHTFOOT)< Ml
1- NEW YORK ( 106-12959). (CONNIE BART) (415)

MEW YORK (100-56579) (PHIL BART) (415)
1-. NEW YORK (100-85936) (PEARL LAWS) (422)
1- NEW YORK (100-14691) (ABNER GREEN) (411)
1- NEW YORK (100-20128) (ALEX BITTLEMAN) (414)
1- NEW YORK (100-84944) (GUS HALL) (415)

/ 100-16785) (JIM JACKSONj (415)1- NEW YORK ClOO- J CCHARLENE MITCHELL)

"W
yfc-o 'S'Zz'pf -



FBI

*

BATE: 9/10/59

Transmit the following in PLAIN TEXT

Via AIRTEL BM

to *. Director, fbi {.100-3-69 )

FROM : SAC, NY (100-8064T,)

SUBJECT.:- CPUSA-ORGANIZATION,
IS-C
CINAL

ReNYairtel to Bureau, 9/9/59 , captioned "OPUSA-
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS."

CARE MUST BE UTILIZED IN HANDLING AND REPORTING
THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION SINCE ITS VERY NATURE TENDS TO
IDENTIFY A SENSITIVE AND HIGHLY PLACED INFORMANT.

HCO:KMI
(24)



NY 100-80641

#

On 9/9/59# NY 2359-S* advised that members of
the Resident NEC, CPUSA and invited guests met in the third
floor board room on above <&te at CP Headquarters, 23 West
26th Street, NYC; It is noted that shortly after the
meeting opened a proposal was made to adjourn to the
Penthouse office of EUGENE DENNIS to conduct the meeting

;

NY 2362-S* reported that the following Individuals
were in attendance:

JAMES JACKSON
/PHIL BART/ ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN

JACK STACHEL
BEN DAVIS, JR.
BILL ALBERTSON
IRVING POTASH

to be GEORGE MORRIS

JAMES JACKSON chaired the meeting;

JACK STACHEL proposed that the two main questions
of youth and the AFL-CIO convention would be taken up at
a later date, possibly Thursday 9/10/59.

ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN then reported oh the
emergency situation in the struggle to get the amnesty
campaign off the ground in both Harlem and New York; She
expressed the opinion that direction for the campaign
should not come from the national leyel', but rather that
New York State should get something started on it; She
said the Christmas amnesty campaign needs a special appeal
and needs to be started immediately if it Is to be a success.

- 2 -



NY 100-80641

Informant advised that BEN DAVIS, JR. then
spoke concerning the possible picketing at the Mexican
Consulate, NYC, This information has been forwarded to the
Bureau by referenced airtel; The only additional point
discussed concerning this matter was that JAMES JACKSON was
of the opinion that the National Committee, CPUSA, should
direct some sort of a statement to the Mexican Government
and JACK STACHBL was appointed to write a statements

PHIL BART next discussed the regional conferences
to be held September 26 and 27, 1959 i (No place was
mentioned for this conference); BART commented that it was
to be a one point agenda, mainly that of strengthening the
Party organization. He said their aim is 300 new members
by convention time and that Chicago has projected a target
for 50 new members for its area;

ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN then stated that the
Party was leaving out the defense from attacks on the Party
by the McCarran Act and the membership registration cases;
She expressed the opinion that the getting of new members was
conditioned on whether they would come under attack; She also
mentioned that the Party is neglecting to protect the rights
of "our own leader, BILL FOSTER" and that "we" should be
fighting to get him better medical attentibn ,rout of the
country? She also expressed the opinion that a defense
committee should be formed, noting that in the past they
had the CRC (Civil Rights Congress) but now "we have nothing
but ourselves."

ARNOLD JOHNSON stated that in his opinion they
were overstressing the building of the Party and commented
that the building of the Party press should be a necessity.



NY 100-80641

BILL ALBERTSON stated that the " conference”
(Regional Conference) should determine the ideological
questions the Party must "grapple with." He pointed out
that this is not a conference to start a Party building
campaign, but rather to look into Party organization; PHIL
BART favored having a specific presentation at the conference
to determine what is going on in the clubs today.

At this point, the meeting then adjourned to the
third floor board room to continue discussion;

NY 2359-S* advised that IRVING POTASH then
spoke concerning trade unions and referred to the special
issue of "The Worker" concerning the AFL-CIO convention.
He expressed the opinion that "The Worker" should have some
kind of editorial statements dealing with such questions
as the struggle against discrimination, civil liberties,
relations with the Soviet Union, labor unity,

BEN DAVIS, JR, commented that a proposition
that has to be dealt with more completely Is the question
of independent political action. He said we have to ask
ourselves If the time is right for a third party in this
country, adding that the center of such conditions' for a
third party is the whole question of the South.

As individual believed to be GEORGE MORRIS
stated in referring to WALTER REUTHER that we have to
"criticize a guy like REUTHER and say why don't you show
a little bit of courage and self-respect." This individual
also referred to GEORGE MEANEY and characterized him as a
man who has always delayed action and who has fought against
action.



NY 100-80641

JAMES JACKSON' acting as chairman recommended that
discussions he scheduled regarding the labor question.

JACK STACHEl/ suggested that IRVING POTASH and
GEORGE MORRIS should work something out for immediate
future discussion.

Meeting . adjourned

.

- 5 -



DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-89)
. v
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. 9/10/59

SAC, CHICAGO (100-33741)

ttMKDSnUSY PARTY • USA
'

mmiiUTim
iWBmSt SECURITY - c

CG 5824-S*, onSeptesber 3,1959, Bad© available to
SA JOBS I. KEATIMG a one-page, mimeographed document dated Sep-
tember 3 , 1999, addressed ’To All Party Clubs ', and signed,
'Comradely yours, Phil Bart, for the national Executive Cos- :

aittee’. This latter purports to bo an explanation for tbo
referendes to delete Artiole Vy Section 8, of the Constitution
of the Cewaninist Party - 'USA, which deals with the aethod of.

'

eloctingmeabears oftfas national Cowaaittee*

One photostat copy of this docuaent is enclosed here-
with to the Bureau and to the Hew York Bivision. The Chicago
copy is located in Chicago file 109-33741-1B3 (193).

2 - Bureau' (Sacl, 1)(RISGXSTI«K>)
2 - Mew York (Enel. 1) (REGISTERED)

(1 - 100-30641) (CP-BSA. Organisation)
(A - 100*36579) (PHIL BART)

2 - Chicago:
Ci - A/134-46)

itW/tem .

"
;

(«) : , , ..
.

.



0 P P I c E MEMORAND U.M .* * UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100r3=69) DATE: 9/ // /59

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (100-33741)

SUBJECT: COMMUNIST PARTY - USA .

ORGANIZATION
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

CG 5824-S*, oil September 8, ,1.959 , mad© to
SA, JOHN E. KEATING a two-page , mimeographed document dated Sep-
tember 3, 1959, addressed "To All National Committee Members",
Abol Signed by PHIL BART* This document contains brief minutes
ofJ?'©cfent National Executive Committee meetings. It states, in
part , that on August 4, 1959, the National Executive Committee
considered:

"Influence on the peace movements and strength-
ening of U. S, -Soviet relations as a result of
exchange of visits between the heads of the U.S.. and
the Soviet Union..*.. .....

"It was decided to organize a national Party
youth conference in Chicago in early fall..,..

"A request was made that. Comrade Bittelman
send us the manuscript of his new book. "

2 - Bureau (Enclosure 1) (REGISTERED)
1. ~ New Jersey (100-4284) (CP-US&, Organization) (REGISTERED)

(

6 - New York (Enclosure L) (REGISTERED)
,

(1 - 100-86524) (GP-USA, International Relations)
(1 - 100-80641) (CP-USA, Organization)
(1 100-80644) (CP-USA, Youth Matters)

100-56579) (PHIL BARI?)
(, (r^“I00^20128) (ALEXANDER BITTELMAN)

(1 - 100- ) (EVELYN WIENER)
4 - Chicago

(1 * A/134-46)
(1 - 100-33745) (CP-USA, Youth Matters)
(1 - 100-18957) (CP-USA, Illinois District, Youth Matters)



CG 100-33741

On August 25, 1959, the .National. Executive Committee
again considered;,,

"Visits between the beads of our country and
the Soviet Union and its effect on peace movements . .

.”

On September 1, 1959, the National Executive Committee
considered;

"Juvenile Delinquency — Evelyn Wiener of New
York County reported

"New Jersey — It was decided to have a delega-
tion of the NEC meet with the comrades and discuss
their work.

"Puerto Rico «— Following a report on problems
in the' ,Puerto Rican communities and in Puerto Bico
itself, it was decided to refer further action to a
future NEC meeting."

One photostat copy of this document is enclosed here- *

with to the Bureau and to the New York Division $ the Chicago
copy is located in Chicago file 100-33741-1B3 (104).

2 -



STANDARD FORM NO, 64

Office Memorandum UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO . SAC NEW YORK (100-56579) date: 9/15/59

mm : SAC NEWARK (100-31376)

SUBJECT: PHIL BART

IS - C

On 9/8/59, NK 1828-S*, who has furnished reliable

information in the past, advised that PHIL BART had been in

contact with LOTTIE GORDON on this date. NK 1828-S* stated
that BART indicated he would see LOTTIE GORDON on 9/8/59.

BART indicated there would be others present when he net
With GORDON.

§ - New York (RM)

3 - Newark

(1 - 100-35106 LOTTIE GORDON)

(1 - 100-4284V CONTACTS WITH CP, USA)

JJC:ab

(4)

V



DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3284) 9/15/59

SAC, HEW YORK (100-56579)

PHILIP BART
IS - Cj SA - 1940

WEEKLY SUMMARY 9/7 - 13/59
CINAL

On 9/7/59, NY 1750-S* advised that the subject
and his wife CONNIE had diseussed the death of ABNER GREEN
and the subject mentioned that the funeral was to be held
on Tuesday afternoon and that it would disrupt the NEC
meeting scheduled for that day. He said that the meeting
ordinarily starts at 1:00 p.m. and that they would have to \

leave by 2:00 p.m. and that it was very difficult to ,\
accomplish anything in an hour. \

'

Subject and his wife later discussed going to
the Labor Day Parade being held that day in NYC, and they
made plans to leave at approximately 1:00 p.m. Subject*

s

wife said that she was very interested in seeing the
\

theatrical contingent who are participating in the Parade.

On 9/9/59, NY 1749-S* advised that MORRIS CHILDS,
Chicago CP functionary, had contacted CONNIE BART and asked
for the subject. CHILDS said that he was calling the subject
because he needed some answers from him about something he
was about to do. He told CONNIE that Ms wife SONNY had Just
gotten out of the hospital the other day and that she was
feeling a little better. CONNIE asked if SONNY were going
to try to get back to work and MORRIS said, "Not yet anyway"

.

CHILDS asked if GENE DENNIS were back from his vacation
yet and CONNIE said that as far as she knew, he was not
back as of that morning. She told CHILDS that he was due
back later in the week. CHILDS said that he had to talk
to DENNIS about something that could not wait and that he
had wanted to tell the subject that he would be in NY and
had to make this appointment. CONNIE mentioned that the
subject was presently "way out in the Bronx" . She did not

2-Bureau ( 100 -3284) (RM)
,‘1-New York (100-56579)

HPQ: Jxb

(3) js:



NY 100-56579

expect him home until about 1:30 a.m. CHILDS stated that
he had planned to leave for NY the following day and arrive
there at about 6:00 p.m. He said that if there is a
possibility of DENNIS being in NY within the next 24 hours,
he would keep to that schedule.

During the conversation CHILDS told her that
JACK KLINC was presently out of a job and was laid off because

Xof a lack of experience. He also mentioned that
I I was back and that she had gone through NY without
seeing anybody. It was finally decided that the subject
would call CHILDS the following day at his home.

b6
b7C

On 9/9/59* NY 2359-S* advised that the subject
was in attendance at a meeting of the Resident NEC, CP, USA,
which was held on that date at CP Headquarters. During
the meeting the subject discussed the regional conferences
which were to be held by the CP on 9/26 and 27/59. The
subject commented that there was to be only one point on
the agenda of these conferences, and that is the strengthening
of party organization. He said that the CP’s aim is for
300 new members by convention time. He commented that the
Chicago area projected a target of 50 new members in this
drive

.

NY 1750-S* advised on 9/9/59, that a meeting
connected with the Kings County CP organization was held at
the residence of the subject although he was not in attendance.
Among those known to be in attendance at this meeting were
the subject's wife CONNIE,/JIM TORMEY, Kings County CP
Organizer *

On 9/10/59, NY 1750-S* advised that the subject
bad mentioned to his wife that MORRIS CHILDS was coming to
NY on the following day. The subject's wife asked him how
his business of the previous evening in the Bronx had turned
out. The subject said that he had been up in the Riverdale
Section of the Bronx at a meeting of the Riverdale Club and

’* 2



NY 100-56579

he had also attended that "Bulgarian thing"
. (A party held

at the Bulgarian consulate in observance of Liberation Day)
He told his wife that the party had been very good and that
there had been a lot of food and drink. He said that JIM
TORMEY Mias there and that TORMEY had talked to a member
of the Soviet Delegation. He said that TORMEY was attempting
to have the Soviet Delegate clear up some of his thinking.
He said that ths Delegate was not giving TORMEY too much
information, especially in view of these times. He
commented that TORMEY better get his thinking straightened
out. She asked if the Party were by invitation and the
subject answered in the negative, commenting that they just
walked up and were greeted and ate and drank and then left.

The subject then advised his wife that he had
intended to go to Boston on business this weekend but that
he did not get a reply to his inquiry so he is going to skip
it. He then mentioned that there was a district meeting down
in Philadelphia and that he may go down there on Saturday
as he xfould like to talk to a few people including TOM

. NABRIED and (FNU) ZUCKER.

' The subject then discussed the meeting the previous
evening in the Bronx and mentioned BERNARD ADES who he
described as a conniver and schemer. He said that ADES was
not at the meeting but there were three others from the
club along with four representatives; one from the Section,
one from Bronx County, one from the District and the last
from the National Office, He said that the Riverdale Club
had sent a letter to the National Office with a $200 donation
to the fund drive. He said they also enclosed a letter
saying that they were unhappy with the way the CP was being
run in the Bronx, and they wanted to bring their grievance
to the attention of the National Office. He said this letter
practically stated that the acceptance of the donation was
in fact an acceptance of the terms of the letter which
included the line the club wanted adopted.

- 3 -
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\

he really could not do anything there this evening as it
was mostly social on Saturday. He said he wanted to he
sure to see

| | while there.

NY 1749-S* advised on 9/12/59, that MOHRIS CHILDS
contacted the subject and told him he was trying to get
in touch with ARNOLD JOHNSON and wanted to know if JOHNSON
is still in town. The subject said he did not know if
JOHNSON were in town but that he had heard that AURELIA
JOHNSON was not feeling well and therefore should probably
be home. CHILDS said If he does not locate JOHNSON he
has to go down to Greenwich village to someone else. He
said he also has to see IZZY WOFSY sometime before one
o'clock. CHILDS also askeddie subject for the addresses and
phone numbers of MARY KAUFMAN and JIM JACKSON as well as that
of ARNOLD JOHNSON. They then made a date to meet for dinner
at MORRIS'S place.

Source advised that the subject later contacted
IRVING POTASH and they spoke about an appointment POTASH
has on the 21st of October to speak before a forum. Subject
advised that he was going to Philadelphia the following
day and would return on Tuesday,

Source also advised that MORRIS CHILDS recontacted
the subject and told him he had not been able to locate
JOHNSON as yet and BART commented that he believed JOHNSON
may be out of town fishing. CHILDS said that he had met
with WOFSY and he would tell BART about that later. He said
he would drop by JOHNSON'S apartment any way as it Is not
too far away. He said that he is supposed to get hold of
MARY KAUFMAN but he could not reach her until six o'clock.
BART stated that he would pick up CHILDS between 3:30 p.m.
and 4:00 p.m. at his place, and then they will make
arrangements to drop over and see LENA (SCHERER).

- 6 -
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He said that he told them that no one could buy
a political line for $200, He said those in attendance
from the Club were all professional people who make good
money. He said that BERNARD ADES is their ideological
leader. However, he said that one person who really did
not agree with the others donated $100 of the $200 amount,
BART commented that the National Office will not accept
the $200 unless the Riverd&le Club withdraws the letter.
He saldjie was quite made during the meeting, but he was
proud of himself on how cool he had kept. He commented,
A stinking $200 for a political wedge; especially from
those ambulance chasers up there, who never in their lives
defended a comrade in court

5',

The subject related that the night before last he
had gone to New Jersey about FAT's (TOOHEY) resignation. He
said that as far as he is concerned, TOOHEY had no Intention
of resigning. He said that it was a good meeting and there
were three of them from the National Office Including
ARNOLD JOHNSON and JIM JACKSON. He said that all those who
are the center of the controversy in the New Jersey CP were
not at the meeting Including MANNY CANTOR, JOE BRANDT,
(WALTER) BARRY, and (JOHN) NORMAN. He said that he learned
that NORMAN is closer to MARTHA STONE than he is to the
CP. BART continued that TOOHEY is fond of his own voice
and once he gets started he never stops. TOOHEY said that
this group is anti-Party and he is pro-CP, He said that
among those who contributed to this discussion were LOTTIE
(CORDON) who was fair, and (lM) MAROZE who was especially
good. He said that everyone who spoke wanted PAT to remain
in leadership but that as they aroaeeded tp speak, they tore
him apart. He said that I Treallv hit him ^
when she asked how anyone in the CP could possibly be b 7 c

anti-party. He said that both JOHNSON and JACKSON spoke,
but because it was so late he didn't say anything . He said
that TO0HEY sammarized the discussion and accepted the
results as a vote of confidence. He coimnented that this

- 4 -
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resigning is an old thing with TOOHEY and "We all know it"

,

He said even though TOOHEY is an old windbag, he is one
of the first proletariats to get in to the movement and
in addition is a very good guy# He said that (JACKSON
asked TOOHEY if he would withdraw his resignation and
somebody laughed saying that TOOHEY had already mentioned
the agenda for the next meeting#

The subject said that after they left the meeting,
they forgot where they passed the car and spent a half
hour looking for it. He said it finally turned out that
it was parked on the same street where the meeting was
held. He said that later when they were looking for

a

parkway he turned into an alley and they hit a dog.

BART told his wife that be had finely written a
letter to CLAUDIA (JONES), He said that according to
MARY (KAUFMAN) CLAUDIA is3n very bad shape financially,
although she does have enough money to run the paper over
there*

The source advised that CONNIE BART told her
husband that MORRIS mnm had mentioned earlier in his
phono call l I was back from her trip and that she
had gone through NY but was unable to See anyone# The
subject said that that was a lot of "baloney" and that she
could have seen him in five minutes if she really wanted to.

Later in the evening the subject mentioned to his
wife that he had made arrangements for the car used by
WILLIAM FOSTER to be repaired and that it is in very "bad
shape",

on 9/12/59 # NY 1750-S* advised that the subject
told his wife that he was glad that the Boston trip had fell
through as he was now able to go to Philadelphia inhere he
had a lot of things to do. He said that he would probably
leave that evening or early the next morning and return on
Tuesday# Later in the day, he told hia wife that he had
decided to leave for Philadelphia the following morning as

5
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b7C



3WS PHILADELPHIA 9/16/59

SAC, NEU YORK (100-56579)

PIECE BARS?
XS*C

Identity of Informant? HP 1749-S* (Conceal and
paraphrase)

Reliability? Who has furnished reliable
information in the past

Bate; 9/12/59

HP X?49~S* has reported that on 9/12/59* PHIL (BART)
contacted IRVING POTASH and told him he has a message from
"FANNY" for IRVING. IRVING asked what was wrong with her, she was
supposed to soe him Thursday morning and did not come in until
late in the afternoon when he was not there# She also left not
that she would call him Friday but she did not call# PHIL said
she asked him to give 3RVING message re the forum to be held on
the 21st of Oct 9 and that IRVING should call her. PHIL said
he was out with GENE (P3NNIS) all yesterday morning and when
he got to the office IRVING had loft.

PHIL said he is going to Philadelphia either late this
afternoon or tomorrow and would return Tuesday (9/15/59) * IRVING
said that in regard to the dates that PHIL had given. Mm that
they are not the same ones as he has in his book* said that PHIL
gave him dates for Sat. and Sun. PHIL said no that the dates are
Fri. and Sat.

For information#

1- Philadelphia (info) (RM)
1- Now York (100-48033) (IRVING POTASH) (415)
1*. Now York (100.56579 ) H15)

HPQjgma
(3) 1 ...

« .. - - +mr'

3

/j-* - 5X^7/ ,
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Job lasted about a month, lie said. RHODA
MORRIS also advisedr H is back, but

Mew York without seeing aourboty* Just phoned some
went through

!4QSRXS than asked if Iffi goes down to the office

nearly every day and COMMIE relied usually. M08E13 finally

decided that PHIb will call his iooorrow morning at Mils*
MILES said h®*s got to mM PHIL a couple of questions.house. I

UORKXS told COMMIE maybe he*ll see her if he gets into

Mew Yorkj said he had planned to leave here tomorro%jffl
& arrive

Mew York' about 6 im)i and if HOBRXS talks to rsaJwm** a

possibility of (mmh) cosine in within the next m hours,

MiIS may still keep to this schedule.



OFFICE - MEMORANDUM *** UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : SAC (100-1502-6156) DATE; 9/3/59TO

FROM

SAC (100-1502-6156)

SA HARRY C. BELK

SUBJECT; CPEPD-BUCKS COUNTY SECTION
IS - C

Kl ' i*

On 8/13/59, I I who has furnished reliable informa-
tion in the past, orally advised SA HARRY C 0 BELK of the following.
This Information was dictated. 8/14/59 into statement form, typed by

__] on 8/14/59* and was then read and initialed by
the informant on 8/21/59 0 It is maintained in

| [

"Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
J;

August 13, 1959
[

"On August 15, 1959, TOM NABRIED was overheard telling
|
that he attended a meeting of I

~|

I Communist Party (CP) Club on August 12, 1959, and
that PHIL BART was present. He mentioned that there ere
three clubs in the Bucks County Section and without

2 - ; New .Yorfc”(“REGTSTEREB_.MAIL

)

I4- 100-56579 (PHIL BARTK
,u 1^1:00- (-STEVE-NELS0N)
12- Philadelphia

1 - 100-1502-6156 ^
1 - 100-22157 (PHIL BART) \ l±± 7. -L
1 — 100=23239 (FRANK KINCES) sV SEARCHED..™.........INDEXEjJj..—.....

1 w 65=1686 (THOMAS NABRIED)
1 = 65=1136 (STEVE NELSON) v £ F

r P 1 7 1%9 u
1 = 100=12294 (ANDERS OMHOLT

)

x \\
1 - 100=32042 NA‘ C
1 « 100=40449 \ I/-—I

1 = 100=30243
1 = 100=31723 (CPUSA ORGANIZATION)'*~ 77 1

1 = 100=30295 (CPUSA FUNDS) be > Searched Indexed/ <

/ ^ *77 & &
SEARCHED..™..........INDEXER..

SERIALISED

I 7 1959

79-

CPUSA ORGANIZATION)
CPUSA FUNDS) be

HCBiLRB
(14)

Sea-rched

Serir.lJ.G'ed.

SEPTEMBER'
FBI -^-PHILADELPHIA-

Indexed/^

.Pfled

T I :

? I j



PH 100-1502-6156

’’specifically naming them indicated, that PRANK KINOES has
one club; ANDY OMHOLT has one club, andl

I has
one club, NABRIED stated that l I was in attendance
at this meeting and proposed that a meeting be held in the
-future at which PHIL BART, ' STEVE NELSON, and TOM NABRIED
would discuss Party policy, £6

"At this Club meeting, I ~lcol Tented CP
dues, but there were some present who refused to pay dues.

"Since the meeting lasted most of the ev<
BART decided to spend the night atl

PHIL
residence.



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

/

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO : SAC, CLEVELAND DATE: 9/1I4./59

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK

SUBJECT : CP, USA, NYD,
NATIONAL GROUPS
IS-C

1-Cleveland
1-New York
1-New York 1

1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-sNew York

York
'"HL'-New York

1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York

) (GUS HALL) (RM)
(Inv . ) j 423) ,

100-267T&)
100-56820)
100-20241)
100-82382)
100-68196)
100^58535)
100-56579 TfmT
100-1.4691)
100-128809 ) kJFT~
100-84994) l

100-4931) (C P- ns
100-129629)
100-54651) (UP, U
100-128816) (4l6)

( 425)

111 ).

(425)

(412)

22 )

(41)
', STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY) (4l6)

(416)
oups)ROUPS) (415)

LWStraeb
(16) . !

in
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m 100-128816

identity of Source: I 1 who has furnished
reliable info- in past (conceal)

Description of info:

Date Received: 8/24/59

Received by: SA LE ROY W. SHEETS (written)

Original located:
|

On ’8/24/59 informant further identified! I

A copy of informant’s report follows:



NY 100-128816

8/23/59

Meeting of '

held at the
I 8:15 : Resent

(tail, blondish I think the name is | I of the
-Russian paper and PHIL BART, organizational Sec’y of the CP.

There were excuses gien for not being present for the Poles
and Hungarians

.

-The main report was given by BART on the steel strike. He
emphasized that this is the basic industry of our economy,
were the strongest and most ruthless bunch is. They are out to
weaken labor, disorient its leaders, stop the 30-35 hour work
week movementj there is definite coincidence of the strike and
labor laws being debated in Washington. Critizes MEANY and
praised RUTHER* s suggesting that labor contribute financially
t» the steel strikes. He said the Party is sending out 11our
leaders in the area” to the limit of our possibilities, BART
had just been back from the Anthracite, and ALBERTSON is visiting
the Pittsburg area. He also stated that GUS HALL has been
in the Youngstown area. He stated that many steel workers
are willing to talk to us now. We must contact evezy person-
available in the area. If today you see better picket lines,
near the striking gates, it is because we have moved, every
available rock.

BART urged all those present to do likewise. You know very well
the national group composition in the area. You may say that
most of our people, and friends of the old struggles, are
old today. This is true, and it is also true that in the
steel plants you have younger, inexperienced people. Our
•Id friends can definitely be influential today. We must
write more and more in our papers about the strike.

BART also informed that the Party Convention will take place on
December 10-13. The material for discussion on the two main
points as formulated by the National Office will be out soon.

The two points are: 1. Political analysis; 2. On the Negro question.

-3-
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The 40th Anniversary Celebration of the Party will take place
at Carnegie Hall, on Friday, Sept. 25th, 8:00 p.rru Admission
1 dollar. The Party will try to have a different kind of
celebration, by inviting people who are not even. Communists

.

Among those expected tO' speak are: DU BOIS, TIM BUCK and
MAURINIELLO (if the State Dept, doesn't allow them admission
In the country, their speeches will be recorded (I'm referring
to the last two),. O'CASEY, the playwriter. Tickets were
distributed.

PHIL BART touched on the establishment of regular national
group commissions. He was informed that! had
called a meeting for this purpose, but that since then nothing
has materialized. He said that he will take up the matter
with the state CP leaders and see what happened. |

and
| |

to keep in touch with him on this subject.

The meeting closed at 10:25 p.m.

-4-
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

OM

SU^ECT

SAC (100-18953)

SA ROBERT E. BONE

DATE

CP, USA, ILLINOIS DISTRICT
ORGANIZATION
IS - C

s:the past, on Julv
a meeting of the]]

| 1 in Chicago

who has furnished reliable information in
1959. orally advised SA ROBERT E. BONE of

I CP of Illinois, held on
Illinois. b7D

'‘‘•err

This oral informationl was bitten up in narrative
report form and subsequently returned to l I for his
approval and signature. The\signed original narrative report
of this information .is^lpcated^n A) |

l5- New York (100- PHIL BART) (RM) ^
A]|

loo-^oi/L
l

- 100-202&9 (JIM NEST)
- 100- (MARVIN ZIPORYN)
- 100- J? (,8$ (IRVING ADOLPH)
- 100-13332 (GRACE SARNIAE)
- 10Q-17376 (BEN FRIEDLANDER)
- 100-20384 (SAM GOLD)

,

1 - 100-23392 1 I

b6
b7C
b7D

100-*<*rn (CELIA FARMILANT)
100-24020 (DOROTHY” DAVIES)
100-3301 (DAVE ENGLESTEIN)
100-18338 (CP, USA, ILL. DISTRICT,
100-22016 (

n "

100-SMo/S*(
100-22022 (

100.-3fc*3*(
100-22007 (

100-17623 (

100-23270 (

100-22023 (

100-/233S^(
100-17769 (

ft

tt

(Copies continued on 1A page)
REBsmee
( 29 )

EDUCATION)
NEST SIDE SECTION)
ALBANY PARK SECTION)
9th. C.D. SECTION)
13th C.D. SECTION)
SOUTH SIDE SECTION)
HYDE PARK SECTION)
LOOP SECTION)
12th C.D. SECTION)
SOUTHEAST SECTION)
FDSDSVtf, _ r-'--,*

n '\\-



CG 100-18953
.1

Copies continued:

1 - 100-18957 (CP, USA, ILL. DISTRICT, YOUTH MATTERS)
1 - 100-19431. (

" ‘ " STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY)
1 - 100-18209 (

" " PAMPHLETS & PUBLICATIONS)
1 - 100-25191 (ICFP)

1A -
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This report is as follows;
July 8

«,
1959

Chicago, Illinois

of
of

@ was a meeting
at the residence

Chiago, Illinois.

The following were in attendance at this meeting;

JIM WEST, Executive Secretary, CP of Illinois
MARVIN ZIPORYN
35#TNG ADOLPH
GRACE SARN1AK CELIA FARMlLAOT

DOT DAVIES
PHIL BART-guest

Most of the matters taken up at this meeting concerned
announcements about various organizational points. There was
no bulletin on organization points available for this meeting.

District Education Program

JIM WEST, in speaking of the cadre training classes
scheduled by the CP of Illinois for July 11-19, 1959, stated
that six people are needed for the classes in order to hold
the school'. After a poll of those present, it could not be
determined for certain if that number could be obtained. DOT’
DAVIES mentioned that she had one applicant for the school and
one other person said that they had a definite applicant.

SAM GOLD stated that it would help if they had some
other schools scheduled. Apparently a school has been scheduled
for the West Side Section and another set up for the Albany Park
Section. These classes are to le on two successive week ends
and: two evenings during the week. It was also mentioned that a
youth, school will be held on the week ends of July 25 and August
1, 1959, and two evenings of that week. The week end classes
are scheduled for 9; 00 AM to noon and Is 00 PM to 5; 80 PM. It
was announced that other Sections may also have similar schools

.

of their own. WEST said that if any section ever wants a school
they should get in contact with. DAVE ENGLESTEIN about them.

r

GRfSCE SARNIAK asked why the schools war# not scheduled
in the fall Or winter iistead of the summer when many people are
away, etc., and WEST replied that there are two sides to that'
question. This question had beHh looked into, and it was
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finally decided that it would be better to schedule the schools
for the summer.

Fund, Drive

WEST read the percentages for all sections in te
current CP fund drive which included the following;

9th Congressional District Section 88.8%
Miscellaneous 8§.9
West Side Sect±h. 76.7
Albany Park 67.7
13th C.D. Section 60.0
South Side Section 56.5
Hyde Park 49*~
Loop 40.5

WEST stated that as a whole 57.5% of the fund drive
has been collected in the District up to this time. $800 has
been sent to the paper (in New York), but $2^000 is needed
between now and July 17, 1959. He suggested July 17, 1959, as
the next target date at which time 80% of the quotas should be
turned in

.

Following this announcement WEST asked the represen-
tatives of the various sections how they were doing in the fund
drive. Host said that they were doing the best they Could. The
9th C.D. Section (DOT DAVIES) reported that they thought they
would complete their quota on time.

The 12th. C.D. Section (CELIA FARMILANT) reported that
they thought they could complete their personal contacts for
funds on time, but would need a fund raising affair of some kind
to make up the difference. This afMr could not be held until
September, 1959, how^yer

.

GRACE SARNIAK commented that her finance chairman was
formerly in the 9th C.D. Section and added she could hot see why
her Section (Southeast) had the same quota as the 9th.

I |spoke about having brought up the fund be
drive in her club, but said she could not get more than $10- b?c
pledgeefrom each member. She then criticized these members of
her club, saying that they are the type of people who are plan-
ning a $500 vacation . She added she will se4 them before they

— 3
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go on their vacation. (Zt ms indicated by HA3£©¥25R®s comments
that her section consists of only on© club at this time.)

"The "Worker** Drive

WEST said that the subscription drive for "The Woofer"
is not doing well. The Southeast Section is doing better than '

any other, however. The District has reached 1®% of its quota,
'opt it should have 20% of it by now.. He said August 4, 1959, is
the next target date for subscriptions at which, time 40% of them
should be in.

I I mentioned that the Loop Section does not be
have a quota for "The Worker" drive, and WEST said that he wouldb
take that up with her later.

T
t

WEST next announced that there will foe $ CP function-
aries meeting at 8s 00 PM on July 17, 1959, at Mil^a Hall to which
all club chairmen, section committee members and nationality
groups members are invited . There will also be the chairman of
the five committees working on plans for the 40th anniversary
celebration of the Party. St is hoped that 75 to 100 people will
attend this meeting. At this meeting, there will foes

1. A lecture on the history and role of the CP.
2. Discussion on plans for the 40th. anniversary.

celebration.
3. Discussion on the steel strike if it is <a

at that time.

WEST pointed out that this meeting will serve as' a"
starting point to plan towards the 40th. anniversary celebration
with a discussion on the role that the Party should plan in
this celebration

.

.
.

- WEST stated that the next meeting of the CP of
...Illinois District Committee will be an enlarged one with
• Section Organisers of all sections invited and will be held
on August 9, 1959. Arrangements will not be made for rides t®
the meeting, therefore each person should go ©n his own.

Following these general comments, PHIZ* BART discussed
.

. party organization. H® started out by saying that he had heard
k discussion between two comrades in which one asked the other
why do we need a party. People working in mass organizations
have become disillusioned with, the Pasty. Some feel we could
work without the Party. BART pointed out that our role as

» 4
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Communists in mass organisations is to not only work in the
organization but to always broaden the idea of that organization
This would enable people to see tfre ^hole of a situation.

. Communists in mass organizations should add something
different , something special to the work of a mass organization
Work of Communists in mass organizations should serve to broaden
the horizon of particular issues. BART discussed this point for
a while, pointing out that we can now realize that we have a
special role (as Communists.)

Following BART*s comments, GRACE SARNIAK used this
point to discuss some of her chronic dissatisfactions (with the
Party) such as the need for a separate Marxist-Leninist youth
organization.

MARVIN ZSP0RYN asked advice of the Council for a
proposed project of' his Section (the 13th C.D* Section) which
is ' thinking of putting out a bimonthly informatim piece . His
Action has discussed this activity abng the lines of having
the various club members clip newspaper- articles and bring them
to club meetings where they would be ,<fS£cussed . Those that
were acceptable would be put info th4 "bulletin . The person who
brought the clippings in which were acceptable would be respon-
sible for writing it up in a form suitable forthe bulletin.

ZIPORYN pointed out that his Sectionhas a mailing
list of 400 names at the present time. All present thought
it was a good idea to get out such a bulletin. It was #.t that
this should be done by other Sections as well.

Prior to .the conclusion of this meeting which occurred
at approximately 11? 30 PM, JIM WEST summed up the discussion on
Party organization which had been primarily led by PHIL BART •
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM - UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

SAC (100-1502-6156)

SA EDWARD A* SMITH

9/18/59

SUBJECT: BUCKS COUNTY SECTION, CPBPD
IS - c

On 8/51/593 I I
who has furnished reliable

information in the past, orally' advised SA EDWARD A* SMITH

of the following. Hiis information was dictated on 9/ /b9

into statement form, typed- by Stenographer L_— 1
on

gA/59, and was then read and initialed by the informant on

9/1/59. It is maintained in|

"Philadelphia, Pa*
August- 31, 1959

"On Thursday, I

„na l I visited the j+aaiaanoa ui jjumiri

ancj [ in Bucks County. I H previous-

ly made arrangements with) I to meet <

p
n

.
bbls ^a^e *

Upon arrival,7 Igavel I
which was one-

half of the receipts from a party sponsored by the Bucks

County CP people* During the discuss Ion with|

—

I

d
Imentioned thati I

paid back the bail

fund money to some people in Bucks County* These people

were not specifically identified. It was suggested that

a cl-nb meeting be held on September 4, 1959, with I

anc I
In attendance. / ~ £

New York (RM) \ I

1 - 100-56579 (PHILIP BART) Sp>rrpT^P59 4
1 - 100-1502-6156

\ U ,

1 - 100*30295 (CPUSA-FUNDS ) W
1 - 100--22157 /PHILIP BART) be ¥*—?* 1
1 - 100«44178 I b7c §
1 - 100«23239 L_ b7D

1 - 100-541 J p— —— ~r:

1 - 100-12294 I ;
SE/^HEi^

,

1 - 100^30243 serialized\^iled

1 1 1 o£l5
3
SUB A I ~P :

: FBI^PHILaE^MA^ J ,

eas-.mml ,
. ^sT

(13) .INDEXED: LEONARD (LNU) • L_^_ — 1

LAWRENCE (LNU)

SE^KED .. INDEXED^ .

SERIALIZBD>^ FILED,
9/W5§\

EBI-'PHILADELPHIA
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b6
b7C
b7D

2 -

|
I discussed with I 1 club

and related they had not done any reading and had sat
around and disagreed. He stated that I I and
his wife, ah individual named LAWRENCE or LEONARD.* and
another individual are in complete agreement, but that
the rest of the members of I I club oppose him and
refuse to pay their CP duesi"

that

mentioned above

‘idential Informant I I reported 8/1^/5Q
[and PHIL BART met with the I

.n an effort to settle some of the arguments and
>n Within this club, I reported that

I was one of the persons agreeing with I I

I is probably identical With the "LAWRENCE"
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OFF I € F ' M I M © 1 i f ISI; *** "ti> S. /Government

TO SAC., Milwaukee
;
(100-42-Z) DATE: ".9/16/59

FROM :: ':/ jSELL B. JGNIS
'

SUBJECT; COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
WISCONSIN DISTRICT — .-H.

: ORfiAliJSATIOI V,;:./

,
. IS - c .

HIGHLY SENSITIVE SOURCE OF INFORMATION OF THE
mr

mmmGTmomm
advised that [ 1 stated that IOn 9/3/59

was going 'to - Lave a get together
..
(for Saturday

,

didn’t know how nanv would show uni Informant advised that
held a discussion at

]
but she

In discussing leaflets it was ' decidled that GILMAN would run
off 1,000 and send them out,, FRMFBLAIR said -he wanted to
hold out 100 so that ha could semi a hunch to New. York.-

^ ~ New York
.
(1 - .MAX..GQR'pi^ i''-M0flrI1125'" (A. SHAW)— CtT- PHIhmg?T/ 1 - ].00-11187 (If.. SHAW)

1 - 61-142 fOnarrETn
-'*"'^''.

1 -100*1163-8
I

1-100-3 (S. EISEMSCHSS) 1-100-12304 (ASC)
1 - 100-4 (F. BLAIR) i - 100-13207 0. M0SC0E)
1 - 100-40 .. (D. .leCAIN) .

I - 100-4-sub 3-100
1 - 100-42-H (Membership),
1 - 100-42-X (Pamphlets & Publications.)'

.

1 - 100-42-Y (Factionalism)
1-100-133

I I Indexed; BURTON MOSCOE
.1 - 100-574 (F. CHE8NIK) ED (LNU)
1 - 100-694

| | BERNICE (LNU)
1 - 100-749 (J. KNOX) GEORGE (LOT)
1.- 100-754. (N. :'..-CHRISTENSEN)

,1 - 100-760 - (J. ROM).
1 - 100-1256
1 - 100-6182
1 - 100-6691
1 - 100-10197
1 - 100-10213
1-100-10433
1 - 100-1053

6

1 - 100-10612
1-100-10714

RD

J

i dml
(31)

CM. SAY0LA)
(G. EISEN3CHEB
(M. BLAU)
(C. BIRBI11CH)

. -GILMAN)

(T. SILYERSTgIN)
(H. GILMAN,



MI 100-43-7

Membership

JOHN GILMAN stated that he has a list of rank and filers in
his possession o GILMAN said that a girl came over to have
dinner with GIWHAN and told him she wanted to join the Party.
He said she wac a good person, but was very nervous. One of
her sisters is in the Party in New York and one came her® and
told her she must get back in the Party. GILMAN said she has
a job as a £ii<r clerk at $50 per week, has a nine year old
daughter and *© presently obtaining a divorce. GILMAN stated
that she used to be in the professional group, but did not
do anything as they met in secret.

It was suggested chat they start a club and put her and HELEN
GILMAN and another couple together. To this GILMAN stated he
did not want her demoralized and wanted to put her in a new
club that would do something. FRED BLAIR said it would be
bad to put her in JOHN’S club as she would not fit there.
GILMAN stated this individual in the iCL or YCA when he
met her in 1948 and 1949. During the discussion BLAIR instructed
GILMAN to hold her off for a while until they can put her in
the proper place. BLAIR said it would be good to put her in
BLAIR’s club, but not to bring h^r to BL/UR’s house.

JOHN GILMAN stated that on© BERNICE flLNB) was coming to the
picnic on Monday and described her husband as a psychiatrist
and stated that BERNICE is a good friend of HELEN GILMAN.
He said her husband makes over $100 a week, but does not give
the Party a dime. BLAIR stated that he does not know what
her husband's status is.

MARY BLAIR said that TEDDY and I I were in
the professional club. FRED BLAIR is of the opinion that it
might be good to separate SIG (E1SENSCHER) from GRACE (EISENSCHER)
in a club. GRACE doesn ” t come to meetings and tries to influence
SIG not to come.

GILMAN stated that PHIL BART was HELEN (GILMAN’s) sectional
organizer when she was a kid. FRED BLAIR stated that he had
heard that MAX GORDON dropped out of the Party when "The Worker"
folded up.

2 ~
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Factionalism

GILMAN said AL SHAW goes to the conferences, but never volunteers
to tell the people about the results of the conferences. He
said that SHAW has a lot of information, but if you don't
ask him you never hear about it.

Labor Day Picnic

JOE (RODY) is to get the lambs for the picnic. Some of the
Party members plan to attend the Croatian Picnic on Sunday
to distribute leaflets and talk to various people in attendance.
It was decided that at the Labor Day Picnic NELS (CHRISTENSEN)
will take tickets. MATT (SAVOLA) and JOHN (GILMAN) will
handle the entertainment. AGNES (SLATER) will do sketches. DOUG
(McCAIN) will prepare spare ribs and chicken and SIG EISENSCHER
will be chairman.

Labor Day Weekend

A meeting is planned with some of the people who have dropped
out of the Party.

told GILMAN he would not attend this meeting, but
give GILMAN $10.00 for ’’The Worker." FRED BLAIR stated

I without first checking with AL
(SHAW) because he SHAW is responsible, GILMAN said

he did w . __ .

he would not talk to[

is a member of the American Socialist Club and that GILMAN
gets "The Worker" for him at GILMAN's
he will not come into Mary's Bookshop
floor layer.

store and further that
AL is employed as a

b6
b7<

FRED BLAIR said that they were to go to Racine and Kenosha
Sunday a.m. , but that fell through so nothing was planned for
that time. GILMAN said he would be away Sunday afternoon on a
picnic so if they wanted to they could use his house, between
1:00 p.m, and 6:00 p.m. GILMAN is to see MATT , ALAN

and AL SHAW about the 8:00 o’clock meeting Sunday.

Miscellaneous

GILMAN said that HELEN (GILMAN), NENA BETH SHAW, ED and BERNICE
(LNU) will help address envelopes for mailing. JO MOSCOE and

- 3 -



MI 100-42-1

BURTON MOSCOE were at JOHN GILMAN'S to help on the mailing, but
the mailing was not ready. GILMAN stated that he wanted to take
copies of "The Worker" at his home and deliver them door to
door.

GILMAN stated that his club meets the first Wednesday of each
month and that last Wednesday JIM (KNOX)

,
CORA (BERBERICH)

and NELS (CHRISTENSEN) came to his home, but no meeting was
held as the others forgot about the meeting.

A discussion was held concerning a GEORGE (LNU) about 24 years
of age, who works at Nash Motors and it was suggested that he be
taken out to (FRANK) CHESNIK or LEON LETWIN.

Names in parenthesis supplied by the writer.

Action ;

1. Attempt to identify ED and BERNICE
}
ED is apparently a

psychiatrist

.

2. Attempt to identify unknown woman with 9 year old child
who is obtaining a divorce. In YCL and YCA in 1948-49.

3. Consider anonymous source at residence of JOHN GILMAN.

4
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

201 East 69th Street
New York 21# New York

September 18, 1959

Mr. Edward, L. Braune#- Agent
New York Telephone Company
140 West Street
New York 7s> New York

Dear Mfe
0
. Braunea

listings for the following telephone numbers s

UL 9-1254

Your personal attention in protecting the confidential
nature of our inquiry in this matter is greatly appreciated
and 1 wish to express my thanks for your cooperation.

Very?truly“your

In Reply, Please Refer to

FUe No.



SAC, NEW HAVEN (100- )

SAC, NEW YORK (100-56579)

PHILIP BART
IS-Cj SA-40

Reurairtel, 9/4/59 a captioned CPUSA Connecticut
District, IS-C, (CINAL), re possible visit of subject to
New Haven on 9/11-13/59

.

Por information subject had made plans to go
to Boston during the above period, but ’’they fell through”.
Subject left on 9/13/59* for Philadelphia, Pa. for a
three day business visit. If NYO becomes aware of sub-
ject anticipating a trip to New Haven they will bo
immediately advised.

2 - New Haven (100- ) (RM)
1 - New York (100-56579)



aiHSCTOft, FBI (iOO-j-69)
;

9/V39

(loo-^s-sub w

)

ep,:usA, o^amim-fion
IS - c

Sneiosed herewith for the Bureau is one
autostatie copy 'of a mimeographed letter dated August

(, 1939* over the mimeographed typed signature of
PHIL MR?* National Organisational Secretary , addressed
tfTo all clubs' concerning the decision of the (CP,USA)
National Committee at its July meeting to tane a
referendum of Article 3* Section 3 or tha/

.

;Oc«atiwtic«,

-

.which deals with the election to the National Committee.
The bottom portion of this letter sets forth the
referendum to be voted on.

Three copies of Instant letter, together
with an autostatic copy of the enclosure above-described
are being forwarded to the New York Office for information,

I on 9/1/39. made available on a
temporary basis to 3A| |

a copy of thetemporary basis to 3A l

document referred to above* which infoi
at a Communist Party club meeting held

tne ciud meeting above-mentioned* those club members
present voted in favor of deleting Section 5 of Article
5 of the constitution.

I advised that the document was turned
over to the lnfoxmant in order that he in turn might
personally contact those club members not in attendance at
the meeting* at which the club voted on the matter.
Informant is to return the original to the atate chairman
at a meeting of the state board scheduled to be held on the
night of 9/2/59.

One autostatie copy of the document above~
mentioned, appropriately Identified by the informant is
being filed in Portland file 10G-i952~3ub H-1A.

2-

Bureau (m ) (Bnol . -1

)

3-

»ew York (BM) (Cncl.-l),

(2--iQQ-BQ&l\^&L
2-P >rtland ( lQO^ii&fti mug*

JABivjk
(7)



9/15/59SAC, NEWARK (100-4284 D)

SA VINCENT £ MURPHY

Cp,_USA
N.J. DISTRICT
MEMBERSHIP
IS - C

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION SHOUID HOT BE
DISSEMINATED OUTSIDE..THE BUREAU UNLESS CAREFULLY AND
PROPERLY PARAPHRASED. IT IS NOSED THAT THIS WAS A PRIVATE
CONVERSATION WITH THE INFORMANT.

I I advised SAS JOHN A. HAAG of the NYO b7 D

and VINCENT E. MURPHY of the Newark Office on 9/9/59 that
PHIL BART of the National Office privately advised in
August, 1959 (8/31/59) that ONCHRR (first name not
mentioned) from Brooklyn gave him the name of an individual
in CresskiXl, N.J. ONCHSR stated this person has been
coming to him for sometime and has stated that she and six other
individuals want to toe in the Party tout no one will come
around to see them. She stated that the six are ready to
meet at any minute and they feel that they can possibly
get three to four additional individuals interested.
ONCHSR requested BART to take this matter up with the N.J.
district of the CP, USA to see whether someone would go to see
this group.

BART made available a piece of scrap paper received
from ONCHSR which stated as follows: "this person plus 6
more want in. I gave this information to MAE — 4 months
ago." On fKe other side of this paper was the name ’RUTH
WARREN, 59 Chestnut Street, Cresskill, N.J. (ONCHBR)”

3 - New York (REGISTERED MAIL)
1 - 100-56579 (PHILBART)-
1 - 100-" (FNP) ONCHEK, Brooklyn
i -

I i

Newark:
1 - 100-4284 D
1 - 100- (RUTH WARREN)
1 - 100-4284-4K-1 (BERGEN COUNTY)
i -i i / <- 1 iVEM:JAD
<7>

/

U /t/w



OFFICE MEMORANDUM * * UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428009) DATE: 9/// /&9

FROM s SAC, CHICAGO (100-34705)

SUBJECT: UNITED STATES FESTIVAL COMMITTEE
(7TH WORLD YOUTH FESTIVAL)
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

CG 5824-S*, on September 13, 1959, orally furnished
to SA JOHN E<> KEATING the Information on the following page.
This oral information was reduced to writing on September 15,
1959 s

2 - Bureau (REGISTERED)
0% New York (REGISTERED)

(1 - 100-134505) (Halted states Festival Committee) (7th World
Youth Festival)

(1 - 100-86624) (GP-USA, International Relations)
(X - 100-80641) (GP-USA, Organization)
(1 - 100-80644MGP-USA, Youth Matters)
411^JlflL0s56.579) (PHIL HART)^

100-135736)'(MARVIN'MARKMAN)
2 - Chicago

(1 - A/134-46)

rJEK/kws
CM»

r

>\



September 13, 1959

During the weekend of September 11-13, 1959, PHIL
BART, National Organization Secretary of the Communist Party -

USA, stated that the Resident Board or resident National Execu-
tive Committee of the Communist Party - USA recently heard a
report by MARVIN MARKMAN on the 7th World Youth Festival held
in Vienna, Austria*

BART stated that MARKMAN announced that henceforth
these festivals will be held once every three years instead of
once every two years.

BART said that MARKMAN stated that the United States
delegation was composed as follows; one-third of the delegates
were pro-Communist; one-third of the delegates were neutral

;

and the other one-third consisted of the Chicago group, which
had "85 F.B. I. Agents".

According to BART, MARKMAN sfated that the group which
was organized to disrupt the festival was obviously in the pay
of the United 'States State Department and/or United States intel-
ligence agencies. He said that while most of the delegates from
all the u countries lived in tents, this American group lived in
hotels and took life easy. They hired buses which went to the
Hungarian border. They had money to print leaflets. Yeti they
antagonized the local population, were looked upon as disrupters
by the other delegations and suffered setbacks. They did hot
hurt the festival and did unmask the role of the United States
as a country interfering in the affairs and activities of other
countries.

BART stated that MARKMAN reported that at first the
Austrian press ignored the festival, but after a couple of days
had to give publicity to this huge gathering. He said that at
one rally in a stadium which' holds 95,000 people, there were
90,000 present and one part of the stadium was left vacant
because of a fire-works display. MARKMAN' reported that there
was a huge delegation from Latin America with 800 delegates from
Venezuela alone.

MARKMAN also reported that he has received invitations
and will be lecturing to various groups on campuses.

L



OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : SAC> NEWARK (100-4284)

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-8q641) (415)

SUBJECT: CP, USA,ORGANIZATION
IS - C

DATE: 9/17/59

Identity of source

Description of info

Date received

Received by

Original location

|
who has furnished

reliable info in past (coneeal

)

9/2/59

SA JOHN A. HAAG (oral)

Utmost care must be used in handling and reporting the
following info in order to protect the identity of informant .

Information received from Informant* as set forth
above, was dictated by SA HAAG to I I on 9/3/59,
transcribed on 9/4/59* and authenticated by informant on 9/9/59

•

A copy of informant r s report follows

:

7 ~ Newark (1QO-4

(1 -
(1 - 65-7TOL
(1 100-3291
(1 - 100-
(1 - 1QQ-

X

h

NY|
|

Qi - NY 100-56579
1 - NY 100-1678$
1 - NY 100-16021
1 - NY 100-18065
1 - NY 100-80641

JAH:mfd

r^284) (Info) (RM)

Inv) (41)
PHIL BARTH 422

fH5)
(415)
fL5)

searchE^T

° ^ - Jo\j3 /
• NEW YORK



NY 100-80641

9/2/59

On I I a meeting was held at Communist

Party Headquarters, New York City. Those present were:

The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the recent

CP. I lopened the meeting hy reviewing ,cne mew penpal—
situation: in particular, the antagonistic attitude of

| |

|
pointed out that

these members have teen attacking mm as a cr leader in an
effort to gain recognition and possible position in the CP in
view of the fact that the State and National Conventions are
to take place in the next few months.

After listening to I lexplanation of the New
Jersey situation, I I who took the maih role of the
meeting, then spoke. His remarks were in the direction that
he believed it necessary for the National Office of the CP to

forcefully intervene in the New Jersey situation in support
ofl I He stated that it is clear that the

issues in New Jersey and the rising mobilization of the board
members against the chair stems from the unscrupulous anti-
leadership tendencies on the part of variegated elements, i.e,,.

those from the left, those from the right and those seeking
personal gains. He stated that these antagonistic elements
are striying to strike at the national leadership of the Party
and the national policy of the Party and to do so they have to
weaken| |of the national committee
and as defender of the policies or the Party. I \ said
it was here that this rising cloud in New Jersey is similar
to that rising in a number of other districts and can only be
ascribed to the efforts of certain unhealthy elements to get
some things in motion with the idea of trying to utilize and
influence the National Convention, All these uprisings are
part of the picture with the idea of taking over the National
Convention.

- 2 ~
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NY loo-8o64l

| |
stated that if

| |
because of

discouragement or a gang-up against him, the leadership that
would come into being in New Jersey would be, as far as the
TJatirmai Off*! o.p is rinnr'.pr'npri . vptv una.nnftntabl.e and dubious .

| |
leadership

composed of people who are unfriendly to and very critical of
the National leadership.

He criticized I for failing to see that if he
stepped out he was therefore abdicating to what would become an
unacceptable kind of leadership.

He analyzed what a leadership in New Jersey would
look like with I lout. It would be a leadership whose
main authority would be I bf the

I an unprincipled maneuverer, and
| |

a moody, tempermental person who specializes in tantrums.
Such a leadership, he said, would be anti-National Office and
a source of political infection and factionalism.

Isaid it would be better, as hard as it may
be, to move resolutely to consolidate around f I all the
good elements of the CP in New Jersey and to give political
support and backing and to systematically strive to isolate
and make ineffective those who want to maneuver or toy with
anti-National policies *

He proposed that the National Office immediately set
up a committee of three top leadership people to go into New
Jersey and convene something along the lines of a caucus. They
should have a meeting of those members of the board and state
committee who they view as elements to be drawn into the leader-
ship against the disruptive elements. He said they should have
some frank talks with them, lay the cards on the table and
strive to unite these good elements into a bloc for unity
of the Party. He said obviously this meeting would exclude

I
He said that this leader-

snip snouxa try to lay out a progression' of activities and
issues relating to work for the CP and campaigns to be under-
taken and concentrate all attention and weight on that.

- 3 -



NY 100-80641

To the extent to which these factional elements will
not help or go along with the program will enable the leader-
ship to expose and isolate them as to their ulterior purposes.
Such a thing is essential to prevent them from personalizing
the struggle and making headway by dealing in personalities
and minor issues.

J
|
then spoke along the same lines as

|
He expressed the view that l should not feel that

the situation in New Jersey is his own private headache or that
he is personally accountable for it. He said by the same
token his stepping aside will not, in any way, help to solve
it.

b7D

He too stated that the onset and sharpness of factions
is associated with the coming of the convention and he used the
phrase that with the announcement of the convention "you have
a case where all the worms start to climb from out of the rocks"
and try to make something thq.t will build up at the convention.

was also critical ofSt 3resignation in that it
had all the earmarks of an abdication and handing the New Jersey
Party over to people who have shown they mean no good to the CP.

| |
merely declared that this being so he feels

it necessary that the National Office and the National Executive
Contaittee swing its weight in proper fashion to back up I

in New Jersey, strengthen him and help him scuttle the un-
principled crew.

He said if we could supplant the personality program
and settle issues and argumentations by a positive and constructive
program such would attract all the good people to one side and
isolate those who want to pursue the destructive course. He
was for sharp and decisive steps against the rightist element
and against those of an unscrupulous nature who want to maneuver.

I |could not be induced into the discussion
at this meeting. He made only brief remarks, but did not
participate at length as the others. Whether this reserved
attitude is due to his not wanting to become a figure in the
dispute pr whether he does not w&nt to go put on a limb concern-



NY 100-80641

Is unknown are close friends as

| H did indicate his agreement with the others
and his belief that the position in New Jersey is not in the
main good or even pro-Party. b

BART agreed fully with the general estimate made by
the others and hp~l1flve>d It; would result i n disaster if

\ |

I I He said it is
necessary to withdraw

|
|as soon as possible

and necessary for the National. Office bo move in and gain
support. He agreed as to the characteristic of | las
a stay-behind of the right wing.

| |
he believes to

have no loyalty for the CP, but is a man who is trying to
find a way to get out of the CP by creating conditions which
will esta.hi i ah hi m as a martyr and that the CP is no good. But
BART saidl lis still in the CP and has to be dealt with.

|
|theh asked of the CP to deal with him in

such a way to defeat his purpose and prevent him from taking
a bloc away from the Party with him.

BART stated he disagreed with l bs to how to
remedy the situation. He did not want a semi-official type or
caucus type of meeting. He said it must be an official meeting
to prevent it from being construed as a caucus which would
be open to criticism. BART proposed, along the lines of

I that three members of the national leadership meet
with the full New Jersey Boar$, open the subject and strive
to separate the sides. He said also that it is a National
Office responsibility and the National Office should step
down and give some help.

He proposed that
| | be

officially answered by the NEC by writing a letter to the
New Jersey State Board stating that it is the, opinion of
the National Office thatl I

|
The National Office should

state that bhey will work with him and the New Jersey Board

•* 5 •*
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NY 100-80641

on a constructive program of Party activity. BART stated
that this letter and the appearance of the three members of
the National leadership would diow the New Jersey Board that
the National Office has political confidence in| and is
urging all good men of the Board to rally and will urge that
they unite together on a program of constructive CP work and
invite everyone to join. Those who wish to pursue a personality
campaign will be so identified and isolated.. t>7D

These conclusions were all accepted and on September 1,.

1959# they were to be presented to the Resident NEC members at
the Pa.^ty Headquarters, for their approval. BART stated that

would be informed of the decision of the Resident NEC,

********
Bureau advised of above by airtel dated 9/2/59.

- 6 -



9/17/59SAC, ITEltf YORK (100-266030^3)

SA HAROLD P. QUTIfl (*U5)

CP KINGS COUYTY
IS - C

On -S/22/59, J!Y 1750-S*, who hoc furnished
reliable infomotion in the poet, adviced that PHIL and

COTJIE CART had discussed c nutaher of natters at thoir
residence* Darin; ; the* discussion COIHTIE raentioned that
there had been fifteen people at the noofeio" fehc previous
evotiio;; xHiicb she attended , She caid that things uere a

bit disorganized now ac the mor.bers t/ho wore elected to
fehc County Coneiittoo are not around and the county staff is
funcfeionivjj fron day to day. BART 'ticnfeiouod to COitilE trio fc

the icir.fs County CP should wait after feho national Connifefece

rsoefcin'j; to have a County Convention in order to see- how
thinye '_:o at fehc ilC and what is deeidod. He caid that
the- District Convention should be in January and the Section
Conventions in February.

lie also
person who ie not

mentioned that relative to the RC every
a ^cribor at lqd|:<£-should pay $75*00 to

of those attendin'; the convention.
the

defray the expense:
including '?£. He said that the lost tinxo durin_
convention they wore cauyht shorthanded financially when
those people cane and they were not in a position to
rod Yourso then

,



SAC, NEK YORK (100-8528) 9/17/59

SA HAROLD P. QUINN (415)

y
i'-

•'-v--
" KAtJi^lf y-'.'
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:
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y-;: yyyy : SM - c;;fy>' yyyyvyy y yyy -y y^yy '

On 8/27/59, NY 1750-S*, who has f rnisbed
reliable information in the past, advised that during a

conversation at their residence PHIL BART mentioned to
CONNIE, his wife, that he had met LOUIS WEINSTOCK who
had told him that he had seen MAR^Y KAUFMAN who had just
returned from her trip to Russia* He said that JCAUPMAN
had great praise for the factories in Russia and described
them as a paradise for workers. She told him that they are
old biildings but that the machines and the equipment are

.flcnewv-' / ' V
'

: y;
’
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SAC, NEW YORK (100-8057
) 9/17/59

SA HAROLD P. QUINN (415)

GENE DEMIS
si? - c

On 9/2/59, NY 1750-S*, who has furnished

reliable information In the past, advised that during a

discussion at their residence tha t PHIL BART ha d complained

to his wife regarding GENE DENNIS staying away on vacation

so long and not telling anyone when he would definitely
return. He said that DENNIS was very unwise to take six
weeks vacation subjecting himself to criticism. He

said that DENNIS* position is so weak and he is so

unpopular that he was giving ammunition to the opposition.

He said that if a real fight opens up against him, he

will not be able to stand up under It.

CONNIE BART mentioned the fact that JIN
JACKSON had been away on seven weeks vacation . PHIL
commented that JACKSON was another unpopular person who

.

was also jeopardizing himself. He advised that both he

and DENNIS should have taken three weeks vacation and
taken some additional time at Christmas.

The BARTS then both praised BILL PATTERSON
and GEORGE MORRIS as hard workers who are not like DENNIS
or JACKSON.,

‘V - New York (100*56579) (PHILIP BART) (415)
1 - New York (100-12959) (CONNIE BART) (415

J

1 - New York
(
1OO-I6785 j (JIM JACKSONj (415

)

1 - New York (100-84275) (WILLIAM PATTERSON) (

\ :s (188:^* iGE0RGE M0RRIS) (4l5)

HPQ:alh
'

'T"' -

'

V

(6 )
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NY-112
OFFICE MEMORANDUM . UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

SAC, NEW YORK (100-56579) (415)

DATE:

SUBJECT : PHIL BART
SM - C

The above captioned subject was observed entering

and/or leaving 23 West 26th St;, New York, New York*

NY 1726-*, who has furnished reliable information

in the past, advised on 4/21/57 that effective 4/15/57 the

National and New York State offices of the Communist Par y
would occupy the premises at 23 West 26th Street, New York,

New York*

NY 694-S* on 6/5/58 advised that the editorial

staff of "The Worker" was to be moved into the building at

23 West 26th Street on 6/7,8/58.

NY 2002-S* on 6/20/58 verified the occupancy of

the basement and first floor areas of building by the

office staff of "The Worker", an East Coast xireekly Communist

newspaper

.

DATE

9/2 /59

OBSERVED BY SAS

STEPHEN FEDUNIAK

9/3/59

9/4 /59

9/8/59

STEPHEN FEDUNIAK

STEPHEN FEDUNIAK

ROBERT G. OFTEDAL

9/9 /59 STEPHEN FEDUNIAK

A log covering the above surveillances is being

maintained in NY file 100-4931-Sub 0* -S'CS’ 7
mf”3

) •>**SSLL 1S ' °Vw<y SERlAUZE^^r-fi:. „1

SEi-1-'

i

:
:’J /./

j
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NY-112
OFFICE MEMORANDUM . UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO:

FROM:

SAC, NEW YORK (100-56579) (415)

SA
b6
b7C

DATE: St?' i " *059

SUBJECT: PHIL BART
SM - C

The above captioned subject was observed entering

and/or leaving 23 West 26th St;, New York, New York.

NY 1726-*, who has furnished reliable information

in the past, advised on 4/21/57 that effective 4/15/57 the

National and New York State offices of the Communist Party

would occupy the premises at 23 West 26th Street, New York,

New York.

694-S* on 6/5/58 advised that the editorial

staff of "The Worker" was to be moved into the building at

23 West 26th Street on 6/7 , 8/58 .

NY 2002-S* on 6/20/58 verified the occupancy of

the basement and first floor areas of building by the

office staff of "The Worker", an East Coast weekly Communist

newspaper

.

DATE OBSERVED BY SAS

9*0 /59 I St

/ /59

/ /59

/ /59

/ /59



SAC, CHICAGO (100-3740) 9/13/59

sac, isec Yon:: (100-11032)

nOHHIS ClilLDS
1S~C

SO«3?C0!

Characterisation?

HY 24x3-3* (conceal and pcmiphraac)

Uio hue furnished reliable information
In the past

mr 241&-3* reported on 9/12/59, a mlo (probably HOPEIS
CHILDS) contacted JACHOOH aid said ho Di^ht bo heel; In 3 ho 5
days and vented ho hall: a bib with SACHSOH, CHILDS indicated
he lmcu JACHSGH vvaa

wuorIcinn on acnqthinG’* end said he had to
cot a copy. CHILDS cold he la etayinc at hlo uaual hotel and iu

waiting foe JACH (CHILDS), isho ie out of town, to c-cce in. CHILDS
indicated he had to oeo PHIL (xtt£?) and a couple of other people
and ndcht not he Ohio to coo aACHSCU until the neat day.

in 24X8-3* reported oil 9/13/59, ifflIS (CHILDS) contacted
SACICSOH end said ho nao £ainG oven to coo llARY (probably I1ARY

KAtJKIAH) end said he nisht he able to cone to JACX30:i*a when he
leaves HOralXS indicated ho had to cot a piano in the
afternoon hut definitely wanted to aec SACSSOil.

Chicago (103-3740) (Info) (rji)
% „ .

How Y«?2; (100-3529) '(IlfiEY ItWJimi) (423)
Ecw Yorl: (100-64051) (dACY CHILDS) (415)
'lieu Yonl: (100-55579} (PHIL BLEY} (415)
ran Vor*c Y (kl5)
lk? Yokz (IOO-I67S5 ) (JA'ad E. uACHSOH) (415 )

1— He. 100-11032

c.7u7,U;.i $LfrC.
( "t ’ *

DERiaaa
(7)



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum • united states government

SAC, MEW YORK (100-56579) DATE: 9/21/59

FROM : SAOHAROLD P* QUINN

SUBJECT: PHIL BART
IS-C

Identity of Informant

Reliability:

Date

NY 1749-S* (Conceal and
paraphrase)

Who has furnished reliable
information in the past

9/15/59

NY 1749-S* has reported that on Q/15/59. 1
,

contacted CONNIE (BART) and PHIL (BART).
|

| advised he wou:

stop by the BART place about 7:45 that night as CONNIE has
something there for him.

1- New York (100-12959) (CON
1- New York (100-120617) I

<fl3 New York (100-56579) (415

PQjgms
3 )

lE BART
(422)

yin * 7-

3



DIRECTOR., RBI (100-3284) 9/22/59

SAC, NY (100-56579)

PHIL BART
IS-C 3 SA-40
(weekly summary 9/13-20/59 )

CINAL

On 9/13/59, NY 1750-S* advised that the subject and
his wife discussed the subject's -leaving that morning for
Philadelphia on CP business. Subject advised that he ejected
to return to NY on Tuesday at the very latest

.

On 9/15/59,

[

advised that the subject was
in attendance at a meeting of the District Committee of the
CP of Eastern Pennsylvania and Delaware held onl

b7D

On 9/15/59, MY 1750-S* advised that the subject
told his wife that he had attended a number of CP membership
meetings in Philadelphia during his. trip. He said that there
are only a few CP members outside of Philadelphia in the
Pennsylvania District and that all of the Party strength was
in Philadelphia Itself; He continued that the district there
was not developing any leadership and that the young people
were not being brought along in the various organisational
set ups. He told his wife that there are eleven CP clubs
in Philadelphia. He said that during his stay there, he had
spent some time with JIM DOISON. He said he was also impressed
with a Negro CP member who he referred to as ESTELLE (LNU)
who is in charge of a club as well as a Section Committee and
who devotes all her time to this work; He said that there
are definitely going to have to be some changes made "down
there.'

1 Subject’s wife commented that if he made any changes
in. Philadelphia he would probably be accused of white chauvinism.
The subject commented that she was right and that is just the way
BEN DAVIS operates.

Subject and his wife later discussed the visit of
KHRUSHCHEV and the subject described him as a real proletarian
leader who is showing up EISENHOWER with his dynamic personality*
He said that KHRUSHCHEV’S not wearing a white tie and tails to
the presidential dinner was a good idea. Commenting on the
reception KHRUSHCHEV received in Washington, the stibject noted

(t
;
Bureau (100-3284 )(RM)
NY (100-56579)

PQ:KMI
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ny 100-56579

that a ear had proceeded the parade with a sign saying
’'no cheering .just polite silence," BART commented that
theyliad not shorn this on T,V.

Later the subject* s wife asked him how he had made
out in his meeting with BEN DAVIS* Subject said that the
meeting had improved their relationship. She then asked
him if he had mentioned WALTER BAREST in their meeting and
the subject commented that he had not said anything about
BARRY, but had spoken mostly about EAT TOOHEY, (This
reference probably refers to BART'S report to the NEC
regarding his recent trip and attendance at/CE District
Board meeting in New Jersey,).

NY 175Q-S* advised on 9/16/59, that the subject
and his wife discussed their plans for that evening. Subject r s
wife advised him that he was supposed to speak at a meeting in
Elatbush that evening and that he would be able to find out
more about it, from I I and INA (HQLEANT).
She commented that she was going to attend a meeting that fa®

evening of the Kings County CE Eoard, which was to be held b7c

at the home of TOM MEYERSCQUGH.

NY 1750-S* advised on 9/17/59 , that the subject
had commented to his wife that on the radio news that
morning the announcement had been made about a dozen
different times that KHRUSHCHEV' would not visit "the
Shabby headquarters of the CEUSA in New York," The subject
commented that it was too bad someone did not mention
the fact that the headquarters is located in the former
home of the VANDERBILTS

.

On 9/18/59, the subject was observed entering
CE Headquarters, NYC, where a full meeting of the
NEC, CPUSA was to be held. This meeting was later adjourned
and held at the Hotel Chelsea, 222 West 23rd Street, NYC

,

0G 5824-S* advised on 9/18/59, that the subject was
present at the NEC meeting held at the Chelsea Hotel,
The meeting took up a report of EUGENE DENNIS on the
visit of KHRUSHCHEV and IRVING POTASH followed with a report
on the steel strike.
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NY 1749-S* advised that CONNIE BART had contacted
,

LENA SCHERER and SCHERER had mentioned that a friend of their^s

had done a wonderful Job on getting tickets for them to the
UN to watch KHRUSHCHEV deliver his speech. She also noted
that she had Seen ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG, Jill ALLEN, JOE
NORTH, and ALPHEUS HUNTON at the UN.

CG 5824-3* advised on 9/19/59

»

that PHIL BART had been
present at a meeting of the NEC held on that date at the Chelsea
Hotel* The agenda for the meeting was entirely that of CP

leadership

.

NY 1749-3* advised that the sublet had contacted
his wife at which time she told him that ANDY ONDA (fomer
Pittsburgh CP functionary> residing in Brooklyn) had died
that morning in the doctor 1 s office where he had gone
for a treatment for another ailment.

This source also advised that later the subject had
contacted BILL ALBERTSON and advised him that he was trying
to males arrangements for ONDA* S funeral and burial and
that they would need something like $600.00 for the
expanses.

NY 1749-3* advised on 9/20/59# that the subject
had catacted CARL BRODSKY and JB-1 JACKSON regarding
various arrangments for the funeral and burial of
ANDY 01®,

NY 1750-S* .advised on 9/20/59# that the subject

had advised his wife that he is sorry that he got involved
in, making arrangements for the ONDA funeral. He commented
it is the type of thing he did not like to handle as it could
pause trouble even though ONDA was still a Communist. The
Subject and his wife later discussed BETTY GANNETT and he
commented that she has such a "Lousy1

' disposition he suspects
she is a psychopath. H© said that she has some type of
disturbance and and definitely should get some treatment.
He Said he had never seen anyone so disagreeable. His

wife commented that GANNETT was "a very odd person*



NY 100-56579

NY 1749-$"' advised that the subject had been in
contact later that evening with JIM TORMEY and ELIZABETH
CURLEY PLYNN regarding arrangements for the OHDA funeral*

This source also advised that MORRIS CHILDS later
contacted the subjects residence and spoke with CONNIE
BART. He told her that he was at LENA (SCHERER* S) and that
he would try to see CONNIE on his ne?ct trip to New York*
CHUBS said that he had wanted to talk to PHIL but that
Since the subject had already left, he would wait until
he saw him personally.



Date: 9/23/59

Transmit the following in PLAIN TEXT
(Type in plain text or code )

Via AIRTEL RM
(! priority or Method' of Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-88)

PROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-87211)

SUBJECT: CP, USA - FACTIONALISM
IS-C
CINAL

On 9/22/59 NY 2318-S* advised that BETTY GANNETT
contacted ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN to relate the events that
occurred at the funeral of ANDY ONBA, 9/22/59

>

former CP
functionary who was aligned with left wing elements in the
Partyi

GANNETT said the funeral turned into a "free for
all", that CHARLIE LOMAN had come in from Chicago and that
AL LANNON sent a letter from San Francisco. She said that
things got progressively worse at the ©eote-faery located at
Valhalla, NY describing it as 'b, fiasco" and the "battle of
Valhalla". GANNETT said that a fist fight almost started at
the ceme'B&ery, that they refused to allow BEN DAVIS to speak
and that HY LUMER who was the chairman was only allowed to

a-
i-
i-
i-
i-
i-
i-
i-
i-
i-.
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Chicago (100- CHARLIE LOMAN) (Info) (RM)
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York
New York
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100-1696) (ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN) (415)
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100-6622) (ANDY ONDA) (422)
100-114143) (THERESA ONDA) (422)
100-23825) (BEN DAVIS)
IOO-IO5078) (HY LUMER)
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Approved
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read the letter sent by AL LANNON. CHARLIE LOMAN delivered
the main talk and THERESA ONDA, nMe. .of' ttee deceased, told
PHIL BART that the CP had murdered her husband-,; BEN DAVIS
charged that CHARLIE LOMAN should have been expelled from the
CP before he left for Chicago which now has the problem to
contend with*

FLYNN commented that the CP made a mistake in
trying to take over the affair but should have left it to the
"Leftists". She said the whole affair was disgraceful and
bemoaned the fact that they (CP) had paid the funeral expenses
only to end up being called murderers. She promised to devote
a colump in "The Worker" to the Incident.
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM - UNITED .STATES GOVERNMENT

TO

FROM

SUBJECT

SAC, BALTIMORE
|

SA ROBERT C. NORTON

INFORMATION FURNISHED
BY SECURITY INFORMANT

DATE: 9/15/59 b7D

The documentation for this information is as follows:

Identity Date of Activity
of and/or Description Date
Source of Information Furn. Agent Location

8/18/59 ROBERT C

.

NORTON
(Written)

CARE SHOULD EE USED IN REPORTING THIS
INFORMATION IN ORDER THAT THE IDENTITY
OF THE INFORMANT MAY BE FULLY PROTECTED

For assistance in reviewing report, a number in parenthesis ( )

following a name or title set forth below will indicate that

there is a reference to that name or title on the page or pages

whose number will be enclosed in the parenthesis. Where no

number is set out, it is suggested that the entire report be

reviewed for information on the subject matter.

The text of the informant’s statement is as follows:

0- New York (RegisteredJMa .

ORGANmmeCCP, USA (3 )

"FUNDS (f) ^ .

PAMPHLETS & PUBLICATIONS (6,7)

1 - Washington Field (Registered Mail) 0
.

ORGANIZATION, MD.-D.C.

27 -Baltimore (See page 1A)

As-

-*<£21^53 .

,

SEARCHED
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SEPT>~15, ,1959
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Copies (Cont’d):

27 - Baltimore
100-12076r
100-12412
100-10584
100-10975
100-12175
100-15185
100-10395
100-7697
100-9665
100-9583
100-8306
100-9592
100-100131
100-12464 ORGANIZATION* MD.-D.C.
100-11800 BRIEF FILE (7)
100-12125 PAMPHLETS & PUBLICATIONS (6,7)
100-11950 CP STEEL CLUB (2,4)
100-12458 FACTIONALISM (2,3A5,6)
100-4267 COMINFIL USA-CIO (2,4)
100-12510 STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY (2,3,4)
100-7229 IUMSWA, .COMINFIL (2,3)
100-12948 WORKER (3 )

100-12070 SECURITY MEASURES (3 )

100-12485 NEGRO QUESTION (3, 4, 5, 6)
100-17819 NORTHWEST BALTO. CP CLUB (5 )

100-11640 FUNDS (6,7)
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'Baltimore, Maryland
August 18, 1959

The following repi
of the Maryland -I

at the home of I

After phoning,
|

in his automobile a
that I

on a two day visit.

le and nicked ui

home about 8:35 PM
~l commented

had left for New York

En route for
|

have to he done about the
wanted to generate aotivi

said that something would
;eel Club. He said that the CP
around the steel strike, but

|
were acting in a middle class manner.

I said that though these two had contacts in steel,
they could not apparently start any agitation which would

|said that he wasn't satisfi
had conducted himself at the lastf

I meeting, and that
could have been better.

reports and proposals

Ithen said that he had learned|
|
that Local

2609, USA-CIO, had made a deal with the Continental Can
Company local whereby 400 steeli
for the Continental Can Company
to this arrangement was that C01

the 400 workers be white

.

I

thing was contrary to CP nollci<
the matter at the|

nlrers were to go to work
Isaid the drawback

inental Can insisted that
Jsaid that this sort of
, and they would discuss
meeting that evening.

Ithen said that he had contacted
1

|

~1 Sunday and that ! |
had

followed instructions concerning the attempted mobilization
of rank and file workers at the shipyard in an effort to



cause union officials to move against the company because
the men were working without a union contract.

then said that
|

|as a
|

anoordance with Party policies, i

I would take action . I

[ always claimed that I I ha<

could now put pressure oj

should

terest in the

I said he and l I had been out Saturday morning
distributing Worker supplements concerning the banning

—

of nuclear tests, and that they had discussedl
action concerning employment with Continental Can and
felt it to be a serious offense.

The two then discussed the fact thatf I

former CP member, had
, ,

Isaid thatl had talked to
about the matter, and did nor get a clear answer. I

'

said that he planned to talk tol I since the Pari

should clear up that type of accusation. I

then went tol I

At about 9:30 PM. I larrived and the four went upstairs
to a room at the right of the head of the stairs.

At about 9:40 PM, I I got the meeting under way by
announcing that there would be a CP National Committee
meeting in New York, September 18-19, 1959# and he would
attend. He then said that the discussion that evening
would concern:

1. A discussion on the
Negro Question with

retical Aspects of the
to give a report

| [then interrupted and said that he had not brought his

notes, and after discussion it was decided to discuss that

point at the next meeting.

| then said that the next point on the agenda would
be a discussion on the recent I I

I Imeeting, and a discussion led by | |
on a serious

problem in steel.

I I then said that he thought the

- 3 -



I
ana uney Dacn naa seemei

pressure against union officials.

with good reports given
member, and

interested in exerting

I I then said that it did not appear that I Iwas
interested in mass activity although he had made some

e
od suggestions and had done good things in the past.

J said it did not appear that! I had grasped the
ea of a broad CP activity around the steel strike, nor

has he grasped the idea of Negro and white unity.

I then explained the recent deal made between Local 2609 ,

USA-CIQ. and the Continental Can local . I I said further
that l lhad sat in as a union official on the deal
when it was made, and had been one of the 400 hired by
Continental Can.

I Isaid that he and| |had discussed the matter the
previous Saturday, and that he had visited I 1 the
morning of August 16th around 10:00 AM. I I said that

I n had visitors and he had been unable to talk to
him at length.

then commented that he understood that I I

CP Steel Club member. I

I I

I I said that he thought this situation was serious,; and.
that he would try to see I I again about the matter
the following day.

I Ithen pointed out that there would be a steel meeting
that night,, but I Iwould not be present since he was
working -3 - 11:00 PM.

.

then said that he agreed with land! I that
it. was a dangerous situation. . pointing out that!

I

had always questioned ! | attitude > | |
went

on to say that l I should not raise the question of
Continental Gan. employment at. the steel meeting until the
District Board had made a decision since an .open* discussion
on the matter by .the Steel Club might .split that, club wide
open. .

4 -



f

|
then said ti

called before the
,t|

|
should be

Ufor an explanation.

said that she agreed with l I and and although
she reIt that I I made a good report on the steel
strike at the I I

meeting,
and although much of his thinking seemed to be extreme left,

he was . in error when he said that there was no difference
between white and Negro comrades in the trade union movement.

interrupted, and said that that was an old "wobbly"
statement

.

I then went on to say that there was a definite
difference between the position of Negro and white
comrades not only in the trade union movement, but even
within the Party itself, and that the Negroes were always
under greater pressure.

I then said that she did not know whv f I

I had not attended the most
Tenantr I

meeting

.

She

said that in renent months only one person from I
,

J

had attended »
I , |

meeting,

and that was | I
said that she felt that all

clubs should be represented at such a meeting, and that the

people at I I
would have more confidence in the Party

if they were represented at such meetings.

I Ilooked embarrassed, and was unable to give a satisfactory
explanation for i I absence

.

I then said that the lastl
I meeting was the best that had been held in recent

years, and that he had been greatly impressed by the

discussions. I I said that the biggest problem ^was^
I I who appears to be working with company officials
and company lawyers. He said that he did not feel that

I I was carrying out Party activity properly, but

could not cut his finger on the trouble . He went on to

say that I I had been in the Party Iona enough to

know how to act, and that he felt that|
|
as a Party



leader should be on the picket line as much as possible

and always ready to defend the Party position on Negro

and white unity, and as a Party member should have been

very critical of the Continental Can deal.

said he felt the I
|

should take some
_

action regardingl I
and he did not feel he should

|
He said the CP was in enough danger

from the ultra left, the right revisionists, and the

reactionary forces in the United States without having

a Party member such as l I causing the Negro comrades

to become angry with him.

then handed out a form dated August 7 , 195

9

j which

was signed "PHIL BART, National Organization Secretary,

and which bore upon the fact that Section 5 of Article V
of the r.P constitution should be changed.

|
said

that thel I
should study the statement that

he was handing out and be ready to discuss it at the next

meeting

.

The four then discussed how to handle the|_

and it was finally decided that I— I and
represent the I i

see
|

and try to get him to change his attitude.

They thf

be held
the next

I situation,
I should

over the weekend.

meeting would

then passed out copies of the August issue of

Political Affairs and the August issue of Masses and

Mainstream

.

I said he had ordered three books for thel I

I entitled "The Colonial Era" by HERBERT APTHEKER at

$2 .00 a copy, thq

I

I members then each said

that they would pay for their individual copy.

I then passed out pamphlets entitled "We Dissent,"

which pertained to a recent United States Supreme Court

decision.

| then went to a closet in the room and got out

- 6 -
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envelopes which held CP funds

.

then passed CP literature bills to

Ithen ga'

received from
| |

which he said he had
for CP literature.

gave $5.00 to which he said he had received
as payment for CP literature

.

lannounced that he had paid $5.00 for the pamphlet
"We Dissent .

"

Isaid that they had $60.00 in the trea
sent to New York for the CP fund drive

.

I

her to send $35.00 and keep $25.00 on hand..

to be
instructed

I Ithen gave
|
$58.00, but the reason for the

payment .was not explained.

The meeting ended about 11:10 PM. "

.This memo has been compared with informant’s original statement
and it is accurate in substance.

On page 6 of instant report reference is made to a form dated
"August 7, 1959" which was signed "PHIL BART, National Organizational
Sec’y." A copy of this form which was addressed "To All Clubs
and ''Dear Comrades" and which refers to a possible change in the
CP constitution was secured by from|

|

on b7D

8/17/59. On 8/18/59, the informant gAVe SA ROBERT C. NORTON the
copy. On 8/19/59, SA NORTON caused the copy to be photostated,
and on 8/20/59 returned the original copy to informant. The
photostat is being retained in I
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

SAC, NEW YORK (100-80641) (415) DATE: 9/16/59

FROM: SA JOHN A. HAAG (41)

SUBJECT : CP ,USA-ORGANIZATION
IS - C

NY |

NY 100-
NY 100-
NY 100-
NY 100-
NY 100-
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NY 100-
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NY 100-
NY 100-
NY 1QQ-
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12982$
13483
54555
50094
139629
105078
93665
55794
94429
84275

NY 100-:
NY 100-
NY lOO-i

NY 101-
NY 100-
NY 100-'

NY 100-
NY 100-

23825
56575
60640
§59-*;
82206
70281
26018

1 - NY 100-138812
1 - NY 100-

,

'

% 100-80641
E

\>XJ JAHtjn
ft. (23)

'BETTY GANNETT)
EVELYN WIENER

)

’william albert
HY LUMER) (415)

TO5)
(424)
1(425)
'SON) (4l6)

’MIMI FRIEDLANDER) (421)
SARAH JtoE) (424)
SAUL GROSS) (424)
WILLlMfPATTERSON) (4lf

UNSUB;l|- •black hair,mv
glas sell, 5 *6-7" , 180-QQ_
CP Heaffjuarters ,NYC

r

4l2) If

[BEN DAVIS) (4l6)
PHIL BART )(422)
HAROLD COLLINS) (4l6)
JESUS COLON) (415)
BILL STANLEY) (425)

'black hair,mustache, dark framed
|

ifrs..^q-6o vrs.. at
huarters,NYC lper

(JERRY DALY) (416)

,

(LOUIS WEINSTOCK) (415)
, , „

(UNSUBj. : 60165 yrs a ,l40-50 lbs t# 5‘4-5"*
white hair-short. at CP.USA Headquarters

,

NYC l Lper I \

(ELSIE LNU) (412

)

(milt T.TJTTjpy»Rv1 oiial v described, at CP .USA
.Headquarters,NYC ] per Im s' -

<Qsi~

7 f
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t , —

>

Identity of Source
|

|who has furnished
reliable information in the
past (conceal)

Description of info Activities at CP.USA
Headquarters ,NYC

]

Date received 9/3/59

Received by SA JOHN A. HAAG (written)

Original location

A copy of informant's written report follows:



NY 100-80641

Aug. 30/59

At C.»P. headquarters on

BETTY GANNETT

WM. ALBERTSON
HI LTJMER
MIMI PREEDLANDER
SARAH JAFFE
SAUL GROSS

these people were seen.

WM. PATTERSON
MILT?
BEN DAVIS

/PHIL BART
HAROLD COLLINS
JESUS COLON
BILL STANLEY
JERRY DALY
LOUIS WEINSTOCK
ELSIE

Woman never seen before-age 60-65_ Weight 140-50 Height 5-4-5
White curley hair-short. No glasses. White dress^ Tan
sport shoes_j_ Huge strawHaag-white wTtK red flowers on it.

Man. Never seen before. Black curley hair. Mustache_j_ dark
framed glasses. Heightf 5-6-7-Wejght l8-9t> Much hair on
arms^ Age 55-65~ Dark pants-white sbirt-sleeves rolled up_*
No glasses

SARAH JAFFE asked SAUL GROSS if he was going to the
meeting with BETTY GANNETT as there were 300 copies of "On
the Occasion of the 40th anniversary. Communist Party,
U.S.A." that BETTY had to take with her to the meeting and
she needed help. SAUL said he could not help as he had to
go to a movie. Later he came back and asked SARAH if she
would like to go tc the movie with him. He said it was
"The Blue Angel"-.. SARAH thanked him but refused and said
she. would be happy to go another time if he would'.

.
let hen

know in advance. He' then askedl
she also refused-had a date. Iu Just

if she .could go and
seemed that he did not

like to attend a movie alone, yet was determined to see
it

1000 copies of the article was run but only 3°° hurriedly
prepared for the meeting BETTY wanted them for*

-3-
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'•wvw, yimoT tor intotmortt noport or M^j|ol
FD-300 (3-21-58)

TO SAC, NEWARK
SA VINCENT E.
CP, ISA
NEW JERSEY DISTRICT
NEWARK DIVISION
MERCER COUNTY

4284-4M-1)
6

DATE? 9/21/59

Date received

8/26/59

Received from fnrrme or symbol number)

.

who has furnished
reliable info. ia the past.

Received by

SAS JOHN A. HAAG, NYO,
VINCENT E. MORPHY. Newark

Method of deliver/ (check appropriate blocks)

Cfi in person (HI by telephone (ZD by mail QD orally' CI3 recording device [~Z3 written by Informant

If orally furnished and reduced to writing -by Agent:

Date

Dictated to

Date of Report

8/26/59
Pate(s) of activity

Transcribed

* Authenticated
by Informant — - -

Brief description of activity or material

Discussion with

County CP

Remarks* THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION SHOULD NOT BE DISSEMINATED
OUTSIDE THE BUREAU UNLESS CAREFULLY AND PROPERLY PARA-

, PHRASED.

\

File where original is located if not attached 1

i

C?'-

3

14

" New -York.% (JRM)

|

.100-5657^— (PHIL J3ARTV~^

> Philadelphia
100-
100- ;

65-1686
Newark.
100-20913

• 100^36790
100-34894
100-31342
3—2
100-41447
100-
100-30994
61t70
100-28433
100-4284

A

100-4284T
;

J1P

<RM)

(1CP FUNDS)
(CP LITERATURE)

b6
b7C
b7D

^

i

VEM
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'If

NK 1Q0-4284-4M-1

August 26, 1959

I
|
privately advised in August, 1959

I that he had $11.00 in CP dues to turn in
to the State Office which he had received from Charles Mitchell.
Goldberg did not know whether this was Mitchell’s own dues or
that of some other comrade.

|
[further stated he had

$3 .30 for CP literature, which amount he received from the
|
group. He stated that no meeting of any kind was

held in Trenton for the past several months because various
people have been on vacation,

|

'

I stated they only had
one meeting since the meeting wherein l I attended.
He stated their group is down to about five members. Us_
all probability this id

I I stated he had heard nothing concerning
~[and1 I and as far as be knows, they are out

ox the Party. He had heard that I ~~l had some kind of
a meeting in Trenton recently and another meeting or two in
Levittown.

/ |
Ifurther stated he heard that Phil Bart,

of the National Office, had attended CP meeting in Levittown
within the past month. This, was a very small meeting.

|

~
did not know much about this meeting, inasmuch as he did not
attend. He had heard the meeting was rather fruitless and
Bart did not do much convincing on the part of those present.

1 and his wife, who were at this meeting, stated
they finally decided to quit the Party. I

from Philadelphia,
was also present.

| I
stated he had no further information

concerning this meeting, but he did know that l I

and his wife quit the CP during the meeting.



OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : SAC, NEW YORK (100-26603-C43) (#422) DATE: 9/22/59
r S*

FROM : SA CHARLES W. CAVANAUGH (#422)

SUBJECT: KINGS COUNTY CP
IS - C

Identity of Source who has furnished
reliable information in the
past (conceal)

Description of Info

J

rmeeting of the b

Date Received 8/28/59

Received By SA CHARLES W. CAVANAUGH (orally)

Original Located

The following information was furnished by
on b/2o/59 and authenticated by|_ |on y/6/59 .

A copy of informant’s report follows:



NY 100-26603-C43

8/28/59

rvl 1 •hho-no wag a mapl-.i nrr of the[
at the residence of

L

in Brooklyn, N. Y.

The following persons were present:

I PHIL BAHT was present at the residence
and was in and out of the meeting room but did not participate in
the session. b6

h7C
b7D

The principal discussion was on Peace. U.S. Foreign
policy was discussed and, of course, was attacked, as.. being
hostile to the Soviet Union. The struggle for Negro rights and
the struggle for peace were tied together through the °proof* of
the superiority of socialism.

The suggestions were made for an increase in county
work for peace and for broad tactics to include support of the
Sane Nuclear Policy Committee. The role of the party was stated
to be direct participation.

The labor day parade was discussed and participation
by all persons was urged.

- 2 -



OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

FROM

SUBJECT

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69)

SAC, NEW YORK (100-80641) (415)

CP, USA, ORGANIZATION
IS - C

DATE :9/22/59

Identity of source

Description of info

Date received

|
who hi'.

a

furnished
reliable info in past (conceal)

Info from PHIL .

Headquarters on|

9/9/59

at CP . USA,

Received by

Original location

SAS JOHN A. HAAG, NYO, and
VINCENT E. MURPHY, Newark (oral)

Utmost care must be used in handling and reporting
the following info in order to protect the identity of informant.

Information received from informant, as set forth above,
was reduced to writing by SA HAAG on 9/10/59t and authenticated
by informant on 9/16/59

A copy of informant’s oral report follows:

2 - Bureau (100

-

3-69 )
(RM)

2 - Boston Moo-i .2U6M ClnZnl (RM)

(1 - 100- ) I T
2 - Cleveland (100-17257 ) ( Info ) (RM)

(l - 100- ) I 1 b ^ n
2 - Newark (100-4^84) (Info) (RM)

2 - New Haven (100, lies—.USA, Organization) (info) (RM)

(1 - 100-0.873) I

1 - Pittsburgh
(
100^ ) (CP, USA, Organization) (info) (RM)

1 - NY ) I (Inv)(4l)
37 - NY 100-56579 (PHIL BART ) (422)
1 - NY | I

.->37 - NY 100-56579
1 - NY 100-84994
1 - NY 100-14096
1 - NY 100^-80641

|(422) 4±zlk£2JLA
[
SEADCHSO..^

J..r.':v;x::Oa

pt< h'f)

C. , UJJ
..... FBI — NEW YORK!

Us



NY 100-80641

9/9/59

On
I |

PHIL BART of the CPUSA National Office
"made some comments concerning! I

of
the CPUSA. He said that l lhas a good personality and is well
liked in the CP. I lhas also raised serious questions on CP
policy among the leadership. He has an aggressive kind of
approach to all those people who left the CP since the last con-
vention with the purpose of getting them back in the CP. He
feels that while an approach to these people will entail some
self-criticism, many left the CP with good reason and should be
talked to with the hope of getting them back in the CP.

BART said that l has spoken to many CP districts in
the U.S. and has been well received. In California they want him
to come back. BART stated that many comrades feel

| |
should

be. the Party’s next'
~~

'

BART then spoke of the total lack osf CP activity in
the Pittsburgh area. He said he would speak to |

to ask him to make a trip to Pittsburgh to look around for con-
tacts from which the Party can go forward and organize.

N.Y. He had been many years ago,
Pittsburgh area.

is an old Party member now living in Brooklyn,
in the

BART stated that the entire Connecticut State CP
organization had disappeared, only the Bridgeport Club is still
existing. He said that he has been trying to getl I

[who is still a CP
membep, raises all sorts of objections.

BART said he was in New England recently and found the
CP to have few members there. He was critical of]
chairman of that district,because he had put himself on a $100
per week salary and is "black-jacking" this salary from the few
CP members left.

b7D

— 2 —



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

A.

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO :

FROM :

SUBJECT •:

SAC, NEW YORK

SA CHARLES W*

CP, USA, NYD
IS-C

( 100-26603-

)

CAVANAUGH (422)

DATE: 9/22/59

1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
i^New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York

I dnvb (422)

1

100-135064) (AGNES WILLIS) (422)
100-12959) (CONNIE BART) (422)
100-8593f) (PEARL LAWS) (422)
IOO-96627 )

I \

100-67348) (ANN FRIEDLANDER) (422)
100-15946) (JAMES TORMEY) (422)
100-84275) (WILLIAM L. PATTERSON) (4l5)
(100-129629) (BILL ALBERTSON) (415)

1

100-84994) (GUS HALL) (415)
'

100-50094) I ~l
100-13483) (BETTY GANNETT) (415)
100-117158) (DANNY RUBEL) (422)
100-32433) (DAVE LEEDS) (422)
T00-^7Q

)
( PHTT, -RART) ( 4lS)

100-New)
| |

100- ) (PAUL SCHWARTZ ) (415)
100-87543) (SZIDONIA STEINER) (422)
97-3.69) (THE WORKER) (415)
100-128314) (KINGS COUNTY CP-FUNDS) (422)
100-26603) (416)

b6
b7C
b7D

CWC : meb
(21 )



NY 100-26603

Identity of Source:

Description of info

Date Received:

Received by:

Original located:

|
who has furnished

reliable info in past (conceal)

8/25/59

SA CHARLES ¥. CAVANAUGH (orally)

The above information was furnished by the informant
on 8/25/59 and authenticated on 9/V59.

A copy of informant’s report follows:

-2-



NY 100-26603

8/25/59

On
I 1 there wag a New York State Communist Party

Conference at Adelphi Hall in New York City.

There were approximately 125 persons present among
whom were the following:

,
AGNES WILLIS, CONNIE BART, PEARL LAWS, I

I J ANN PRIEDLANDER. «TTM TORMEY
,
WILLIAM L. PATTERSON, BILL

ALBERTSON, GUS HALL,| BETTY GANNETT f chaired f.ha
meeting), DANNY RHBEL, DAVE LEEDS, PHIL MET. I

^PAUL SCHWARTZ and SZDONIA STEINER.
— —h 1

GUS HALL spoke about building the Party and about
plans for the improvement of the Party internal situation. He
suggested that argument, was a part of the "democratic" process
but that once a line was established it mus/be followed up
without question. He also advocated that Party functionaries
attend club and section meetings in order to clarify Party
policy and in order to get close to the rank and file of the
party.

I
|
about the fund drive for the

Worker ana said that this year was better than last. She
gave several figures among which was Brooklyn which she described
as being 3$ higher than last year.

PATTERSON and ALBERTSON gave short pep talks about
money and about Party work*

L



V . .A

OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

SAC * 0M5V3KSBD '(lOD-l^l') •

\ Date: 9/24-/59

FROM SA'Cy N&iUYORK (10G-'2
T

6603)

SUBJECT: CP, USA
NY DISTRICT
NY DIVISION
IS-C

On 8/14/59 > NY 2017-S* made available
information which reflected there would be a
city-wide meeting of the Labor Press Committee on 8/19/59

*

at 8:00 p.m., Adelphi Hall, 74 Fifth Avenue, New York
City.

1 - Cleveland (100-421) (GUS HALL) (RM)
1 - New York (100-86094) (LOU DINNERS.TEIN) (422)
1 - New York (100-117158) (DANNY RUBEL) (422)
1 - New York (100-60640) (HAROLD COLLINS) (4l6)

(iS

- New York (100-60640) (HAROLD COLLINS) (4l6)
- New York (100-88013) (SOPHIE NASCIMENTO) (4l6)
- New York (100-13483) (BETTY GANNETT) (416)
- New York (100-62773) (ROSE PODMAKA) (423)
- New York (100-15946) (JIM TORMEY) (422)
- New York (IOO-6767O) (IDA POSNER) (4l6)
- New York (100-76571) (ESTHER CUCA) (424)
- New York (100-83308) (DOROTHY ZISSER) (424)
New York (100-131705) (MAX HALEBSKY) (421)
New York (100-84275) (WILLIAM PATTERSON) (4l5)
New York (1OO-26OI8 )

(LOUIS WEINSTOCK) (415)
New York (100-95636) (RHODA GADSON) (423)
New York (100-110921) I l

New York (101-559) (JESUS COLON) (415)
New York (100-53009) (BEATRICE WEISS) (425)
New York (100-12959) (CONNIE BART) (422)
New York (100-56579) (phil bartV (415)
New York (lOO-ll6to4) I I

New York (100-129629) (WILLIAM ALBERTSON

)

(4l6

)

New York
New York
New York
New York

RSM:mcl
(55

1 - New York (100-26603)

i COPIES CONT’D

- s £<, 74-3 %
SEARCHED^jj. INDEXED
5ER!ALIgO^ElLED..cQ^... /

Y-r/



• •

NY 100-26603

I I advised on 8/21/59* that on the b
~

evening of |
|the above meeting was held in Room

9D, Adelphi Hall, under the name “Labor Press". Informant
stated this was actually a city-wide CP Press Meeting
sponsored by the NY State CP.

1 - New York (100-25623) (ERIC BERT) (415)
,

,

1 - New York (100-50842) (OAKLEY JOHNSON) (424 )

1 - New York (100-88603) I J
1 - New York (100^88546) (MANNIA RADZIE) (425)
1 - New York (100-56) (MIKE DAVIDOW) (4l6)
1 - New York (100-67348) (ANN PRIEDLANDER) (422)

1 - New York (100-10113) (LEONARD LEVENSON) (4l4)

1 - New York (100-109560) (PAUL SCHWARTZ) (422) be

1 - New York (100-55621) (ESTHER GOLLOBIN). (424) b7

1 - New York (100-54555) (EVELYN WIENER) (424)
1 - New York (100-85936) (PEARL LAWS) (422),
1 - New York (100-135084) (AGNES WILLIS) ( 422)
1 - New York (100-135557) (WILLIAM TURNER) (4l4)

1 - New York (100-120215) (LILLIAN IMMERMAN ) (424)
1 - New York (IOO-I696 ) (ELIZABETH GURLEY PLYNN) (415)
1 - New York (100-79025) (MILDRED MC A. EDELMAN) (424)

1 - New York (100-58535) (CONSTANTINE RADZIE) (33)
1 - New York (100-87543) (SZDONIA STEINER) (422)
1 - New York (l00-115008) (MANUEL FINKEL) (422)

1 - New York (100^56835) (vtrgtnta GARDNER) (424)

1 - New York (100-104023)
1 - New York (100-81394)
1 - New York (100-59993)
1 - New York (100^133566) |

1 - New York (i00-r2l431) (MARTIN YOUNG) (33)

1 - New York (IOO-96627 ).
I I

%

1 - New York (100-131135) (JACK WEISS) (422)
1 - New York (IOO-8826I) (KARL LEICHTMAN) (421)
1 - New York (100-9375) (ANTONIO SIRACUSA) (421)
1 - New York (100-32433) (DAVE LEEDS) (422)
1 - New York (IOO-8567I) (RUTH BEER) '

, x

1 - New York (100-115212) (REBECCA GUREWITZ) (421)

-2-



NY 100-26603

The individuals listed below were
observed by SA ROBERT S. MUGAVIN approaching Room 9D,
Adelphi Hall, at the time shown. Where an (*) appears
behind a name, a photograph of that individual was
obtained by S

A

| I as the individual be

departed from.9D, Adelphi Hall. b7

Certain individuals were not observed
approaching 9D but were photographed departing and
their photograph subsequently identified. These
identifications are also set out below.

SUBJECT TIME OBSERVED

LOU DINNERSTEIN 7 10 P

DANNY RUBEL 7 32 P .m.

HAROLD COLLINS 7 40 P .m.

SOPHIE NASCIMENTO 7 40 P .m.

BETTY GANNETT 7 40 P •m.

ROSE PODMAKA (*) 7 4l P ,m*

JIM TORMEY 7 43 P .m.

IDA POSNER (*) 7 43 P ,m*

ESTHER CUCA (*) 7 CO
•=t P<>m.

DOROTHY ZISSER (*) 7 :48 p.

MAX HALEBSKY (*) 7 CO P- m.

-3-



NY 100-26603

SUBJECT

WILLIAM PATTERSON (*)

LOUIS WEINSTOCK

RHODA GADSON (*)

JESUS COLON (*)

BEATRICE WEISS (*)

GUS HALL

CONNIE BART

HIL BART (*)

WILLIAM ALBERTSON

ERIC BERT

OAKLEY JOHNSON

MANNIA RADZIE (*)

MIKE DAVIDOW

ANN FRIEDLANDER (*)

LEONARD LEVENSON (*)

TIME OBSERVED

7 550 p.m.

7 :50 p.m.

7:55 p.m.

7:55 P.m.

7:57 p.m.

7 :59 p.m.

8 :04 p.m.

8:04 p.m.

3:04 p.m.

8:07 p.m.

8:09 p.m.

8:09 p.m.

8:11 p.m.

8:11 p.m.

8:14 p.m.

8:18 p.m.

8:21 p.m.

8:30 p.m.

-4-

b6
b7C



NY 100-26603

SUBJECT TIME OBSERVED

PAUL SCHWARTZ (*) 8:30 p.m.

ESTHER GOLLOBIN 8:34 p.m.

EVELYN WIENER 8:34 p.m.

PEARL LAWS (*) 8:38 p.m.

AGNES WILLIS (*)
CO00*

*
00 p.m.

WILLIAM TURNER 8:49 p.m.

LILLIAN IMMERMAN (*) 8:50 p.m.

ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN 8:53 p.m.

MILDRED MC A. EDELMAN 8:55 p.m.

CONSTANTINE RADZIE (*) 9:15 p.m.

The following individuals were photographed

departing from 9D, and identified as shown:

SUBJECT IDENTIFIED BY PATE _

SZDONIA STEINER I

~1 8/25/59

MANUEL FINKEL SA JOHN B. COULTON 8/25/59

-5



ny 100-26603

SUBJECT IDENTIFIED BY DA^E

VIRGINIA GARDNER SA ROBERT S. MUGAVIN 8/24/59

SA JOSEPH M. MULVANEY 8/24/59

1
8/24/59

SA JOHN B. COULTON 8/25/59

8/24/59

MARTIN YOUNG SAOOHN B, COULTON 8/2S/59

SA CHARLES W. CAVANAUGH 8/25/59

JACK WEISS ,
SA JOSEPH T. O'LEARY 8/24/59

KARL LEICHTMAN SA JOSEPH M. MULVANEY 8/24/59

ANTONIO SIRACUSA SA ROBERT S. MUGAVIN 8/24/59

DAVE LEEDS SA JOSEPH M. MULVANEY 8/24/59

RUTH BEER 8/24/59

REBECCA GUREWITZ SA ANDREW STERTZER 9/1/59

The photographs mentioned above are being
attached to the copy of this memorandum designated for
the individual's case file.

Negatives of these photographs are
located in 100-26603-1A 79^-0*

-6-
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NY 100-26603

Surveillance log is located in
100-26603-Sub G.

. I . |
was contacted by SA DAVID

RYAN.
|

| was contacted by SA CHARLES
W. CAVANAUGH.

b7D

-7-



OH 9/9/59s NY 2002-S*, a source who has
furnished reliable information in the past, made available
photographs of material located at CP National Headquarters,

23 West 26th Street, New York 'City, Included in this
material, a copy of which is attached hereto, was:

Letter dated 9/3/5% to all Party clubs explaining
referendum on election of National Committee*

( ) Forwarded for your information and
appropriate action.

( ) No copy of this memorandum is being
retained other than the copy directed as above.

(Z) New York (100-56579
1* New York (100-80641

JVNjgms
(2 )



September 3* 1959

TO ALL PAm CLUBS

Dear Comrades:

Vo have received a number of inquiries indicating that the original
letter containing the referendum la not explicit in stating why a refer-
endum to delete Article V, Section 5 is being taken. We therefore state
below additional Information on the reasons for this referendum.

The National Committee at its meeting of July 25-26 decided to take
a referendum on the section of the Constitution dealing with the method
of electing the National Committee. The experiences since the last
National Convention have shown that the present article in the Constitu-
tion is not adequate for the election of a functioning National Committee,
Over the past two years, besides those who reeignod from the Committee
and the Party, there have been a number of changes by districts of their
National Committee members , In all instances N.C. members were changed
by District Committees in conformity with -the present Constitution, But
the N.C. then found itself lacking in cohesion and continuity which such
a committee muBt possess in order to carry out its duties.

Furthermore, the National Committee should be electee* following the
discussion and adoption of its political line at its National Convention.
In the elections it must consider representation from all areas of the
country.

The National Committee felt that these queetions require more dis-
ouseion and exchange of views which possibly will result in changes in
the manner of election and size of the National Committee , This, as al-
ready indicated above, is warranted by the experiences since the l6tb

,

National Convention,

In setting aside this section of the Constitution, changes, modif-
ications or even maintaining the present section or any other form of
eleotion will ho based on the consideration given this matter in pre-
convention discussion and amendments to the Constitution which will come *
from all sections of tbs Party. The decision will then be m&do by the
National Convention,

1

Therefore ve are presenting the referendum to the Party for adoption
which deletes the section dealing with the nethod of election and leaves
to the National Convention the making of the final decision which will
come as the result of a general Party discussion.

Comradely yours,

Phil Bart

for the National Executive Committee



SAC (100-30295

)

9/24/59

SA HARRY C. BELK

CPUSA-FUNDS
IS - 0

On 8/21/59, 1 I who has furnished reliable
information in the past, personally provided SA HARRY C, BELK

lwith a handwritten copy of a letter addressed to
which roads as follows. Ihe copy of this letter is being re-
tained in i I

”Aug. 14, 1959

’’Eastern Pa,, State Board

Dear Comrades

:

The N.E.G, this week, discussed the Worker Fund
Drive and the efforts required by our Party to assure
the success of this drive,

me current issue of the Worker indicates that out
of an objective of $2000, you have thus far sent in $1245,
which is 62$,

We want to assure you that the front page appeal of
the Aug, l6th issue that ‘the situation is critical* is
not an. exaggerated statement. We ask that immediate steps
in view of the urgent need and furthermore the requirement
that the quotas indicated are to be fulfilled by Labor
Day, after which we will proceed with the second part of
the Drive which is a much smaller sum.

5

We request that this letter be given your immediate
attention so that with the help of your district we can
assure not only the continued functioning of the paper
but at least a start in eliminating these appeals of
continuous danger to the paper, .

>

Hew York (m).
1 - 100-50579 (PHILIP BART)

Philadelphia
1 - 100-30295
1 - 100^4842
1 - 100-22157

r

1 - 65-1686 r

1 -I

(’’THE WORKER”)
(PHTT.TP RflWM



PH 100-00295

"We would, appreciate a reply to this letter from
you as early as possible.

Comradely yours

j

//S// PHIL: BART

Reproduce and give to each Club."



NY-112
OFFICE MEMORANDUM . UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO: SAC, NEW YORK (100-56579) (415)

FROM: Ss&
b6
b7C

DATE : SEP 2 8 1959

SUBJECT : PHIL BART
SM - C

The above captioned subject was observed entering

and/or leaving 23 West 26th St*, New York, New York..

NY 1726-*, who has furnished reliable information

in the past, advised on 4/21/57 that effective 4/15/57 the

National and New York State offices of the Communist Party

would occupy the premises at 23 West 26th Street, New York,

New York.

NY 694-S* on 6/5/58 advised that the editorial

staff of "The Worker" was to be moved into the building at

23 West 26th Street on 6/7,8/58.

NY 2002-S* on 6/20/58 verified the occupancy of

the basement and first floor areas of building by the

office staff of "The Worker" , an East Coast weekly Communist

newspaper.

DATE OBSERVED BY SAS

9/4.5/59

9/4-7/59

9A8/59

/ /59

/ /59

A log covering the above surveillances is being

maintained in NY file 100-4931-Sub 0.

FJM:gms SEARCHED INDEXED-,,

SERIALI2ED.<^£flLED..^Ou2

SEP 2*' 1S59
^

rEBt—JIBW^ORKyo//S
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM , UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO: SAC, NEW YORK (100-56579) (^15) DATE: SEP 2 8 1959

SUBJECT: PHIL BART
SM-C

CG 5824-S* advised SA ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON on
9/19/59 that on 9/l8 and 19/59 a meeting of the National
Executive Committee of the Communist Party was held at
Hotel Chelsea, 222 W. 23rd Street, NYC.

The above captioned subject was observed entering
and/or leaving Hotel Chelsea, 222 W. 23rd Sti, NYC on dates
indicated.

DATE OBSERVED BY SAS
. .

>

f

9/48/59 I I

* 6

r

9/49/59 WILLIAM J. BARRON
JOHN T. 0 * SHAUGHNESSY

A log covering the above surveillance is being
maintained in NY file 100-4931 Sub 0.



SAC (100-31723)

SA WILLIAM B. HUGHES

9/28/59

CFUSA - oegahizatio::
is - c

On 9/14/59* PH-547-S*, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, advised SE I I that b6

THOMAS HABRIED contacted AES SOKOLOV at the SOKOLOV residence, b7c

5800 llorth 17th Street, on 9/14/59* to inquire about the
health of SOKOLOVA SOKOLOV said he has additional trouble
because ho had a boil on Ilia 1 310a which required that he
go to the doctor. SOKOLOV said there was no one at the
office (Horning Preiheit ) on 9/14/59. PHIL BAR? also spolce
to SOKOLOV who inquired when BAR? had arrived in Philadelphia.
BAH? replied he arrived 9/13/59, and would probably leave
early on the morning of 9/15/59. SOKOLOV and EAR!? each
wanted to get together for a chat. BART told SOKOLOV that
ho and HABRIED might stop in to see SOKOLOV later that day.

-1 - Hew York (100-56579) (PHIL BAR?) (EH)

4 - Philadelphia
1 - 100-31723
1 - 100-2616 (HOSHUJa BRBIH3IT)
1 - 65-1686 (THOMAS HABRIED)
1 - 100-3581 (ABB SOKOLOV)

WEH:KSK

(5)

/,* -1 - V
f "w % v-



TO : SAC, CHICAGO (100-3740)

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100^11032)

DATES 9/22/59

SUBJECTS MORRIS CHILDS
IS - C

On 8/17/59, NY 1750-S*, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised that PHIL
BART and his wife CONNIE had discussed the CP in
Chicago. PHIL BART told his wife that there was a

dispute in progress there between CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT
and SAM KUSHNER. The source advised that the name
of MORRIS CHILDS was mentioned, however, he was unable
to furnish further information. BART said that
LIGHTFOOT is the chairman of the Party in Chicago and
that KUSHNER is attempting to replace him. He said
that the entire trouble lies in the fact that LIGHTFOOT
shuns leadership and responsibility and that the
Chicago organization needs just that. He said they
need a leader and someone who will tell them what to
do. CONNIE commented that she bad the same thpughts
about LIGHTFOOT and that all he really needs is a

good organizational secretary to help him out.

4 - Chicago (100-3740)
(1 - 100-

)
(CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT)

.. (1 - 100- ) (SAM KUSHNER)
(l/- New York (100-56579) (PHILIP BART) (415)
1 - New York (100-12959) CONNIE BART) (415)
1 - New York (100-9365) (WILLIAM FOSTER) (415)
1 - New York (100-13483) (BETTY GANNETT) (4l6)
1 - New York (IOO-I6785 ) (JIM JACKSON) (415)
1 New York (IQO-78589 ) (EDNA WINSTON) (415)
1 - New York (100-269) (HENRY WINSTON) (415)
1 - New York (100-11032)
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PHIL BART comments that CONNIE is right and
that the same thing had happened on the west coast
and a good organizational secretary had turned the
trick. He said, however, that LIGHTFOOT can use such
a person hut his failure to take responsibility will
not help him in his fight with KUSHNER.

BART later advised his wife that in a con-
versation he had with MORRIS CHILDS, CHILDS told him
that JIM JACKSON had sent him a telegram in Chicago
telling CHILDS that he was coming there withhis
family and intended to stay with him. He said that
CHILDS was in a quandary as what to do as his wife’s
family was presently with them. He commented that
CHILDS knew where JACKSON was for the last two months
but no one else did, including GENE DENNIS or GUS HALL.
He said that CHILDS told him that JACKSON now wants
to write a pamphlet and he doesn’t understand how he
can do it.

PHIL said that with a National Convention
coming up and JACKSON being responsible for one of
the main resolutions,, he doesn’t know what’s wrong
with JACKSON. He: said that he has no organizational
responsibility and that although he is an able person,
he has an exaggerated opinion of himself.

CONNIE BART asked how BETTY GANET was and

PHIL said that he had arranged for her to meet CHILDS
for lunch. He said that GANNETT is an awfully
difficult person to talk with and she is too self-
centered. He said that when all her material and
suggestions are not accepted as they are sent, she
believes everyone is working against her. He said
that her trouble is- that if she can’t shin<% she’s lost.

They both then discussed GANNETT *s ability to monopolize
a conversation and they compare him favorably In this
regard to WILLIAM Z. FOSTER. PHIL comments that
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recently GUS HALL went to see FOSTER and spent tvfo

hours with him and that his first comment on returning
was “Well by God, I got fifteen minutes of the two hours
BART said that he had told FOSTER that they couldn’t
work with GANNETT and that FOSTER didn‘t agree but
that now he has been proven right*

He said that the trouble with BETTY GANNETT
is that her own self<rcenteredness will destroy her.
He said that if they have a meeting for an. hour with
four or five people, she wants to talk for forty-five
minutes and that that is not a discussion.



OFFICE MEMOITOJDUMft®) UNlTEiD STATES GOWtNMENT

TO t SAC, NEW YORK (i00-26603c43) BATE: 9/28/59

FROM' : SA HARO0 F. OUiNN (415)

SUBJECT:. CP-KINGS COUNTY
IS *- C

On 8/25/59, NY 1750-.S*, who has furnished
reliable; Information In the past, advised' that the
subject and his wife CONNIE were visited: at their
residence by JIM' TORMEY. During the cdnversation
TORMEY mentioned that his parents had arrived to visit
him a Week early and that they would be there until
the fourth. Be said, that he had borrowed a record
player from SYLVIA HALL, for them to use and that they
were Yery delighted., CONNIE "mentioned to him that
there was' a surprise party being held for BILL PATTERSON
Thursday evening and that she Would like to be excused
from the- County Committee meeting that night. TORMEY
said it Would be all right with him as she knew every-
thing which was to be diseussed..

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

i
1
1

New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York
New York

100-56579 ). (Philip bart) (4i5)
100-12959) (CONNIE BART) (415).

00-15946) (JIM TORMEY) (422)
100-84275) (WILLIAM PATTERSON) (415)
100-63530) (ETHEL EPSTEIN) (422)
100- ) (CLARA. LICHT) (422)
IOO-I2187O (DOROTHY MOSER). (422)
100-65738 )~(MOLLY LICHT) (422)
100-19679 } (iSADORE WOFSY) (415)
100-11715©) (DANNY RUBEL)
100-26603.G43).
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CONNIE then mentioned that she had visited

(ETHEL) EBSTEIN last evening and that things looked

very well. She asked TORMEY if he knew DOROTHY
of the Emma Lazarus. CONNIE described, her as a

loyal and devoted comrade but that she has been unable

to get her to any meetings and she has not given in

the fund drive. She said that she*ll have to talk

to DOROTHY’S husband and that she believes DOROTHY
is trying to avoid her. CONNIE mentioned that EPSTEIN
had given her $10.00 towards the fund drive last night

and that made a total of $40.00 from her.

CONNIE then mentions the names of DOROTHY

MOSER and CLARA LICHT and mentions that they and

one other person are trying to form a group of some

kind and that they are all good comrades* TORMEY
mentions that he is on the trail of a few good prospects

himself. He asks CONNIE If she knows MOLLY LICE'S the

da ughter**in«*law of CLARA LICHT. He said that he
^

talked with her recently and that she was very surprised

at their stand and she was pleased -and said that

She might be able to bring some others back with her.

He said that to build up the membership there are a

lot of things which must be done and one of them is to

organize "Scouting Parties to find people like

MARY LICHT who are ready to listen to what we have to

say.” He said that PHIL had convinced him finally

about the business of establishing a line before

speaking to these people. CONNIE retorted that as

soon as a line is set a lot of people will come back

or at least will listen.

They then discussed the illness of ABNER

GREEN and BART remarks that there are more people

sick this summer in the CP than there ever have been

in the history of the movement. He mentioned that

ISADORE WOFSY’s wife had a heart attack at 1:00 a.m.

on Sunday and had to be taken to the hospital in an

ambulance. He said that this cost $33*00 from the

Bronx to Beth Israel Hospital.

#• 2 <»
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They are then Joined' by DANNY RUBEL who
comments critically about the location and condition

of CP Headquarters. He mentions, that the Headquarters

should move as the building is too business like and it

has no social facilities. He .said that he knew of

two youths who were looking for some Leftist ideas but

were scared' away by the appearance of. the building
and ended at the Trotskyite Headquarters where they

have some social facilities. He said the very least

they could do was put a sign Outside of headquarters

so people could find it., PHIL BART commented that

if they did this, the office would be wrecked every

weekend.



SAC, NEW YORK (100*4931) 10/2/59

SAC, NEWARK (100*41019)

CP, USA
IS - C

Source:

Reliability:

Date Furnished

Location:

UK 2165-S*, a higoly confidential
source close to LOTTIE and DAVE
GORDON, 28 Back Avenue, Newark,
Rev Jersey

Who has furnished reliable
information in the past

3/20/59

100-4284*9Y*30 , pages 86, 8T

On
| |

who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised that LOTTIE
GORDON was at that tine Organizational Secretary of the
New Jersey CP and a member of the State Board and State
Committee of the New Jersey CP*

On May 28, 1959, I I advised that DAVE GORDON was
at that time a member of the Essex County Committee of
the New Jersey CP.

Among the items furnished by NK 21S5-S* appeared
a letter to all Party clubs from PHIL BART, National
Organizational Secretary, CP, USA, which was dated May 25,
1959* The letter was addressed "Dear Comrades" and stated
that it was written on behalf of the National Executive
Committee to call attention to five important areas of
concern to the people of our country and hence to our
Party. The letter is two pages in length and elaborates
upon the five issues which are cited as:

2 New York (REG. MAIL) (Enel. 1)
<1 100-56579) (PHIL BART)

5 Newark '

(1 100-4284-V ) (CONNECTIONS OF NJCP WITH CP, USA)
(1 100-4284-KK) (GP LINE)
(1 100-4284-7T-1 ) (HUDSON COUNTY) ,,

(1|
|
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X* Peace

2. Defense of labor's rights

3* Tiie Negro liberation movement

4. Youth

5. Strengthening Party clubs;
building “The Worker"

The letter states that discussion o£ the above
questions is beginning in preparation for the 17th national
convention scheduled in November* The letter was concluded
by stating that it should be read at the next meeting of the
club, and discussion of the issues should be related to the
problems in the shop and community.

The above-mentioned letter bore a penciled notation
in the top left-hand corner - “Hudson”.

A copy of the above-mentioned letter is being
attached to the original letter to New York.

2
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SAC, Boston (100-7908)

SA CLEMENT A. O' BRISK

Of, OSA ’

\

: lOlf ENGLAND OBTMOT ; /

; is-c ; >

On 9/15/59. 1

""[
authenticated for SA CLBMBNT A.

G'BRXBB a photostat of a proposed referendum to change the
constitution la regard to the election of members of the :

b

national Committee of the CP. The original ofthls photostat
was obtained from I Iwho la identified by thr informant
as the I I of the Of . n§A, of I I during a

I meeting of tfc» OP on
| I

The document la a mimeographed, one sheet, affair
dated 8/7/59 and addressed to all clubsadvising that the \

national Committee, at its meeting of 7/25, 26/59, decided
to take a referendum on article 5, section 5 of tbm constitution
which deals with the election to the national Committee, She
document was signed Comradely Yours, PHIL BART, National
Organizational Secretary

.

following this "there is the referendum . netting forth
the resolve for the amendment of the constitution so that
National Committee members would be elected by the State And
atstrict organizetions prior to the national Convention and
that the hones of those elected Members would be submitted to
the national Convention for approval and that also the national
Convention could elect additional members of the National Com-
mittee At harge. .

'

v

:

'

There is at the bottom of the document a place setting
forth the Mstrict, County Section and Club which would he filled
in; also the numbers of members who voted for , against , or
abstained from voting on this referendum, The authenticated
photostat of this referyndma is being maintained In the Boston,
file of this informant, ;

100-7908
I-IOO-I7513
1-100-24107
1-100-2077^
1-100-775 f

1-100-24Q14 (PHIL

fi

NSwYork (100-56579

CAO'BrPO'B



OFF I G E MEMORANDUM * * UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69) DATE: 9/o?//59

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (100-33741)

SUBJECT: COMMUNIST PARTY - USA
ORGANIZATION
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

UTMOST CARE SHOULD BE' USED IN HANDLING.AND REPORTING
THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION IN ORDER TO FOLLY PROTECT THE IDENTITY
OF A HIGHLY PLACED INFORMANT .

CG 5824-S*, on September 21, 1959, orally furnished
to SA JOHN E, KEATING the following summary of the first day of
sessions of a meeting of the National Executive Committee of the
Communist Party - USA, held in New York City on September 18 and
19, 1959:

2 - Bureau (REGISTERED)

2 - Baltimore (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100-12464) (CP-USA, Organization)
(1 - 100-12076) (GEORGE MEYERS)

3 - Cleveland (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100-17257) (CP-USA, Organization)
(1 - 100-421) (GUS HALL)
(1 - 65-721) (ANTHONY KRCHMAREK)

2 - Detroit (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100-2050) (CP-USA, Organization)
(1 - 100-13420) (CARL WINTER)

18^- New York (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100-81752) (CP-USA, Brief)
(1 - 100-89691) (CP-USA, Domestic Administration Issues)
(1 - 100-86624) (CP-USA, International Relations)
(1 - 100-80641) (CP-USA, Organization)
(1 - 100-79717) (CP-USA, Political Activities)
(1 - 100-81338) (CP-USA, Security Measures) , t_, _

See "ii" page for additional copies.
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New York copies (continued)

(1 - 100-89590) (CP-USA, Strategy in Industry)
(1 - 100-129629)(WILLIAM_ALBERTSON)

100-56579) (PHIL BART)'
(1 - 100-23825) (BENJAMIN DAVIS, JR.)
(1 - 100-8057) (EUGENE DENNIS)
(1 - 100-1696) (ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN)
(1 - 100-84994) (GUS HALL)
(1 - 100-16785) (JAMES JACKSON)
(1 - 100-16021) (ARNOLD JOHNSON)
(1 - 100-105076) (HYMAN LUMER)
(1 - 100-48033) (IRVING POTASH)
(1 - 100-18065) (JACK STACHEL)

2 - San Francisco . (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100-27747) (CP-USA, Organization)
(1 - 65-1242) (MICKEY LIMA)

2 - Seattle (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100- ) (CP-USA, Organization)
(1 - 100-127) (BURT NELSON)

5 - Chicago
(1 - A/134-46)
(1 - 100-18953) (CP-USA, Illinois District., Organization)
(1 - 100-3470) (MORRIS CHILDS)
(1 - 61-867) (CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT)

JEK/kws
(36)

*
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September 21 , 1959

Time, Type, and Place of Meeting

The first day of sessions of a two-day meeting of the
National Executive Committee of the Communist Party - USA was
held in H«w York City on Friday, September 18, 1959, in a suite
of rooms in the Chelsea Hotel in New York City. This suite of
rooms was occupied by CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT and MICKEY LIMA. LIGHT-
FOOT usually stays at this hotel while he is in New York City.
The purpose of holding the meeting at this location, instead of
at the national headquarters of the Communist Party - USA), was
not only to provide security but also to provide an atmosphere
where the meeting could be conducted without interruption. 1

I

Persons in Attendance
titwn

ium tern mn****mrn*^mm**i*m*xwnwMim i—

—

The following members of the National Executive Com-
mittee were in attendance at this meeting:

BEN DAYIS
EUGENE DENNIS
ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN
GUS HALL
JAMES JACKSON
ANTHONY KRCHMAREK
CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT

MICKEY LIMA
BY LUMER
GEORGE MEYERS
BURT NELSON
IRVING POTASH
JACK STACHEL
CARL WINTER

The following invitees were also present:

BILL ALBERTSON
PHIL BART
MORRIS CHILDS
ARNOLD JOHNSON

Agenda

ing:
The following was the announced agenda for this meet-

I.. An analysis of NIKITA KHRUSHCHEVS trip to
the United States.

II. A report by IRVING POTASH on the steel strike
and the passage of anti-labor legislation.

III. The question of the future leadership of the
Communist Party - USA.

™ 3,
«»



IV A National Youth Conference.

It should be noted that the agenda was not strictly
adhered to.

I. AN ANALYSIS OF NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV’S
TRIP TO THE UNITED STATES

Report by EUGENE DENNIS

EUGENE DENNIS started the meeting with a report on
NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV’S trip to the United States. He said that it
is a historic event of the greatest importance. He stated that
KHRUSHCHEV’S trip has already made an impact on the people in
the United States, particularly in regard to peace and peaceful
co-existence. He said that millions of people in the United
States have listened to KHRUSHCHEV and are thinking of the per-
sonalities and policies involved. The exchange of visits
between KHRUSHCHEV and EISENHOWER is the most important event
since World War II. It reflects a thaw in the cold war and will
undoubtedly lessen international tensions.

Continuing, DENNIS said that the exchange of visits
demonstrates the bankruptcy of the "containment", "roll back"
or "liberation" policy of the United States. For the first
time, these exchanges inaugurated direct negotiations between
the two most decisive powers in the world. DENNIS said that as
yet it is too early to predict the immediate outcome of this
exchange * It can be said, however, that this exchange of visits
may open the way for disarmament; it may eliminate the impasse
in negotiations to halt nuclear tests; it may improve trade rela-
tions between the United States and the USSR, and it may lead to
further cultural exchanges between the United States and the
Soviet Union. It may be rthe opening of a new round of US-USSR
discussions and negotiations. The exchange of visits follows
an impasse at Geneva,' even though some headway had been made on
the Berlin question and on the halting of nuclear tests at the
Geneva meetings.

Next, DENNIS asked, What brought about this exchange of
Visits? In answering this question, DENNIS attributed the
exchange to a new relation of the forces in the world. He pointed
to the strengthening of the Socialist camp as evidenced by the
Sputniks, the shot to the moon, by the Soviet seven-year-plan,
etc. He also said that the following may have contributed to
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this exchange of visits: The peace initiatives of the USSR,
the Berlin proposals, the unilateral abandoning of nuclear tests,
the proposal of a "free city" in Berlin, the exchange of exhibits
between the USSR and the United States, the preceding visits of
MIKOYAN and KOZLOV to the United' States and of Vice President
NIXON to the Soviet Union. Also, the political and economic
rivalries between imperialist nations may have contributed to
this exchange. At this point, DENNIS commented that President
EISENHOWER 9 s trip to Europe was an effort to patch up the inteijM
imperialist .differences

.

Continuing with an answer to his question, DENNIS
stated that the exchange of visits may also have been brought
about by major differences in the ranks of United States Capital-
ists in regard to foreign policy. He said that some Capitalists
see a need for a re-appraisal of United States foreign policy.
Further , there was pressure of popular forces and even the pres-
sure of some governments. Also, there is the matter of electoral
developments, both in Great Britain and the United States.
Based on what is happening in the Soviet Union and the role of
West Germany in Europe, the exchange of visits was a necessity
for the Conservative Party in Great Britain* Although there Is
a difference of opinion, some people in the Republican adminis-
tration in the United States see this exchange of visits as
bringing advantages to the GOP.

Then DENNIS stated that whatever the reason for the
exchange of visits, it can advance the cause of .peace. Yet, this
is only the beginning, since the USSR and the United States are
still miles apart on the Berlin question. United States imper-
ialists are still in Taiwan and Laos. In regard to US-USSR
trade, the State Department of the United States is still adamant

Next, DENNIS said that there are differences in the
ranks of the Capitalists and these differences are far from
resolved. They have been reflected since KfflBJSHCHEV’s arrival
in the United States by such spokesmen as NELSON ROCKEFELLER,
Defense Secretary MC ELROY, former President TRUMAN, and the
advertisement signed by sixty Senators and Congressmen.

Then DENNIS said that the peace sentiment in the United
States is not articulate and this applies especially to the labor
movement. Therefore, while the exchange of visits between
KHRUSHCHEV and EISENHOWER signalizes advances, we must stress
that this is a process. It is only the beginningand what follows
will not do so automatically. A lot depends on the peace eff!8?ts



of the broader sections of the people — especially the Left
progressive forces in the labor movement.

DENNIS said. We should take hold of the following;
(1) A fresh approach and action on all levels to organize a grass
roots expression of public approval of KHRUSHCHEV’S visit; this
should be coupled with a goal for a resolving of differences at
the summit* These differences include the question of Germany,
the banning of A and H bomb tests, etc* There is a need for
sustained activity in this regard; (2) A gallop poll shows that
89% of the people favor this exchange of visits between EISENHOWER
and KHRUSHCHEV; therefore, the opportunities are many; (3) In
regard t© the 1960 elections, the Republican Party already sees
some advantages accruing to it from this exchange. The Demo-
crats are more divided in their opinions. For example, those of
former President TRUMAN and Senator PAUL DOUGLAS, of Illinois,
as opposed to those of ELEANOR ROOSEVELT and AVERELL HARRIMAN.
The Communist Party - USA should seize upon the issues of world
peace and improvement of USSR-USA relations as a plan for 1960,
which has unprecedented opportunities; and (4) The impact of
these exchanges on the labor movement. The question is how to
initiate tourism or an exchange of trade union delegates between
the United States and the Soviet Union. There is a heed for the
Communist Party to take up the fact that there is a new perspec-
tive opening up. This is evidenced by the interest in the United
States in the 21st Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union, in the Seven-Year Plan of the Soviet Union, in a book on
KHRUSHCHEV published by DUTTON and appearing serially in the
"Philadelphia Ledger". There is a new interest, a hew curiosity,
in the Soviet Union and in Socialism. The people in the United
States are thinking about these things.

Then DENNIS said that the Communist Party - USA should
publicize its historical contribution towards US-USSR friendship
and demonstrate that even at the height of MeCarthyism the Com-
munist Party - USA was in favor of friendship and peace between
the United States and the Soviet Union. DENNIS stated that the
Communist Party - USA should imbue Party members and other pro-
gressive forces with the idea that we are on the eve of' big
things. There is a perspective for ending the cold war, for
advancing the cause of peace, and for brightening the outlook for
democracy.

Discussion of EUGENE DENNIS’ Report

Remarks of GUS HALL

- 4 -



GUS HALL stated that too much emphasis should not be
placed on the positive features of the exchange of visits between
KHRUSHCHEV and EISENHOWER* It is necessary to examine both the
positive and negative reactions of the American people; On the
positive side, the turnouts to see KHRUSHCHEV were big, and yet
they were not so big. Generally, the people were silent and
there was very little applause. There was no real demonstration,
as the situation required, but there was ho booing either, and
this is important. The reaction in Washington was to be expected,
but a little different reaction could have been anticipated from
the people in New York City.

HALL stated that the reaction to KHRUSHCHEV showed:
(1) A lack of understanding on the part of the people in the
Unitear States; and (2) That the police state, McCarthyite left-
over suppresses the real expression of the people. HALL said
that he thought that the exchange of visits provides an oppor-
tunity for the Communist Party - USA to interpret the feelings of
the people for the coming elections in 1960.

Remarks of CARL WINTER

CARL WINTER stated that he felt that the estimate of the
exchange of visits given by EUGENE DENNIS is correct; He said.
Two things require our attention. However, the main thing is
for the Communist Party to analyze the thinking of the American
masses. Maybe they have fears from the McCarthyite era, as GUS
HALL stated. The latest anti-labor legislation may be an Indi-
cation of this. WINTER stated, We need to estimate what is in
the workers ’ minds. Do the workers feel that the ending of the
cold war will worsen economic conditions? The workers profited
from the Korean War. Are the masses influenced by this type of
thinking?

Continuing, WINTER stated, Our concrete job is to prove
to the American people that inflation is related to armaments and
the cold war. We must show how the Government financed "natural
security" and how it can now finance social measures. We must
show that trade opportunities will bring economic progress and
an ending of the cold war.

On political posture, WINTER said that the GOP boasts
that in the KHRUSHCHEV-EISENHOWER exchange it has an issue fOr
1960. While the Democratic Party is hammering away at IKE for
’’gullibility" in dealing with KHRUSHCHEV, for not having enough
arms, etc. This is serious. If we are careless, we might be
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identified with the Republican Party, while in the past we have
been identified with the Democratic Party because of our attitude
toward the Soviet Union In the trade union movement, there is
a shift toward breaking from the Democratic Party. Our efforts
should be to get the Democratic Party to change its policy in

regard to anti-labor legislation rather than to swing away from
the Democratic Party. The people may then understand our moti-
vations.

Remarks of GEORGE MEYERS

GEORGE MEYERS stated that the experience in Baltimore
was that there was no expression for an exchange of visits
between KHRUSHCHEV and EISENHOWER until the President spoke up.

MEYERS attributed this to the McCarthyite influence. He said
that the effects from Strontium 90 have been found in milk in

Baltimore and the working people are up in arms over this.
MEYERS also stated that the ^economic basis of the cold war is

important, since even small business profits from orders relat-
ing to armaments.

In conclusion, MEYERS said that he thinks that NIKITA
KHRUSHCHEV is doing a good job in the United States, but there is

still a rough fight ahead for the Communist Party - USA.

Remarks of BEN DAVIS

BEN DAVIS said he thought that EUGENE DENNIS was cor-
rect on basic points. .He stated. Our big job is how to take this
big' event and put it in terms where we develop peace movements
and relations between the Party and the people. This is primary.
Also, what is KHRUSHCHEV* s visit doing for the concept of Commu-
nism, for Socialism, and for our Party? What is there in this
situation to help us build our Party?

In regard to contradictions, United States imperialism
did a job against Communism and the Soviet Union. Yet, the American
people want peace i However, they did not display support for the
chief Communist — that is, KHRUSHCHEV. They were no-fr against
him and were not for him, but this latter will develop.

.

The
question is hdw to skillfully handle, this situation in order to
move it forward.

Next, DAVIS said that the Communist Party has been
timid. The membership is not dear on what it is supposed to do.

KHRUSHCHEV is not only the leader of the Soviet Union, but is a
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brilliant man. This was evidenced by the way he explained
Marxism, etc. There is in the United States more curiosity
toward the Communist Party. We should set things in motion.
Since the police are guarding the National Office of the Commu-
nist Party - USA during KHRUSHCHEV'S visit, we are involved in
it anyway. We should issue a statement containing our position
in regard to friendship between the United States and the Soviet
Union.

Remarks of ANTHONY KRCHMAREK

ANTHONY KRCHMAREK compared KHRUSHCHEV'S visit to the
United States with a tidal wave hitting the country. He said,
We have been too reluctant to come forward. More boldness is
needed. The way the leadership of the labor movement is reacting
is disturbing. GEORGE MEANY is defending the bankrupt policy of
United States imperialism. The steel workers thought that the
visit of KHRUSHCHEV is helping them to settle the strike. We
should occupy ourselves with labor.

Remarks of BURT NELSON

BURT NELSON discussed an editorial in the June 16, 1959,
issue of the "Seattle Times”, which welcomed the exchange of
visits between KHRUSHCHEV and EISENHOWER. The editorial compared
this exchange to a second EISENHOWER crusade. It pointed out
that the cold war has existed since 1945 and has now reached a
stalemate. Peace requires an end to this deadlock. NELSON asked
why there is this expression while at the same time the people
were restricted by the new anti-labor legislation.

Remarks of IRVING POTASH

IRVING POTASH stated that he agreed with the estimate
of EUGENE DENNIS. However, he feels that there should be a con-
centration on the contradictions. For example, there is a
lessening of international or cold war tensions and yet there is
a sharpening of the class struggles as evidenced by the attacks
on the labor movement. He said that the Party should not fall
into Browderite or revisionist thinking — that is, that friend-
ship between the United States and the USSR will automatically
bring about a lessening of the class struggle in the United
States.

POTASH predicted that KHRUSHCHEV'S reception would
warm up as he went farther West. He said that there is a conscious
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plan for people not to skew enthusiasm fox* KHRUSHCHEV. He
pointed out that in Washington , D„G. , an automobile preceded
KHRUSHCHEV with signs urging silence. He concluded by saying
that the people ’'s' thinking is being corrupted.

Remarks of JACK STACHEL

JACK STACHEL stated, W© should be careful so as not to
underestimate the vastness of this visit of KHRUSHCHEV. The
country will never be the same again. The visit took place
despite opposition to it. Then he said that he wondered why
there is a worsening of the conditions' of the people while there
is an easing of international tensions. He said that the workers
heed more power ~ more strength.

STACHEL also stated that the crowds were not hostile
to KHRUSHCHEV, but they were organized to be silent. The people
are for peace, but they did not want to demonstrate for Commu-
nism.

In conclusion, STACHEL referred to an editorial by
WALTER LIPPMNN in which he said that the United States has "no
national purpose" and that it will be 'beaten unless such time as
it has one, which can be used to rally the people. STACHEL
said that the Communist Party should give the answer to such
problems, just as it did in the 1940 9 s or during the ROOSEVELT
administration

.

Remarks of MICKEY LIMA

MICKEY LIMA stated that the tone of the press in Hew
York is different from that of the press in San Francisco. He
stated that in San Francisco, there was a struggle to get KHRUSHCHEV
as a speaker. The Mayor, the press association, the labor move-
ment, etc., were all trying to get KHRUSHCHEV to address a gather-
ing. LIMA also said that the Communis^ Party needs an economic
program to show the alternatives to a war economy.

Remarks of ARNOLD JOHNSON

ARNOLD JOHNSON stated that he feels that it is necessary
to emphasize the positive features of KHRUSHCHEV’S visit. He
stated that the visit itself is a defeat for the pro-war forces.
He said that the meetings which were organized as a protest of the
visit of KHRUSHCHEV to the United States were a flop. They were
poorly attended and many seats were vacant.



JOHNSON said that the National Council of Churches,
which represents 34 million people in the United States, sent a
delegation to Washington, D.C., to make sure that President
EISENHOWER would go through with the exchange of visits.

JOHNSON stated that there is a qualitative new stage in

the fight for peace and co-existence which can bring about: (1)

The outlawing of nuclear war? and (2) The ending of the cold
war.

In concluding, JOHNSON reminded the National Executive
Committee that an attack on the labor movement and the Communist
Party is possible even while there is an easing of international
tensions.

Remarks of ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN

ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN deplored Communist Party timidity.

As an example, she sited the idea of a luncheon for Mrs. KHRUSHCHEV
while NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV was busy on other matters. She asked.

Why were we silent when all other groups were speaking up on this
idea of a luncheon and other matters? She stated that maybe the
Communist Party in the United States should issue a statement
after the visit of KHRUSHCHEV is concluded. She said that per-
haps she could write such a statement,' editorial, or article.

Remarks of JAMES JACKSON

JIM JACKSON spoke about the possible consequences of

KHRUSHCHEV’S visit on the morale of the membership of the Communist

Party — USA. In this regard, he saw the possibility of increasing
the sale of '‘The Worker" and pamphlets such as that of GEORGE
MORRIS on the Soviet Union. He said that practical deeds should
result from the visit. He stated that he also saw the possibility
for an expansion in the activities of the National Council of

American-Soviet Friendship

.

Remarks of EUGENE DENNIS

In summarizing, EUGENE DENNIS stated that the Communist

Party •= USA should grasp that which has already happened in the
United* States — a cementing of relations with the USSR.

Motion by BEN DAVIS
put—nnpmwwi il imw m U i m i

BEN DAVIS made a motion that the theme for all Communist



Party meetings should be the visit of NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV to the
United States. There was no opposition to this motion.

II. REMARKS BY GUS HALL ON THE MAIN
POLITICAL RESOLUTION FOR THE 17TH
NATIONAL CONVENTION

GUS HALL stated that the Paipty should keep constantly
changing the main political resolution for the 17th National Con-
vention. He said, We should check to see if it conforms to
actuality. We should sharpen it, if necessary. I would suggest
such a change in the section on the "Mass Work of the Party",
particularly in regard to the methods and approaches to the
united front. In our own minds, we should re-study the effects
of the 7th World Congress of the Communist International on the
World Communist Movement. The center of work was the united
front. The French Party set the course at that time with the
"peoples’ front".

Continuing, HALL stated that without such a mass
approach, mass Parties could not have grown in influence and
numbers. He said. We cannot talk of the vanguard role of the
Communist Party unless we understand and fight for leadership of
mass work. We cannot understand the leading role of the working
class unless we understand the role of the united front. In the
United States, we cannot understand the role of the Negro
people’s fight for equality unless we understand the need for a
united front. In the united front, two mistakes are possible,
and these ares (1) Tailism; and (2) The forecasting Of the
future in terras of a blueprint. Both deviations are possible.

HALL then stated that the section of the resolution
which deals with the democratic front and which appears in
"Political Affairs" is not identical with the mimeographed draft
of the same section.

Nest, HALL said, We are sometimes too rigid in our
formulations and this applies even to the concept of the "demo-
cratic front". Life does not fully correspond to some of our
rigid concepts. At this point, HALL used the Russian shot to
the moon as an analogy. He said that the shot was aimed at the
moon, but corrections in the direction of flight had to be made
as the shot was on its way to the moon. He said, It is not enough
for us to set the "direction". We must correct the course as
circumstances change.



Then HALL said. Terms have meaning in our Party; terms
such as ’’democratic front” and ’’anti-monopoly coalition’’. The
concept of a democratic front is an electoral concept. We must
see it as it is and not as a unified organizational form. We
must regard the anti-monopoly coalition as a loose amalgam.

HALL said, We must ask ourselves, Is there a base for
an anti-monopoly coalition in the United States? Is it different
from or is it a newer concept of ’’democratic front" or "people’s
front”?

Continuing, ttat.t. stated that there is a new era in the
life of our nation. There is something new. What is new? It
is the position of the United States in the world. It is the new
relationship of forces in the world. The visit of KHRUSHCHEV
to the United States is a reflection of this new relationship.
The era of challenge — challenge by the Socialist world — is
here. What does this mean? (1) We cannot even imagine what
this challenge will mean for our nation; (2) The colonial up-
surge is another effect upon the United States. Cuba can be
cited as an example; and (3) There is the challenge of the
Capitalist countries to the United States.

HALL said that all of these things put together are a
challenge to the United States. The forty-year boom era is com-
ing to an end.. There is also an internal challenge as repre-
sented by the effects of automation, which is in its infancy.
This effect of automation explains the steel strike. There is
also a financial crisis, a farm crisis, and a tax crisis. These
are developing things which shortly w;Lll grip and influence the
United States.

HALL continued by stating that the reaction of various
groups is. already visible. Witness the anti-labor bill and the
steel strike. The attack by big business is taking a similar
direction to the attack by big business in Germany in the 1930’S.
This is the outstanding factor in the United States. This makes
the majority of all sections of the population the victim of big
business. We have to approach these problems, study them and
give guidance and leadership to the people in the United States
in their fight against big business.

HAIL asked how people react and fight the attacks of
big business. He cited the response to Labor Day in Hew York."
He also said that the response of the Negro people is militant.
He stated that the response of the leadership of the AFL-CIO to



the visit of NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV should be disregarded* The middle
class , and even sections of bigger business, try different
approaches to the problem of the drive of big business* HALL
stated that big business has a dual policy which is different
from tfesb DULLES policy* It is rapprochement and yet an attack
on labor*

Next, HALL said that there is a peace movement in the
United States, although it is a varied conglomeration* Also,
the majority of the American people are moving In the same direc-
tion — a confluence — against monopoly. However, he cannot
see the use of the term "democratic front". This term confuses
our people and is too rigid* The important thing is the concept
that a majority of the people should move or are moving in the
same "direction"* HALL said. We must find better terms, such as
"unity of the majority" or "people’s majority" to express this
concept. If we appreciate this concept, we will better under-
stand the role of the Left, which will arise demanding more
militant action. We will then understand the role of the Party
as a vanguard.

HALL then cited the experiences of the Italian Commu-
nist Party as an example of what he had in mind* He said that
the Italian Communist Party states that nationalization is some-
thing for the future* Further, that while there should be some
nationalization, it is not necessary that all industry be
nationalized*

ft

Next, HALL asked if the distinction between the terms
"Party work" and "mass work" has built-in roadblocks* Is if an
artificial division? As an example, HALL said that he attended
a meeting of a Section which has 150 members* Of this number,
two are in the Democratic Party* These two were discussing the
"illusion" that they will capture the Democratic Party instead
of discussing how the Party can break out of its isolation*' He
said that other similar examples could be cited* HALL stated
that the big problem in the Communist Party - USA is how to break
its isolation and to do mass work. Later, the Party could dis-
cuss and take up the independent role of the Party*

In conclusion, HALL said that most Communist Parties
have renewed or refreshed their approach to the United front*
Concepts change with time and new conditions. He cited the
Italian Communist Party again and the elections in Sicily as ah
example that "frontism outlived itself". He said the French and
Italian Communist Parties had issued a joint statement containing



new approaches which are in general terms and are not blueprints
for the future.

Discussion of 60S HALL'S Report on the
Main Political Resolution for the 17th
National Convention
1 11 r » — 1 * — ", - 1 "M" !
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Remarks of CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT

CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT said that be felt that the direction
of the main political resolution is sound. He stated that the
democratic front is an extension and development of the people's
front* It means the coming together of varied groups, but hot in
one organization. He stated that there is a growing awareness
in the labor movement and the Negro people's movement about the
need for a democratic front.

Remarks of MICKEY LIMA

MICKEY LIMA stated that the main political resolution
is generally accepted in the Party, but there is no enthusiastic
discussion of it. He said that he greets the approach of GUS
HALL. He also stated that he believes that the Party needs to
discuss independent political action and the labor movement'. He
said that the rank-and-file talks in a different manner than
does GEORGE MEANY. He also stated that McCarthyism is no longer
effective.

Remarks of JAMES JACKSON

JAMES JACKSON stated that a democratic front does not
mean a formal coalescence or national organization. Each organ-'
ization retains its independence, its leadership,' etc. He asked,
What and Who will give cohesion to this coalition? The Communist
Party has to give such ^cohesion. The Party plants seeds in these
various movements.

Remarks of HY LUMER

HY LUMER said that it is not a question of terms. What
is involved is a form of united action in this period which is a
different period than that of the 1930 's.

Remarks of BURT NELSON

BURT NELSON said that he welcomed the probing by GUS



HALL* He also cited the appearance of GEORGE MORRIS on radio as
an example of what can be accomplished with a democratic front.

Closing of the Discussion on the Main
Political Resolution

After some very brief remarks by ANTHONY KRCHMAREK, JACK
STACHELu and ARNOLD JOHNSON, it was decided to close this discus-
sion and postpone the remainder of the discussion on the resolu-
tion to the next meeting of the full National Executive Committee.

III. REPORT OP IRVING POTASH ON THE
STEEL STRIKE AND ANTI-LABOR
LEGISLATION

IRVING POTASH stated that the offensive launched by the
National Association of Manufacturers is now recognized by trade
union leaders, even by GEORGE MEANY. A great deal of pressure
forces this recognition. The trade union movement also recog-
nizes the aims of this offensive and these aims are to depress
wages and to destroy the trade union movements He Said that the
steel strike is one spearhead of this offensive. Another spear-
head is the anti-labor legislation. Now there is also a drive to
include the trade unions in the anti-trust laws.

POTASH said that the McClellan investigation was an
artillery barrage to clear the way for this offensive. The
policy and tactics pursued by the top labor leaders who initially
co-operated with MC CLELLAN caused the expulsion of the Teamsters
Union, weakened the trade unions, and played into the hands of
monopoly.

Next, POTASH asked. What is the outlook of big business?
He said that the steel strike is entering its tenth week. The
stock pile of steel can last to the middle of October, 1959. The
steel companies are solid thus far, although Inland and Kaiser
present a little different situation.

POTASH stated that not all the employers can follow the
steel corporations. There have been settlements in rubber, some
in^packing and some in metal mining. This indicates that not all
employers are as rich as the steel trusts. The ranks of the
steel workers are solid. The counter demands of the steel trusts
united the workers, since their leaders deserted to the demands.
Picketing is on a small scale, but morale is high. The companies
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know this and so does the Government* Letters are being sent to
workers in an attempt to effect a break in the ranks of the
union* The Government will probably try to invoke a Taft-HArtley
injunction.

According to POTASH, Local funds are running out or are
low. Only in New York (Buffalo) is their Unemployment compensa-
tion. R®i-i©£ is hard to get. The workers have to fight for it.

In some localities, where there is pressure, the workers are
getting surplus food. There are appeals for aid from the labor
movement. Except for Section 2-B (counter demands of the corpor-
ations), there is no fight to restore the old demands as origin-
ally proposed by the Union.

POTASH said that DAVID MC DONALD* s tour has been one
of confusion. The attendance has been small. His speeches are
on the defensive and they are unclear.

Then POTASH said that the strategy of the corporations
and the Government is to keep the strike going until October
and then to evoke Taft-Bartley, force a bad settlement with a
small wage increase resulting in a weakened union. -If there is

no settlement, then evoke an injunction ' which would be followed
by another stock piling for eighty days.

POTASH said that President EISENHOWER and Secretary Of
Labor MITCHELL are putting pressure on the union, but not on the
companies. He said that fact-finding is direct pressure on the
strikers but was rejected by the companies.

POTASH said that there is a need at this time to
campaign to stop the use of Taft-Hartley.

Then POTASH said that there are some favorable things
in this strike situation. One is the recognition that the steel
strike is a part of the general attack on labor. WALTER REUTHER
proposed a special conference on the steel strike before the
AEL-CIO Convention. However, for this there was substituted a
discussion in the first session of the Executive Council for the
purpose of working out ways and means to meet the offensive.
They called for support of all labor fOr the strike. Labor Day
was set aside for steel strike support. There is an aim for a
100 million dollar fund for the strikers. Now it is a question
if implementing the good intentions.

POTASH said that the Communist Party - USA has issued
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leaflets nationally and locally. So far, there has been no
attack on these leaflets from the trade union movement. He said
that in some places, Communist Party members are active in the
strike.

In regard to anti-labor legislation, POTASH stated
that MEANS’ said that the law passed by Congress is the most
damaging anti-labor law since Taft-Hhrtley. POTASH traced the
passage of the law to a lack of fight against Taft-Hartley, to
the abandonment of the dr.ive to organize the unorganized* ' and
to the co-operation of labor leaders with cold war policies. He
said that the McCarthyite expulsion of Communist Party members
from unions weakened the labor movement and led to. the present
defeat*

POTASH stated that he did not know the reaction of the
rank-and-file to this new legislation, but did know that some
labor leaders expressed defeatism. He said that an editorial in
the publication of the Amalgamated Meat Cutters and Butcher Work-
men of North America shows that labor made a mistake in originally
endorsing reforms, etc. This editorial also urges a farm-labor
coalition.

POTASH said that there is an article in the new labor
law which deals with Communists . He said that it does not
require affidavits, but no union member who is or has been a

'

Communist Party member can serve as an official in a trade union.
The law provides for a one-year' jail sentence and a $10,000 fine
if the union knowingly allows a Communist Party member to be an
officer of the union.

Conclusion of the First Day .Session

After a few brief remarks on POTASH fs report by MICKEY
LIMA, GEORGE MEYERS, CARL WINTER, BURT NELSON, MORRIS CHILDS, and
CLAUDE LIGHTF00T, ANTHONY KRCHMAREK ' made the following statements:

KRCHMAREK said that there is a wide recognition that the
steel strike is a new kind of strike. It is a strike with new
features. The steel workers ar@ jon the defensive ideologically
because of the campaigns against inflation and against corruption
in th© trade unions. He said that while the steel strikers are
on the defensive, they do not have a defeatist attitude. He said
that the picket lines are getting bigger because they are now
serving food to those on the picket lines. In conclusion,
KRCHMAREK stated that the basic issu© in the steel strike is



automation. Therefore, the companies want the work rules changed
in order to keep up with the changes brought about by automation.

The first day session of this National Executive Com-
mittee meeting was concluded at this point with a decision that
the discussion of the report of IRVING POTASH would be resumed
on the following day*



!% OFFICE MEMORi^UM • UNITED STATES GOVE^^ENT

TO : SAC, NEW YORK ( 100-26603c43 )
DATE: 9/28/59

FROM : SA HAROLD F. QUINN (415)

SUBJECT: CP, UAS, KINGS COUNTY
IS - c

On 8/21/59,, NY 1750-S*, who- .has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised that PHIL
and CONNIE BART had been visited at their residence
by JIM TORMEY during which time they had discussed
various items. During the discussion CONNIE mentioned
that at the meeting she and TORMEY were attending
that night the '•

. "peace reports" were scheduled
and maybe they would be able to leave early* PHIL
BART mentioned that BILL PATTERSON would probably not
stay too long as his wife LOUISE had an accident last
week end and had broken her arm. CONNIE then asked
TORMEY if he would be able tb make the meeting at her
apartment Tuesday which would be attended by PEARL
(LAWS) and DANNY (RUBEL) along with himself * TORMEY
said that he would not be able to come as he- feels
he Is really not needed and that she could handle It*

1/- New York (100-56579) (PHILIP BART) (415)
1 - New York (100-12959 > (CONNIE BART)' (415)
1 - New York (100-15946) (JIM TORMEY) -(422)
1 - New York (100-129629) (BILL ALBERTSON)- (4l6)
1 -- New York (100- 135484) (LOUISE PATTERSON) (422)
1 - New York (100-85936) (PEARL LAWS) (422)
1 - New York (100-117158) (DANNY RUBEL) (422) •

1 - New York (100-8837) (HARRY ONCHER) (422)
1 - New York (100-13483) (BETTY GANNETT) (4l6)
1 - New York (100-/3^//) (AGNES WILLIS) (422)
1 - New York (100-26603c43)

HPQtalb
(11 )
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He said that he is also supposed to attend a meeting

Tuesday of the section of which HARRY ONCHER is the

organizer. He said he didn*t know why they wanted

him to attend. TORMEY then commented that the previous

week "Flatbush had a good meeting" both in attendance

and content. CONNIE mentioned that there were ten

people present and TORMEY said that the poorest meeting

was one in Brighton where there were twenty-three

people but that the meeting had no organization.

TORMEY mentioned his wife, BETTY GANNETT, and

said that she is not feeling well and she isn*t too

happy about what the doctors have to say. He said

she is losing weight and is overtired and is very

worried.

CONNIE and TORMEY then discussed the meeting

which was to be held that night at the BART apartment.

PHIL asked who is coming and CONNIE comments ALAN
and AGNES would both be there. TORMEY speaks of AGNES

(WILLIS) in very glowing terms and comments that she is

a remarkable person having raised two girls all by

herself and that one of the girls is sixteen years old

and that AGNES can*t be much more than thirty-five

years herself. CONNIE comments that she is a member

of the Electrical Workers and has obtained all her

education through the union. She said that AGNES has

much more on the ball than (name not clear). TORMEY
disagrees with this saying that he has more on the

ball than any one else in Brooklyn. TORMEY says that

this person is a big shot in the Negro Baptist Church

and is president of the ushers Association there.

He said that the only reason he is not higher in the

Party is because of an unfortunate association with a

former CP member who robbed someone. He said he was

told he would never hold a leadership position because

of this indiscretion.

The conversation then turns to the possibility

of getting former CP members to rejoin and CONNIE BART

mentions a HELEN (LNU) who owns a station wagon. In
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this Regard PHIL BART mentions a Jewish woman who
is married to an Italian person who works for the New
York Post. The name Of PRANK HOLLY (PH) is mentioned*
PHIL says that he is still in the party but not active.
He said that his wife was in the CP but when the Jewish
question in Russia became known she quit.

They then talked about the Kings County
CP fund drive and CONNIE asked TORMEY how It is progressing
and TORMEY mentions that they have collected about
kQf0 of the $15,000..

Later in the evening various people enter
the apartment and go Into the BART living room where
apparently a meeting takes place* The names of TOM,.

RAY, JORDAN, ALAN, DANNY, PAT, ALONZO and AGNES are
mentioned

•
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™ OFFICE MEMOMNDUM • UNITED STATES GO\SRNMENT

TO : SAC, LOS ANGELES Date; 9/28/^9

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK ( 100-80461)

SUBJECT: CP-ORGANIZATION
IS - C

On 8/2V59* NY 1750-S*, who has furnished

reliable information in the past, advised that CONNIE
and PHIL BART had discussed a number of matters at

their residence. During the discussion BART mentioned

that he had been to visit WILLIAM Z. FOSTER at his

country house. He said that the meeting was "sort or

an organizational conference in that FOSTER wanted him

to tell him what goes on in the organization." He said

that then FOSTER tried to tell him what type of report

should be delivered to the National Convention and

that he, BART, should indicate that the deterrent to

the CP prior to 1956 was Rea ctIonaryism and McCarthyism.

He said that FOSTER said that the party could have

grown after 1956 but that the obstruction then was

Revisionism. He said that FOSTERS theory is that

the Party is being held back by the right wing which

is nothing but a lot of "boloney."

2 - Los Angeles
1 - Detroit (100-
1 - Philadelphia
1 - San Francisco
(£> - New York (100
1 - New York (100
1 - New York (100
1 - New York (100
1 - New York (100
1 - New York (100

) (CARL WINTER) (INFO)
(100- ) (JOE ROBERTS)
(100- )

(CP-ORGANIZATION
-56579) (PHILIP BART) (415)
12959') (CONNIE BART) (415) .. e .

-9505) (WILLIAM Z. FOSTER) (415)
1-84944) (GUS HALL) (415)

v

-8057) (GENE DENNIS) (415)
-80461)
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He said that something should be done about
keeping some of the people that talk like this from
the convention like "What*s her name from California

$

w

He said that GUS HALL is going to talk to DOROTHY
HEALT about it when he goes out there. He mentioned
that HALL is going to California to speak. BART then
said that the same should be done for JOE ROBERTS but
that he*s out anyway.

BART said that POSTER didn»t mention GENE
DENNIS by name but that he took several digs at him.
He said that POSTER mentioned the Constitution being
dumped and changed and he explained to him that it
was his (BART’s) idea and that it had been backed
unanimously by the NC. He said that they realized
that if they should try to write a new document there
would be all sorts of arguments at the convention and
nothing would ever be decided. He said* therefore,
it was decided that the old Constitution would be
presented and open to changes and amendments and that
all of these would be sent to the Executive Committee
along with the document he himself was writing. He
said that POSTER keeps harping on the fact that any
changes Is Revisionism and he won*t stand for it. He
said, for instance, •POSTER' doesntt want them 'to say
that the CP is A vanguard organization. He said that
POSTER insists Tt Is the vanguard. He said it is

Just about the same asHSARL WINTER who is also against
any change.

PHIL said that POSTER didn't look too well
and his voice doesn't sound right. He said that FOSTER
had an accident a while back and hurt his leg and Is

still having trouble with It. He commented that POSTER
had showed him bis right leg. It is all shrivelled
up. They both then discussed the will of POSTER to

live and carry on.
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM * * UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-68) DATE: 9/^?/59

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (100-33740)

SUBJECT: COMMUNIST PARTY - USA
MEMBERSHIP
INTERNAL SECURITY t C

UTMOST CARE MUST BE USED IN HANDLING AND REPORTING THE
FOLLOWING INFORMATION IN ORDER TO FULLY PROTECT THE IDENTITYJQF
A HIGHLY PLACED INFORMANT .

CG 5.824-S*, on September 23, 1959, orally furnished
to SA JOHN E. KEATING the information on the following page*
This oral information was reduced to writing on September 24,

.

1959: '

2 - Bureau (REGISTERED)
1 - Cincinnati (100- ) (CP-USA, Membership) (REGISTERED)
1 - Cleveland (100- ) (CP-USA, Membership) (REGISTERED)
1 - Detroit (100- ) (CP-USA, Membership) (REGISTEREp)
1 - Los Angeles (100-

, ) (CP-USA, Membership) (REGISTERED)
1 - Minneapolis (100- ) (CP-USA, Membership) (REGISTERED)G New York (REGISTERED)
""'(l - 100-80638) (CP-USA, Membership)

(1 - 100-128817) (CP-USA, New York District, Membership)
(1 - 100-131666) (CP-USA, Southern Regional Committee)
\k^~ 100-56579) (PHIL BART)

1 - Philadelphia (100-32208) (CP-USA, Membership) (REGISTERED)
1 - Pittsburgh (100- ) (CP-USA, Membership) (REGISTERED)
1 - San Ft-ancisco (100-26239) (CP-USA, Membership) (REGISTERED)
4 - Chicago

(1 - A/134-46)
(1 - 100-18952) (CP-USA, Illinois District, Membership)
(1 - 100-3470) (MORRIS CHILDS)

JEK/kws
(18 )



September 23, 1959

On September 23, 1959, MORRIS CHILDS was beard to ask
PHIL BART, national Organization Secretary of the Communist
Party - USA, what he should say is the current membership of
the Communist Party - USA, if he should happen to be asked that
question by another Communist Party.

PHIL BART stated that the membership of the Communist
Party - USA is about 5,000. BART said that if you want to be
liberal, you could say that it is 6,000. Asked what the member-
ship figures are for the major Districts in the Communist Party -

USA, BART replied as follows:
* s

Hew York has 1,800, although it is probably closer to
1,700 than it is to 1,800.

Illinois states that it has 600, but I say that this
figure is too higtfi.

Northern California has 400 members, and Sbuthern
California has 1,000 members. The total for California is 1,400.

Minnesota 1 and the Dakotas - 300.

Ohio has 400 members , although this is liberal and
probably padded, as are most of these figures.

Michigan has 300 members.

All of Pennsylvania has 150 .'members, with just a hand-
ful in Pittsburgh, so most of these are in Eastern Pennsylvania.

When asked the figure for the South, BART said that he
did not know. He said that the other Districts do not have
enough members worth talking about.



SAC (65-1686) 9/29/59

SA FORREST F. BURGESS

IS - c

On 9/10/59

i

I I who has furnished reliable
information in the past, orally advised SA FORREST F. BUR-
GESS of the following; This information was dictated on
9/14/59 into statement form, typed by Stenographer ! I

I on 9/14/59, -and was then read and initialed ~hv the
informant on 9/24/59. It is maintained in | |

"Philadelphia, Pa.
September 10, 1959

] receiyed a letter dated August i4.
1959. from PHIL BART which was addressed to the|

I I This letter called attention
to the fact that the ’N.E.C. * that week had discussed
the Worker Fund Drive and the efforts required by the
Party to assure the success of this drive. It was in-
dicated in this letter that the current issue of 'The
Worker* reflected out of an objective of $2,000, the
Eastern Pennsylvania District, CPEPD, had sent in $1,245
which was 62 percent. It was pointed out *the situation
is critical* for ’The Worker* and the assistance of the
Eastern Pennsylvania District was solicited to assure the
continued operation of ’The Worker* •

"

b7D

T)- New York (RM)
1 - 100-56579 (PHILIP BART)

6 - Philadelphia
65-1686
100-22157
IOO-1502
100-30295
100-4842

PHILIP BART)
CPEPD)
CPUSA-FUNDS

)

TuTATSIP'TPD H"THE WORKER 1

b7D

FFBrMML
(7) SEARCHED ^ INDEXED

ser^lizedX4^d._<Q57.

OCT 1 195En('
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OFF ! G E MEMORANDUM * * UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO i DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69)
“

DATE; 9/c2? /59

FROM SAC, CHICAGO (100-33741)

SUBJECT! COMMUNIST PARTY - USA
ORGANIZATION
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

UTMOST CARE MUST “BE. USED IN HANDLING AND REPORTING THE
EOLL.QIING MQRMTIQN IN ORDER TO FULLY PROTECT THE IDENTITY OF
A HIGHLY PLAGm_INFORMANT.

GG 5824-S*, on September 21, 1959, orally furnished to
SA JOHN E. KEATING the following summary of the seeond day of
sessions of a meeting of the National Executive Committee of the
Communist Party - USA, held in New York City on September 18 and
19, 1959;

2 - Bureau (REGISTERED)

2 - Baltimore (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100-12464) (CP-USA, Organization)
(1 - 100-12076) (GEORGE MEYERS)

3 - Cleveland (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100-17257) (CP-USA, Organization)
(1 - 100-421) (GUS HALL)
(1 « 65-721) (ANTHONY KRCHMAREK)

2 - Detroit (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100-2050) (CP-USA, Organization)
(1 - 100-13420) (CARL WINTER)

22 - New York (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100-81752) (CP-USA, Brief)
(1 - 100-89691) (CP-USA, Domestic Administration Issues)
(1 - 100-87211) (CP-USA, Factionalism)
(1 - 100-86624) (CP-USA, International Relations)
(1 - 100-80641) (CP-USA, Organization) „

(1 - 100-79717) (CP-USA, Political Activities) J
^ 6 p C-S /J

See t,ii lt page for additional copies .



New York copies (continued)

(1 - 100-81338) (GP-USA* Security Measures)
(1 - 100-89590) (GP-USA, Strategy in Industry)
(1 - 100-80644) (GP-USA, Yoratla Matters)
(1 - 100-129629) (WILLIAM ALBERTSON)

t=Ci— 100-56579) (PHIL BART)
(1 - 100-23825) (BENJAMIN DAVIS

,
JR„)

(1 - 100-8057) (EUGENE DENNIS)
(1 - 100-1696) (ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN)
(1 - 100-84994) (GO'S HALL)
(1 - 100-16785) (JAMES JACKSON)
(1 - 100-16021) (ARNOLD JOHNSON)
(1 - 100-105076) (BY LtFMER)
(1 - 100-48033) (IRVING POTASH)
(1 - 100- ) (PAUL ROBESON, JR„)
(1 - 100- ) (MILT ROSEN)
(1 - 100-18065) (JACK STACHEL)

2 -San Francisco (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100-27747) (CP-USA, Organization)
(1 - #5-1242) (MICKEY LIMA)

2 - Seattle (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100- ) (CP-USA, Organization)
(1 - 100-127) (BURT NELSON)

5 - Chicago
' (1 - A/134-46)

(1 - 100-18953) (CP-USA, Illinois District, Organization)
(1 - 100-3470) (MORRIS CHILDS)
(1 - 61-867) (CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT)

JEK/kws
(40)



September 21, 1959

Time, Type, and Place of Meeting

The second day of sessions of a two-day meeting of
the National Executive Committee of the Communist Party - USA
was hel^ in New York City on Saturday, September 19, 1959, in a
suite or rooms in the Chelsea Hotel. This suite of rooms was
occupied by CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT and MICKEY LIMA. LIGHTFOOT usually
stops at this hotel while in New York City. The purpose of
holding the meeting at this location instead of at the national
headquarters of the Communist Party - USA was not only to provide
security, but also to provide an atmosphere where the meeting
could be conducted without interruption.

Persons in Attendance

The following members of the National Executive Com-
mittee were in attendance at this meeting;

BEN DAVIS HY LUMER
EUGENE DENNIS GEORGE MEYERS
ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN BURT NELSON
GUS HALL IRVING POTASH
JAMES JACKSON JACK STACHEL
ANTHONY KRCHMAREK CARL WINTER
CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT
MICKEY LIMA

The following invitees were also present:

BILL ALBERTSON
HIL BART

MORRIS CHILDS
ARNOLD JOHNSON

Continuation of the Discussion of IRVING
POTASHES Report on the Steel Strike and
the Passing ;of Anti-Labor Legislation

Remarks:, of MICKEY LIMA

MICKEY LIMA said that he is for the rights of labor, but
is not for the Bill o^ Rights for union members which is in the
Landrum-Griffin Bill. 'He said, We should have concentrated
against the Landrum-Griffin Bill. 1 ’



Remarks of HY LUMER

HY LUMER stated; We need more information and an
analysis of the economic roots ©f tie Landrum-Griffin Bill.
That is, information on the "inflation campaign", on wage cuts,
on automation, and on foreign competition. He said that many
European plants are technically on a par with plants in the
United states in regard to automation. Many companies expect
an economic slump in the United States. We need a political and
not a legal analysis of the new labor legislation.

Remarks of BEITDAVIS

BEN DAVIS stated that there is no crusading spirit in
the Communist Party - USA. He asked, Why is this so? He did
not answer the question. He stated that Capitalists in the
United States are preparing for competition with the USSR at
the expense of the working class. He said that JAMES HOFFA is
a new kind of guy. He urged support of HOFFA, because HOFFA is
militant. In regard to organizing the South, DAVIS said that
if the AFL-GIO will not do if, then the Communist Party - USA
should*

Remarks of ;j^US' HALL

GUS HALL stated that the trade union leadership betrayed
the workers. It did not fight against the new labor legislation.
It did not believe that the legislation would pass. Therefore,
the leadership is in the same boat with the membership. The
labor movement will be an empty shell if the Taft-Hartley and
Landrum-Griffin Acts are used.

HALL asked, Why is there this type of sharpness in the
attack by big business? He said that it is not due to the
economic cycle. We are in a boom? therefore, the economic cycle
theory is no good. We need to analyze this present economic and
political stage *— the general crisis of Capitalism as it is
developing in America. This is not a temporary phenomenon. If
will be with us for some time. Socialist development is having
a direct effect up®n our life. Unless we understand this, we
will not be a force in the United States. The center of this
general crisis of Capitalism is automation. Automation is not
just another speed-up. It replaces men.

In conclusion, HALL suggested the formation of a com-
mission for the purpose of studying the Landrum-Griffin Bill.

— 2 —



Remarks of EUGENE DEMIS

EUGENE DENNIS stated that the draft of the main
political resolution for the ' 17th National Convention deals
with the offensive of big business*, He said, howevejr, that he
agrees with GUS HALL that it is necessary to dig more deeply
into an analysis of this offensive. This is why the unity of
labor and the unity of the people is so important. It is neces-
sary to explain the *• cause of the division between the working
class and its allies. There is a possibility to counter and to
reverse the attacks of big business.

DENNIS said that the Landrum-Griffin Bill is sinister
and that it will take the heart out of the labor movement, if it
is not checked. He said that there must be big political and
economic struggles and an all-sided fight against this anti-
labor act. DENNIS stated, We should signalize that the Landrum-
Griffin Act needs to be fought* There 1- is a need to fight it
just as the idjunctions of old were fought.. This labor legis-
lation presents new political opportunities for the opening of
Congress in I960. There should be amendments to repeal the
provisions of this legislation. There should also be a legal
challenge to the Landrum-Griffin Act in the courts. It is nec-
essary to help JIMMIE HOFFA, regardless of the opinion of him
as a person, since this labor legislation is a burden on the
teamsters.

Concluding Remarks of IRVING POTASH

Jh his remarks concluding the discussion on the steel
strike and the anti-labor legislation, IRVING POTASH said that
it is correct to say that th© Landrum-Griffin Act is a part of
the offensive against the labor movement • The steel strike is
also a part of this' offensive* POTASH stated, that he^ believes
that the next phase of this offensive will be an anti—trust
attack on labor, even though it will be disguised as regulation
of "labor and management". POTASH stated that this next phase
may come after the AFL-CIQ Convention being held in California.

I

POTASH stated that th© new stage of American Capitalism
is responsible for this offensive* This new stage involves
Socialist competition and also new rivalries from .other Capital-
ist countries. The results are a special and new kind of strike*
At the April, 1959, meeting of the National Committee of the Com-
munist Party - USA, not all of us saw this or the implications
of it.



Next; POTASH asked, Why is automation lagging in the
United States? He said that even in the steel industry, auto-
mation is used only to a partial extent and he believes that
industry is resisting it« He stated that he tlinks the reason
for this is that industrial capacity in the United States is
great and the corporations are driving the workers, who work on
old machines > to speed up and to compete with automation.

Concluding his remarks, POTASH stated that the key
tasks are the following;

(1) A deepening of solidarity movements. This
does not mean mere financial support, since the trade
unions will take care of the money problems. The fact
is that the rank-and-file workers are not yet aware of
the implications of the steel strike.

(2) A drive to prevent the injection of the
Taft-Hartley Law against the steel strikers.

(3) A study of the anti-Communist provisions
in the Landrum-Griffin Act.

Motion to Adopt POTASHES Report**^*<^M»*^^*— WM———

—

mmaw m—

A motion was made and adopted to accept POTASH*s report
including the three specific points he enumerated in his conclud-
ing remarks. It was also agreed to establish a sub-committee to
study the Landrum-Griffin Bill and to formulate motions based on
the discussion at this meeting. These motions will be presented
to a meeting of the full National Executive Committee in November
1959.

III. THE QUESTION OF THE FUSURE LEADER-
SHIP OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY - USA

Remarks of -EUGENE DENNIS *

EUGENE DENNIS started the discussion on the future
leadership of the Communist Party - USA with some very general
opening remarks.. He talked about the kind of leadership and the
kind of National Committee that is needed. He talked about the
size of the National Committee and the need to combine the new
with the old. He suggested that consideration be given to the
establishing of a Secretariat of either three or five members.
He also suggested that the next National Committee and the next



National Executive Committee should be smaller in size* He also
suggested that the problem of leadership be discussed with com-
position in mind; that is, workers, women, Negroes, and younger
people »

DENNIS also stated that there are problems in several
Districts because they lack leadership. He mentioned New
England and both Districts in Pennsylvania. He said that con-
sideration should be given to the establishing of regional set-
ups. — one each for the East, the Midwest, and the far West.

'

In general, DENNIS made a very innocuous report and
did not attempt to deal with personalities.

Remarks -of GPS HALL

GrtJS HALL followed DENNIS. He said that as a result of
his visits to various Districts, he has come to the conclusion
that there is a crisis in the leadership not only nationally,
but in many Districts and in the Sections of most Districts.
HALL said that there is concern in the Party about the leader-
ship. This concern is not basically motivated by factionalism,
even if there are some remnants of factionalism in the Party.
He said that in the past few weeks, he. has attended 29 meetings
and the question of leadership constantly comes up in meetings
and it also comes up in personal discussions.

t
i

Then HALL said that the crisis in the top leadership,
nationally and in the Districts, and even in the Sections, not
'"only relates to personalities but also to the concept of leader-
ship. Some of this concept of leadership is a left-over from
the factional struggle. He also said that the membership does
not yet feel that the leadership uses initiative-.

HALL stated that he believes there is a top layer
crisis nationally, and in all Districts. There are collections
of individuals, but no collective. He said that what' is’ needed'
isa spirit of collective work and the discipline to go with it.
This is not the case at present. 1 One can' go where he pleases
at any time, etc. Then HALL .said that there is a feeling .among
the members that the Party is not going anyplace and that it is
not growing politically. He said he believes that there is an
element of truth in this.

Heist, HALL stated that there is also a feeling among
the membership that we in the leadership are smug and are sitting

- 5



on our laurels. There is also an element of truth in this.
Further, some of the members think that the national leaders are
not modest in their statements about themselves. There is a
feeling that we are not' realistic and that we use cliches rather
than give answers to questions.

Next, HALL said that the atmosphere in our Party is
not conducive to a healthy discussion. It is the sa,me in most
Districts. . Tftere is a feeling of futility if questions will be
raised. What is needed is a democratic atmosphere where no clubs
and no threats will be used.

HALL stated that in his opinion, the number one ques-
tion is collective leadership. He said, On the basis of collec-
tive leadership, we can build confidence in the leadership.
Furthermore, classes are needed now in order to train cadre. He
also said that teamwork is a mark of contribution. If a comrade
does not participate in teamwork, he can become an obstacle.

HALL asked, Where does this lack of initiative and
form& of leadership stem from? Is it a basic ideological ques-
tion? He said, Maybe we have lost confidence in Marxism-Leninism
or in the ability of the Party. Maybe we are overwhelmed by
Capitalist strength. There is an element of truth in the state-
ment that we are influenced by Capitalist propaganda.

In concluding his remarks, GUS HAIL said that he is
not aspiring to a national position. He stated that he would
prefer 'other tasks. He also stated that he will not be a party
to any maneuvers. He said he is not going to be used by anybody
and repeated that he is not running for office. He said the
fact is that he does not want to be a national officer and that
he does want to be an organizer.

It is to be noted that neither DENNIS nor HALL named
names in their remarks. Further, the statement 'by halt, that he
was not aspiring to a national position was not taken seriously.

Remarks of ANTHONY KRCHMAREK

ANTHONY KRCHMAREK said that the Party needs an inspira-
tional leadership and not one such as we have had in the past which
only holds the line. He said he believes , that a national leader
should remove himself if he is an Obstacle. He also stated that
new leaders are needed to do new things.

6



Remarks' of ELIZABETH , GURLEY FLYNN

ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN said that her talents are not
being used. She said that maybe she is dnly a symbol. While she
is an honored symbol , she is a symbol of the past. She is not a
part of the., present. She stated that she is ready to step aside
and to make room for someone else. She said that in her opinion
age and health should be' considered in the selection of the
leadership. While the older members should be given some credit;
younger members should be given a chance. She said that perhaps
the old-timers could be used as speakers, teachers, etc. If this
is not done, the size of the National Committee cannot be reduced.

FLYNN also complained that women in leading positions
are not being used and she accused the Party leadership of male
chauvinism. She also said that there is a group which has been
in its post for tup long a period. She thinks that some members
in the National Executive Committee should go into the Districts
and renew contacts with the members. She also said that everyone
is a "status seeker" and many are too comfortably situated in
New York.

Remarks of ARNOLD JOHNSON

ARNOLD JOHNSON said that there is no collectivity in
the leadership. He stated that actually there is no leadership.
He said he can walk the halls of the National Office of the Com-
munist Party - USA without anyone caring anything about what he
is doing. He complained that he is being Used as an errand boy.
JOHNSON made the following proposal for the new leadership:

i

BEN DAVIS, Chairman
GUS HALL, Secretary
GENE DENNIS, part of the Secretariat

JOHNSON, in his remarks, also stated that JIM JACKSON
is like a DU BOIS. That is, he is a scholar but not a very
practical man.

It is noted that JOHNSON started the naming of names in
the discussion of the national leadership.

Remarks of JAMES JACKSON

JAMES JACKSON said that Ms proposal for the national
leadership would be the following:

7 *-
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GENE DENNIS!, Chairman
GUS HALL, Secretary
JAMES JACKSON, Secretary

JACitSQN also answered JOHNSON’S criticism of him.
JACKSON. said, I tam a Marxist-Leninist . DU BOIS is a scholar, but
DU BOIS is hot a Marxist-Leninist.

JACKSON also criticised BEN DAVIS. He said that DAVIS
deals in generalities and that DAVIS is guilty of demagoguery.
JACKSON said that DAVIS cannot be a leader and that he, JACKSON,
would be against DAVIS as a national leader in the Party.

j

Remarks of BEN DAVIS

BEN DAVlS stated that he agreed with the comments of
GUS HALL concerning the leadership. He said that HALL’s remarks
demonstrate how the membership looks at the present style of
leadership. He said that the present leadership has no theoret-
ical boldness in political action and in style of work. He said,
We need a leadership which leads by example and goes to the
masses. He said that he believes that there are elements' of
revisionism and elements of conciliation in the leadership.

DAVIS also stated that the Communist Party - USA has
never clarified its position on the Hungarian situation. Further
more, the Party does not emphasize the Right danger. He also
talked about the fact that there are old and sick people in the
leadership and that these people do not have mass contacts.

DAVIS proposed the following national leadership:

GUS HALL, General Secretary
BEN DAVIS, Chairman

DAVIS said that DENNIS is a useful comrade and should
be a part of the team; however, DENNIS is not a dynamic leader.
DAVIS also proposed that MILT ROSEN and PAUL ROBESON, JR. , be
named for top positions in the leadership of the Communist.
Party - USA.

Remarks of CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT

CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT talked about the type of leadership
the Party needs. He did not name names nor deal in personalities



Remarks of CARL WINTER

CARL WINTER stated that it is necessary to listen to
the comments and to the opinions of the rank-and-file members in
regard to the national leadership. He again said that the Party
should not go too far in changing the Constitution.

Remarks of IRVING POTASH

IRVING POTASH stated that as far as his work in the
trade union -field is concerned, he is frustrated. He said that
conditions are different now than they used to be. He stated
that he wanted to be with and hare contacts with trade unionists
but it is not possible to meet with them as in the old days.

POTASH also complained that there is no collective
leadership. He said that no one bothers to ask him what he is
doing. He again said that he has become frustrated and stated
that maybe he is not fit for the position as Trade Union or Labor
Secretary.

Decision on the Question of the Future
Leadership of the Communist Party - USA

At the conclusion of this heated discussion on the
future leadership of the Communist Party - USA, a motion was made
that all present pledge themselves to secrecy, in regard to this
discussion. This motion would permit a general discussion of
leadership, but not ‘a discussion of personalities. This motion
was accepted.

It was further agreed that the full National Executive '

Committee will meet again during the first part of .November, 1959,
at which time the leadership question would be discussed again.
This discussion will involve the size and type of leadership and
the personalities involved.

It was also agreed that the National ' Committee will
meet in November, 1959. The resident National Executive Committee
will decide the date for the National Committee meeting. While
it had been tentatively agreed not to hold a meeting of the
National Committee prior to the National Convention, it was pointed
out that the Constitution requires four meetings of the National
Committee each year. Thus, it was decided that it is necessary to
have another meeting of the National Committee this year in order
to comply with the. provisions of the Constitution.



IV. A NATIONAL YOUTH CONFERENCE

There was no discussion on the fourth item on the
agenda,-- a National Youth Conference. A national youth eon-,
ference, tentatively scheduled for Oct©ter, 1959, has beeni post-
poned. An elarged youth conference may be held in. mid November,
1959, and some regional youth conferences may also be held. The
next meeting of the National Executive Committee, during the
first part of November , 1959, will deal with youth, as 'well as
other matters.



u

COMMENTS OF CG 5824-S*

In a private discussion , MICKEY LIMA said that if he
knew that personalities were going to be taken up during the
discussion of the leadership, he would have come out against
GUS HALL as the leader of the Party, LIMA said that GUS HALL
was responsible for the line that fascism is around the corner
and that all the Party needed was 10% of its membership -= the
tested and loyal people, LIMA said that during the underground
days, the California District fought against this line which was
proposed by HALL,

The discussions brought out that many consider JACK
STACHEL a conciliator., The supporters of the Left-wing viewpoint
are opposed to him because he did not crack down on JOHN GATES
when GATES was the Editor of the "Daily Worker".

There is a feeling in the national leadership of the
Communist Party - USA that pommunism in the United States is on
the upgrade, that it is becoming more popular and stronger. There
is also a feeling that there is a crisis in the labor movement and
that this provides opportunities for the Party. Thus, the Party
needs the kind of leadership which can speak to the people in the
United States.

L
'
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.9/29/59SAC (100-31723)

SA FORREST F. BURGESS

CPUSA-ORGANIZATION
IS - C

k

On 9/10/59* I I who has furnished reliable
information In the past, orally advised SA FORREST F. BUR-
GESS of the following. This information was dictated on
9/14/59 into statement form, typed by Stenographer I

I I on 9/14/59, and was then read and initialed by the
informant oh 9/24/59* It is maintained in I I

b6
b7C
b7D

"Philadelphia* Pa.
September 10, 1959

"PHIL BART, National Organization Sedretary, Com-
munist Party USA , sent a letter on September 8, 1959*
from New York to [ |

which read as follows: b7D

MSept. 8, 1959

’Dear Comrades:

‘This Is a, follow-up letter for a conference
on Party organization which will be held Saturday
and Sunday 26th and 27th. This is one of two
conferences being held that weekend to discuss
problem of party organization.

•We would appreciate your sending a delega-
tion to. this conference to be held Saturday 10 A.M.

’Should you desire to attend the 4o Anniversary
mass meeting in Nex? York which is scheduled for the
evening before-Friday, Sept. 25th in Carnegie Hall-
let us know in adyance for a car to bring In a full
delegation to this conference and we would like to
heard from you by return mail. ’"

/D* New York (RM ) ,^ 1 - 100-50579 (PHILIP BART)
4 - PhiladelphiaPhiladelphia

1 - 100-31723
1 - 100-22157
1 - 65-1686
1 -

FFB:MML
(5)

(PHILIP BART)
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SAC (100-22157)

SA FORREST F* BURGESS

PHILIP BART
IS - C

9/30/59

On 9/14/59, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, orally advised SA FORREST F. BUR-
GESS of the following. This information was dictated on

.

9/16/59 into statement form, typed: by Stenographer ! I

I Ion 9/16/59* and was then read and initialed by
tie informant on 9/24/59. It is maintained in

"Philadelphia* Pennsylvania
September 14, 1959

was overheard to sar that PHIL BART
had called him pn

| I and indicated he
would possibly be over on that day to visit! I at his
residence. He also arranged to. meet ! 1 on the morning
Of I 1 and to stay over part of that
evening to visit the I I meeting sched-
uled for! I on that night,!

-
I

dm nos come uo'
] BART, however

on the evening of

("l}~ Men York (RM)
\y 1 * 100-50579

4 - Philadelphia,
1 - 100-22157
1 - 100-34061
I - 65-1686
1 *

(PHILIP BART)

b7D

bo
b7C
b7D

b7D A



Office ISAvMOVtindum • UNITED states government

to : SAC, NEW YORK (100-56579) date: 9/30/59

from : SA HAROLD P. QUINN

SUBJECT: PHIL BART
SM-C

Identity of Informant:; NY 17^9-S* (Conceal and
paraphrase)

Reliability: Who has furnished reliable
information in the past

NY 1749-S* has reported that on 9/19/59, PHIL (BART)
contacted BILL (ALBERTSON) telling him that they have problem
in the I.J. MORRIS funeral parlor, said (ONBA) will be denied
burial in a Jewish cemetery and that only other cemetery they
are connected with is in Jersey which ^TERESA” (ONDA) does not
want. PHIL asked where "PETE”, AMEER and others are buried.
BILL said they are bufied in Valhalla but does not know details.
He suggested PHIL contact CARL BRODSKY tomorrow morning as he
said CARL will either know or will know where to contact JERRY
TRAUBER, who works for stone cutting place in Yonkers and will
know. BILL said he could not help because he has a meeting with
"the youth" or "a youth caucus" tomorrow morning which will last
all day;

1- New York (100-129629) (WILLIAM ALBERTSON) (4l6)
1- New York (100-6622) (ANDY ONDA) (422)
1- New York (100-56579) (415)

4 .
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SAG, HEW YORK (100-16785) 9/30/59

SA HAROLD P> QUINN

JIT'! JACKSON
IS~C

Id^tltyaf inforaaBti NY 1749-8* (Conceal and
paraiUirase}

Reliability; Who has furnished reliable

NY 17^9-3* has ported that on 9/20/59* PHIL BART
contacted JIM JACKSON, explained that he wanted 30»e information
concerning a grave plot for QNDA and a3ked JASKS0N lf he reoembered
who aade the arrangemtata for ED (PH). JACK30N Indicated that
the person was PUNY (ph) and suggested that maybe MORRIS the
undertaker might have connections and could call PUNT, BART
explained that QNDA had gone to work yesterday, and thenwent
to a doctor's office for the treataeat of an ailment, and
dropped dead while he was in the doctor' s office j that he left
two boys eight and ten; that the services were scheduled £or
Tuesday morning, ^



SAC,vjaM. YORK (100-17924) '

; 9/30/59

: SAHAROLDP. QUINN _^;.V

CAM. BORDSKY
-sMrC\^

.

-

;

s NY 1749-3* (Conceal aid
v

...-
...

paraphrase)

vjRellahllit^i,^
:

:- Who hasfurnlshed reliable
'//.; inforsaation Inr fche past

' - -.vf ; V; .

. Date:
;

^ 9/20/59 .J.l/- v;
.

v' :5.C-
;

"V

NY 1749-3* has reported':,that on 9/20/59 PHIL- BARI -

contacted CARL BORDSKY and explained that ANDYGKDA had died
yesterday, PHIL Said he wanted advice concerning a cenetery :v:

plot. He explained that the plot available Is dewiahi thafc GNDA
waanot Jewish; and that they could not bury him theirs. BART
th^ ashed BQaa®r "where CACCIOHE (ph) and these guys” were buried,

BSSBSKY replied "upstate'.' BORDSRY 3aid that he could not offer

V anyadviceand sugge3tedthat BART call PAVE GBEENE(ap) or
JERRY (ph) 55^i3^R (ap)who lives in Sheepshead Bay, Brooklyn. ; r

:

Vv V New York (100-56579) (PHIL BAM?){415)
\ 1- New York f 100-6622) (ANDY OHM) (422)

1- New York {100-17924} (424) >V
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM - UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

SAG (100-31723

)

9/30/59

FROM: SA JOHN Ti BLAIR

SUBJECT: CPUSA-ORGANIZATION
IS - C

On 9/4/59# I I
who has furnished reliable

information in the past, orally advised SA JOHN T* BLAIR
of the following. This information was rough drafted on

9/7/59 by SA BLAIR into statement form, transcribed by
Stenographer | |

on 9/7/59# and was then read
and Inirfcialedl^v the, informant on 9/8/59* It is maintained
ini r

2 -- New York JRM ).

if 1^100*56579
' - I - iOO-238'25

30- Ph±lade±phia
1 *
1 *
1 *
1 *
1 *
1 *
1 *
1 -

1 *
1 *
1 *
1 *
1 -

1 *
1 *
1 -
1 —

1 w
1 *
i *•-

1 *
1 --

1 *
1 *
1 --

1 *
1 -

JTB:MML

100-31723
100*6176 ("POLITICAL AFFAIRS")
100-6289 (COMINFIL USVJA) _
100*43435 (CP ATTEMPTS TO INFILTRATE MASS OBGS*)

^
100*43812 (COMINFIL MASS ORGANIZATIONS) <

100*43409 (SYU)
100-1502-2022 (CPEPD, DELAWARE COUNTY SECTION) - -7 */

100«1502-5969 (CPEPD, INDUSTRIAL SECTI01l)£l^2-LJl-— *

100*1502-1955 (CPEPD, 4TH CD SECTION)C$ searckp.^....t<n^R-;;
100-1502-1957 (CPEPD, 5TH CD SECTION ) N^sERlAUZH^-LFiLfe^.^^.---

100-1502-2000 (CPEPD, 6TH CD SECTION)^ !

fi Jfo? ,A

100-32825 (CPUSA-INTERNATIONAL
100-33143 (CPUSA--NEGRO QUESTION) r l-
100*31643 (CPUSA—PAMPHLETS & PUBLICATIONS^-^—

/

100-33144 (CPUSA-YOUTH MATTERS) - L_
100-221E7

.

( PHTT.TP BART 1
,

1 - 100*24839
IOO-3406I I) 1 - 100*SB8l I J

100*37636
100-35375
100*20479
100*22603
100*1045
100-28841
105*1397
100-41370
65*1686
65-4641

1 - 100*24839
I) 1 - 100*SS8l

SEARCHED

SERIALIZED

INDEXED'

FILED

FB3TPHILADELPHIA

(32) ,^/f1



.PH 100-31723

"Philadelphia, Pai
9/V59

that at 7:30 p.m., Saturdays 9/i2/^y, the Section named b?c
will mobilize for distribution the District and National b7D

CP leaflets concerning the steel strikei He added that
as a long-range plan, the Section intends to collect food
and set up a committee to visit the Steel Union local at
Fairies s Hills and obtain credentials which would auth-
orize the Section members to collect food on behalf of
the Union members. This visit will be made over the com-
ing weekend,

I I of the
j |

reported that a
leaflet put out by his club, calling for the support of
the striking steel workers, was distributed by the Youth
Club members along with members of the Socialist Youth
Union on the previous Saturday in the lower end of the -

32nd Ward area of Philadelphia. He said that this leaf-
let distribution was very successful. The leaflets were
put out under the auspices of t Tho Vnnth for the Support
of the Striking Steelworkers.* I I advised that the
leaflet distribution had been made in the morning, and
that in the evening, the Youth membership went back into
the same area and solicited food for the striking steel-
workers and collected over 200 cans. This food was taken
up and given to the Union officials-. •

"In explaining the food collection, stated
that prior to last Saturday *we* went to the Union local

- 2 -



PH 100-31723

"and asked for approval to collect food for the strikers.
This Was approved hy the Union officials, who had no idea
that they were dealing with representatives of the CP.

I I stated that the I I intends to make the same
distribution in another area ‘pretty sooni?

|
head of Cp|

Complimented the Youth on their success ana remarked that
the Youth will follow through with their contact at the
Steelworkers Union. He said that the Youth had been in-
vited to a meeting this weekend at the Union headquarters,
where they will relate some of their experiences in col-
lecting food for the steelworkers. He added that the -

Youth will ask that children of the striking steelwork-
ers participate in the next collection of that type.

I I stated that the |
|

had passed a resolution that all Section members who
are members of unions go to their respective union
meetings and try to get resolutions passed pledging
financial and other support to the striking steelworkers.

privately ad-"Before the meeting,
vised that the CP- has no inside connections at U, S.
Steel or the Union. He stated that the I lhad merely
gone to the Union headquarters and asked for credentials
on the basis that they wanted to help collect food and
even funds for the steelworkers.

b6
b7C
b7D

I I had on hand 500 to 600 copies of the
District leaflet around the steel strike, which he
passed out to representatives of the other areas,
which apparently have done nothing around the steel
strike. He requested that these leaflets be distribut-
ed in their respective areas.

"40th Anniversary Celebration - October 9, 1959

”0n October 9, 1959; the District CP will hold an
affair to celebrate the 40th anniversary of the CPUSA,
Arrangements are under wav to obtain a ballroom in the
Adelphia Hotel. I 1 said that he will try to get
BEN DAVIS to come down from New York and be the featured
speaker. This affair will be around the Peace Question
and will be held around the time President EISENHOWER
will be going to Russia. He feels this affair will draw

3



PH 100-31723

"a broader crowd of progressives than heretofore, be-
cause of the importance of the Peace Question L I ~l

said that he had met with ! I

to work out the cultural aspects of the
| [

meet-
ing, but final plans are not completed*

u4oth CPUSA Anniversary Celebration, 9/25-27/59, NYC

I 1

b

I I wants as many comrades as possible from b

the District to attend the 40th CPUSA anniversary cele- b

bration being held in New York City 9/25-27/59* He
stated that the first day will be in the nature of a
celebration, and the final two days will be in the form
of a conference. The first day of the conference portion -

will be devoted to discussions on organization and ideolog-
ical questions. The second day will be devoted to a dis-
cussion of the Press.

|said that the
|

send delegates to the three-day affair.

gates.
stated that the

will

will send dele-

I \ said that it is doubtful if the 4th and
6th CD Sections will send anyone to the affair

i

|
stated that due to the

small membership in his area, it is doubtful if his
area will be represented*

I I stated that the I I wi

1

1

send in at least three members, not including

"District Preparations around National and District
CP Conventions

"A discussion was held around the mimeographed
letter addressed to all clubs, dated 8/7/59, from PHIL
BART, National Organizational Secretary, taking a refer-
endum of Article 5, Section 5* of the CPUSA Constitution,
dealing with the election of National Committee members.
The National Committee desires that Ar tide 5> Section
5, be deleted from the Constitution. The purpose of
deleting this portion of the Constitution is to eliminate

4



PH 100-31723

"the election of .National Committee for the forthcoming

-

year by the various Districts prior to the C'PUSA Nation-
al Convention* In this way, the National CP leadership
hopes to he able to elect District representatives to
the next National Committee who are in synpathy with
the programs and ideology of the National leadership.

"Those present are generally in agreement with
this change. All clubs must vote on this referendum,
and the tabulated District results must be in the Nat-
ional Office by 10/l5/59i

|
| then passed out a 4-l/2-page mimeo-

graphed report entitled *Administrative Committee Draft
on Convention Preparations, 1 which actually was prepared
by him at the request of the District Administrative
Committee, and has not as yet been, discussed by the
District Administrative Committee, This draft sets out
facts concerning thw CPUSA National Convention scheduled
for 12/10-13/59. It then proceeds to discuss the District
Convention and makes numerous proposals concerning con-
vention preparations, submission of club draft resolutions,
and sets forth proposals concerning changes in the organ-
izational structure of the District. One of the most
important proposals which has been discussed previously
Is the abolishment of the Section Committees and the -
establishment of a City Committee composed of club org-
anizers, and Executive Committee of seven or eight people

1

to replace the present District Organizational and District
Administrative Committees 1

I I discussed nt length the desirability of
electing a broad working-class type leadership. There
must no longer be a situation where one or two people
do all the workj all comrades who are asked must accept
the responsibility of leadership when asked to do so.

"This report of will be discussed In greater
detail at the next District Committee meeting*

I l is to come into the next District
Committee meeting with resolutions elaborating on the
role of the Party around the Negro ^uebtlon* Her resolu-
tions will be based on the National Draft Resolutions ap-
pearing in the September Issue of * Political Affaifcs.*

bo
b7C
b7D

5
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Pli 100-31.723

I lie to come in, with. resolutions and.

proposals on I
which will "be "based on

the National Draft Resolutions on that top£c appearing
in the September ‘Political Affairs* issue.

J
four-page mimeographed

....... , reposed List of Ques-
tions We Need to Answer in Order to Have a Sound Program
and Outlook, 1 These questions* Which are to be discussed
at the pre-Convention discussions, were not commented on/
but will be taken up at the next District Committee meet-
ing, "

Pertinent portions of the above information were
furnished to. the Bureau by CINAL dated 9/10/59

i

On 9/8/59,
ing documents mentioned above:

[furnished copies of the follow-

er CPUSA, National Committee Referendum—dated
8/7/59 (made an exhibit in 100^30295-lB)*

b, "Administrative Committee Draft on Convention'
Preparations,

"

c* "Proposed List of Questions We Need to Answer
in Order

- to Have a Sound Program and Outlook."

One photostat copy each of Items b and c have been :

made exhibits in 100-^1723-lB (CPUSA-ORGANIZATION ) and 65-4641-
1B 1 I

The original copies were returned
to the informant.

b7D

6



SAC (65-4641) 9/30/59

SA FORREST F. BURGESS

IS - C

On 9/14/59, I I who has furnished, reliable
information in the past, orally advised SA FORREST F. BUR-
GESS of the following,. This information was dictated on
9/16/59 Into statement form, typed by Stenographer! I

I on 9/16/59, and was then read and initialed by
the informant on 9/24/59. It. is maintained in.

|

'’Philadelphia,. Pennsylvania
September 14, 1959

t
. was overheard to sav that while

Jwere in New York on[ 5
'e and
mak-

ing plans and arrangements for a mass meeting wm nh wan
scheduled to be held in Philadelphia on.
PHIL BART inquired pf I Ihow he would Hire t.n

be in charge of the
given an affirmative response,
comments made by BART on this matter.

"

pad
mere were no further

New York (RM)
1 - 100-56579 (PHILIP BART)

Philadelphia
1 - 65-4641
X - 100-22157
1 — 65—1686
1 «•!

fpnTT.TP nan»T«\

b7D

FFB:MML
(5)



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

SUBJECT

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69)

SAC NEWARK (100-4284E)

CP, USA
New Jersey District
Newark Division
Organization
IS - C

DATES 9/30/59

On 9/16/59, |
who has furnished reliable

information in the past , furnished the following, to SAs
JOHN A« HAAG and VINCENT E . \MURPHY

s

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION SHOULD NOT BE DISSEMINATED
OUTSIDE THE BUREAU UNLESS CAREFULLY AND PROPERLY PARAPHRASED.

Bureau (RM)
(1 - 100-15716)

(T^Tloo
(1 - 100
(1 -I

XmJL3ARTLp>
(ARNOLD JQPNSON)
(JAMES. JACKSON)

l* 1/-- Newark
(1 —
(1 -
(1 —

(1 -
(1 -
(1 -

(1 —
(1 -
(1 -
(1 -
(i —
(i *

100-16195)
100-38042)
100-3291)
100-33773)
100-30885)
100-35105)
100-33259)1
65-770)
100-19491)
100-23214)
100-32233)
100-4284U)

(WALTER BARRY)
(JOSEPH BRANDT)
(MANNY CANTOR)

I I

(AL GOLDBERG)
(LOTTIE GORDON)

(JOHN NORMAN)
1

(PATRICK TOOHEY)
(FRANK WITKUS)
(LEW MOROZE)
(CP, FACTIONALISM)

VEMsjg
(21 )

SERIAttZFD _X

?=¥?r§eCris59
" V\ * t il — ''ILTNiUKiC



at the residence
eet

this was because
n

Also p
o USA

at this affair
PHIL BAMl

the National

procedure would to© for that meeting in view ©£ the
unexpected visitors from th© ’National Office.

I lappeared to be th© spokesman for the
l~He recommended th© Board put aside its

normal business and take up the question of the problems
affecting the leadership in New Jersey. He proposed that

Iintroduce the question by presenting the problems of
the leadership and the question surrounding his recent

He stated the National
.executive committee had sent them as a delegation to
sit with this body and see if they could make a constructive
contribution to working the matter out.

|
gave a review on th© leadership’s problems

4 rs rs)

;

and too the National Office last week. He said tna
had returned this letter to him, stating that it was no
in his official capacity to act upon it. He further

t he discussed this matter with the Nati

indicated that from the time he was elected



NK 100-4284-E

as I Ito the present time,
there had been a deliberate and definite non-cooperation
policy on the part of a segment of the leadership oho, for
a year and a half, have refused- to lift a finger for work
or activity. These individuals waged constant opposition
to all Party work and activity which verged on factional
lines* He stated he personally was unable to enlist their
support and cooperation for Party building and that now
it appeared their activities were developing into organised
oppositional forms which had the appearance of a buildup
for the State Convention and could only result in great
damage. While he doubted he was the cause of their non-
cooperation, he was willing to step aside to remove thin
as a cause of issue and create for such elements all
possibilities of being active and working. This would
be the best move to prevent any buildup of a negative
disruptive fashion for the approaching convention. He
stated that actually the real problems were not individuals
but were reflective of the weaknesses of the Party, its
isolation and the coming to the front of moods of frustra-
tion and defeatism which found convenient outlet in anti-
leadership forms. To clear the entire matter, one should
really start by attempting to solve the many unsolved
problems faced by the Party as a whole. However, if they
think he is the impediment and that he holds the key but
refuses to turn it, it might be best for him to step asidn
and remove, however false, the issue so that it would not
discolor the convention or the Party work from here on out*

|
Iwent on to give a l I

_ |
on the party of Party comrades to which

ne was referring. For example, he discussedf I

|and described
their general attitude in many cases to basic policy
differences with the line of the CP and basic disagreement
with the National and State leaders and refusal to accept
it or to work with it. He assumed the attack against him
was really because of his defense of the national leadership
and the national policy.

addition to this,
and thus, in addi

also to be He stated that!

ition to the
Ub

leaving the

2
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m 100-4284-E

state would be very hurtful and will leave a considerable
gap. He stated there was a need for strengthening the
board and getting the State Committee to function , which
has been difficult up to how because of non-attendance
and the large amount of non-participation leaving the bulk
of the work to just a handful of people.

|
l.talk was followed by a series of dis-

cussions py all board members present. All spoke and
very strenuously objected to the idea that I I

resignation was the way to do it. They all recognized
the difficulties and harrassment encountered by the State
Chairmanship. All board members present appeared to give
strong and sincere testimonial to the job done by | I

which they claimed could not have been done by anyone else.

|
I were especially aggressive

in their support of the I I and criticized all those
who did not contribute work or help.

|
fairly

strongly and argued that the multiplicity and difficulties
were not of his making but were such that all members of
the board should help to solve; however, only a few have
tried to do so.

while I I on a
difficult job well done and for his work as- 1 I which
he termed magnificent, took occasion to take an air of
detachment and stated he felt there were too many personality
problems in the situation and he could not agree that the
non-cooperativeness and disruptive attitudes of I I

I were hurtful t® the Party. He gave them a certain
testimonial and stated he felt a better attitude all around
would bring these comrades into full activity.

In general, all of the board members present
requested I I

I was the problem of all of them
and they would strive to help attain it.

b6
b7C
b7D

spoke at length.



NK 100-4284-E

BART did not speak at all stating the hour was
to© late.

|
J©n

the residue of problems left toy the recent uproar in the
Party, on the slew but definite improvement of a unified
Party line and policy, on the defeat' of the theories of
the right wing and the ultra-left and stated the Party today
and those in it are those who accept and agree with the
line and policy which has com© about. This provides the
basis for people thinking and acting in common. This
provides the basis for a full collective leadership if
the members can rise above "small thinking” and develop a
collective leadership with the Party line asj their guide.
He deplored the intrusion of name calling., sharp and
unfriendly language and relations between comrades and
pointed out that whoever engages in such practices has much
to learn and that it is the job of all the comrades to help
correct such practices and not leave it to just one but
to "share the misery" in dealing with a| land
the bluster of outbreaks by someone like! ~l and
others. He stated the National Office is convinced that

I lhas made a contribution in New Jersey which was not
possible for any other comrade to make* I \ stepped
forward at a period of desertion, has aggressively fought
for the Party and its leadership and despite personal failings
which nfl.1 neoale have, held the Party together and kept it
going. I I stated the National Office is convinced
that the line followed bv l ~lwas politically sound and
did not vary from the line of the national Party and there-
fore should be supported. |

argued against people
who are inactive, who refuse to work on false alibis of
illness or any other reason and thought that if the members
at that meeting would resolve to do so. they could work
together on a united pro-Party basis. I I stated
the speeches made by all members present showed a high
degree of affirmation, respect and support for the work of

the State Chairman and that the Chairman should take into
account these remarks and withdraw his resignation. He
stated the National Committee is also guilty for many of

the problems arising in New Jersey because although New Jersey
is close and it reflects all of the problems of the Party
everywhere, the National Office has rendered little or no
support or attention or help to the comrades in New Jersey.

4
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Hence, they wish to be
amend their ways*

self-critical and say they will

L I brief talk was along the same 1:

He went into a little more detail on the point that
was not the impediment or cause of the problems. Hi

that on the contrary. I

|
|made a very brief closing talk. In general

he stated he was appreciative of the pledges ; of support
and cooperation by those present and withdrew his resignation

(It appeared that the committee from the National
Office wished to give an announced and public support to

|
CP but to restrain that

support sufficiently so as not to' unduly antagonize the
disruptive elements. From this, JjL_can_pnly be concluded
that they feel obliged to support I Jim receive in

which they cannot
count upon and waxen will create for them more serious
problems in the future. Their support of | | however,
was obviously restrained.)

5



sac/ new ydt& (100-6622} //;./' 9/30/59

SAMmCS®;?* <3iUI3tiN
:

/V; ; v\ ///>.:’ -

ANDY ONDA
is-C'; :

.

..

Identity of Informant :
' NY17^9-S* (Conceal and

/' , paraphrase)

.
Bellability: WhobasfXtrnished reliable

v ,.=)
' information in the past

NY I749-3* advised that on9/l9/59» CONNIE (BAHE) ;.

contacted "ABE” at "ONDA relldence'’, telling him that PHIL(BAftl}
justgotln and is working on ”it

H
» ABE, aaked if she took up V

financial problei* ffleationihg that coat vrill bs about $600.

COIMm said abe will talk to PHIL about it . CONNIE then talked '

,

to ABE about "TERESA" (QNDA) and the family, ABE indicated he
is handling arrangements for TERESA,

;



FBI
Date: 10/1/59

Transmit the following in
Type in plain text or code

VIA AIRTEL REGISTERED
Priority' or Method of Mailing

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-102)

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK ( 100-128861 )( 415)

SUBJECT: CP, USA, FUNDS (RESERVE FUND)
IS - C

3 - BUREAU (100-3-102) (RM)
1 - CLEVELAND (100-421) (GUS HALL) (info )(RM)
1 - LOS ANGELES (100- )(CP, USA, FUNDS (RESERVE FUND

)
( Info

)
( RF

2 - SAN FRANCISCO (100- )(CP, USA, FUNDS (RESERVE FUND) (lnfo)(Rf
(1 - 65-1242) (ALBERT (MlCKIE") LIMA)

1 - NY 134-91 (Inv)(4l5)
1 - NY 100-111199 (HERMAN WALLACH)(425)
1 - NY 100-75445 (BARNETT SHEPARD) (414)
1 - NY 100-12513 (SHROEDER BOULTON) (412)
1 - NY 100-94653 (VICTOR PERL0)(33)
1 - NY 100-70342 r [425) be
1 - NY 100-78633 (ISIDORE GIBBY NEEDLEMAN ) ( 33 ) b?c
1 - NY 100-4078 (ALBERT MALTZ)(4l2)
1 - NY 100-82522 (ARTHUR STEIN) (424)
1 - NY 100-64424 (CHARLES KEENER) (421)
1 - NY 100-70303 (l2th-13th St. Corp.
1 - NY 100-50817 (ROBERT DUNN) (424)
1 - NY 100-14419 (FRED FIELD) (412)
1 - ny 100-7658 (lem Harris)

(

415 )

1 - .NY lQO-19679 (iSADORE W0FSY)(4l5)
1 - NY 100-8057 (EUGENE DENNIS )(4l5)
1 - NY 100-84994 (GUS HALL) (415)
1 J- NY 100-64061 (JACK CHILDS) (415)
0/- NY 100-56579 (PHIL BART) (415)
1 - NY 100-79725 (Camp Wingdale ) (4l4

)

1 - NY 100-128314 (CP, USA, NYD, Funds
1 - NY 100-128861 (415)

ACBrmfd (#415)
(30)

Approved: Sent
Special 'Agent in Charge

M Rer
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9/16/59

A State Board meeting of the New Jersey GP
was held on 9/15/59 at the residence of LOTTIE GORDON
in Newark, New Jersey, to discuss and plan for the
coming State Committee meeting scheduled for 9/20/59.

ERNEST THOMPSON and 1 were
supposed to have been invited to the meeting to discuss
the political question. JOE BRANDT, LOTTIE GORDON and
PAT TOOHEY were the only Board members present "at the be

outset of this meeting.]
\
who had been b7

i r>vi . wa g alsn nresent. Later in the evening I I

1 arrived . However , I I

had been sent home prior to their arrival because of the
lack of attendance to discuss the political question.
Hence, the meeting did not get into a discussion on this
subject. This pertained to the elections in New Jersey
and the coming presidential election in 1960. This body
discussed only the State Committee meeting scheduled for
9/20/59.

GORDON stated she had obtained a hall but did
not know who was going to attend or whether any notice
had been sent out to the comrades to be invited to this
affair. She stated she obtained the Russian Hall at
277 - 17th Avenue in Newark, N. J.

A discussion arose on whether people were coming
from various sections throughout the state. TOOHEY stated
they should resist any discussion to call off the meeting
and to put up a fight to hold it as scheduled. BRANDT
stated this meant nothing. They state on Tuesday they
must put up a fight to hold the meeting, and it is scheduled
to be held the following Sunday. The matter was arranged
improperly from the outset. They are going to have a
poor meeting because they started off to have a poor
meeting.

BRANDT had previously indicated he wished to
have a large meeting rather that* that of State Committee
members with a few outside comrades invited. A large meeting
was decided against mainly for security reasons. BRANDT stated
it is "bunk" about security and statements to the effect
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the FBI is on every corner. This is just an evasion
and brought up just to scare people out of doing anything.
They must mobilize the Party and tell the people about
it and not pursue a bureaucratic method of small meetings
and the like. BRANDT proposed they try to organize a
large meeting even of people who have left the Party and
put th© discussion of pre-convention problems on as big a
basis as possible.

| |
stated he did not feel it was a

problem that the comrades have not done anything or committed
themselves not to do anything. As far as he sees the
situation there are sincere efforts to handle the problems.
It is their iob to work together to try to solve these
problems. I I continued and spoke along this line.

GORDON stated there is no point blasting people
for being bureaucratic and bringing the Party into
bankruptcy, etc.

BRANDT stated he did not say "bankrupt", he
said "serious" and he did not want, GORDON to misquote
him and informed her not to talk to him like a commissar.
A brief exchange of sharp words took place between
BRANDT and GORDON at this point.

GORDON, in her general talk, stated they must
organize the meeting, they must share the work and not let
it in the hands of a few people/ They could have a good
meeting if they are of a mind to.

BRANDT disagreed.

Another sharp exchange of words took place
between BRANDT and GORDON at which time TOOHEY stated
there was no point in getting stirred up about this matter.
If they have a serious problem they can solve it like
friends if they wish*t®. It is not a question that they can
have a large meeting but do not want to but they have
difficulties which prevent them from doing so. For example,
he stated he had spoken with comrades in the Trenton, N. J.

area that very week and they are afraid to come to such an
affair. Furthermore, they do not want any outsiders to
come into their section. The Plainfield Club is of the
same attitude. They will not come to a large meeting.

b6
b7C
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They are afraid and are thinking of their Jobs and it
is hard to get them to agree to come to any kind of a
meeting. TOOHEY stated he would be happy if they could
get as many as 20-25 people to come to the State Committee
meeting.

After further discussion on this matter, there
was an indication that very few invitations had been sent
out concerning the 9/20/59 meeting. SOPHIE FITZGERALD
was to attend from the Paterson area; however, there was
some question as to whether she had been notified. It was
announced that DAN FITZGERALD could not come because someone
must remain home with the children. I I seems
to have drifted away and they cannot expect him to attend.
It was announced that ALEX MILLER may attend from the
Paterson area.

|
I stated that he will be the only person

present from the I 1 section. He stated the
comrades in that area are scared and reluctant to attend
such a meeting.

from
1 stated that he and two other comrades

would try to be present.

It was decided that TOOHEY would contact the
Plainfield Group and recontact the Mercer County Group
to inform them of the meeting and to try to get someone
from these areas to attend.

GORDON will get in touch with I I

to see whether she would attend and to see whether I I

can get in touch with I 1 to see whether he will
attend. GORDON will also get in touch with WALTER BARRY
and attenpt to determine from him whether he notified
Camden and the farm area as he had been previously assigned
to do.

b6
b7C

M0R0ZE will get in touch with the Essex County
Group. This section is to send several comrades. GORDON
will check with M0R0ZE about Essex County.

At this point, BRANDT stated they must invite
additional people; for example, what about MANNY CANTOR
and JOHN NORMAN. GORDON stated that if BRANDT wanted to do

3
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the inviting he could do so. BRANDT stated he would invite
these comrades.

During the meeting, GORDON attempted to get
a committee from New Jersey to attend an Eastern Seaboard
Organizational Conference which is to take place on
9/26-27/59 at 74 Fifth Avenue, New York City. She stated
she had a talk with PHIL BART of the National Office, and
he is organizing this conference on organizational problems
in the Party.

With reference to the above
GORDON offered to attend on 9/26/59.
attend on 9/27/59. BRANDT stated he
9/27/59 session, and if he was not working he would also
attend the 9/26/59 session. TOOHEY stated he will try
to attend both sessions.

The next State Board meeting was scheduled for
9/30/59 to take up the question of electoral and political
policy.

J l and be

I I stated he would b7

would attend the

4
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HARRIS commented that, when he was last in Mexico City,
he was told by ALBERT MALTZ that money for the CP was raised among
the American CP members in Mexico City, and that this money was
sent to the Southern California CP district. HARRIS said he
assumed that this practice continued.

The Wall Street Group
111

According to LEM HARRIS, HERMAN WALLACH, BARNETT
SHEPARD, and SCHROEDER BOULTON, members of the so-called "Wall
Street" group of donors, are being re-activated as donors under
the direction of VICTOR PERLO. PERLO collects money from this
group, and gives it to "The Worker" instead of to the CP Finance
Committee. Although not a donor of this group, ROBERT DUNN, head
of "Labor Research", meets regularly with this group to discuss
ourrent economic problems.

In discussing the "Wall Street" group, the Finance-
Committee decided that it should make an effort to secure the
donations of the aforesaid group for the CP Reserve Fund.

The meeting was adjourned, no arrangements being made
for a subsequent meeting.

Extreme caution should be exercised with respect to
dissemination of information herein inasmuch as, .by its nature ,

said information tends to identify NY 694-S, a valuable informant ,

as the source thereof.
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : SAC (100-31723)

FROM : SA WILLIAM E. HUGHES

SUBJECT: CFUSA - ORGANIZATION
IS - C

DATE: 10/1/59

On 9/14/59, PH-547 ~S*, whoJias-fiaiaaishfid—reliable
Information in the past, advised SE that
PHIL BART made an appointment to meet witn thomas wa'rt?trt> at
the NABRIED residence about 10:00 a.m 0 , 9/14/59. The informant
learned that BART left his baggage at the bus station before
coming to the NABRIED residence. Informant also learned that
FRANCES GABGW telephoned THOMAS NABRIED on the warning of
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9/14/59, to inquire whether he was planning to go to the
CP office on that day, NABRIED said he had certain material
that he was working on and was staying at his residence while
doing this work, adding that PHIL (BART) was going to come
to his residence for a discussion. GABCW inquired whether
NABRIED had the original draft of the resolution (a resolution
prepared by NABRIED on CP work) adding that she wanted to see
a copy of this resolution. NABRIED said he thought he had a
copy for GABOW,

On 9/14/59, PH-548-S*, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, advised SEs| and
RAYMOND J. BOTT that PHIL BART visited the residence of THOMAS
NABRIED, 1345 West Susquehanna Avenue, Philadelphia, Fa.,
about 9:40 a 0m., 9/14/59* BART told NABRIED he had arrived
about noon, 9/15/59, and had called NABRIED 1 s home several
times but received no answer . NABRIED said he had been involved
in a youth conference all day 9/13/59. NABRIED inquired about
the plans BART had made for the day on 9/14/59 . BART said
there were a number of things he wished to discuss with NABRIED
and thought perhaps he could also see ABB ‘SOKOLOV). NABRIED
said ABE usually reached hiB office about XosOO a am. He said
he particularly wanted to go over with TCz. yome item regarding
the pre -Convention discussion. At this point, FRANCES GABON
visited the NABRIED apartment and began doing some typing
while NABRIED and BART held a discussion in another room. The
discussion was not within hearing of the informant. Some what
later, NABRIED inquired whether BART had been successful in
seeing anyc-ns on 9/13/59 . BART said he had seen JOE (probably
ROBERTS). K.-.3RIED replied that JOE had not paid anv dues for
nine months. GABON commented that JOS felt there was an
organizational maneuver to push him out (of the CP). (This
probably refers to a demand by the CP club of which JOE ROBERTS
is a member that ROBERTS bring his dues up to date or else
he would not be allowed to attend any future club meeting).

The talk then turned to generalities and became
rather lengthy on the subject of our educational system and
the unfairness of a situation where people cannot afford to

b6
b7C
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send their children to college. GABCW said she knew of a girl
who turned down a four year scholarship to go to work in a
shop because she could not afford to go to college even with
the aid of a scholarship. PRANCES said she knew of another
woman who also raised the same question regarding her children.
GABOW said he had no answer to these problems and felt that the
problem was one of the major American struggles today. NABRIED
said this was not just an American struggle, but a world question

NABRIED said that DANNY (RUBIN) had passed his bar
examination and had a job, but was laid off and was unable to
get a job at the present time. BART remarked that his college
education, which had never been completed, proved to be a
hindrance rather than a help to him.

.The group then discussed the problems of I I

I
I GABOW said sh<a did woh •hVrtnlr •hha-hl

^

I

I I She felt thatpeople
goxng

|
| should understand fully the problems

involved. FRANCES remarked that I 1 Is new and he just
came around.” (Referring to the length cf time in the Party
of

I
I
NABRIED remarked that the girl's

mother and father had talked to him, but he did not know what
he could do about the situation. BART had no constructive ideas
either

.

GABCW mentioned that she had to go to the residence
of WILLIAM CRAWFORD at 7:30 p.m., on the evening of 9/14/59,
and would probably stop at the NABRIED residence while on
her way, (District Committee meeting scheduled to be held
at the CRAWFORD residence on evening of 9/14/59).

PHIL BART mentioned getting a cab to go to a funeral
parlor, unnamed, to view the remains of a man who was only 43
years old. From remarks passed, this individual is believed
to have died of cancer. (Examination of the obituary column
of the newspapers failed to identify the individual to whom
BART referred and it may have been a personal friend not

•

connected with the CP). NABRIED then told bart that Dr. mv-m
COHEN had given up all of his records to

T

I I
and that NABRIED had not seen DAVID COHEN in quite some

bo
b7C
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time. BART inquired how VIC
getting along and was told that they were
single ranch home which NABRIED and GABGW
but had not done anything in the CP for a
BART commented that

were
a beautiful

was "through"

living in
described as fabulous,
considerable period,
when they were married.

NABRIED said he was going to try to get in touch with
the I land also with thel I

,

PRANCES GABGW commented the last time she had seen the |

they were involved in quite a large interracial group, which
was Involved also with out of town areas*

A discussion of meetings to be held was Initiated and
there was indication that GABCW keeps a book recording a large
number of meetings. She informed NABRIED and BART of the
following meetings:

b6

9/14/59 “ a meeting at BILL'S (CRANFORD) 7:30 p.m. (District b 7 C

Committee )

.

Meeting 9/14/59, 8:00 p.m. at the residence of BECKY (DAVIS).
(Club meeting - 4th CD Section).-

Meeting 9/14/59, 8:00 p.m. at the residence of ABE (SOKOLOV),
(Probably Club meeting - 6th CD Section).

Meeting 9/16/59, at the residence of JACK (ZUCKER). (6th CD
club on Section meeting),

NABRIED commented he had instructed fDANNY (RUBIN)
to keep himself available for this meeting at JACK'S house.

GABOW inquired of NABRIED whether he had the address
of "JIM from Wilmington" handy. Apparently NABRIED did not
have the address handy because GABCW remarked she had written
down this address, but could not find it at that time. She—

.

said she wanted to visit him and get that money from himU I

|
She remarked she would find the address and drop

him a line to let him know when she could visit him.

Before leaving the NABRIED residence, GABOW said she

would see both NABRIED and BART on the evening of 9/14/59.
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BART told NABRIED he thought It might be worthwhile
for them to go to the ROBERTS’ residence and visit with JOE
for the sake of old times. NABRIED said that would depend on
when they could find JOE at home. BART commented he would
like to catch an early train or bus to New York (probably
9/15/59). NABRIED and BART left the NABRIED residence shortly
after 3:00 p.m., and returned about 5 :30 p.m., at which time .

NABRIED was told b.v I I that JAMES DOLSEN wanted be

him to call. While NABRIED was making a telephone call he t>7

asked BART for the address of the CP office in Chicago, and
was told this address was 36 West Randolph Street,

PH-547-S* advised SE| |9/l4/59,
that before leaving the NABRIED residence PHIL BART called
JACK ZUCKER on the telephone to tell ZUCKER that he was sorry
he would not be able to see ZUCKER on this trip. ZUCKER
inquired whether BART was leaving on the evening of 9/14/59,
and learned he was leaving early the following morning, BART
said he would like to get together with JACK for the sake of
old times. ZUCKER politely inquired about BART J s wife and was
informed that she was well. BART said he would return to
Philadelphia sibout the end of the month and would visit ZUCKER
at that time. ZUCKER replied BART was always welcome. (The
informant reported that ZUCKER was very indifferent to BART
throughout this Convention and appeared anxious to have the
call terminated).

For the information of New York and Baltimore, THOMAS
NABRIED is District Chairman, CPEED, and PRANCES GABCW is temporary
District Dues Secretary, CPEED.

5
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TO : SAC, CLEVELAND (100-421) DATE: 10/l/5>9

PROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-128819)

SUBJECT: CP, USA
NY DISTRICT
NY DIVISION
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
IS - C

NY 2353-S* on 9/17/59, reported that on that date
a telegram was sent to the Hon. MANUEL AGUILAR, Consul General,
Mexican Consulate, 8 E. 4lst St., NYC, signed by BENJAMIN J.
DAVIS

?
Chairman of the CP of NY.

The telegram stated: "We protest most vigorously
against recent arrest and imprisonment of DiONISO ENCINA
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RODRIGUEZ, Secretary General of the CP of Mexico, and other
labor leaders by your Government. I, together with a small
delegation of prominent American citizens will come to see

you at your office on Monday, 9/21/59 ) at 12:30 p.m., for
the purpose of lodging our protest and discussing the release
of these political prisoners with you."

On 9/18/59, NY 2353-S* reported that WILLIAM
ALBERTSON, CP, USA, NY District Executive Secretary, advised
the NYCPD, on that date that the CP would picket the Mexican
Consulate, 8 E. 4lst St., NYC, on Monday, 9/21/59 , from 12
noon to 1:30 p.m. The purpose of the picketing^ was to protest
the arrest of trade union' and CP leaders in Mexico.

On 9/21/59, SAS JOHN P. LANGTRY and ROBERT S.

MUGAVIN conducted a physical surveillance in the vicinity of

8 R. 4lst St., NYC. The following individuals were observed
marching in a picket line before 8 .?• 4lst St., NY0, during
the period from 12:05 p.m. to 12:42 p.m.

BEN DAVIS
EUGENE DENNIS
MIMI PRIEDLANDER
MILTON ROSEN
LOUIS WEINSTOCK
JIM JACKSON
JACK STACHEL

IL BART
BETTY GANNETT
JESUS COLON
WILLIAM PATTERSON
GUS HALL
JACK SHULMAN

A

ART SHIELDS (*)
BERTHA STACHEL (*)
RUTH ROBERTS
SAUL GROSS (*)
STANLEY GOODMAN

b6
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(*) Identified by SA MUGAVIN only
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The following individuals were observed in the
vicinity of 8 E. 4lst St., NYC, during the period from 12:05
p.m. to 12:42 p.m, but did not participate in the picket line:

WILLIAM ALBERTSON
HAROLD COLLINS
IRVING POTASH
VIRGINIA GARDNER
EVELYN WIENER
SOPHIE NASCIMENTO

At 12:27 p.m., GUS HALL, BEN DAVIS> EUGENE DENNIS,
BETTY GANNETT, JESUS COLON, and VIRGINIA GARDNER, were observed
entering 8 E. 4lst St., NYC. All were observed leaving 8 E.

4lst St., NYC, at 12:31 p.m.

A copy of a throwaway entitled "Why We Picket The
Mexican Consulate" handed to SA LANGTRY on this occasion is
being attached to the copy of this letter designated for
NY 100-128819.





OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

From:

Director, FBI (100-3-69)

SAC, Newark (100-4284E)

Date: 10/1/59

Subject: CP, USA
New Jersey District
Newark Division
Organization
IS - C

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION SHOULD NOT BE DISSEMINATED
OUTSIDE THE BUREAU UNLESS CAREFULLYAND PROPERLY PARAPHRASED.

I I furnished the following information to
SAs JOHN A. HAAG and VINCENT E. MURPHY on 9/16/59:

3 - Bureau (RM)
(1 - 100-15716)

3 i New York (RH)
-ft (1 - 100-56579) (PHIL BART)'
^ (1 - 100-8Q64~lTfCP"~Qrganization)
a -i T

16195) (WALTER BARRY)
38042) (JOSEPH BRANDT)
3291) (MANNY CANTOR)
33733)1 I

25222) (DAN FITZGERALD)
14116) (SOPHIE FITZGERALD)
35106) (LOTTIE GORDON)
34927)P^
33259)1
17002) (ALEX MILLER)
32233) (LEW MOROZE)
770) (JOHN NORMAN)

35100)|
18208) (ERNEST THOMPSON)

.

19491) (PAT TOOHEY)

4284U)(CP Factionalism)
4284AA) (CP Meeting Places)
4284-4K-1) (Bergen County)

.

4284-4M-1) (Mercer County)
4284-4R-1) (Union County)

.

/JM> - & Is S'? /-M&
........
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Cover Sheet for Informant Report or Material

FD-386 (3-21-58)

TO
FROM
SUBJECT

SAC, NEW YORK (100-56579)
^SACy-BEWARK (100-31376) „

/
" PHIL BARTX .

IS -,-C^ " n i-
**

DATE: 10/2/59

Date received JReceived from (name or symbol number)
!

Received by

9/2/59
who has furnished SAs JOHN &. HAAG and

VINCENT E.! MORPHY
Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks)

I X I in person I I by telephone 1 I by mail CXI orally I ) recording device I I written by Informant

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent:

Date

Dictated tn

Date of Report

9/2/59

Transcribed

Authenticated

Date(s) of activity

U i U

Brief description of activity or material

Private conversation with PHIL BART

concerning a meeting in Levittown, Pa» File where original is located if not attached
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NK 100-31376

September 2* 1959

PHIL BART, of the National Office of the CP, USA,
privately advised in August, 1959 (August 31, 1959) that he
had attended a CP meeting in the Levittown, Pennsylvania*
area approximately two to three weeks ago* He stated I I

I of this meeting and that I I

|were in attendance*; BART did not relate the
names of any other individuals present at this affair*; He
did state there were about 7 individuals present* He stated
that all individuals present were technically out of the
Party* The theme of the meeting was MDo we need the Party?”*

BART stated the meeting started rather late and
lasted past midnight* At the conclusion they decided to
attempt to arrange another meeting in the near future*
During the meeting on that date, all the usual questions were
raised as to why comrades have left the Party* BART stated
the question in his mind was who could be brought back to the
Party* Two individuals present indicated they did not think
they would come back; however, these two individuals did not
actually resign at that meeting itself* At the conclusion
of the meeting, they decided to arrange another meeting in the
near future where they will discuss whether they want to
come back in the Party or not*

b6
b7C
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69)

FROM : SAC, NY ( 100-80641

)

SUBJECT: CPUSA-ORGANIZATION
IS-C
CINAL

CARE MUST BE UTILIZED IN HANDLING AND REPORTING
THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION SINCE ITS VERY NATURE TENDS TO
IDENTIFY gft SENSITIVE AND HIGHLY PLACED INFORMANT.

4 - Bureau- (100-3-69) (HM)
(.1-100-3-81 ) ( CPUSA-INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

)

1 - NY (100-86624) (CPUSA-INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS) (415)
1 - NY (IOO-I8065 ) (JACK STACHEL)(415)
1 - NY (100*8057) (EUGENE DENNIS) (415)

Xp- NY (100*56579) (PHIL BART) (415)
1 NY (100-13444) ( JOE NORTH) (415)
1 - NY (100-1696) (ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN) (4l5)
1 - NY (IOO-23825 )

(BEN DAVIS') (416)
1 - NY (100*16021)ARNOLD JOHNSON) (415)
1 - NY ( 100*48033 )

( IRVING POTASH) (415)
1 - NY (100*16785) (JIM JACKSON) (415)
1 - NY (IOO-25623 ) (ERIC. BERT ) (422)
1 - NY (100-93#) (TED BASSETT) (425)
1 - NY (100-80641)
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On 10/1/59, NY 2359-S* advised that on that date,

a meeting of CP functionaries took place in the third floor
board room, CP Headquarters, NYC. EUGENE PENNIS was
chairman.

Among those in attendance were the following:

/JACK STACHEL
< PHIL BART

JOE NORTH
ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN
BEN PAVIS
ARNOLD JOHNSON
IRVING POTASH
JIM JACKSON
ERIC BERT
and an unmale believed to be TED BASSETT

The first speaker was JOE NORTH who gave a
report regarding KHRUSHCHEV’S visit to the US, in which
he detailed the itinerary followed by KHRUSHCHEV during
his trip around this countryi NORTH referred to the night
at the hotel when (WALTER) REUTHER was critical of KHRUSHCHEV
and described REUTHER* S statements as a "low point." NORTH
pointed out the need for further discussion (on the

,

matter of KHRUSHCHEV* S visit) and said that a whole series
of things have to be analyzed and studied.

JACK STACHEL stated that he and EUGENE DENNIS
agreed prior to the meeting that, following JOE NORTH’S report,
some proposals should be madei He commented that there has
been "a five year old thinking" on the part of Americans that
the Soviet Union could be totally destroyed without the total
destruction of the US. Now, as a result of KHRUSHCHEV'S visit,
the American people are understanding the cry for peace. STACHEL
described the Party's problem as one of clarifying and strengthening
its American political standing; He added that the Party has the
responsibility of exerting itself further in the fight for peace,
socialism, and Negro liberation within the Labor
movement i STACHEL proposed a leading article
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be written for "Political Affairs," evaluating all
these points; He then stated DENNIS is prepared to write
this article; STACHEL proposed the issuance of a pamphlet
for wide distribution concerning the peace movement going
on in this country , STACHEL stated "our" work now and for
a long time to come will have to be on peace, strengthening
the Communist movement, and building a stronger alliance
with the Negro people;

JAMES JACKSON said KHRUSHCHEV* S visit "legalizes
the struggle for peace;" JACKSON also urged a task force be
formed to organize mass meetings at which JOE NORTH could
report on KHRUSHCHEV* S visit;

REN DAVIS stated that, when speaking to the
American people, the reality of the- position the' :Sbviat Union
in the world*, should be made -known to them;

ARNOLD JOHNSON/fivofably of KHRUSHCHEV'S visit;
He then indicated he felt the Party was not meeting its
responsibilities of the vanguard role; as far as the peace
question was concerned. JOHNSON pointed out that many
tourists have gone to the Soviet Union in the past few
years including some close to the Party, yet no one
from the Party has attempted to talk to any of them, and
that "these people want to talk to someone" (about the
USSR) . JOHNSON thought it might be a good idea to

get out "a -tablet" on KHRUSHCHEV'S speech;

IRVING POTASH stated that in the next couple of
weeks "they" should consult with a number of trade unionists
and discuss what can be done about disarmament and peace;
POTASH stated "we" must know the enemy so "we" can name
names and identify these people as enemies of the people;
POTASH stated the Party cannot make a mistake on anything they
say and do oh this question;
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ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN stated that people every-
where in the United States are talking about KHRUSHCHEV*

S

visit and American minds are open as a result of this;
She felt the Party shpvild take, advantage of this situation •

FLYNN remarked that something had to be done in the trade
union movement to counteract the role of the AFL-CJO
and (WALTER). REUTHER.'

EUGENE DENNIS Stated he felt the KHRUSHCHEV
visit and the understandings reached will help all the
American people to a better understanding of the nature
of socialismi

Meeting adjourned

i
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : SAC (100-31723) DATE: 10/2/59

FROM SA THOMAS F. LEWIS

SUBJECT: CPUSA - ORGANIZATION
IS - c

On 9/9/59, [ who has furnished reliable
information in the past, personally provided a written state-
ment to SA THOMAp F. LEWIS. This statement is maintained in

b7D

(2)- New-'York~(-RM-)- — —
k\J W - 100-56579 (PHIL BART)'

c 3r=TIDD=238^ (BENJAMIN D
22 - Philadelphia

DAVIS)

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -
1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -
1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

TFLrKSK
(24)

JAMES DOLSEN)
FRANK FISHER)
FRANCES GABGW

)

(BILL HINTON)

b€
b7C
b7D

100-31723
100-1502-5969 (CPEPD - INDUSTRIAL SECTION)
100-1502-1955 (4th CD SECTION - CPEPD)
100-4842 (THE WORKER)
100-8670 (UERMWA)
100-22157 (PHIL BART)
100-34061 (BILL CRAWFORD)
100-37636 (BENJAMIN DAVIS

)

100-35375
100-20479
100-22603
100-1045
100-28841
105-1397
100-33303
100-41370
65 -1686
65 -4641
100-24839
IOO-I8775
200=43015

THOMAS NABRIED)
[DANIEL RUBIN)
ROBERT RYAN)
MATTHEW SNYDER)

rched Indexed

Seria Filed

OCTOBER 2, 1959
FBI, PHILADELPHIA
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"Sept_ 7, 1959

“On I a meeting of the
lof the CPUSA was held at the aoartment

of I IPenna

.

The meeting~began around 8 :45 P.M. Those present
were:

"JIM DOLSON
TOM NABREID
BILL HIKTSN
BILL CRAWFORD
FRANCES

"FRANCES collected dues before the meeting
and explained the rebate system for club work and
dues record sheets to BOB, TOM said the 26th
anniversary of the New York party was coming up
prior to conference on consolidating party Ideo-
logy, Four or five people from the Phila, district
are invited to attend the Friday evening meeting
and participate the next day in discussion. The
dates are Sept, 26 & 27th,

"TOM also said plans are being drawn for a
Phila__affair to celebrate the 40th anniversary
of the party. The date selected is Oct, 9> 1959,
He said the Hotel Adelphia had been approached
and was agreeable to renting quarters. He said
they hoped to line up BEN DAVIS to speak on the
subject, 'Peace and Co-existence,' TOM also re-
commended a singer he brought in. He asked that
the fund drive be completed then,

"He said those handling the affair thought
it would be nice to round up a few charter members
and prop them up on the platform. He said It was
planned to have the youth members march up and
hand them bouguets of flowers. He said this would
be very touching, and would emphasise the continuity
of the party, TOM said admission would be $1.00
for employed and 50$ for unemployed,

"On the Steel Strike reported canned goods

'SARGE' DAVIS
BOB RYAN
DANNY RUBIN
FRANK FISHER

2
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"had been collected in the 4th CD by the youth who
had received authorization from the Pairless local.
BOB said Local 107 Westinghouse had collected over
$1000 and turned it over to the steel locals.

"TOM then passed out ballots for the referen-
dum on Article 5* Sec. 5 of the .party constitution
proposing a change in this section. He also dis-
tributed a copy of a letter from PHIL BART pleading
for funds for the worker (letter enclosed).

"DANNY gave BOB a draft of the Administrative
Committee on convention preparations. BILL CRAW-
FORD told BOB he had been out to see MATT recently
and was going to bring the pre-convention draft
down to BOB but did not know where he lived. BOB
gave him his address and asked him to call first
as his brother lived next door. In this discussion
TOM said he had recently talked to 'SLIM* too.
During the steel strike discussion BILL C« said
perhaps | I could get something b6
going . He said he had seen ! Ilately and that b?c

[ worked at General Steel Castings Co. During b7D
discussion of the Oct, 9th affair some members
of the D.C. felt there would be a security problem.
In the report of the fund drive BILL HINTON said
be should collect about $50 from out of town but
not the full $150 assigned. Various D.C. members
praised the preconvention draft. In discussions
on it (draft attached) BILL HINTON explained why
he would go to a district committee meeting be-
cause it was a small group but would hesitate
to go to a district convention. FRANK F. made a
statement on the need for maintaining security in
the industrial section. FRANK said use of a spot
downtown might bring the F.B.I. on their necks.
BILL HINTON said there was a problem of involving
the industrial section in the convention but also
the problem of their reluctance to participate for
security reasons.

"In relation to the city committee mentioned
in the draft. BILL HINTON suggested that for security

3
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"reasons perhaps an Industrial committee and a city
committee would work with members from each on a
main committee,

"BILL C. spoke of the need for strengthening
party ideology. He claimed the material put
out for club consumption was too weighty and heavy.
He asked for more down to earth material,

"TOM spoke of the need of orienting the party
to the working class. He said this was a big problem
He said it was wrong to go to people like PICKETT,
DIIMORTH, and A.D.A, officials to try to put a
program across. He spoke of a woman whom he re-
ferred to as a leader of a Germantown club who
was ignorant of basic party history but who had
been around the party a long time.

"BOB said he felt part of every single club
meeting should be devoted to an ideological dis-
cussion on topics suggested bv the D.C, He raised
the problem of comrade I Iwho was employed but
had yet come forth with nothing for the fund drive.
He said it was an embarrasing and humiliating posi-
tion to be in with these people when he had to
repeatedly ask for the money. He said a party per-
son should deny himself necessities if need be to
further the work of the movement. TOM laughed and
said they might have to send reinforcements down
to apply pressure. BOB said if he didn't kick in
he might send him up to TOM.

"JIM DOLSEN made an eloquent speech on restor-
ing the iron discipline of the party.

"DANNY then held up a large piece of paper
with the dates Nov. 28 and 29th pencilled on it
and asked if these dates were O.K. He gave the
distinct impression the room was bugged. No one
in the room spoke the dates. They just wrote them
down and agreed. DANNY then held up the date
Dec. 19. This was to be the time of the District
Committee elections after the Natl. Convention. This

b6
b7C
b7D

4
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"date was not spoken either, Just written down and
agreed to. The next D.C. meeting was set for

I I house to discuss
the main Political Resolution. Mention was made
that Sept. P.A. magazine was not in yet."

Informant stated the dates of 11/28 and 29/59 b7D

were the dates of the CPEPD Convention.

Photostat copies of the letter from PHIL BART
and the draft on Convention Preparations are attached
to informant's report in|


